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TO : Mr. W. C. euttivanf DATE: 12/11/70 ae 
Tave} 

. 1 = Mr, Wannall pee FROM : C, PDP. Brenne ar 

j - Mr, Day Candy 2 

& ost 

aoe ae ae SUBJECT: rs OF FOREIGN LIAISON ke 

Se 40 fel Z " fone LGA 
Pursuant to the Director's instructions, there is 

attached a letter to Dr. Kissinger informing him of developments 
in our expansion of our liaison abroad. 

y We point out that subsequent to his discussion with 
the Director on 11/10/70, Secretary of State Rogers telephoned 

"Nz the Director 11/20/70 and made arrangements for a meeting of 
2 Bureau representatives with Deputy Under Secretary of State 

At this meeting the "2 William B, Macomber, dJr., on that date. 
details of the proposed expansion were discussed and confirmed 
by letter to Mr. Macomber dated 11/23/70. We note that on 
12/1/70 State sent a cable to the proposed new posts which 
advised that our representatives would be maintaining a 
relationship with the policy (rather than police) agencies 
in the new: countries and asking whether the new offices would 
present any difficulties. The letter points out that although 

‘the Director and Secretary Rogers agreed that no notification 
would be made to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), we 
were informed, 12/3/70, that Under Secretary of State 
John N. Irwin II had, in fact, informed CIA, ee ae a ee Pe 

1 te F 

The letter indicates that State's typographical 
error resulted in several unfavorable responses but these 
have been overcome with the exception of intolerable restrictions. 
insisted upon by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, Saigon, as 
result of which we have canceled our request to open there, 
We also inform: Dr, Kissinger of the several instances 
(Helsinki and San Jose) in which we have agreed to changes in 

We conciude by naming the ney posts 
_21l berin place f >“ a a, 
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SECRET 

* — Recenber 31, 1970 
‘, sere. 4 

20 me CROCS” be LEATSON 
L =~ Mr. Sullivan 

Lpre 
1 = Mr, Mohr 

Honorable Henry A. Kissinger : . ol ge 
Assistant to the President 1 - Mr. Wannall 

for National Security Affairs 1aMr. Day 
The White House 
Washington, DBD. C. 

t 

Dear Dr. Kissinger: 

—¥ feel that you should be informed of develonnents 
in our expansion of foreign liaison onerations which have 
oceurrea Since cur discussion on November 10, 1976. 

On November 20, 1970, Secretary of State Willian B, 
Rogers telephoned, stating he had discussed our exvansion 
with the President and asking that = send a representative 
to work out the details with Deputy Under Secretary for 
Administration William B, Macomber, dr. Wr. Rogers s2id ae 
he had some reservations concerning Helsinki, Finland, 26 as 
gn FBI liaison post there micht be misinterpreted as hedneg “SS 

; 

~~ 

im connection with the SALT talks, Mr, Rogers also iba _ . ; 
would do nothing about intormins the Central Intelligon ne a 
Agency as he feit that neither State nor FBI should do chit No, 
in view of the President's participation in the natter,. ta. A 
which £ agreed, By o Be 

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 

ee 

ob FBE representatives Ggiscussed the detail” of our * 
\Q) expansion with fir. Macomber and his staff on the sane date 

and were informed that clearance for my proposals was (/ 
wy granted. i: confirmed this by tetter to Mr. Macomber on he ON 

4 Rovember 23, 1970. On December 1, 1970, a Department of \ak 
4 State telegram was dispatched to the Ambassadors in the aN | 

countries where new liaison posts were to be established, ” . 
This telegram informed the Ambassadors of the approved A 
expansion and asked whether 1t would present any diificultiss.- 

Sita In a statement of the purpose of the new posts, the telegram _ 
Nohr___. __. $8id that my representatives would develop and maintain a. 
Bishop —__—- yelationship with policy agencies of the various countries 
Callahan _____ @ithopgh the Department of State had been informed thet this 

Conai___ FGlatHonship wouldve with polige agencies . Several of che _ 

Classified by G-t’ inde Ble Gy wet of 4.3 Biase Fel 
an rhs : oo fi 
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‘Date of Declassification Indefini 
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Honorable He ry A. Kissinger SECRET 

Ambassadors, no doubt concerned at this apparent intrusion 
into their responsibilitics, raised questions; and it was 
necessary for special clarification to be furnished to our 
Ambassador in Bolivia, eoeeoeeeee Elisworth Bunker, Saigon, 
South Vietnan, attempted + rose intolerable restrictions 
with the result that Zz eres cane my request to open a 
Lisison post there. 

. er 

Zi have made every effort te ile age paste with 
the sie teagan a ox State in this matte then it appeared 
that the nost in Eelsishi, Finiand, eres sted a probiem, I 
sugested reaaabiiain, Denaurkk, a3 an alternative. Again, 
when the Ambussader in Son Jose, fosta Rica, pointed out 
the "simply overwhelming” United States presence in that 
tiny country, & Yeadliy megxreed to establish our Central 

. American post in Manssua, wienrvascua. On Becember 3, 1970, 
despite Secretary Roser’ siatesent cone STALE notification 
to the Central Inteltigiunuss Aseney, EF was informed that 
Uncer Secretary of hinte Jnin ii, Erwin Gf had, in fact, 
GQLscussed out ckERissicn wlth thi Centyni Intelligence Agency. 

In the abtence oF any additional preblems being 
raised by the Departuehkt: of Stite, mney Liaison posts are 

oizving Besrut, Lobanons Caracas, 

caged s 
nas’: 

3 

being ocpened in La Pus. £F : 
bial a ed - 

Venezuela; Managua, Uicrrnena: Gel Aviv, israeli; and 
Copenhazen, Ronmark. Fae nervaimeL for these posts have 

. 4 232 vill have arrived at their 
Gestinations by Decesber 42, 2070. In addition to the new 
offices, I have further cerencthened our oporations by the 
addition of personne] to cxisuing posta at Paris, France; 
Bonn, GOrmany 5 Sucnos Aves, Arventinas and Rone, italy. 
A reduction is belag mave 2: Eoexkeo city, Hexico, in view 
of the transicr of the Central american territory, formerly 
handied from that oiticu, ta our post at Managua, Nicaragua, 

Sincerely yours, 

See memorandum ©. D. Brennan to W. C. Sullivan, 

dated 12/11/70, captioned “Expansion of Foreign Liaison," 

prepared by GAD:bsi. 
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November 20, 19'70 

NENOQRANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
ER. SULLIVAN 
ER. LORR 
MR. BISHOP 
TR. C. D. BRENNAN 
MR. CALLAHAN 

secretary of State William P. Rogers called. Ho stated he was 
calling, after a discussion with the Fresident, about the Bureau's liaison 
offices abroad, and, of course, he thought it was a good idea and they (the 
State Department) are enthusiastic about it, but he had just one question 
which he thought could be handled on the phone due to his busy schedule. 
He said the only one he had any reservation about is Helsinki, Finland, 
the reason being, if vord gets out, it could appear that it is in connection 
vith the SALT talks or that we are trying to be provocative. He continued 
that if I thought it will be productive, he thought they vere porfectly 
prepared to take the slight risk that is involved in open discussion about 
it, but if I thought it is not apt to be productive, he vould prefer not to. 

I told him I am perfectly willing to postrone it and not have it 
included in line with the recommendations ve have made until after the 
SALT thing is over and if at that time it is felt desirable to have it there, 
it can be taken up again, Mr. Rogers suggested then why not go ahead on 
that basis as to the schedule I have proposed and not make a negative 
decision on Helsinki but hold it in abeyance as he thought if we could do 
this and it not get mixed up in SALT talks, it would be a good idea. I said 
it is a good listening post for information we might obtain, but on the 
other hand, if 1t would irritate the SALT talks, I am willing to postpone it. 

Ke. Rogers said that was good and we would do that then; that he 
| has spoken to Paul Macomber (ifilliam B. Macomber, Jr., Under Secretary 
| for Administration), who is an old-timer and a Republican and sort of an 

Administrative Assistant, but he is the only one he has spoken to and the 
only one who knows about it, but he is willing to go ahead and put him in 
touch with anybody I would like. I told him I would arrange for an 
Assistant Director to get in touch with him and give the names of the 
people 7 want to put in these places so the Ambassadors in turn can be 
notified. 
JEH:eam (10) . NATIONAL STCURITY INFORMATION 

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 

SECRET 
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November 20, 1970 

Lemorandum for Messrs. Tolson, sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, ©. C, Brennan, 
and Callahan 

Mr. Rogers commented he thoughtthis was a good development, 
and I said I thought it would help in getting additional information. 

Mr. Rogers asked if Richard Holms, Director, Central Intclligence 
Agency (CIA), knew about it, and I told him he did not and I did not believe 
the Fresident was desirous for him to knov. I said that in September the 7 
President made the suggestion to me as he wanted botter intelligence. 
Mv, Rogers said he, the President, mentioned it to lim and it was his 
idea and nobody else's. I said when the Fresident handed it to H. R. 
Haldeman he told him to take it up with him, Rogers, and only him, so 
L assume he did not notify the CIA and certainly ve have not. Mr. Rogers 
said he would not do anything about it and will let tho White House do it 
as he did not think State should or that we should. I said I thought it was 
up to the Fresident. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

) SECRET 
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR, TOLSON 

. 
Serretary of £ sate ‘ “tr PKAogers fealled.”” He étated he was t 

calling, after a discunsion with the President; atent the Burenu's laisonl& - 
offices abroad, and, of course, ba thought it was a goed idea and they (the 
inte Gepartment) are enthugiastie about it, but he had igat one question - rN 

_ whieh he thought could be handled on the phone due to his busy achedule. 
Be said the only one he had any reservation about is Holeinki, Finland, . 
te reason being, if word zeta out, tf could appear that it is in connection : 

 Swith the tA LT talks or that we are trying to be provocative, He continued 
Sthat if I thought it will be productive, he thought they were perjectly prepared 

fa take the elisitt rizk that is involved in open discussion about it, but tf 
Ithouch? it is not ant to be preductive, he would prefer not to. 

Tf told him J am perfectly willing to postpone it and not have it 
B included in Hine with the recommendations we have made until after the 
osAL? thing ig over and if at that time it ig felt desirable to have it there, 

it can be taken up again. Mz. Rogers suggested then why not go abead on 
hat basis ag to the schedule I have proposed and not make a ‘negative 

dedicion on Helsinkd but hold it in abeyance as he thought Lf we could do this 
and it not get raized up In SALT talks, if would be a good idea. { said it is 
2, cae Ustoning post for information we night obtain, but on the other Land, 
if if would irritate theSALT talks, 7 ars — to no 

Mr. Rovers said that was good and we woul 
has spoken to Paul\iacomber (¥.illiam B\Jacomber) Jr., 
for Administration), who is an cld-timer and a Hepublican and sort of an 
Administrative Assistant, cut he ie the only one he tas spoken to and the 
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Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, e, D. Brennan, 

and Callahan ) | 

‘ 

. Mr. Rogers commented he thought this was a good davolopment, . 

. and! said I thought it would help in getting additional information. 

; 
: D 4 : 

. Mr. Rogers asked if richardifelaa; Director, Central intelligence 

Agency (CIA4, knew about it, and fold hint he did not and i did not believa 

the President was desirous for him to know. 1 said that in ‘eptember the — 

President made the sugsestion to me as he wanted better infelDgente. - 

~ , Dir, hogers gaid he, the President, mentioned it to bins and it waa hig 

idea and nobody else's. I said when the President handed it to_B. Fo Wo 

Xtinideman he told him to take it up with him, Hegers, and only hic, so 

“Tassume he did not actify the CIA and certainly we have not. Mr, Kogers 

said he would not doe anything about it and will let the ¥ hite House do ft as 

pe he did not think State should or that we should. I said I thought it was up ic 

a the President. | 

baad 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

So 

22- 
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_ SECRET 

TO Mr. C. A. Tolson aes | 7 yen anh aa 
\ — 

FROM : W, C, sultavaty 

SUBJECT: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON 

a 

area uc ee a name wo eguahi ey . . - ” 

. 

. 

As instructed, I met this afternoon with Deputy Ui Under 
Secretary of State for Administration William B, Macomber, _ axe oy 
“Also”present were Deputy Assistant Secretary. for Organization toa a 
and. Management, Thomas Stern, Special Assistant J. Stewart, = 42 
Cottman’, JID o 5 “Deputy Assistant. Secretary for. ‘Security, “Ph 
'G, Marvin Gentile, and SA Graham Day, who accompanied me. 
Mr. Macomber and his aides stated that they had been instructed 

\by Secretary Rogers ta-cooperate with us to the fullest and 
‘|lthey indicated they would do everything in their power to 
lassist us. I summarized for them our proposal to add five 
tAgents to presently existing offices and to open six new offices 
(Beirut, Lebanon; Caracas, Venezuela; La Paz, Bolivia; Saigon, 
Vietnam; San Jose, Costa Rica; and Tel Aviv, Israel) with a 
complement of nine Agents, They were aware that we wili nc: 
assign men to Helsinki, Finland, at this time. Mr. Stern said 
that he would take care of the necessary establishment of 
iadditional positions abroad and Mr, Cottman said that he would 
immediately inform the interested embassies of the fact that 
clearance has been granted for the assignment of additional FBI 
personnel abroad as requested. 
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Unauthorized 
Subject to C It was obvious that if it were not for the approval 

of the President and Secretary Rogers, clearance would have been 
extremely, difficult, and I detected.a.slight jack of enthusiasm 
ci the part of Stern and Cottman, Macomber, _ their Superior, was, 
however, _ most cordial and “eooperative and Gentile has-been a 
strong Bureau Supporter fora number of years. 

= 

The problem is now definitely in the lap of the 
Department of State and we will follow this aggressively to 
be sure no time is lost in opening the new offices. 
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TO | Mr. C. D. prennag ([4, DATE: 11/23/70 

FROM : W. R. tennasa PO , 

SUBJECT: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON 

Tele. Room 

Holmes e 
Gandy 

er | 7 | L 

As indicated in his memorandum to Mr. Tolson oe . 
11-20-70, Mr. Sullivan furnished State the details of our /;/ . ne 
proposal for additional personnel abroad on that date. ofl are 
Mr. Sullivan was informed that the additional overseas 
positions would be cleared immediately, and State was told ee 
that we would proceed to order the transfers. ped 

/ 

The Director had approved the opening of an Fl en 
in Helsinki, Finland, but this is not being doné because of — 

| the current U. 8S. = Soviet negotiations. The Helsinki office 
was recommended as a point from which to handle the Scandinavian 

- countries {Denmark , Sweaen,- puF EHLALG, NOLWAaY) » Tuas CuUVGrage - st 

gould also be handied fromCchpanbagan.. ponnaxk, which is_on 
the continent, and would therefore. cause no special concern 
to thée~ “Soviets. In fact, Copenhagen would be an ideal site 
for an office as we already have excellent contacts there 
and the populace is basically friendly. We believe State 

‘ would have no objection to this and if we are going to 
establish a foothold in Scandinavia, | now is oO time while 
‘we have top-level backing. | rab ae / 

ACTION: eect | a” | (2 * 

Attached for approval is a. letter to Deputy Under 
Secretary of State Macomber formally confirming the request 

; made by ‘Mr. Sullivan and adding a request for a new office - 
in Copenhagen, Denmark. — diiseacaas — 
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SECRET 

November 23, 1970 

° BY COURIER SERVICE 

~ JeMr, Sullivan 
. le-lir. Mohr 

ie-Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Honorable William B. Macomber, dr. {-Mr., Callahan 
Deputy Under Secretary for Administration 4omr. wannall 
Department of State” \ leHr, Day 

zi Washington, D. C.f  -J 
4 K . “ 

= g Wels f 
Ee Dear Mr. Nacomber;: : ; 

is Confirming discussion between you and your 
© mS representatives and Assistant to the Director William C. 
7 BS Sullivan of this Bureau on November 20, 1970, the following 
oo is an outline of the proposed increase in FBI personnel 

bom OVeETrSeas >; ; . ae ree . is 7s > : 
. BAe : SSS AVG HB ED 

Bes There are now 28 Agents and 32 clerical personnel _ 
aS a0 assigned to our 11 liaison posts abroad. WNo change is «-:..3 
fees presently proposed in 7 of these posts. In the 4 remaining 

3 we propose change as follows: | 
HSS 
= 5 2 Present Complement Additions 
Oo DM Office Agents Cierks Agents Clerks Total 
ee 

= Paris 2 2 1 1 6 
a Bonn a a i 1 ‘¢ 

Rome L 2 1 6 4, 
Buenos Aires L i a 2 S 

We propose to establish G new offices with sersonnel 
kw complements as follows; 

BY. COURIER SVC, y 
‘\. Complement ALY v 

AS Office| CE NOVe 4 Agents Clerks Totar [2 
Me 

Beirut | Lebonoe Lye i 1 2 . 
, aracas, Yenezuela 2 2 SS ee Sf 

wih fuse La Paz, Bolivia 1 i 2 Lex 
vonr FEY Aaigdn, Vietnam 1 1 ®&85 NOYo771970 2 ~~ ™ Af 
eee CN f“Sen Jose, Costa Rica Zz 2 4. N y 
Callahan £8 Tel Aviv, israel 2 ne = 
Casper = ih is : Ege 

Conrad 

Felts GADshe 2 

a ; 

o 

Classified by 628.5 SEE NOTE PAGE TYWo. 
Galé pos of 

Rosen —___-___— (8) i te 
Tavel f . - 
Walters % empt from GDS, Category, ft oR 

| Sos Donna , Date ot Declassification Indefinite x 4 

a _ % 

hat zs 00. 
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eG ge gg SE ay ei, 

Honorable William B&B. Macomber, Jr. 

a 

There are presently 60 FBI personnel assigned 
abroad. The above proposal contemplates assignment of 27 
additional personnel for a total of 87. 

In addition to the offices and personnel outlined 
above, IE propose to open a new office at Copenhagen, Denmark, 
to be manned by two Special Agents and two clerks. This 
would be in lieu of the office at Helsinki, Finland, and 
it would cover the Scandinavian countries as is presently 
done by personnel stationed in London, England. | 

Personnel selected for all of the above assignnents, 
with the exception of Copenharen, aré being ordered to report 
to their new stations promptly. It would be appreciated if 
you would advise me whether we may proceed to establish 2a 
new office at Copenhagen, Denmark. 

sincerely yours, 

Je Edgar Hoover 

NOTE: 

See memorandum W. R. Wannall to Mr. C. D. Brennan 

11/23/70 captioned “Expansion of Foreign Liaison,” GAD:hec. 

SECRET 
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SECRET : 
BY COURIER SERVICE 

1 - Mr. 
TO3 Presidential Appointments Stati exe iv we 

| Department of State | ° 

| Attention: Wiss Betty L. Groves 
iz Chief, Titie and Rank 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: FBI PERSONNEL IN SAIGON, VIETNAM 

Me. Robert 5B, wiley, who is currently assigned 
in the United States, is being designated Legal Attache 
at the United States Embassy in Saigon, Vietnan, 

Mr. Hawley, who was born September 25, 1912, in 
t. Ta. on ae 

} eapai, HAG SSS omplcyca by this Bureau since arn 2 F941. 

He attended the University of Hichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
where he received a Bachelor of Arts degree, He aiso ‘SS 

1 © | attended Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Medford, - 
‘a  &| Massachusetts, and received a Master of Arts degree, 
‘§ = 3s| Mr. Hawley will be accompanied by his wife, Bonnie. 
a xed © 
ns Oo 
JD The foregoing is furnished for your official 

use and yoti may wish to advise the Embassy of the 
United States in Saigon of the above. It will not be 
necessary to have anyone meet fix. Hawley and his wife upon 

Pa arrival in Saigon. — - 
» 

; penaet aes e . Me a : ; ree 

{o : ‘i Py Ad, f S = é a ue gee Ba = 

i L - Foreign Liaison Desk (Detached) 2 01276 ue 

a pon ee . - sek lel 
J , 

‘ 
? 7 Vv 

HLD:bsf, -/ . X ae 
(7) ale xa: 

tf oo ‘ i. 

py NOTE: : a 
CK oe 

Tolson Mr. Hawley is under transfer to Saigon, Vietnam. 

ee NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
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Memorandum | oo 
igh! Conrad __. 

ne Pelt a 

TO : Mr. C. D. Brennanuv DATE: 12/8/70 Gilecoesacere 
Rosen 
Tavel 

‘ Walters 

Soyars 

FROM : W, R, Wannall wy O ; Tels. Room 

| J iin ig jv Gen ePAL Gandy 
SUBJECT: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON ~ 

This summarizes the current status gf our expansion of 
our foreign liaison. Following Mr. Sullivan's meeting with 
Deputy Under Secretary of State Macomber on 11/20/70, State, who 
had informed us that they would tell the interested embassies 
that clearance had been granted for assignment of additional FBI 
personnel abroad, forwarded cablegrams to the affected embassies, 
One cable went to the four embassies where we are adding to an 
existing office and another to the embassies where we propose to 
open new offices, with the exception of Copenhagen, Denmark, 
which had been the subject of our separate request 11/23/70. 
Both cables asked the Ambassadors to advise immediately of any 
difficulties foreseen, Responses from the countries where we 
now operate were prompt and favorable, Unfortunately, State, 
in its cable to the new countries referred to our intention to 
aber and maintain a cooperative relationship with the police 
and other investigative agencies of the countries covered and 

jmade a typographical error. The cable as forwarded indicated 
that we would be dealing with policy rather than police agencies. 
Nevertheless, favorable responses were received from most of the 
addressees, Exceptions were La Paz, Bolivia, and San Jose 

| TBS 2 bef 254 a c . 4 ef 27 

ft ck a* ~ 
* ae terete bel el ntlenra— are te a Sattctin sel 

2B Glee Ae a 2 

La Paz expressed concern over the number.of U.. S. people 
there engaged in clandestine opérations requiring cover and “<5 
questioni#ig what Bolivian policy agencies the FBI Agent would or 
could work with. Marvin Gentile, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for Security, has advised that State has cabled the 
Ambassador explaining the typographical error and pointing out 
that our Legat will not be operating in a clandestine fashion, 
that he will not be operational, and that his assignment there 
has been approved at the top level. Gentile says we should 
proceed to open our office in La Paz without regard to the” 

| 
Ph 

2 

ITY INFORMATION 

nauthorizéd Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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NATIONAL 

Un 

Ambassador's comments. N i 
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SECRET 
Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
RE: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON 

Gentile telephoned 12/8/70 to advise that the 
U. S. Ambassador in San Jose had described the exceptionally 
large U. S. presence in this tiny country as "simply 
overwhelming" and reminded State that it is trying to 
sharply reduce the U. 8. contingent there, The Ambassador 
recommended that if San Jose was considered essential, our 
office be limited to one man who would be part of a new 
"Office of Security" in the Embassy which would serve a 
number of U. S. agencies, Gentile said that the concept’ 
of an FBI office in Central America has definitely been 
approved but the Ambassador is correct in pointing out 
that State has insisted on reducing the U. S. delegation 
in San Jose. Gentile said State is most anxious to assist 
in establishing an FBI liaison post in Central America and 
asked whether an office in Managua, Nicaragua, San Salvador, 
El Salvador, or Panama City, Panama, would permit us to 
carry out our mission as effectively as an office in 
san Jose, Costa Rica. From our standpoint, we can do this 
from any point in Central America. As there is a strongly 
pro-U. S. government in Nicaragua, the President of which 
is personally known to‘SA James A, Miller, who would become 
Legat there, we could readily open in Managua rather than 
San Jose. This would require no additional training of 
personnel or major alteration in our plans. Our intention 
is to intensify our coverage of the seven Central American 
countries and this can be handled very effectively from 
Managua, 

pervenperrn 

With respect to Copenhagen, action has been delayed 
within State, according to Gentile, because of the recent 
incident involving the attempted defection of a Lithuanian 
from a Soviet fishing vessel. The cable informing the Embassy 
in Copenhagen laid for three days on the desk of Deputy 
Under Secretary Macomber, who has been testifying before a 
Congressional committee concerning State's part in that matter, 
Gentile advised 12/8/70 that Macomber had just approved and 
Signed the cable and that he anticipates no difficulty or 
delay in the opening of our office in Denmark, 

ACTION: 

If ,approved, we will inform State that we will open 
our office in gua, Nicaragua, instead of San Jose, 
Costa eee ilizing the Same personnel already approved. ow 
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‘The attached cable from the U. 8S. Ambassador at 1 
San Jose refers to the establishment of a "four-man FBI office ~._’ 
in San Jose." The Director inquired "Why did we ask for four "3 
persons to be in San Jose." , (] 

3 

i a, 

The office’which we proposed in San Jose would actually 
be a regional office responsible for all of Central America, 
We have heretofore covered five countries on a road trip basis 
from Mexico, but the new office would have included Panama and 
British Honduras, areas not previously covered but where a © 
number of leads have arisen recently. There is a crying need 
‘for quality intelligence relating io tuis aca LesuLving Irom 
ithe situation in Panama and acts of terrorism and violence in 
Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador have recently been at war, 
Bureau criminal work in Central America has consistently 
increased in recent years. The full time of one man has been 
occupied in handling leads in five countries. Addition of a 
second agent and location of the office within the territory 
should permit more prompt and thorough handling of our leads 
as well as the development of the high-level intelligence being 
sought. To handle the clerical and stenographic work for these 
two agents, we recommended two clerical employees or a total of 
four persons for the new office. By separate memorandum, 12/8/70, 
we recommended that the Central American office be established 
in Managua, Nicaragua, instead of San Jose because of the 
"overwhelming" U. S. delegation presently in Costa Rica. 

With respect to the comments of U. 8. Ambassador Bunker, 
Saigon, South Vietnam, the Director stated that the Ambassador's 
requirement is unsatisfactory but typical and instructed that 
the office be canceled. In this regard the Director is, of 
course, absolutely right in his comment concerning the high-handed 
remarks of Bunker. We are aware, however, that part of the 
dadifficulty here lies with the State Department cable which . 
notified the embassies where we proposed to open new offices. , f 
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Memorandum to Mr..C. Db. Brennan 

RE: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON SECRET 

As discussed in my memorandum 12/8/70, a typographical 
error in this cable resulted in the Ambassadors being 
informed that our liaison representatives would develop 
and maintain a close cooperative relationship with the 
policy agencies of the countries which they would cover 
whereas State had been told that we would be developing 
this relationship with police agencies, It is surprising 
that more Ambassadors did not protest this apparent 
intrusion into their personal responsibilities. We have 
already pointed out this error to State, who acknowledged 
it and, in fact, State corrected this in a separate cable 

~ to La Paz because the Ambassador there had made specific 
reference to our contact with policy agencies. We feel 
we Should go on written record as well regarding this 
error. : 

ACTION: 

If approved: 

(1) The Administrative Division will promptly 
cancel the transfers which have been issued to personnel 
destined for Saigon, South Vietnam (one agent, one clerk). 

Cane, LATE? tw Rikole &, Poutuys dandna ss « ipchor
n 

Prparsal 12/ 15] P4287 ONS 

») 
(2) The attached letter will inform the Department 

of State that we are canceling our proposal to open an office 
in Saigon and will protest the misstatement of our function 
in the State cable which was sent to six Ambassadors. S 
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8 ¥4 - 2 <= Mr, Callahan 

Honorable William B//Macomber, Jr. | z, a a 
Deputy Undér Secfetary’ for-Administxation 7 _ yy tavel 
Department of State i. :4,- = Mri-@.D. Brennan 
Washington, D.C. _. 1 = Mr. Wannall 

_1- Mr, Day 

—- Lal 

; NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATIO} 

- Callahan 
' Casper —* 

Conrad ” 

" Gate dated 12/9/70, captioned "Expansion of Foreign Liaison," 

Tavel —-—— prepared by GAD: PSfe ity G2P3 a. — 

pat Se Se _ Exempt from GDS, Category \YfP = | 

Tele. Room fo eee © 1+ Date of Declassification Indefinite SECRET e |. yp 

Sailiwen GAD ee : | 
: Mohr : 1) ‘ 

— | TER A = | 

"leet sr2s— UG ytd eag6399 Ihasev8? UT 

Dear Mr. Macomber: 

¥ have reviewed the various responses forwarded 

by the United States Ambassadors in the embassies where — 

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 

the FBI proposed to establish new liaison posts and I am a 

disturbed by the apparent misconception regarding ‘the | ar z 

purpose of these: posts. It would appear. that. this oO 1: 

misconception arises directly from a typographical error \ i. 

appearing in the Department of State cable number 66641 

informing those embassies that FBI liaison representatives 2 

are stationed abroad to develop and maintain a close — 

cooperative relationship with the policy and other 
investigative agencies of the countries which they visit, 

[!¥ou were informed that such a relationship would be 

S\developed with the police and other investigative 

Siagencies, which is a quite different function. ~ 42 = 

— ftoront BIL GG 3S) 
In view of the comments of the United States seen. © aes, 

pS Oa 

O4 FBI 

9 9DEC1 1 
0 

Ambassador in Saigon, I am herewith canceling M Yad 

to establish a liaison post there. TE nico, cafitecee 
ie ae “Sm DE 
\ 2 I request that you take the necessary 19, PF 

insure that the Ambassadors who were misinformed.concerning ___. 
the function of my liaison representatives are properly , 

re /}- advised of the true.nature of our activities abroad, 

Sincerely yours, © yy f we 

o & Ju.Edgar Hoover 

OTE 
See memorandum W. R. Wannall to C, D,. Brennan, 

af ————_——— 



SECRET 

BY COURIER SERVICE 

Date: December 14, 1970 : 
1- Mr, Wanneall 

: To: Presidential Appointments Staff 1 - Mr, Day 
Department of State ped 

Attention: Miss Betty Lh. Groves 
Chief, Title and Rank 

Nocear 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director i, ne ran las ae ; 

Subject:' FBY PERSONNEL IN SAIGON, VIETNAM 

Reference is made to my letter dated November 27, 
1970, and casctioned as above which concerned the assignment 
Gof Hr. Robert B. Hawley to the United States Embassy at 
Saigon, Vietnam, as Legal Attache, 

Plans to establish 2 Legal Attache Office in 
Saigon and to assign Mr. Hawley as Legal Attache have been 
canceled, 

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctiong ¥ 

NATIONAL “SECURITY INFORMATION 
The foresoing is furnished for your official use 

and you may wish to advise the Embassy of the United States 
in Saigon of the above. 

ben 1» Foreign Liaison Desk (Detached) 

f f RABswme LON C. 

pee (6) 

NOTE: 
(Ky See memorandum Wannall to C.D, Brennan, dated 12/ erLe (® 

captioned "Expansion of Foreign Liaison," which concerns 
cancellation of plans to open an office in Saigon. TS. 
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SECRET DATE: 12/17/70— 
d 

Or 
oe Dh < 

EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON 

W. R. Wannallyy 
9A 

We have now received State Departmeht clearance 
for the last of the new liaison posts and are proceeding to 
establish communications channels so that operations may 
commence promptly. 

f 

state Department Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Security Marvin Gentile advised, 12/17/70, that the U. §. 

. Ambassador at/Mdnagua, Nicaragua, who had said he would clear 
‘the office with Nicaraguan President Somoza, had responded 
indicating our office had been fully accredited. He asked 
for details regarding space and services needed and State 
is informing him that these detaiis will be discussed with 
him by the Legal Attache, As indicated in cable from Mexico, 
12/16/70, new Legal Attache Miller is now in bed under doctor's 
orders suffering from red measles. He is expected to be 
released 12/23/70 and will drive to Managua in his personally 
owned automobile carrying necessary supplies to sustain 
operations pending receipt of additional supplies from the 
Bureau, 

Prior clearance had already been granted for the 
other five new offices. The new Legal Attaches will all be 
in place on or before 12/21/70, except for Legat Miller... 

— FBS AHF H- KO 
_u- A$ a 

: 2”. . e. one 

For information. An SAC Letter is being prepared Fe 
to notify the field of our new foreign liaison coverage. -: - 
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With respect to ‘KS ‘establistinuent of i the new Legat ee 

Hativagua, Nicaragu a vanguiry was made of State Department to determine ‘ 
this post was 5 considered to be a hardship post. State Department p 

advised that the average State Department officer is assigned there for 
only two years because of the extreme heat, humidity, and other environ- 
mental conditions. The State Department does not request employees to 
serve more than one tour of,duty in Nicaragua. There is also a pay 
differential of ten percent e 7 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

That the tour of duty for those employees to be assigned to 
Managua, Nicaragua, be established at two years. 
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PART I - Section 1 

PART II - Section 6, 7A, 7J, 8L 

PART I - Section L4F 

RETAIN 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissenti- 
nation outside your Convmittee. Its se t3 Kmited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut b2 disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI. 
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SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES 

Pi Regulations concerning the conduct and activities of eisierees are published in 
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 28, Section 45.735. Their source is 
found generally in Departmental Order 350-65 dated 12-28-65 which provides that 
employees shali: 
(1) Conduct themselves in a manner that creates and maintains respect for the 

Department of Justice and the U. S. Government. In all their activities, 
personal and official, they should always be mindful of. the high standards of 
behavior expected of theme 

(2) Not give or in any way appear to give favored treatment or advantage to 
any member of the public, including former employees, who appear before the 
Department on their own behalf or on behalf of a nongovernmental person. 

(3) Avoid any action which might result in, or create the appearance of-- 
(a) Using public office for private gain 
(b) Giving preferential treatment to any person 
(c) Impeding Government efficiency or economy 
(dad) Losing complete independence or impartiality 
Ce) Making a Government decision outside official channels; or 
(f) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the integrity of 

the Government 

Departmental Order 350-65 further provides that an employee shall not have a direct 
or indirect financial interest that conflicts, or appears to conflict, with his 
Government duties and responsibilities. Such a conflict exists whenever the 
performance of the duties of an employee has or appears to have a direct and 
pacdictadle effect upon a financial interest of such cmpicyca ox of his spousc, 
minor child, partner, person, or organization with which he is associated or is 
negotiating for future employment. A conflict of interest is deemed to exist even 
though there 1s no reason to suppose that the employee will in fact resolve the 
conflict to his own personal advantage rather than to that of the Government. 
The order also provides that no Department of Justice employee shall participate 
personally and substantially as a Government employee, through decision, approval, 
disapproval, recommendation, the rendering of advice, investigation or otherwise, 
in a judicial or other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other 
determination, contract, claim, in which, to his knowledge, he, his spouse, 
minor child, partner, organization in which he is serving as officer, director, 
trustee, partner, or employee, or any person or organization with whom he is 
negotiating or has any arrangement concerning prospective employment, has a 
financial interest, unless authorized to do so by the Deputy Attorney General. 
This prohibition includes such financial interests as ownership of securities of 
corporations or other entities which may become involved in Bureau investigation. 
The prohibited actions include supervisory decisions and recommendations, as well 
as investigative activities. Any employee receiving an assignment involving any 
matters in which he has a direct or indirect financial interest as defined in 
the departmental order shall immediately: advise his superior and shall be relieved 
of such assignment. Should there be a strong reason for requesting the Department's 
approval for the employee to participate in the assignment, the matter should be 
submitted to the Bureau for consideration regarding presentation to the Department. 
In any event the employee should not participate in such assignment until the 
Department's authorization has been received. The departmental order specifically 
exempts from the above prohibition the stock, bond, or policy holdings of an 
employee in a mutual fund, investment company , bank, Or insurance company which 
owns an interest in an entity involved in the matter provided the fair value of 
the employee's holding does not exceed one percent of the value of the reported 
assets of the mutual fund, investment cempany, or bank. 
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SECTION @ CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF “oe 

In furtherance of the above, the Bureau expects its employees to so comport 
themselves that their activities both on and off duty will not discredit either . 
themselves or the Bureau. Copies of Departmental Order 350-65 are furnished 
to employees during their indoctrination on entering the Bureau's servicee 

Failure by an employee to follow these regulations will result in appropriate 
disciplinary action including possible dismissal. 

Ae MISCONDUCT 
There are actions the commission or omission of which, considered in light 
of the Bureau's work and its responsibilities to he American people, is 
prejudicial to good order and discipline. These are other actions which, either 
by commission or omission, are contrary to lawe . 

Personal Misconduct 
Employees should never cause themselves to be mentally or physically unfit 
for duty. They are not permitted to consume alcoholic beverages during 
working hours, including that time allotted for meal periods or any period 
of leave taken if the employee intends to return to work before the 
termination of working hours.e They must not, at any time, engage in 
criminal, dishonest, immoral or disgraceful conduct or other conduct 
prejudicial to the Government. 
Misuse of Government Property 
All Government property, automobiles, supplies, equipment, telephones, 
and facilities are to be used solely for official purposes and are not to 
be converted to an employee's personal use. In this regard, however, the 
use of equipment such as cameras for training and practice during nonwork 
hours shall be considered “official purposes.'t Any loss, misplacement, 
theft or destruction of Government property issued to an employee must be 
reported to his superior immediately. 

Special Agents attending school under the Government Employees' Training 
Act as an official assignment may avaii themselves of stenographic and 
typins facilities in connection with their studies and preparation of 
assignments provided the request for such assistance is specifically 
approved in advance by the SAC or the ASAC. This authorization does not 
extend to employees attending school at their own expense or under Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration grantse 

Employees are expected to take proper care of any Bureau property issyed 

to them or used by theme No Bureau property, other than that normally 

associated with maintenance or use of the vehicle, may be left unattended 
in a personally owned or Bureau automobile under any circumstances even 
though the outside doors of the car are locked. Personally owned weapons 

authorized to be carried on official business are to be treated in same 
manner aS Bureau propertye 

Employees ate responsible for complete security of credentials, identification 

cards and badges at all times. These items must be kept under the employee's 

control, should be immediately available, are to be displayed for official 

purposes only and are not to be photographed. The Bureau's name or the 

initials "FBI" shall not be indiscriminately or improperly used by any — 

employee in either oral or written form. Only ASACs, SACs, Inspectors, 

Assistant Directors, Assistants to the Director, Associate Director and 
the Director are permitted to use personal cards for official business as 
needed. The cards should contain the following: name, official title, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. The use thereon of the FBI seal in the 
upper left corner and the office address and telephone number is optional. 
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SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES 

Agents are also permitted to use such cards; however, their contents are 
limited to name and office telephone number. Expenses incurred for print- 
ing business cards are a personal obligation and are to be handled as such 
by the employee concerned. Three copies of the current business card 
utilized by employees are to be forwarded to the Bureau for its records. 

Employees are not to make copies for themselves of any reports or 
correspondence they prepare in the course of their official duties except 
copies of expense vouchers, Form CA~1 (Employee's notice of injury or 
occupational disease), nor should they make or maintain possession of 
copies of official Bureau documents if they have no justifiable need 
to know the information contained in them. On separation from the Bureau, a 
every employee must return any official documents made or received while 
in the Bureau's service except for items such as those enumerated above 
and originals of letters of appointment, commendation, censure or 
promotion. (See also Bureau rule on disclosure of information set out 

; in Section 1, B, 2, below and regulations set out in Part II, Section 4M, 
[ [4m, lof this manual on disclosures of classified information). 

3e Illegal Activities 
Tilegal activities on the part of any employee, in addition to being 
unlawful, reflect on the integrity of the FBI and betray the trust and 
confidence placed in it by the American people. Furthermore, unlawful 
activities can disqualify him for employment by the Government of the 
United States. It is, therefore, expected that employees will obey not only 
the letter of the law but the spirit of the law as well whether they be 
“€ngaged in transactions of a personal or official nature. With respect to 
investigative activities, this admonition particularly applies to entrap- 
ment or the use of any other improper, illegal, or unethical tactics in the 
procurement of evidence. In this regard, it should be especially noted that, 
in securing information concerning mail matter, the Bureau will not 
tolerate a violation of law (Title 18, USC, §§ 1702, 1703, 1708, and 1709). 
Furthermore, employees must not tamper with, interfere with, or open mail 
in violation of law nor aid, abet or condone the opening of mail illegally 
by any employee of the U. S. Postal Service. 

As members of a Federal investigative agency, FBI employees must at all 
times zealously guard and defend the rights and liberties guaranteed to 
all individuals by the Constitution. Therefore, FBI employees must not 
engage in any investigative activity which could abridge in any way the 
rights guaranteed to a citizen of the United States by the Constitution 
and under no circumstances shall employees of the FBI engage in any con-= 
duct which may result in defaming the character, reputation, integrity, 
or dignity of any citizen or organization of citizens of the United States. 

Employees must not install secret telephone systems or microphones without 
Bureau authority. 

No brutality, physical violence, duress or intimidation of individuals by 
our employees will be countenanced nor will force be used greater than 
that necessary to effect arrest or for self-defense. 

4. Unethical Conduct 
ae Membership or Participation 

Employees may not act as parole or probation officerse They should 
refrain from becoming a member, or remaining as a member, of any 
organization which appropriates funds to defend one of its members 
charged with a violation of Federal law. 

Employees may not serve as officers of any law enforcement organization; 
however, 1t 1s permissible to serve on a committee of such orgariization. 

+ 
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SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES © 
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Specific prior Bureau authority is necessary in order for an employee to 
serve as an officer of a civic or other type of organization. Such 
authority is also necessary before an employee can join an organization 
where Bureau employment is a prerequisite. It must also be obtained for 
participation as a judge, sponsor or speaker in any public contest, 
debate, forum or similar gathering in which the theme of the meeting 
involves a controversial topic. 

{ 

PART I ? 

[No employee shall serve as range master or as a range officer at a com- 
petitive firearms match unless the match is part of a training program 
in which the FBI is officially participating and the instructor's 
assignment in the match has been specifically approved by the Bureau in - 
advancee 

In addition, prior Bureau approval is needed for an employee to 
attend, serve as an instructor, or assist in conducting seminars, 
classes, or similar gatherings where his FBI affiliation is known with 
the exception of attendance as a student at a college, law school, 
school of accounting or other recognized institution of learning. 
This rule applies to all nonduty time, including leave, and in any case 
in which a question arises as to the desirability of such participation. 

Employees are forbidden to visit trials, hearings or court sessions 
in any court out of personal ‘curiosity. 

Gifts and Emoluments 
Employees may not accept rewards or gratuities resulting from their 
FBI employment nor shall they accept fees from an outside source on 
account of public appearances, speeches, lectures, or publications, 
if such public appearance or the preparation of the speech, lecture, 
or publication was part of an employee's official duties. Also, no 
employee shall receive compensation or anything of monetary value for 
any consultation, lecture, teaching, discussion, writing, or appearance 
the subject matter of which is devoted substantially to the 
responsibilities, programs or operations of the Department, or which 
draws substantially on official data or ideas which have not become 
part of the body of public information. Further, in this regard, no 
employee shall engage, with or without compensation, in teaching, 
lecturing, or writing that is dependent on information obtained as 
a result of his Government employment except when that information has 
been made available to the general public or when the Attorney General 
gives written authorizationfor the use of nonpublic information 
on the basis that such use is in the public interest: (see also 
Item c below). ° 

Bureau officials or other employees who speak or otherwise represent 
the FBI at conferences, training sessions, banquets, meetings and 
similar affairs given by outside groups are in official duty status 
when making such appearances and are entitled to claim payment through 

the Bureau for travel, subsistence, or other reimbursable expenses 
incurred. Any payments offered by sponsoring groups to such officials 
or employees as reimbursement for such expenses should be declined 
(see also Item c below). 

a 

‘Employees should not solicit contributions from other employees 

- for gifts to official superiors nor may an official superior accept 

gifts from other employees. 

Monetary Matters and Financial Dealings 
An employee who is an official superior may not borrow money from 

or give or receive endorsements of promissory notes of other employees 

pikdaves puger, hig or of lesser rank. 
a a 
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SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES 

All employees must meet their financial obligations and, in addition, 
are expected to abide by the laws of the Ue. S. and of the several 
states with respect to filing proper tax statements. Any controversy 
arising with taxing authorities must be brought to the attention of 
the Bureau immediately. Although employees will not be required to 
pay unjustified claims, these matters should be resolved with reasonable 
promptness. In this respect it should be noted that the U. S. 
Internal Revenue Service may attach salaries of Federal employees who 
refuse to pay delinquent taxeso rare ae 

No employee shail use his Government employment (a) for a purpose that 
is or gives the appearance of being motivated by the desire of private 
gain for himself or any other person, or (b) to coerce, or give the 
appearance of coercing, a person to provide a financial benefit to the 
employee or any other persone 

An employee shall not participate in any transaction concerning 
purchase or sale of corporate stocks or bonds or of commodities for 
speculative purposes as distinguished from bona fide investment 
purposes; nor shall any employee use, for the financial gain of 
himseif or another person, or make any other improper use of, whether 
by direct action on his part or by counsel, recommendation, or 
suggestion to another person, information which comes to the employee 
by reason of his status as an employee and which has not become part of 
the body of public information. Further, no employee shall make 
investments (a) in enterprises which, it is reasonable to believe, will 
be involved in decisions to be made by him, (b) on the basis of 
information which comes to notice as the result of his employee status 
and which has not become part of the body of public information, or 
(c) which are reasonably likely to create any conflict in the proper 
discharge of his official duties. 

Employees must have sufficient funds at all times for current travel. 
No employee shall accept free transportation for official or unofficial 
purposes when the offer of such transportation might reasonably be 
interpreted as an attempt to affect his impartiality. He shall not 
solicit or accept, for himself or any other person, directly or 
indirectly, any gift, favor, entertainment, loan, or any other thing of 
monetary value from a person who has or is seeking contractual or 
other business or financial relations with the Department, is engaged 
either as a principal or attorney in proceedings before the Department 
or in court proceedings in which the U. Se is an adverse party, or 
has interests that may be substantially affected by, the performance 
or nonperformance of his official duties. This prohibition does not, 
however, prevent: (a) solicitation or acceptance of anything from a 
friend, parent, spouse, child, or other close relative when the 
circumstances make it clear that the motivation is a personal or family 
relationship; (b) acceptance of food and refreshments of nominal value 
on infrequent occasions in the ordinary course of a luncheon or dinner 
meeting or other meetings; (c) acceptance of loans from financial 
institutions on customary terms for normal and ordinary activities such 
as home mortgage loans; (d) receipt of genuine reimbursement, unless 
prohibited by law, for actual expenses for travel and such other 
necessary subsistence for which no Government reimbursement is made 
and provided the reimbursement is not excessive and employee is not 
traveling on official business under Bureau orders; (e) acceptance of 
an award for a meritorious public contribution or achievement. SS orn ee eee eee oe eer ea eee ere 
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SECTION 1. CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES 

Failure on the part of an employee without good reason and in proper 
and timely manner to honor debts acknowledged by him to be valid or 
reduced to judgment by a court or to make or adhere to satisfactory 
arrangements for settlement thereof may be cause for disciplinary action. 

d. Administrative Matters 
(1) Present Employees 

° Recommendations for the promotion of any employee shall come only 
from the official superior of the employee. This procedure shall 
be followed, too, concerning any recommendations tending to 
initiate, retard, or rescind any order or administrative action 
of the Bureaue Failure to abide by these regulations will 
result in severe administrative action as well as possible 
removal from the service. 

No employee is to be advised of any pending, contemplated, or 
recommended personnel action (promotion, reassignment, transfer, 
commendation, incentive award, disciplinary action, and the like) 
until action thereon has been taken and he is officially notified. 
In this regard it should be understood by all employees that the 
matter of promotions, demotions, transfers, and any other similar 
official personnel action must be decided solely on the merits 
of the individual case. The welfare of the Bureau must take 
precedence over desires and convenience of the employee involved. 
particularly with respect to transfers of investigative personnel 
who are expected to be available for service wherever the needs of 
the Bureau may require their assignment. Any attempt, either 
directly or indirectly, to bring outside influence to bear on the 
Bureau to promote, rescind, or alter official actions in any 
manner is contrary to the above-stated policy» Set er oreo ere 

Employees should not instruct, or be concerned with the instruction, 
of any person in preparation for examinations of the Ue S. 
Civil Service Commission (per Executive Order dated 10-13-05, 
as amended 5-7-19). 

(2) Former Employees 
Under no circumstances should any Special Agent in Charge or 
other FBI personnel become involved in any matter directly or 
indirectly concerning a present or former employee who has been 
arrested or is otherwise in difficulty with a law enforcement 

agency; nor should any Bureau employee attempt to mitigate the 

action of any arresting officer, agency, or prosecuting officer, 
or in any way try to minimize publicity concerning such employee 
or former employee or incidente Any incidents of this nature 
regarding present or former employees should be reported 
immediatély to the Bureau. 

Employees must not vouch for any person or give testimonials, 

affidavits, or letters of recommendation for anyone without prior 

Bureau approval except that SACs or division heads may approve 

letters of recommendation prepared by employees in their offices 

a 

Pear oer erro 
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SECTION 1, AUTHORITY — TRAINING - SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION 

(5) Applicants must have the following general qualifications: 
(2) Must be not less than 25, nor more than 50 years of age 

at time of beginning of session 
(b) Must have at least a high school diploma or an 

equivalency certificate 
(c) Must have at least 5 years of substantially continuous 

law enforcement experience 
(a4) Must be in excellent physical condition, certified for 

exertion and regular participation in firearms, physical 
training, and defensive tactics. Certification must be 
made as result of physical examination by medical doctor 
of candidate's choice and at candidate's expense. SF-88 
must be submitted as a condition precedent to invitation. - 

(e) Candidate's weight must be within desirable limits for his 
height and frame (FD-300). 

(f) Candidate must be of outstanding character and reputation, 
having demonstrated unimpeachable moral conduct and integrity. 

(g) Candidate must be career law enforcement officer and agree 
to remain in law enforcement for a minimum of three years 
after graduation from the NA. 

Listing agencies and applicants for a designated session 
1 The office indices must be checked, Special Agents who deal 

directly with the department consulted, and any other additional 
Sources necessary must be checked for information concerning 
the law enforcement agency recommended for representation at 
the NA, The communication to the Bureau recommending the agency 
must show that this check has been made, If there is anv 
information in the office files or otherwise known by the 
office revealing any difficulty with the agency or unfavorably 
reporting upon the integrity and efficiency of the agency, this 
information must be set out in the communication to the Bureau, 
even though it has been furnished previously. 

(2) At the time National Academy applications are received by field 
offices a 1-Dead file should be prepared. When applicant is to 
be considered for a specific National Academy class, SAC, ASAC, 
or Field Supervisor will personally, formally interview each 
applicante At that time the person conducting the interview 
should review the National Academy application, verify complete- 
ness of candidate's answers and clarify any ambiguities during 
the interview. Interview form (FD~319) must be completed and 
submitted to the Bureau, together with application form. 
Applicant's fingerprints are to be taken and forwarded to Bureau 
with interview and application forms via FD-456. Appropriate 
leads to auxiliary offices should be set forth on FD~456. 
"Authority to Release Information" (FD-406) must be signed by the 
applicant at the time of his initial interview and should be main- 
tained in the field office file. . 

(3) Deleted 
(4) National Academy“investigations should be instituted no 

later than 60 days prior to the session for which a candidate 
is recommended. Unless advised to the contrary by the 
Bureau, the field office will institute investigation 10 days 
from the date of the cover letter (FD-456) with a 21-day 
deadline for submitting completed results by airtel summary. 
No other communications to the Bureau are required unless 
investigation is discontinued or for some other express 
Teasone 

Cost * 
[Incidental personal expenses must be handled by the officer or his 
department. There is no cost for training or equipment. Room, board, 
laundry and dry cleaning services are provided to all students with-— 
out charge. Round trip air coach fare is furnished to qualified ° 
municipal, county, and state law enforcement officers from the 
United States. ] ‘ ! 
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« e. length of course 
[ The course is[li]weeks in length. 

£. Rule for attendance 
Trainees must attend classes promptly ene regularly. 

g. Investigation of applicants 
(1) Ordered by the Bureau 

Investigation not to be initiated until applicant meets 
Bureau weight requirements. These investigations must be 
conducted with the same degree of care, completeness, and 

- penetrative inquiry as would be afforded an investigation 
of a Special Agent applicant. 
All derogatory information must be set out in detail. 
Deleted : 
Deleted 
Not less than 90 days prior to commencement of session, SAC 
is required to specifically recommend and adequately justify . 
most worthy agency and candidate whom he desires to have 
attend. Include results of indices checks on candidate and 
nominating department. 

(6) When candidate has been previously completely investigated but 
has not attended NA for reasons not precluding future attendance, 
such candidate will not be accepted for attendance if investigation 
is more than six months o1d, until investigation is brought up 
to date. Where investigation is less than six months old but 
more than 90 days old, field must make current office indices 
check, credit and arrest checks, and report results specifically 
in summary letter recommending candidate's appointment. 
Credit status must be obtained based on FUe406 sigusa vy’ 
individual during initial interview. 

(7) Results of investigation are to be submitted by airtel 
summary and investigative notes must be maintained in the 
1-A Exhibit Envelope in the case file for ready reference 
purposes. 

(8) If, during investigation of applicant, matters arise reflecting 
unfavorably upon law enforcement agency by which he is employed, 
bring this information to Bureauts attention with specific 

, reference to the NA applicant. Such matters include complaints 
charging civil rights violations by members of the department, 
charges of graft or corruption, or uncooperative attitude by 
executive head or other members of the agency. 

h. Invitations to attend National Academy will be made by letter from 
Bureau headquarters. SAC and Agents assigned to his office are not 
to promise an applicant that he will attend a certain session of 
National Academy. SACs and Agents are to be extremely careful in 
relations with Local authorities in order that no one can onaee he 
will be attending next session, 

OAWN 

Upon receipt of a copy of letter of invitation, the°SAC must cause 
an acceptance to be forwarded to Bureau without delay. If delay 
will occur or for some reason invitation will be declined, SAC shall 

notify the Bureau immediately furnishing details as to situation. 

One week prior to the ‘commencement of each National Academy session, 
the SAC must forward an airtel to the Bureau, Attention: Training 
Division, certifying that each of his prospective NA applicants 
scheduled to attend that session is knowledgeable regarding FBI 
firearms range safety rules and has a reasonable proficiency with 
weapons used in our training. 

a 
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SECTION i1- CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES OF EMPLOYEES 

concerning individuals who are not present or former employees 
of the FBI. However, employees preparing such letters should 
state therein that any recommendation is based on the personal 
knowledge of the writer and should not be construed as an official 
endorsement or recommendation of the FBI. All other letters 
should be sent to the Bureau for approval. (See Part I, Section 16, 
Subsection 0, for detailed instructions concerning inquiries, 
including those from duly accredited investigators.) 

Investigative Operations | 
Employees should not conduct joint investigations with other Bureau 
personnel without official permission; when such joint operation is 
justified, required (as in certain civil rights cases), or desirable 
(as, for example, in sensitive or security=—type interviews), the 
appropriate supervisor may give permission for Agents of his squad 
to work togethere If the circumstances require Agents from different 
squads to work jointly, approval must be obtained from each squad 
supervisor whose personnel are involved. In a resident agency, such 
permission must be secured from the senior resident Agent. When 
employees receive such permission, they should show the joint 
investigation on their #3 cards and daily reports (when such daily 
reports are required) by showing the name of the other Agent or Agents 
and the file number of the case. Approval of #3 cards and daily 
reports by the supervisors and senior resident Agent shall signify 
that such permission was granted by them. 

An Agent, whether assigned to a resident agency or the field office 
headquarters city is not to visit his home during official working 
hours without specific supervisory approval. Any such visit and 
reasons therefor must be clearly shown on his #3 card and daily 
report when prepared. 

Employees must not participate indiscriminately in matters with 
local law enforcement officers where no FBI jurisdiction exists. Further, 
they must tactfully decline to witness signed statements obtained by 
local law enforcement officers where no FBI jurisdiction is involved. 
In addition, no one other than persons officially connected with an 
investigation or whose services are needed, should be permitted to 
accompany our personnel on an investigation. In this regard, prior 
[saclauthority is necessary for members of law enforcement agencies 
to accompany Agents during the course of security-type investigations. 

Outside Employment 
(1) In addition to Bureau Employment. ° 

Employees shall not engage in other work, employment, occupation, 
profession, busiriess, or partnership without receiving prior 
Bureau approval. This rule applies whether the outside employment 
is self-employment or employment by a third party. No Special -- 
Agent is to act as a salesman in the commercial sense. Any case 
of doubt should be referred to the Bureau for decision (See 
Part I, Section 16G, of this manual for further details). 
Furthermore, no employee, even though having Bureau approval to 
engage in part~time outside employment in a sales capacity, may solicit 

a 
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business on Bureau premises at any time, whether during the 
workday or on his own time before or after working hours or 
during lunch or rest periods. In no case may Bureau premises 
be used for storage or display of merchandise. 

(2) Releases to Accept Other Full-time Employment 
. Because of the Bureau's need for all satisfactory, trained 

employees, it is not possible to grant releases to employees 
desiring to accept employment in another Federal agency. 
Employees should be invited to discuss any problem in this regard 
with their supervisor, SAC, or division head. An employee should 
promptly apprise his supervisor of any plans to seek other 
employment. If the employee has applied for Federal or other 
employment, he should be advised that he will not be considered 
for favorable personnel action such as grade promotion (within- 
grade increase not affected), while on record as seeking other 
employment. Advise the Bureau, by letter to the attention of 
the Administrative Division, of the results of the interview 
and every 60 days thereafter regarding this mattere 

It should be ascertained from the employee if he has taken a 
Civil Service Test and if he is on the Civil Service Register. 

[g. Active Participation in Military Reserve or National Guard Units 
(Ready Reserve Status) 
According to Department of Defense directive 1200.7, heads of 
Federal agencies shanjds 
(1) Make determinations identifying key agency positions and key 

personnel occupying such positions. 
(2) Take the necessary action to assure that agency key employees 

holding key positions are not permitted to hold conflicting 
mobilization assignments with military Ready Reserve. If 
employees are permitted to hold conflicting mobilization 
assignments, the agency's emergency operating capabilities 
may be seriously eroded, which is contrary to the purpose 
and intent of preparedness planning. 

Due to the key Federal employee status of Special Agents and certain 
clerical personnel, a request is made of the appropriate branch of 
military, when such a position is reached, and when applicable, 
that the key employee be reassigned from an active or ready reserve 
to the Standby Reserve, or discharged from Reserve or National Guard 
obligation. Due to availability requirements of Bureau Special 
Agents and in order to permit adequate contingency planning in the 
event of an emergency which might necessitate the mobilization of the 
Ready Reserve Unit, Bureau policy precludes any Special Agent or 
other designated key Federal employee from enlisting, reenlisting, or 
reactivating into an active or Ready Reserve Unit without prior 
Bureau approval. 

5e Political Activities 
In general, Bureau employees are prohibited from engaging in any form of 
political activity except the right to vote. They should avoid any 
undertakings which may have any tinge of a political nature or which 
could be construed to indicate the FBI favors any political party. If 
any doubt exists, prior Bureau approval must be obtained. No advertise- 
ments supporting any candidate for public office or for any unauthorized 
purpose may be placed on officiel cars or Government property. 
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) Under the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950, it is unlawful for: 
(a) any member of the Communist Party of the United States of America to 
hold any nonelective office or employment under the U. Se. or, in seeking, 
accepting, or holding any nonelective.office or employment under the 
Ue Se, to conceal or fail to disclose the fact that he is a member of 
such organization; (b) any officer or employee of the U. Se. to contribute 
funds, or services to the Communist Party, USA, or to advise, counsel, or 
urge any person known to him to be a member of such organization to 
perform or omit to perform any act if such act or omission would violate 
any provision of the Subversive Activities Control Act of 19503; (c) any 
Federal officer or employee to disclose classified security information to 
an individual he knows or has reason to believe is a member of the 
Communist Party, USA, is an offense punishable by fine of not more than 
$10,000, imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or both. Upon convic- 
tion of such offense, the officer or employee becomes thereafter ineligible 
to hold any office or place of honor, profit or trust created by the 
Constitution or laws of the Ue Se. (See also Bureau rule on disclosure of 
information set out in Section 1, B, 2, below, and regulations set out in 
Part II, Section 4M, 4Q, of this manual on disclosure of classified 
security information). 

ame mat a Let tees at le 
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} [Ae PRESS POLICY 
1. Confidential Nature of FBI Operations 

See Part I, Section 1, page 9, paragraph B of Manuai of Rules and 
Regulations. 

2e Title 28, Section 50.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations concerning 
release of information by personnel of the Department of Justice 
relating to criminal and civil proceedings states: 
"Ca) General. (1) The availability to news media of information in 
criminal and civil cases is a matter which has become increasingly a 

; subject of concern in the administration of justicee The purpose of 
this statement is to formulate specific guidelines for the release of 
such information by personnel of the Department of Justice. 
"(2) While the release of information for the purpose of influencing a 
trial is, of course, always improper, there are valid reasons for making 
available to the public information about the administration of the lawe 
The task of striking a fair balance between the protection of individuals 
accused of crime or invoived in civil proceedings with the Government 
and public understandings of the problems of controlling crime and 
administering government depends largely on the exercise of sound judg~ 
ment by those responsible for administering the law and by representa-~ 
tives of the press and other mediae 
"(3) Inasmuch as the Department of Justice has generally fulfilled 
its responsibilities with awareness and understanding of the competing 
needs in this area, this statement, to a considerable extent, reflects 
and formalizes the standards to which representatives of the Department 
have adhered in the past. Nonetheless, it will be helpful in ensuring 
uniformity of practice to set forth the following guidelines for all 
personnel of the Department of Justice. 
"(4) Because of the difficulty and importance of the questions they 
raise, it is felt that some portions of the matters covered by this 
statement , such as the authorization to make available Federal con- 
viction records and a description of items seized at the time of arrest, 
should be the subject of continuing review and consideration by the 
Department on the basis of experience and suggestions from those within 
and outside the Department. 
"(b) Guidelines to criminal action$. (1) These guidelines shail 
apply to the release of.information to news media from the time a 
person is the subject of a criminal investigation until any proceeding 
resulting from such as investigation has been terminated by trial or 
otherwisee 
"(2) At no time shall personnel of the Department of Justice furnish 
any statement or information for the purpose of influencing the out- 
come of a defendant's trial, nor shall personnel of the Department 
furnish any statement or information, which could reasonably be expected 
to be disseminated by means of public communication, if such a statement 
or information may reasonably be expected to influence the outcome of 
a pending or future trial. 
(3) Personnel of the Department of Justice, subject to specific limita- 
tions imposed by law or court rule or order, may make public the follow- 
ing information: 
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"(i) The defendant's name, age, residence, employment, marital status, 
and Similar background informatione 
"(ii) The substance or text of the charge, such as a complaint, 
indictment, or information. 
"(iii) The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and 
the length or scope of an investigation. 
"Civ) The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including 
the time and place of arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use 
of weapons, and a description of physical items seized at the time of 

. arreste 
"Disclosures should include only incontrovertible, factual matters, and 
should not include subjective observationse In addition, where back~ 
ground information or information relating to the circumstances of an 
arrest or investigation would be highly prejudicial or where the release 
thereof would serve no law enforcement function, such information should 
not be made public. 
"(4) Personnel of the Department shall not volunteer for publication 
any information concerning a defendant's prior criminal record, but infor- 
mation drawn from Federal conviction records may be made available in 
response to a specific request. 
"(5) Because of the particular danger of prejudice resulting from 
statements in the period approaching and during trial, they ought 
strenuously to be avoided during that period. Any such statement or 
release shall be made only on the infrequent occasion when circumstances 
absolutely demand a disclosure of information and shall include only 
information which is clearly not prejudicial. 
"(6) The release of certain types of intormation generally tends to 
create dangers of prejudice without serving a significant law enforce~ 
ment function. Therefore, personnel of the Department should refrain 
from making available the following: C > 
(i) Observations about a defendant's charactere ig 
"(Cii) Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a 
defendant, or the refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement. 
(iii) Reference to investigative procedures such as fingerprints, 
polygraph examinations, ballistic tests, or laboratory tests, or to the 
‘refusal by the defendant to submit ‘to such tests or examinations. 
"Civ) Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility of 
prospective witnesses. 
"(y) Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether 
or not it is anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used . 
at trial. 
'(vi) Any opinion as to the accusedts guilt, or the possibility of a 
plea of guilty to the offense charged, or the possibility of a plea 
to a lesser offense. 
''(7) Personnel of the Department of Justice should take no action to 
encourage or assist news media in photographing or televising a defend- 
ant or accused person being held or transported in Federal custody. 
Departmental representatives should not make available photographs of a 
defendant unless a law enforcement function is served thereby. LOO a a ee ee ee ee ee 
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"(8) This statement of policy is not intended to restrict the release 
of information concerning a defendant who is a fugitive from justice. 
"(9) Since the purpose of this statement is to set forth generally 
applicable guidelines, there will, of course, be situations in which 
it will limit the release of information which would not be prejudicial 
under the particular circumstances. If a representative of the Depart- 
ment believes that in the interest of the fair administration of justice 
and the law enforcement process information beyond these guidelines 
should be released, in a particular case, he shall request the permis~ 
Sion of the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General to do so-« 
'(c) Guidelines to civil actionse Personnel of the Department of 
Justice associated with a civil action shall not during its investiga~ 
tion or litigation make or participate in making an extrajudicial 
statement, other than a quotation from or reference to public records, 
which a reasonable person would expect to be disseminated by means of 
public communication if there is a reasonable likelihood that such dis- 
semination will interfere with a fair trial and which relates to: 
(1) Evidence regarding the occurrence or transaction involvede 
"(2) The character, credibility, or criminal records of a party, wit- 
ness, or prospective witness. 
"(3). The performance or results of any examinations or tests or the 
refusal or failure of a party to submit to such. 
"(4) An opinion as to the merits of the claims or defenses of a party, 
except as required by law or administrative rule. 
"™(5) Any other matter reasonably likely to interfere with a fair trial 
of the action." be 
News Releases 
Fairness, accuracy, and sensitivity to the rights of defendants, as 
well as to the public's right to know, must prevail in all dealings 
with the news mediae Favoritism should be shown toward no newsman 
or no news mediume 

Information concerning the FBI, including information regarding arrests 
and other developments in cases investigated by the FBI, is disclosed 
to news media, including newspapers, news magazines, news services, and 
radio and television networks or stations, (a) as news releases or 
announcements, initiated by the FBI, and (b) as responses to inquiries 
emanating from newsmene 

Each field office should maintain a control file containing all news 
releases issued by the office since the last inspectione 
ae "One-Office™ news releases | 

The vast majority of news releases made by field offices are issued 
to announce arrests in FBI casese The provisions of Section 50.2 
clearly apply to all of these. If an SAC feels that an exception 
to those provisions should be made in any individual case, he should 
make his views known to the Assistant Directors of (a) the sub- 
stantive division involved and (b) the External Affairs Divisione 
Exceptions to the instructions provided in Section 50.2 can be 
approved only by the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General, 
not by any official of the FBI. 
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All news releases made by field offices should be issued over the 
name of the SACe They should be issued to all interested news media 
in the field office territory as simultaneously as possible; and they 
should provide as full an account of the facts as can be disclosed 
within the provisions of Section 50.2. In news releases announcing 
arrests or other developments attributable to the joint efforts of 
the FBI and other law enforcement agencies, appropriate recognition 
should, of course, be given to those other agenciese 

Resident Agents, in their field offices to read or deliver news 
releases issued over the SAC's name to news media after the SAC 
has approved those news releasese However, those Special Agents 
should not expand upon the information in the news releases; and 
they should answer any inquiry or request for additional informa- 
tion by courteously telling the newsman involved that his inquiry 
or request will be brought to the attention of the SAC as quickly 
as possible for his consideration and actione The reason for the 
policy of referring ali such matters to the SAC is to assure both 
uniformity and accuracy of any supplemental information that is 
provided to news media. 

SACS also may authorize other experienced Special Agents to record 
news releases in compliance with requests of radio and television 
stationse However, only SACs or ASACs should make live or filmed 
TELEVIiSiLON appeaLances anvoavans tne reaaang Gr NewS TerwzGasesSe 

SACs have the option of accepting or declining such time-consuming 
requests made by radio and television stations. If declined, 
however, the declinations should be tactfully worded and explained 
so as to avoid any impression of partiality. If a request is 
accepted, the radio and/or television station involved should under- 
stand that the SAC or the Special Agent designated by the SAC will 
merely read the text of the news release and will not answer questions. 

¢ 

On occasion, SACs also issue news releases or make announcements 
dealing with administrative matters such as transfers of the SAC 
or ASAC of the field office or presentation of service awards to 
personnel of the field office. On such occasions, photographs 
and biographical sketches of the personnel involved may be made - 
available to the news mediae However, requests to interview these 
employees about their official duties and experiences should 
tactfully be declined. 

. SACs may authorize other experienced Special Agents, including 
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So as to minimize the opportunities for criminal elements to 
harass Special Agents and their families, neither photographs nor 
biographical sketches of Special Agents should be made available 
to news media in connection with news releases, announcements, or 
inquiries pertaining to FBI investigationse The sole exception is 
in the case of employees who are killed in line of duty, in which 
instances the release of photographs and biographical data should 
be coordinated with the Administrative Division and the External 
Affairs Divisione 
“"Multi-Office'™ news releases 
News releases announcing arrests or other important developments 
in wide-ranging investigations often require close coordination 
and simultaneous release to the press by two or more field offices. 
The External Affairs Division should be consulted before any such 
news release is made, and consideration should be given to the 
question of whether a national news release is meritede 
National news releases 
As a general rule, national news releases announcing arrests or other 
investigative developments are issued only in exceptional cases 
involving (1) prominent persons, such as well-known business and 
civic leaders, entertainers, athletes, or officials of local, county, 
state, or Federal Government; (2) persons of national notoriety, 
such as members of the ''Ten Most Wanted Fugitives''s (3) persons 
arrested for crimes that have attracted nationwide interest, such 
as prevailed in the 1950 robbery of Brink's Ince, at Boston, 
Massachusetts, and the 1964 murder of three young civil rights workers 
in Neshoba County, Mississippi; and (4) persons whose crimes have 
international ramifications, such as espionage agents or fugitives 
who have fled abroad. The heads of headquarters and field divisions 
should assure that the essential facts of all such cases, including 
anticipated developments therein, are promptly brought to the atten- 
tion of the External Affairs Division on a continuing basise 

National news releases generally will be issued in Washington, De Ce 
However, copies will be furnished to all interested field offices so 
that the SACs of those offices‘can make them available to local news 
media within minutes of their release in Washington. 

SACs should not expand upon the contents of national news releases 
without approval of both the substantive division involved and the 
External Affairs Divisione 
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News Media Inquiries 
There are two categories of news media inquiriese The first involves 
routine inquiries received at the field office regarding either investi- 
gative or administrative matterse These should be answered by the SAC 
or ASAC within the guidelines indicated above. 

In responding to such inquiries, SACs and ASACs should be courteous, 
factual, and as helpful as possiblee They should, however, avoid 
answering hypothetical questions or questions that would require them 
to express personal opinions on matters of intense local or national 
controversye 

The second category involves inquiries from the news media in emergency 
Situationse Often these are received by Special Agents at the scenes 
of arrests, gun battles, or other fast-moving developments in investigations. 

Unless undercover assignments or Similar overriding circumstances dic- 
“tate otherwise, Special Agents who are approached by newsmen at the scenes 
of fast-moving developments in FBI cases should (a) identify themselves 
as "a Special Agent of the FBI," (b) furnish the name of the field office 
to which they are assigned, and (c) ‘state the general nature of the inves- 
tigative operations, such as "We are here to serve an arrest (or a search) 
warrante' Requests for additional information should be answered by 
courteously referring the newsman to the field office or to the tem- 
porary field headquarters if such a temporary field headquarters has 
been established in the areae 

Only SACs or ASACs should participate in question-and-answer interviews 
with representatives of any news medium at the scenes of fast-moving 
developments in FBI casese In emergency situations, however, Special 
Agents can relay reporters' questions to the SAC by telephone or radio; 
and the SAC's responses thereto can be furnished to the reporters in 
the SAC's name by a Special Agente In other than such emergency situa-~ 
tions, Special Agents should courteously refer newsmen to the SAC or 
ASAC for answers to their questions; and Special Agents! investigative 
responsibilities attendant to such fast-moving developments must take 
precedence over question's or inquiries of newsmene 

No FBI employee should knowingly furnish an erroneous, deceptive, or 
misleading answer to a news media inquirye In the overwhelming majority 
of cases, an unequivocal and definitive answer can be given reporters! 
questions regarding whether the FBI is, or is not, investigating a 
specific criminal act, as well as the reason why we have or have not 
instituted investigation. However, in kidnap~for=ransom cases and 
related crimes involving a threat against human life, neither the fact 
that the crime has occurred, nor the fact that the FBI is investigating 
it, should be disclosed or confirmed without the approval of the sub- 
Stantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division. 

Due to the sensitivity of many banking-type institutions to publicity 
concerning the amount of loot obtained in robberies, burglaries, and 
larcenies of financial institutions, such information should not be 
disclosed to news media without the concurrence of the General Investi- 
gative Division and the External Affairs Division. 
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Under no circumstances should any employee ask or suggest that a news- 
man withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the 
substantive investigative division and the External Affairs Division. 
Fugitive Publicity 
News releases and other public. disclosures designed to solicit public 
cooperation in the apprehension of FBI fugitives may contain more facts 
about the fugitive'ts criminal background than are permissible in news 
releases and announcements regarding arrestse 

In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to 
avoid statements that brand a fugitive as guilty of a crime for which 
he has not been convicted. Arrest numbers or other data that identify 
a photograph as having been made in connection with a past arrest or 
imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are 
furnished to news media. 

Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the Special 
4 Investigative Division and the External Affairs Division;, and they should 

not hesitate to consult the External Affairs Division regarding ques- 
tions or problems that arise in any area of news media relationse 
Liaison With News Media 
SACs who consider it necessary or advisable to do so may use one or 
more experienced Special Agents to assist in facilitating prompt and 
effective liaison with the news mediae Such Agents will not be spokes- 
men for their fieid officese They may furnish information to news 
media in the SAC's name after it has been approved by the SAC. They 
also may aSsist in preparing news releases, aS Wéli aS responses to 
news media inquiriese These Agents should devote no more time to such 
news media liaison duties than is absolutely necessarye 

It is the intent of these guidelines to facilitate a more open stance 
and, thereby, a mutually beneficial relationship between FBI and news 
media representativese SACs, as well as other employees acting for them 
in news media relations, should be as responsive as practical and pose 
sible to inquiries and requests made by newsmene The term "No comment" 
should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary. If an 

SAC does not Know the answer to a newsman's question, he should have no 
hesitancy in stating, "I don't know," and/or, depending upon the nature 
of the inquiry, telling the newsman that he will contact him (the news- 
man) as soon as he has information that can be furnished to him. 

SACs should avail themselves of every opportunity to meet and become 
well acquainted with leading citizens throughout their field divisions, 
including representatives of all important news mediae They should seek 
to cultivate a personal, as well as an official, relationship with these 
individuals to the fullest extent that the demands of other duties make 
possible. 

° 
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cy 
Be FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT BULLETIN C) 

This publication is issued the first of each month by the Bureau for the 
benefit of law enforcement agencies. 
1. Contents 

ae Foreword by the Director 
b. [Fugitive notices and interesting or unusual fingerprint patterns 
ce Articles and features designed to inform law enforcement officers 

of new, but proven, programs and techniques to enhance their pro- 
fessional capabilities 

de Items alerting law enforcement officers to dangerous weapons or 
. techniques utilized by the criminal element 
| 2e Distribution 
| Limited to law enforcement officers and others engaged in or having a 

legitimate interest in law enforcement work 
3 Filing and indexing 

ae Ina 66 classification file, bound on the side, and fully indexed. 
Informative matter to be indexed under subject mattere For uni- 
formity, the Bureau is to forward by routing slip to all divisions 
each month an indexing list of the basic and pertinent items to be 

e indexed. Index cards are to be prepared by each office. Any addi- 
tional items not listed but considered to be worthy of indexing by a 
particular office should also be indexed. The indexing lists are to 
be destroyed after the field office inspection by FBIHQ. 

be This file may be destroyed when it is over five years old. Retain 
index cardse 

Ce Curreni copy slwiiid be placed in bockcase, available to all Agents: 
de Deleted 
[Suggestions and submissions 
ae Each field office is required to submit three suggestions for byline 

articles from each state within its territory. Prior to submitting . 
suggestions, proposed authors may be approached to determine their 
willingness to prepare an article and to identify the scope of their 
topic. However, proposed authors should not be asked to prepare a 
manuscript until the Bureau notifies the field office that the sug- 

[ : gestion has been accepted and the article is requested. In contacts 
| with any proposed or potential authors, absolutely no representations 

should be made which would obligate the FBI to any publishing com- 
mitments since many factors determine which articles received are 
ultimately published. 

be In suggesting featured articles, consideration should mainly be given 
to manuscripts concerning proven programs and techniques of law 
enforcement which may be of significant value to other -agencies. 
Suggestions should be concerned with training, research, or opera- 

[ tional matters. Avoid items of a "newsletter" nature and matters 
which have a limited scope of interest in the profession. 

ce Each field office should be alert to exceptional photographs which 
could be recommended for use as a cover for the magazine. The Bureau 
wishes to project on the Bulletin's cover the best image of law en- 
forcement. Attention-getting photographs showing officers giving aid 
to helpless citizens, protecting the weak, comforting the injured, or 
apprehending the guilty are examples of those that should be recom= 
mended when they come to the attention of field offices. 

de Transmit all material for the magazine to the Bureau under the 
| caption: 

FBI Law Enforcement. Bulletin 
Research Section (External Affairs Division) | 
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; CHES 
} i ne speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and the 

SAC or ASAC should handle principal commitments. If neither available, 
these can be handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent 
approved for the commitment by the SAC or ASAC. Good judgment should 
dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval in 
advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and 
television appearances. 

2e It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement. Each 
; office will maintain for a minimum of one year and one regular office 

inspection a control file in connection with acceptances and declinations 
of speech invitations. Each year on January 10th and on July 10th. 
each office will submit to FBIHQ a statistical report of speaking 
commitments handled. This will be divided into engagements by the SAC, 

the ASAC, and other Agent Supervisors; and will be further subdivided 

} into speeches as well as radio, television, and Career Day appearances 
by these three groups. [In addition, identify the 10 most important 
speeches given during the 6—month period covered by the report and 
indicate who gave them. |] 

3. Each office should maintain a speech material file for the use of speakers. 
This should include Law Enforcement Bulletin items, interesting case 
material, magazine articles, research literature, newspaper clippings 
pertaining to law enforcement matters of interest, and items of value in 
connection with public appearances of Bureau representatives. In addition 
to being maintained in current status, this speech material should be 
indexed as to subject matter in the office files. 

De INTERESTING CASE WRITE-~UPS 
1. Write-ups of interesting cases may be: 

ae Requested by the Bureau 
be Voluntarily submitted by the office of origin 
Ce Suggested by other offices 

2e They are prepared concerning cases of: 
ae Major importance 

_ De Public interest r 
Ce Unusual and effective investigative techniques 
de Novel investigations of human interest 

3e They are prepared: 
: ae Double spaced . 

be Bureau file number to appear in upper left corner of first page 
Ce Title includes names and aliases of convicted subjects 
de Accurately 
ee After a review of the entire file 
f. In chronological or logical order, with all dates.definite 
ge Showing the actual time which is to be served under sentence 
he To include as many pertinent photographs as possible to make the 

write-up interesting. The photographs should not necessarily be of 
subjects alone but should be of paraphernalia used by the criminal, 
photographs of unusual loot obtained, scenes of various locales, etc. 
If photographs submitted do not belong to the FBI, it is necessary to 
inform the Bureau of their source and whether the owner of the photo- 
graphs has any objection to their being reproduced in publications. 

ie Each portion of the write-up should be documented as to the identity 
of the report or other communication from which facts were taken. The 
documentation should be setsoff by parentheses and follow immediately 
the portion of the write-up to which it pertains. 

| 
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4. Do not: 
a. Identify law enforcement officers by name but by title’and NA affilia— 

tion 
b. Show aliases of subjects of Dependents Assistance Act of 1950 
co. Show aliases of victims of WSTA cases 
d. Use complicated sentence structure 
e. Use technical references to statutes 
ff. Express personal opinions 
g. Reveal identity of confidential informants 

‘ h. Use Bureau expressions like "the subject" and “*the Bureau” 
i. Prepare interesting case write-ups on juveniles, sex offenders, and 

parole violators but submit these by letter 
j. Use adjectives excessively 

5e Transmittal 
Set forth all data necessary for Bureau's consideration at the beginning 
of write-up and then follow with interesting case data. Transmit by 
routing slip, Attention: External Affairs Divisione 

« Dissemination 
[Field Offices will be advised by routing slip when new write-ups are pre- 
pared. If copies are desired, an appropriate letter should be submitted 
to the Bureau, Attention: External Affairs Division, setting forth the 
specific use for which the write-up is intended. In instances where 
write-ups, either those previously prepared or those to be published in the 
future, may be released outside the Bureau, it will be necessary to first 
obtain Bureau approval. 

7e Interesting case control file 
A copy cf all communications concerning the dissemination of write-ups 
outside the Bureau is to be placed in the Interesting Case Control file. 
These communications should contain the identity of the person to whom the 
write-up is being made available, as well as the purpose for which it is to 
be usedeo . 

Ee CIRCULAR LETTERS, TRADE AND BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS 
1. Circular letters must be approved in advance by the Bureau and sent in by 

the office initiating the request. 
2. SACS may approve the use of a circular letter directed to banking— 

type institutions within their own Givisions to expedite circularization 
of known serial numbers of money included in the loot taken in a bank 
robbery, bank burglary, or bank larceny. On a highly selective basis, 
on approval of the SAC, leads may be set out to contiguous offices to 
circularize banking-type institutions in those divisions, and the Bureau 
should be notified that this action is being taken unless advised to 
the contrary. Communications setting out. such leads must include suf- 
ficient facts to enable the Bureau to properly evaluate and justify the 
additional circularization. In all other cases prior Bureau approval 
must be obtained in accordance with existing rules governing circular 
letters. In all instances the circular letter must inelude the following: 
a. A brief concise statement concerning the bank robbery, bank birglary, 

or bank larceny and ‘the fact that included in the loot or money 
taken was money, the serial numbers of which are known 

b. List of known serial numbers according to denomination, series year 
if known, alphabetical order, and numerical sequence 

c. A statement that the matter is to be treated confidentially 
d. A cautionary statement that no bank employee should take any action 

which would tend to jeopardize his or her life or safety 
e. The address and the telephone number of the field office with a 

statement that any person should contact the field office by calling 
collect 

a 
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3. Auxiliary offices are to advise the office of origin by letter of the 

results obtained through a circular letter. Office of origin should . , 
summarize the results in its next report. 

4, One copy of the circular letter is to be filed. A list of addressees is to 
be attached. Upon the receipt of a reply, the addresseefs name is to be 
checked to indicate this fact. Replies which are entirely negative 
should not be filed unless there is reason for doing so, Only negative 
replies are to be destroyed after handling in accordance with item 3 
above, Sub-A files may be used when the number of replies to be filed 
is large, 

5. A 66 file may be opened to retain copies of circular letters distributed 
in order to facilitate the handling of incoming inquiries and replies. 
Only one copy of each circular letter is to be filed therein. If the 66 
file is maintained, the material therein is to be destroyed after it is a : 
year old if it is no longer needed. 

6. Circular letters and other information to be distributed or released to 
the public must be so worded as to be unobjectionable to any race, ° 

L [color, religion, sex, or national origin. 
| 7. Trade publications may, with advance Bureau approval, be used to publicize 

information concerning fugitives known to be active in particular trades, 
businesses, or professions. The field office where the publication is 
located should check its indices concerning the publication, as well as 
the person or persons who will have to be contacted, before seeking Bureau 
approval, and sufficient identifying data should be furnished so that an 
appropriate Bureau indices check may be made. 

[F- RADIO[AND TELEVISION |BROADCASTS 
LT Radid[arid television ]broaacasts without advance Bureau approval may be made 

in hot-pursuit fugitive cases. Care must be exercised in broadcasting a 
license number believed used by fugitive as it may be disposed of to an 
innocent third persone 

G. FIELD OFFICE LISTS 
! Ll. Law enforcement officials 

On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to the Bureau 
a@ communication pertaining to a list of law enforcement officials and 
agencies whose cooperation might be helpful. One of the two following 
procedures should be used: 

| ae (1) On March 1 of each year all field offices shall forward to 
3 the Bureau in duplicate, and with a space left between the of- 

ficials of each Department, the list described above. Indicate 
by an asterisk any change which was not previously called 
to the Bureau's attention. 
a Chiefs of police 
f Sheriffs 
C State police or highway patrol commanders and ranking officers 

in command of districts 
U. S. Marshals and deputies 
Ranking Federal law enforcement officers 
Wardens of penal institutions 
District attorneys or county prosecutors 
Railway police (if desirable) 
Officers receiving law enforcement bulletins 
Any other officials who receive identification orders 

(2) Changes in the list are to be reported in duplicate to the 
Bureau as they occur. 

* 
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(3) letters advising the Bureau of changes are to be set up as indicated: 

City Deleted Added Remarks 

Center City, Iowa John M. Doe, Sheriff R. Roe, Sheriff 
Zip code Wayne County Wayne County 

Jonesville, Lowa Richard Brown Deceased 

Zip code Chief of Police successor 
not named 

Brownsville, Iowa George Smith George Smythe To show 
zip code Constable correct 

spelling 
As an alternative, offices which believe it will save time and 
material may make any necessary changes as they occur in this 
List by typing the appropriate change on a strip of paper which 
will be taped over the item to be corrected. [The date of the 
revision will be typed on a strip of paper and will be taped 
under the page number of the amended page.] The page bearing the 
correction may then be reproduced on Xerox equipment and the new 
copy inserted in place of the corrected. Copies of the amended 
pages may then be furnished to the Bureau and interested employees 
in the offices. In this procedure, it is necessary to appropriately 
flag each individual change so that it’may be readily identified 
without the necessity of a name-by-name review. Offices using this 
procedure must make the customary annual review of the list and 
submit 2 letter to the Bureau on March 1 of each year advising that 
the list the Bureau has is accurate and current. 

3b 
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2, Identification orders, wanted'flyers, and check circulars 
Bach field office must maintain a mailing list composed of individuals 
and organizations to which identification orders, wanted flyers, and 
check circulars are to be sent. Hach field office must review annually 
its mailing list in order to see that no data is sent to firms which 
have ceased business or have merged with other organizations. A survey 
should be conducted by Agents each year by every office, at time field 
office mailing list is purged, to determine whether additional names 
of individuals and businesses should be added to field office mailing 

‘ list. 
a. Addressograph plates are to be prepared at Bureau’ upon receipt of 

field request. (Bureau will prepare, on its own initiative, 
Addressograph plates for new FBINA graduates.) Title of position is 
used rather than name of incumbent. 

be. Decide what organizations, individuals, or concerns are to appear on 

List. 
2) Quality of assistance addressee is in a position to give 
2 Cooperation which has been afforded 
3) Following must appear on list: 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Missions Providing Lodging 

[ and Firearms Postal Service Inspectors 
Cooperative Credit Bureaus Postmasters 
Duly Constituted Law Enforce- Salvation Army 

ment Officers Secret Service 
[ . FBINA Graduates : [u. S. Customs Service | 

Hotels Ue S. Marshals 
Immigration and Naturaliza- 

tion Service 
(4) Following may appear on list: 

Automobile Clubs Navy Shore Patrol 

Banks Oil Company Special Agents | 
Car Rental Agencies Parole and Probation Officers 

County Attorneys Plant Quarantine Officers 

County Coroners Protective Associations 
Gredit Companies Race Tracks 
Detective Agencies Savings and Loan Associations 
Enlistment Officers, U. S.¢ Air Service Recruiting Officers 

Force, Army, Navy, Marine Corps State Employment Offices 

Employment Service State Hospitals for Insane 

Fire Departments ; Steamship Companies 
Forest Service Telegraph Companies 
Gunsmiths U. S. Attorneys 

Insurance Companies U. S. Magistrates 

Movie Studios 
c. Tdentification orders, wanted flyers, and check circulars are to be 

furnished newspapers and periodicals only upon their specific request. 

Should a compelling reason exist for distribution of an identification 

order, a wanted flyer, or a check circular, such as possible employment 

of a fugitive by a newspaper or periodical, secure Bureau approval for 

such distribution. 

d. Give consideration to desirability of circularizing motels, 

e. Veterans Administration (VA) installations should be circularized on 

identification order fugitives who are veterans. Office of origin 

has responsibility for instructing other offices to initiate distribu- 

tion to VA installations in such cases. 

} “te 
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H. INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU 
L. Which does not have a nationwide circulation or interest 

ae Relating to law enforcement concerning 
1 Sclentific apparatus 
2 Equipment : 
2 Personnel 
4 Methods 

(5) Economics 
be. Newspaper clippings, other than items bearing the date line of a 

national wire service, should be submitted when they concern 
% 1 The FBI, derogatory and complimentary. If possible, show author. 

2 Outstanding abuses of parole and probation 
3) Outstanding instances of juvenile crime 
4 Bad local crime conditions - 
5 
6 

Scientific crime detection experts 
Bureau police schools only when there is some unusual feature 
about the publicity. Examples: items setting forth comments 

made by police officers as to the value of police schools; 
comments on the caliber of schools in which FBI participates; 
incidents in which a police officer credits instruction he 
received in a police school as enabling him to capture a fugitive, 
solve a case, or otherwise perform his work more efficiently. 
(File in individual pertinent school files clippings relative 
to each police school in which field participates. ) 
Police training in colleges and universities 
Aggravated sex offenders 
Matters appearing in the press concerning the names of promi-~ 
nent persons who are mentioned in connection with Bureau cases. 
These matters also include wire service stories mentioning 
directly or indirectly persons of prominence in pending in- 
vestigations being handled in your division. Forward such 
matters immediately and if there is any question as to what 
action should be taken ask for specific instructions. 

(10) Items of interest by nationally syndicated columnists need 
not be submitted if it is apparent that such items will come 
to the Bureau's attention through its review of Washington, 
D,. C., newspapers, Columns of interest by writers syndicated 
regionally should, of course, be submitted, 

2. Method of preparation for transmittal 
a. Mount the clipping on form FD~350 within the borders shown. 
be. Do not fold the clipping except in the case of a very large picture 

or in the case of a single word in a headline too long to fit in the 
allotted space. Make certain the clipping is placed evenly on the 
paper and does not hang over its edges. If necessary, a second page 
may be used and the only requirement is that a margin at least 1 1/2 
inches déep should be left at the top of the page. 

c. The large block on the right side of FD-350 has space for the insertion 
of the names of more than one newspaper. The names*of newspapers 
clipped may be overprinted in this space. Placing the page number on 
the line in front of the name of the newspaper will serve to designate 
which paper the clipping is from. The page number may be written in’ 
longhand. Only the page number on which the article begins should, 
be shown, If overprinting is not used, required information other 
than page number should be typed. 

ad. Show whether the matter mentioned is being investigated, 
e. Insert staples horizontally at the top and bottom and vertically at 

the sides of all clippings. Use only a sufficient number of staples 
to hold the clipping securely to the paper. 

f. Do not mutilate or mark clipping in any manner by underlining or 
circling words or by drawing arrows to direct attention. 

g. No cover letter needed when submitting clippings unless clarification 
is required for a particular clipping. This may be handled by routing 
slip, letter, or airtel accompanying clipping in question, ° 

nr wo © ~J Nl ee eee” 
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h. If an item to be submitted appears on more than one page of the news- 
paper, the words "Continued on page...," the subheadline on the con- 
tinued page, and the words "Continued from page..." should not be 
mounted. 

ie Mounted clippings should read from top to bottom, column by column, 
from left to right. 

j. <All clippings must be complete. 
ke. Only one copy of a clipping need be submitted except that two copies 

of all items pertaining to actual or possible civil rights violations 
should be forwarded. 

1. Include clippings with other mail being sent to Bureau on the day : 
that the clippings appear in the local paper. Forward clippings from 
resident agencies the day they arrive at headquarters city. 

3. Resident Agents must be alert for material appearing in the local press. 
4. Submission of publications of security interest to the Bureau 

a. General principle governing submissions 
The Bureau desires to receive publications of security interest at 

[ , [FBIHQ]for purposes of information, research, and intelligence. Conse- 
quently, it is requested that evidentiary copies of publications be 
retained in the field and only nonevidentiary copies be forwarded to 
the Bureau by routing slip. : 

be Manner.of handling and forwarding nonevidentiary copies of publica- 
tions 
(1) Nonevidentiary copies of newspapers, magazines, journals, 

periodicals, news bulletins, and books, obtained regularly 
(by subscription or repeated purchase) and forwarded to the 
Bureau, need not be identified as to source. They should be 

“Submitted via ordinary mail by routing slip.(marked for the 
[ attention of[Section IS-3, Intelligence Division)]unless 

transmittal by cover Letter has been specifically requested. 
Routing slips may be used to notify the Bureau of routine adminis- 
trative matters, such as temporary suspension of a publication 
(e.g., during summer months, lack of funds), temporary delay in 
obtaining or receiving particular issues of a publication, or 
other information which will keep the Bureau informed relative to 
the status of these publications. To avoid confusion, noneviden- 

; tiary copies which have been marked for identification (source, 
Agent, date, and place of Aacquisition)should be further annotated: 
"Not Evidence." 

Fale 

Letters should be used in connection with initiating action or 
ceasing action to obtain publications desired by the Bureau; to 
call to the attention of the Bureau specific items of information 
connected with these publications; and in those instances in 
which good judgment dictates that certain circumstances or 
information should be recorded in letter form. 

(2) Each SAC and each legal attache must‘keep the Bureau, attention 
[ [Section IS-3, Intelligence Division, Jinformed+eon a current basis 

regarding publications (including books) of potential interest 
that are not included in the current list of publications which 

is supplied periodically to the field and to the legal attaches. 
These publications would include those published by subjects 
of security or counterintelligence investigations and publica— 
tions which may otherwise have a security or counterintelligence 
significance, 

(3) Each SAC and each legal attache should insure that the handling 
of publications for which his office is responsible is being 
given adequate supervision at all times. Subscriptions to these 
publications should be followed closely to insure that the 
publications are received at the Bureau on a current basis. The 
Bureau should be advised of the expiration date of the subscrip~ 
tion to each publication in sufficient time to enable the 
Bureau to determine the necessity for renewal. 
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Purchase of individual publications at Bureau request 
When the Bureau requests a field office to purchase and forward one 
or more copies of publications of security interest, it is desired, 
unless otherwise specifically stated, that nonevidentiary copies be 
forwarded. With respect to these specific Bureau requests for the 
purchase of individual copies of publications, the requested non- 
evidentiary copies should be forwarded to the Bureau by routing slip 
via ordinary mail. 
Obtaining and retaining evidentiary copies of publications in the 
field 
When the submitting office determines, or is advised by the Bureau, 
that a certain issue of a publication (which has already been for-— 
warded to the Bureau) is deemed to be of sufficient importance to 
warrant the obtaining of an evidentiary copy of that issue, a copy 2 
thereof should be obtained through live informants or by having an 
Agent purchase a copy at a public outlet for that publication, if 
confidentially feasible. The evidentiary copy, bearing complete 
identifying data, should be retained as evidence in the field office, 
and the Bureau should be so advised by letter, setting forth 
complete identifying data concerning the evidentiary copy, together 
with the caption and file number of the file in which the evidentiary 
copy is retained. 
Transmittal of evidentiary copies of publications to the Bureau 
Lnstances in which the field will transmit evidentiary copies of publica-— 
tions to the Bureau will be limited almost exclusively to the submission 
of copies of foreign language publications for translation of certain 
material for use as evidence. In these instances, it is required that: 
1) Bach copy submitted bear complete identifying data 
z The material be forwarded in sealed envelopes labeled "Evidence" 
a The material be forwarded via registered mail 
4) The cover letter of transmittal be marked for the attention of 

the FBI Laboratory; state clearly that it is contemplated that the 
publications (and translations thereof) will be used as evidence; 
identify clearly the enclosed publications as to title, place of 
publication, and date of issue; show the method of transmittal 
of the evidence to the Bureau; and indicate the desired disposition 
of the evidence. 

Calling attention of Bureau to publications of security interest 
When a field office, obtains an evidentiary copy of a publication which 
it desires to call to the Bureauts attention, a letter should be 
addressed to the Bureau to that end. Title, author, publisher, and the 
general nature should be very briefly set forth, together with the identi- 
fying data proper to the evidentiary copy. The letter should be 
informative, not requiring an answer... A nonevidentiary duplicate copy 
of that publication should be enclosed with the letter, if readily 
available. If a nonevidentiary copy is not readily available, that 
fact should be stated in the letter. If the Bureau desires to 
obtain a nonevidentiary duplicate copy of the publication for review, 
efforts will be made to obtain it through the appropriate field office. 
If not obtained, the office possessing the evidentiary copy will be 
requested to forward to the Bureau a Photostat thereof. 

ob 
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I. VISITS TO FIELD OFFICES | | 
1. Non—Bureau governmental officials | 

a. Do not discuss Bureau policies, plans, or relationships. Courteously 
advise the visitor that inquiries concerning such matters are to be 
made at the Bureau at Washington. 

b. Advise the Bureau of the visit, identity of the visitor, purpose, 
matters discussed, courtesies extended, and observations of interest 
to the Bureau. is 

2. Departmental officials 
a. Be courteous. 
b. Do not offer office space, clerical and stenographic assistance, or 

chauffeuring in Bureau automobiles. 
c. Do not furnish information unless prior notification has been received 

that the official would contact the field office for information. If 
no notification received, before furnishing information clearance must 
be obtained from the Bureau. 

d. Advise the Bureau in case of doubt. 

J. MISCELLANEOUS 
[ 1. (Firearms, defensive tactics, Jand disarming demonstrations 

Are to be confined to law enforcement groups. 
2. Credentials 

Are to be exhibited to all persons interviewed in such manner that the 
person to whom shown has an opportunity to observe and understand the 
connection of the Agent with the FBI. 

3. Law enforcement officials 
a. Contact with 
eee (1) Contact must be maintaiuved with Law euforvctmense viflciais for the 

purpose of securing information of violations oe Federal laws 
within the jurisdiction of the Bureau. 

(2) Agents are to call on police executives when in their cities unless 
such visits would be so frequent as to be embarrassing. 

«~ (3) Local law enforcement agencies should be advised by letter of the 
disposition of prosecutive action taken in Federal court in cases 

I. 
a 
i 
.t 
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referred to Bureau by local law enforcement agencies or where Bureau > 
fugitives are taken into custody by local law enforcement officers, ch 
They shouid also be advised of violations ‘of local laws coming to the 
attention of the FBI. 

be Visits to Washington 
When the field requests special courtesies be afforded certain indi- 

) viduals, including law enforcement officers, coming to Washington, D. C., 
| the communication so advising the Bureau shall contain biographical 

| data and a brief summary of information in the field office files 
! ; concerning the visitoro 

| When law enforcement executives are contemplating a visit to the Bureau 
| at Washington, D. C., ask them to call at the office of the[Assistant 

Director of External Affairs Division, Room 5634,|Justice Building. 
Ce Letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, and condolence 

When letters of commendation, congratulations, appreciation, or con-= 
dolence from the Director are recommended by the field, such recom- 
mendations should be submitted promptlye They should include the 
specific facts on which the recommendation is based, full identifying 
data and address of the citizen, and the result of a search of the 

[. field office indices concerning the citizen. [Form FD-468 may be used.] 
In connection with the election of officers of police associations 
at conventions covering more than one field division territory, the 
field division in whose territory the convention was physically held 
is responsible for submitting any recommendations for letters of con- 
gratulationse The office submitting such request should summarize 
briefiy the reiations with these officers, incorporating any deroga-— 
tory data which might preclude such letters. Inasmuch as the recom- 
mending office is not likely to possess all data, pertinent other 
field divisions should submit a brief, supplemental summary concerning 
officers recommended for letters who reside in their territory. 

4. Inquiries concerning status of Bureau cases 
When a state official has expressed interest in the prosecutive status 
of a Bureau case, for a legitimate reason, such as deferment of state 
prosecution pending the outcome of the Federal case, insure that such 
official is kept appropriately advis¢ged, including the final outcome 

‘of the matter. ‘ 
5S. U. 5S. Cabinet officers, Senators, and Congressmen 

If an SAC receives an inquiry from a Cabinet officer or U. S. Senator or 
Congressman concerning an official matter, it should be brought to the 
Bureau's attention immediately. a 

Ke SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Definition 
An individual, organization, or concern willingly furnishing information to em-— 
ployees frequently enough to justify making a record where the source need not 
be protected. If occasionally the source must be protected; this may be done, 
If sources must be constantly concealed, they become informants or confidential 
sources and must be handled as such, 
1. Index 

Index card (3 by 5 inches) must be made up to contain: 
a, Names 

be Addresses 
c. Organization or concern 
de Type of information furnished 
ee Date of development 



ea 

. 

a 

1. 

ae 
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Included in the index may be individuals in Government, business, or 
industry. Do not include law enforcement officers unless they are un- 
usually cooperative or furnish special types of information, Set up 
the index alphabetically, geographically by states and towns; alpha~ 
betically in the subdivisions; and alphabetically by ABA facility, or 
by type of information, 

Maintain the index where it is available to all Agents. An index may 
be maintained in resident agencies having approved office space which 
can be securely locked and having locked cabinets in which records can 
be kept. Source of information cards may be kept by resident Agents. 
not having approved office space but working out of their homes when- 
ever the SAC feels it is practicable to do so and the cards will be 
securely retained in a locked, steel file cabinet, Cards shall be 
kept as in the field office. The cards shall pertain only to the 
territory covered; under such circumstances there shall be no duplicate 
cards in the field office. Cards are to be deleted when obsolete 
or when it is determined a source is deceased. 

Index sources of information in the general office index; do not remove 
such index cards at the time obsolete cards are deleted from the special 
source of information index except when it has been determined that source is 
deceased, at which time general index card can be destroyed immediately. 
Under all other conditions the general index cards shall be retained for 
20 years subsequent to the removal of cards from the special source of 
information index. 
Files 
Do not make up files or write memoranda for the preparation of sources 
of information, | : 
Security and extremist sources of information 
Every six months a letter of justification (FD-401) should be submitted 
to the Bureau requesting continuation of payments to security and extremist 
sources of information. Follow instructions set out in section 1301, Jitem 
2b, volume IV, of the Manual of Instructions. If the security or extremist 
source of information is not being paid on Bureau authorization and is 
being used regularly, the Agent handling the source of information must 
dictate a memorandum tio the SAC for the file containing the same certifi- 
cation as to stability and reliability as required by payment letters. 
Gifts should not be given to sources since such actions might be mis- 
construed. 

Le [PUBLIC CONTACTS 
Public contacts are defined as persons who, because of their positions, 
can and do render extraordinary service or provide unusual and highly 
valuable assistance to the FBI. 
Immediately upon assuming the duties of SAC, such SAC, should visit 
leading officials located in the field division. 

- 
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iw ([ 3. Persons to be contacted shortly after the arrival of the SAC include: 

a. Federal judges 
b. U, S. Attorneys 
6. Only outstanding: state judges 
d. Governors 
e, Leading state and county prosecutors 

« State attorneys general 

County and Prosecuting Attorneys 
. Executive secretary of state chamber of commerce 

f 
&. Officers of the National Association of 

h 
i In the principal cities: 

1 
2 
3 

_s~ si! wm 

Ooo Oo 
wee See 

Mayors 
Chiefs of police 
Officials of newspapers, includ 
ing publishers, managing editors, 
city editors of leading newspapers, 
heads of newSpaper wire services 
Managers or owners of leading and 
most important radio and television 
stations 
Heads of outstanding or more 
important civic clubs, such as 
Kiwanis, Rotary, Lions 
Executive secretary or director 
of chambers of commerce 
Heads of Fedéral Ltuteiligeuce 
agencies 
Outstanding leaders of Govern- 
ment and business 
Heads of larger universities 
Outstanding religious leaders 
of any faith, such as the Bishop 
of a diocese of any faith or 
the leading Rabbi 

Me NEWS MEDIA CONTACTS 
As indicated in subsection L, paragraph 3i, (3), above, officials of leading 
newspapers including minority-oriented newspapers, must be contacted by SACs. 
Smaller newspapers and other news media are not to be neglected, however, 
and, throughout his tenure in a field office, the SAC must insure that his 
press contacts are continuously effective. 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 
(19) 

(20) 

Top representatives 
of airlines 
Managers of leading 
airports 
Top representatives 
of railroads 
Managers of leading 
railroad stations 
Top representatives 
of telephone companies 
Top representatives 
of Western Union 
Managers of the most 
outstanding and im- 
portane notes 
Heads of better 
‘business bureaus 
Heads of leading 
banks 
Influential minority 
Leaders 

The number of contacts made by 
him and representatives of his office and the material furnished news media 
will be considered in appraising the maximum effectiveness of this program. 
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SECTION 6. PUBLICATIONS, PRESS, AND PUBLIC CONTACTS 

i 

BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION PROGRAM REGARDING MATTERS OF NATIONAL INTEREST 
This program is coordinated by the External Affairs Division and is devoted 
primarily to supplying SACs facts regarding current happenings, including 
both administrative and investigative developments, that are topics of 
nationwide press coverage and public interest. 

PART Td 

All such communications to SACs bear the caption "BUREAU-WIDE INFORMATION 
PROGRAM" and are in the form of either teletypes or airteis, dependent upon 
the exigencies of the situation. ! 
- | 
The purpose of this program is to assure that each SAC possesses the key 
facts concerning important happenings anywhere within the FBI that command 
widespread public intereste Information furnished to SACs under this program 
should prove helpful to them, as well as to other FBI personnel, in answer- 
ing questions, correcting misunderstandings, and dispelling false rumors 
that may exist either within or without the ranks of the FBI. In some 
instances, however, the information may be of such a nature that it cannot 
be disclosed in whole or in part to outsiders. In fact, occasionally it is 
necessary to restrict discussion and disclosure of the information even within 
FBIHQ and field officese Guidelines furnished on each communication should 
be strictly followed. 

FBIHQ and field office personnel should promptly bring to the attention of 
the External Affairs Division all current items and developments that they 
feel merit consideration for inclusion under this Baoeeenal 
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~ SECTION 7, PAYMENTS ~ PROPERTY ‘ 

fA. [TRAVEL EXPENSES ~- TRANSPORTATION ALLOWANCES 
Travel Expense ~ Expenses for travel include cost of transportation: 
per diem, mileage allowance for use of personally owned car, auto and taxi 
hire, bus rental, and blue slip items incurred by employee; and purchase 
of gas and oil for Bureau cars. 
Transportation Allowance - Travel is to be performed by most expeditious 
and economical mode. All travel to be by coach airline accommodations 
unless circumstances make this impractical or disadvantageous to the 
Government. Travel by train or boat in most instances is prohibited. 
When travel performed by automobile, train, boat, etc., travel voucher 
must clearly show mode of transportation was necessary or advantageous 
to Bureau. Excess cost resulting from personal desires to use a particular 
mode will be borne by employee. Use of privately owned automobile authorized 
on transfers or otherwise’ if in best interest of Bureau. ] 
1. Transportation request (GTR) 

Employees may obtain tickets for transportation by common carrier by means 
of a transportation request form, SF~1169, which is designed for the use 
of persons entitled to transportation at Government expense. A sufficient 
supply of books, each of which contains 10 requests, and of receipts for 
GTRs, form FD-—-254, to meet current requirements must be maintained in each 
office. 
ae issuance 

(1) The SAC is authorized to issue books of GIRs to Agents for their 
use and to issue individual oTRs for the use of clerical personnel 
traveling on official business for the Bureau and others who are 
entitled to transportation at Government expense. In the absence 
of the SAC the employee designated to act for him may issue books 
and ind@ividuel transportation reavests.: q Tn these instances the 
name of the SAC, followed by the initials of the person acting 
for him, is to be shown on the receipts, 

(2) FD-254 must be executed when book of requests is issued and 
promptly forwarded to Bureau, Receipt must reflect the numbers 
of the requests in the book, date, and name and title of indi- 
vidual to whom issued, and be signed by him. Name of person to 
whom book issued must also be shown on inside cover of book, 

(3) Additional books may not be issued to an employee who has seven 
or more requests in his possession, 

(4) The Agent to whom a book wf GTRs has been issued is then the 
issuing officer with respect to each individual GTR in the book, 
and each request in his book must be signed by him in the space 
provided for the signature of the issuing officer, He may issue 
GfRs for the use of himself, his dependent, another Agent, or 
other person traveling on official business for the Bureau, 

(5) When an Agent is separated from the service, any GIRs in his 
possession should be picked up and retained in the field office 
for reissue. When a book is reissued, a new FD-—254 must be 
executed and promptly forwarded to the Bureau, 

(6) When an SAC is transferred, his successor must execute a receipt 
for the requests on hand and send it to the Bureau. 

(7) An employee in travel status may secure additional requests from 
the SAC in the division in which he is. 

be Use of GTR 
(1) Regulations concerning GIRs are based on orders and rulings by 

the Comptroller General. 
(2) GTRs to be used for official travel only. Under no circumstances 

can they be utilized for personal travel. In event personal 
travel is made in conjunction with official trip, GIR may be 
issued for official travel only and excess paid in cash by 
traveler. . 

a 
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SECTION 7. PAYMENTS ~ PROPERTY 

GTR forms may be used for transportation of dependents in connec- 
tion with official transfers. They should be issued only in 
amount of authorized travel. The names and ages of dependent 
children should be shown on reverse side of both original 
and memorandum copies of GTR. 
Employees must use cash to procure passenger transportation 
services including excess baggage charges costing less than $15 
unless special circumstances exist which would preclude the use of’ 
cash. GTRs are to be used for transportation services costing $15 
or more; however, they are not to be issued (1) for purchase of 
group of one-way or books of round-trip tickets; or (2) for toll 
roads, toll bridges, taxicabs, airport limousines, intercity 
transit, or so-called "Drive-Ur-Self" or for-hire automobile 
services. : 
GTRs are to be issued to the carrier. They may be issued to . 
travel agencies only for travel within foreign countries (except 
Canada and Mexico) or between foreign countries, at charges not 
exceeding those otherwise payable to the carriers used. 
First-class air travel not to be used without prior approval 
from SAC or Assistant Director unless no other air accommoda— 
tions are available and there is not sufficient time to obtain 
such approval. In all instances in which first-class air 
transportation is used, justification for such use must accompany 
the voucher claiming reimbursement. lkLowest first-class accommoda— 
tions authorized for rail travel when the elapsed time of the 
rail journey exceeds four hours. Coach accommodations allowed 
when elansed time of the Journey is four hanrs nar Tass, 
Justification must accompany voucher claims for reimbursement 
for first-class rail transportation when elapsed time is four 
hours or less. 
Round—-trip tickets should be purchased when positively known or 
reasonably anticipated that such tickets will be required or 
used. 
GTR form designed to permit the joint procurement from rail 
carriers of transportation and pullman accommodations. Where 
not possible or practical to issue GTRs in this manner, separate 
GTR may be issued for pullman accommodations. An example of 
necessity for separate GTRs is a situation in which lowest first- 
class pullman accommodations are not available when round-trip 
accommodations obtained. In this instance GTR for round-trip 
puliman should not be issued and traveler should not issue GTR 
for return pullman until shortly before return in order to 
attempt to obtain lowest first-class accommodations. 
When a GTR is issued to procure pullman accommodations only, it 
should be drawn on the rail carrier that will issue the pullman 
tickets. . 
Many airlines do not permit free stopovers. Each stopover to 
be made en route for official business must be indicated on GTR. 
If not indicated on GTR, carrier may not provide stopover, or 
if stopover is made carrier could demand the difference in cash 
from the traveler or bill the Bureau for the excess cost. If 
stopover is made due to official business, and because of 
circumstances beyond control of employee it was not possible to 
determine such at time the GIR was issued, the Bureau will pay 
for any increased cost. Attach to expense voucher covering the 
travel complete justification for the stopover. If stopover is 
made for personal reasons, any excess cost incurred must be borne 
by the traveler. 

a 
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» c. Instructions for completion of GIR form 
1) When an Agent is obtaining transportation for himself only, or 

himself and others, he signs the GIR as traveler and as issuin 
officer. The name and official capacity of the other ies 
should be shown on the reverse of the memorandum GTR. If the 
Agent issues a GTR from his book for the travel of his dependents 
or another Agent, he signs as issuing officer and one of the 
dependents or other Agent signs as the traveler, A GTR to be 
issued for purchasing transportation for the use of a clerical 
employee should be signed by the SAC as issuing officer and the 
clerk should sign as the traveler. 

(2) The GER form is self-explanatory and al11 appropriate blanks should 
be filled in by traveler. Horizontal lines should be drawn 
through spaces not used. If space on the front of GTR is not 
sufficient for insertion of necessary information, use reverse 
side of form. 

(3) Employees performing official air travel are to pay in cash 
' for excess baggage charges when the total amount does not ex- 

ceed $15 plus tax. Reimbursement for such expense is to be 
made on the regular travel voucher, When excess baggage 
charges exceed the $15-plus-tax limit, a GTR may be issued. 
When a GTR is issued to an airline which operates under the 
pieces concept for baggage allowance, entries on the GTR 

| should be made in accordance with the following: 
! (a) Where the extra or oversized baggage is to be trans~ 

ported between points, the entire service for which is 
furnished by the carrier honoring the transportation 
request, enter in the space on the transnoartation raquest 
following the words "transport not over" the number of 
pieces of extra or oversized baggage. Also, the 
abbreviation "Lbs." should be deleted and word "pieces” 
inserted in lieu thereof. 

(b) Where the extra or oversized baggage is to be trans- 
ported between points, the service for which is furnished 
by more than one carrier and the excess baggage allowance 
concept is different as to the carriers involved, enter 
in the space on the transportation request following the 
words. "transport not over" the words "see reverse." On 
the reverse of the transportation request in the space 
reserved to further identify services required, enter the 
number of pieces of extra or oversized baggage,. the points 
between which it will move, and the carrier(s) that will 
furnish the service, 

(4) When GIR is used for charter service, class of service must be 
identified by charter or contract movement number that covers 
details of movement. 

(5) Specific information as to respective carriers and types of 
services authorized must be shown in detail in "via" space or 
on reverse side of form. ; 

(6) GTR should be drawn to carrier expected to honor it for services. 
Under exceptional conditions or due to unforeseen circumstances, 
GTR may be honored for service by another :carrier, subject to 
charges applicable (1) to class and type of transportation author— 
ized on GTR or (2) to lower class or lesser amount of service, 
if such actually furnished. In such situations the honoring 
initial carrier shall require traveler to record in space on 
reverse side of GTR the name of honoring carrier, service actually 
received, reason for change, and sign and date the statement. 
Traveler must also make same endorsement on memorandum card copy 
of GTR if possible, and, if not, attach written notification of 
such change to next voucher. 
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When single GIR presented for rail transportation and pullman 
accommodations, both rail and pullman tickets willbe issued by 
ticket agents, subject to the following exceptions and qualifica- 
tions, When agent at point where travel begins is unable to 
assign space because (1) pullman accommodations are not to begin 
at initial point of rail travel and advance reservations cannot 
be obtained, (2) pullman is authorized from initial point of rail 
travel, but the space assignment at such point has been exhausted, 
or (3) round-trip pullman is authorized and accommodations cannot 

be obtained in advance for the return trip, such ticket agent will 
issue a pullman ticket (or tickets) endorsed to show the type and 
quantity of accommodations and points between which such are 
authorized in accordance with transportation request issuance. 
In these situations there is no guarantee that the authorized 
accommodations will be available; thus, it is incumbent that 
travelers holding such tickets immediately attempt to obtain 
actual space assignments upon arrival at points where such are to 
be furnished. When the accommodations or transportation service 
supplied is of a different character or a lesser value than that 
authorized by the tickets, the traveler shall submit a written 
report of the facts and circumstances to the Bureau, with the 
voucher covering the travel, identifying the transportation 
request used to procure transportation involved, and submitting 
any unused tickets or transportation coupons in his possession. 
When ticket agents are supplied with railroad tickets but not 
supplied with pullman tickets, rail tickets will be issued and 
the traveler will be furnished with an "Accommodation Authority 
Form" covering the eccemmedations authorized by the GTR, Such 
"Accommodation Authority Form" will be honored by pullman 
conductors. 
When ticket agent is not on duty, necessitating that rail and 
pullman tickets be obtained at nearest available point en route, 
rail and pullman conductors will honor GTR to first station en 
route where rail and pullman tickets can be obtained, endorse on 
back of the request over their signatures points between which 
GTR was honored without tickets, and secure signature of the 
traveler to such endorsement, The ticket agent at such en route 
station, in exchange for thé GIR, will issue rail and pullman 
tickets from the initial points of service as authorized on GTR, 
When GTR is presented on train for pullman accommodations only, 
the GIR will be honored by pullman conductor, When requests 
are presented at a station not supplied with proper ticket 
forms, at a nonagency station, or at a station at which ticket 
office not open for sale of tickets, bus driver will honor GTR 
to destination or arrange for its exchange for a ticket at 
Some intermediate point. When request is exchanged at an 
intermediate ticket office, it should be endorsed to show clearly 
that transportation was furnished from point of origin of travel 
and not from intermediate point at which GTR was exchanged 
for ticket, ? 

in any instance in which accommodations furnished are different 
or lesser type than originally specified on GIR, traveler is 
required to record in space on reverse side of GIR the actual 
services furnished and sign the statement. A complete explanation 
should be furnished to Bureau with voucher covering the actual 
travel in order that appropriate refunds may be obtained, This 
explanation may be set forth in a letter or on a report of 
change in passenger transportation service form, SF-1173, a supply 
of which may be obtained from the Bureau, 
Under no circumstances should traveler apply for refunds or 
credits for unfurnished service or unused tickets or portions 
thereof issued in exchange for GTRs. All unused tickets must 
be forwarded to Bureau with appropriate voucher, together with 
reason for nonuse. If no voucher is necessary, unused tickets 
must be forwarded to Bureau by letter or SF-1173 (see preceding 
paragraph). 7 
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(12) Airline accommodations ‘ 
Reserved space must be canceled as soon as employee learns that 
such space will not be used. Air carrisrs' tariffs governing 
most of major scheduled airlines in continental U. S. (excluding 
Alaska) specify circumstances under which penalty charges are to 
be paid by carriers when they fail to furnish accommodations for 
confirmed reserved space. Ail payments received from airline 
carriers for failure to provide confirmed reserved space in case 
of official Government travel must bs by check made payable to 

- Treasurer of the United States. Carrier must be furnished a 
receipt to acknowledge payment, and check and a copy of acknowl- 
edgment are to be forwarded to Bureau for appropriate handling. 

(13) When canceling reservations with other carriers, notify them at 
earliest dat2 to preclude any possible assessment of cancellation 
charges. 

(14) If a GTR is lost or stolen, employee accountable must advise 
Bureau immediately of circumstances surrounding loss and furnish 
number or numbers of GTRs. If lost or stolen request has been 
filled out, employee should also advise designated carrier not 
to honor request should it be presented. If lost or stolen GTRs 
are subsequently recovered, they should be marked canceled and 
forwarded to Bureau; under no circumstances should they be used. 

2. Expense accounts 
a. An employee claims reimbursement for expenses incurred by submitting 

a travel voucher form, SF-1012 and SF-1012a (continuation sheet), to 
reach Bureau by fifth day of month following that in which expenses 
were incurred. However, regular monthly expense vouchers (SF~1012) 
in the amount of $100 or less and not incidental to an official 
transfer may be paid through office imprest fund. Prepare 
original and two copies; original and one copy are forwarded to 
Bureau, and one copy is placed in field administrative file 
of employee. Official payroll name of employee and his social 
security number must be shown in space designated as ‘payeeis name.” 
Personnel submitting vouchers are permitted either to dictate them or 
prepare them in legible rough-draft form for typing by stsnographers 
or typists during regular workday. 
Original only must be signed by e™ployee and apvroving official. 
Official name must be shown; initials alone are insufficient. SAC is 
responsible for accuracy of each item. Cash purchases in excess of 
$15 must be supported by receipts. Original of receipt must be obtained 
or an explanation submitted showing that original was retained by 
vendor in which case a copy may be submitted. Copies of GTRs, receipts 
Hee purchases in excess of $15), pullman stubs, copies of telegrams 
jn excess of $15), and other documents supporting claims must be placed 

in an envelope, bearing name of employee, month, and year for which : 
account is submitt?d, and stapled to reverse side of original SF-1012. 

[ Cc. SF-1012 must be prepared in accordance with [Federalltravel regula- 
tions, copies of which are in each office. It must specifically show: 
1 Speedometer readings 
2 Official nature of streetcar fares, number, date, and amount 
3 Official nature of telephone calls, number, date, and amount 
4 Date and time of arrival and departure where overnight lodging 

is required. When an overnight trip is not required and several 
points are visited, voucher need only show date and time of 
arrival and departure from farthest point where duty was performed. 
Other points are to be shown on voucher but times of arrival and 
departure need not be. Date and time of arrival and departure 
must also be shown for all points where daily per diem rate is 
different. 

(5) Date of arrival at last-mentioned place of uncompleted duty to 
be carried forward to subsequent voucher, 

iS Travel authority number 271-62 dated 6-1-62 
When a transfer is involved, place words "transfer letter" (or 
abbreviation) directly above Order 271-62 and date of transfer 
letter directly above date of ordar. »+This information must 

a 3 ¢ . ai 
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es Domicile (city and state) at right of official headquarters 
9 In "Mailing Address" space, headquarters office to which check 

is to be sent. Names of resident agency cities should not be 
used. Where, because of a pending transfer or other factor, 
there 1S a question as to which office should be shown as mailing 
address, list office to which employee is going unless there 
will be a delay of more than twenty days in leaving office to 
which assigned at time voucher is prepared. 

(10) Mode of transportation used for all portions ‘of trip 
d. Specifically, SF-1012 is not to show: 

3 1 That travel was made in answer to a subpoena 
2 Explanation of expenditure of a confidential nature 

ixpenditures of a confidential nature must be explained on FD-37 
(blue slip) which is attached to the travel voucher and forwarded 
to Bureau. Include on FD-37 the date and place, amount, payee, 
case, circumstances and purpose, signature and title of claimant, 
and approval of SAC. The beginning and ending dates of periods 
covered by payments to informants must be shown. Examples of 
blue slip expenditures: meals and lodging for informants, 
newspaper ads, space for physical surveillance. Biue slip 
items for payments to informants must be claimed on confidential 
vouchers submitted by the SAC or ASAC, 

All vouchers containing confidential blue slips and any other 

matters relating to confidential funds must be sent by registered 

mail with the inner envelope addressed to the Assistant Director, 

Computer Systems Division, attention Data Processing Sec- 

tion. No other mail is to be included in the outer or inner 
envelope transmitting this material to the Bureaue Receipt Card 

FD-~441 should be inserted between inner and outer envelopes. 
[A log should be maintained to reflect the mail registry number |. 

: under which each confidential voucher is sent. This log 
| should be kept until reimbursement has been_made for each 

voucher under the specific registry number. ]| 
e. Receipts for expenditures should be marked "Paid" and initialed by an 

employee of the firm. They should be in the name of the person 
submitting the voucher or explanation provided if other names are used. 

f. Expense voucher will not be approved for payment until memorandum 
copies of transportation requests issued during the voucher period 
are on file at the Bureau. 

g. All GIRs issued during one month are to be submitted to reach the 

Bureau no later than the fifth day of the following month. They 

may be listed on the traveler's expense voucher covering the month 

of issue and the memorandum copies of the GTRs forwarded to the 
Bureau with the voucher, 

h. if a GPR is issued during one month and travel is to be performed 
during the following month, and there have been no reimbursable 
expenses incurred which warrant the submission of an SFP-1012 expense 

voucher, the memorandum copy of the GTR is to be forwarded to the 
Bureau by letter, furnishing anticipated date of travel and 
stating that actual travel will be shown in the next expense 
voucher submitted. 

i. If GTR is issued in June for travel in July, voucher or letter 
showing issuance of GTR should reach Bureau no later than July 53 
voucher in this instance should state that travel is to be made in 

July. The subsequent voucher showing actual travel should indicate 
that memorandum copy of GTR was forwarded with the June expense 

voucher. 
j. The use of all tickets purchased with GTRs must be accounted for. 

Even if no reimbursable expenses are incurred, an itinerary of the 
travel for which GTRs are issued must be furnished, 

k. GTRs used for dependents should be accounted for on expense voucher 
, submitted by employee. 
: 1. Alterations or corrections in expense vouchers must be initialed’ by 

the payee. ‘ 
} 
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m. Per diem 1 
(1) For official travel in the continental United States (the 48 

contiguous states and District of Columbia) when lodging 
away from the duty station is required, the per diem rate . 
is fixed partly on basis for average cost for lodging plus a j 
set rate of $12 for meals and miscellaneous subsistence ; 
expenses. The total amount for the average cost of lodging plus 
$12 rate rounded to next whole dollar will be employee's 
per diem rate for period covered by voucher provided total 
does not exceed maximum rate of $25. If total exceeds $25, the | 
per diem rate will be $25. Paid receipts for lodging to be 

: submitted with appropriate expense voucher. Where no lodging is 
required, the per diem rate will be $12 per day. 
(a) Per diem in lieu of subsistence for periods an employee 

is away from his headquarters on offical business at z 
places outside the continental United States may be " . 
claimed at following rates (only one half of maximum 
per diem rate for a particular area may be claimed for travel 
of less than 24 hours when a night's lodging is not required): 

(b) Alaska 
I. Prudhoe Bay - $82 

TI. Barrow — $75 
TII. Deadhorse - $64 
‘IV. Galena, Kotzebue, Nome ~ $52 

Ve. College, Eielson AFB, Fairbanks, Ft. Wainwright -.$49 
VI.e Anchorage, Elmendorf "AEB, Fte pene cdeens Kodiak, 

Spruce Cape - $43 
VII. Bethel, King Salmon —- $42 

VIil. Sancau: - $41 
IX. Annette, Delta Junction, Ft. Greely, Ketchikan, 

Petersburg, Sitka - Mt. "Edgecumbe , Skagway, Wrangell - $38 
Xe. Adak - $8.30 : 

XI. Other - $40 
(c) Canada . 

I. Frobisher Bay, Baffin I. ~ $58 
II. Yellowknife ~ $55 

[ III. Other -[$40] 
(d) Canal Zone = $35 , 
(e) Hawaii 

Ie Oahu - $37 
Ile Other - $33 

(Cf) Mexico 
To Acapulco 

12/16 - 4/14 - $50 
4/15 - 12/15 = $38 

Ilo Other = $30 

(s) Puerto Rico 
- Aguadilla (incl. Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 

West Annex (Formerly Ramey AFB)) ~ $38 
If. Bayamon 

12/16 = 5/15 = $50 ; 
5/16 - 12/15 - $37 

III. Culebra - $27 
IV. Ft. Buchanan 

12/16 - 5/15 - $50 
5/16 -~ 12/15 =~ $37 

Ve Mayaguez - $38 
Vie Ponce (incl. Ft. Allen NCS) - $38 

VII. Sabana Seca 
12/16 - 5/15 = $50 
5/16 - 12/15 - $37 

VIII. San Juan (incl. San Juan NSA) 
12/16 - 5/15 - $50 
5/16 =~ 12/15 - $37 

IX. Other - $36 6 $ 
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(h) Virgin Islands 
| 12/1 = 4/30 -}843 4 

5/1 = 11/30 ~|$38 
(3) Maximum per diem rates for all areas are prescribed by 

secretary of Defense and the Department of State. The 
areas and rates in items (a) through (h) are the ones most 
applicable to travel of Bureau employees. The maximum per 
diem rates for areas not listed in items (a) through (n) 
are furnished to the affected offices. 

“ (2) Bach voucher wherein a2 claim is made for per diem for less than 
24 hours must contain a certification to the effect that extra 
expenses were incurred. In addition, each per diem claim computed 
at the maximum rate for a particular area outside the con- 
tinental United States must be supported by a certification 
that cost for &@ night's lodging was incurred. 

(3) SACs are responsible for attaching a letter to all vouchers 
wherein a2 claim for per diem in excess of 20 days at one temporary 
duty station is made. This letter should advise the case load 
at the temporary duty station and contain recommendations of 
the SAC as to whether additional Agents should be assigned to 
the resident agency covering area of temporary duty station. 
TF per diem attributable to Bureau-ordered special, satisfactory 
merely to attach notation on voucher to that effect identifying 

i the special. 
-n. An advance of funds not to exceed $750 may be applied for when a 

special assignment will exceed 21 days through the use of SF-1038 
showing dates of assignment, where check is to be mailed, and 
approval of SAC or immediate supervising official. 

o. Reimbursement for use of personally owned automobile is at rate of 
12 cents per mile. Bureau authorization required for use of 

a personally owned automobile on official business for period in excess 
9. of 10 consecutive days and for any official travel outside the division 

except official travel to Washington, D. C., for in-service training, 
lecturing, conferences, etc., and return. When such authorization has 
been received, certification of that fact and date thereof on travel 
voucher claiming reimbursement must be made. SAC or, in his absence, 
ASAC may approve use of personally owned automobile on official business 
within his division for period of 10 days or less and for travel to 
Washington, D. C., as described above. In these instances letter of 
justification in duplicate must accompany expense voucher claiming 
reimbursement. Letter should be prepared by claimant; must be approved 
by SAC or, in his absence, ASAC. If-travel is on consecutive days and 
extends into new travel voucher period, reference is to be made on 
latter to letter of justification accompanying prior voucher. 

p. When traveling by air, any necessary excess baggage should be shipped 
by “accompanying airfreight" wherever feasible. Complete justification 
for any charges for excess baggage carried with the traveler or shipped 
by airfreight must be included on the travel voucher showing such 
charges. 3 

q. Fees incurred for parking meters while using a privately owned auto- 

mobile on official business are reimbursable. Vouchers must indicate 
date, number, and amount of each, and that privately owned automobile 

was used on official business. 
| r. Fees incurred for parking meters while using a Bureau automobile 

3 are reimbursable. Vouchers must indicate date, number, and amount 

| of each. 
: s. When a privately owned automobile is used for personal reasons to 
! conduct official business, payment on a mileage basis plus related 
| per diem is limited to the*constructive cost of common carrier 
: transportation and related per diem as prescribed in chapter l, 

| 
| | ’ 
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part 4, paragraph 1+4.3 of the Federal Travel Regulations. When a 
privately owned automobile is used to perform travel pursuant to an 
official transfer, mileage and related expenses will be paid according 
to the rates prescribed by chapter 2, part 2, paragraph 2-2.3b of the 
Federal Travel Regulations. 

te Claims for taxicab fares exceeding[$10, ]including tip, for travel 
between employee's home or office and a common carrier terminal must 
be justified to show a more economical mode of travel could not have 
been used. 

Transfer allowances and benefits 
ae Pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 89-516, the Federal Travel 

Regulations, and Bureau regulations, a summary of the additional 
allowances and benefits provided when an employee has been officially 
transferred follows. For complete information concerning these allow- 
ances and benefits, see the Federal Travel Regulations. 

be. Written agreement 
No allowance shall be paid to or on behalf of an employée or his 
family in connection with a transfer until the employee signs a 
written agreement, 3-34b, to remain in the service of the Government 
for one year following the effective date of the transfer. The 
effective date of a transfer is the date the employee reports for 
duty at the new official station. If agreement is violated for 
personal reasons within the control of the employee, all expenses 
paid to him or on his behalf are to be refunded to the Government. 

ce Per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence expenses 
The employee, as well as his immediate family, is entitled ta a ner 
diem allowance for travel in connection with a transfer. Where 
spouse and/or children are traveling with employee, per diem will 
be computed for employee on basis of what the average "single" rate 
for the rooms for lodging would have been plus $12 per day rate pre~ 
scribed for meals and miscellaneous subsistence expenses not to 
exceed the maximum per diem rate of $25. The per diem rate for the 
spouse when accompanied by employee will be three fourths of the rate 
of the employes. When not accompanied by employee, spouse receives 
same rate as employee. Other members of employee's family, 
age twelve and over, receive thrée fourths of the per diem rate of the 
employee; children under twelve years of age, one half of the per 
diem rate of the employee. 

d. Travel for purpose of locating housing 
Regulations provide for payment of travel and transportation expenses 
for employee and spouse for one round-trip between localities of the 
old and new duty stations for the purpose of seeking permanent res-~ 
idence when circumstances warrant. Such allowances are not applicable 
if one of the transfer points is outside the contiguous 48 states. 
Duration of such trips, including travel time, must be held to the 
absolute minimum and under no circumstances be allowed in excess of 
Six calendar days. Prior Bureau approval must be obtained. Form 
3-34b must be forwarded to Bureau with the employee's request and 
justification for the trip. SAC's observations and recommendations 
must accompany this request. 

e. Temporary quarters allowances for employee and family 
A subsistence allowance for employee and his immediate family 
while occupying temporary quarters prior to obtaining permanent 
housing incidental to a transfer is allowed where justified. Allow- 
ances for temporary quarters are limited to 30 days. Temporary 
quarters claim must begin not later than 30 days from time employee 
reports for duty at new station or if not begun during this period 
then not later than 30 days from date family vacated residence at 
old station. An additional period of time not to exceed 30 days may 
be allowed for temporary quarters when employee is transferred 
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either to or from Hawaii, Alaska, territories and possessions, Common- 

wealth of Puerto Rico, and Canal Zone. Reimbursements for expenses 
are limited to actual costs incurred for meals and lodging (including 
tips}, laundry, cleaning, and pressing of clothes. Expenses shall 
not exceed following prescribed rates. Daily rate for employee is 
$18, $12, and $9 for first, second, and third ten-day period, re- 
spectively. Daily rate for employee's immediate family is $12, $8, 
and $6 for first, second, and third ten-day period, respectively. 
Temporary quarters allowances will not be granted if employee or spouse 
has performed travel for purpose of locating housing without special 

. approval in advance by Bureau. Such allowances will not be granted if 
employee has otherwise had adequate opportunity to locate housing. All 
vouchers must contain a statement by the SAC that the claim 
for temporary quarters is reasonable and should be processed 
for payment. 

f. Allowances for miscellaneous expenses 
These allowances are related to expenses common to discontinuing 
residence at one location and establishing a residence at a new location 
in connection with transfers. Allowances in the following amounts 
Will be paid without being supported by receipts or itemized state- 
ments indicating the nature of the expense: 
(1) $100 or the equivalent of one week's basic compensation, whichever 

is the lesser amount, for an employee without an immediate family 
(2) $200 or the equivalent of two weeks' basic compensation, whichever 

is the lesser amount, for an employee with an immediate family 
Claims under this category which are greater than allowable un- 
supported amounts must be supported by signed receipts for the 

vo entire amount (mot just the excess over the allowable unsupported 
amounts)» Allowable expenses are set forth in[chapter 2, part 3, 
paragraph 2-3.1b of the Federal Travel Regulations. | 

ge Allowances for expenses incurred with real estate transactions and 
unexpired leaseslare set forth in chapter 2, part 6 of the Federal 
Travel Regulations. 
Employees may be reimbursed for certain costs paid by them incidental 
to sale of old residence or purchase of a new one or settlement of an 
unexpired lease. To be eligible for reimbursement for allowed ex- 
penses, settlement dates for sale and/or purchase or lease termination 
transactions are not later than one (initial) year after effective date 
of transfer. Upon employee's written request, this time limitation for 
completion of the residence transaction may be extended for an addi- 
tional period of time not to exceed one year regardless of reasons 
therefor, so long as the residence transaction relates to the employee's 
transfer. Under no circumstances can the period of extension exceed 

[ one year. [Chapter 2, part 6, of the Federal Travel Regulations] 
lists those expenses which are and which are not reimbursable. Losses 
suffered through sale of a residence or termination of a lease are not 
reimbursable. Maximum amount that can be paid for sale of old residence 
cannot exceed ten percent of sale price or $5,000 whichever is lesser, 
and for purchase of a new home, expenses cannot exceed five percent of 
purchase price or $2,500 whichever is lesser. Use Bureau form FD-408 
to record reimbursable expenses and submit this form with appropriate 
vouchere FD=408 must be approved by the SAC of the office in the ter- 
ritory where the residence was sold or purchased. 
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All vouchers relative to transfer allowances or benefits are to be 
submitted as soon as possible. Separate vouchers are to be submitted 
for real estate claims, temporary quarters, and transportation and 
storage of household goods. Deadlines for submission of vouchers are: 
(1) Travel expenses on transfer - by fifth of month following month 

in which travel was performed 
(2) Expenses for temporary quarters - by fifth of month following 

month in which temporary quarters were terminated 
(3) Expenses in connection with real estate transactions and unexpired 

leases ~ by fifth of month following month in which settlement was 
made : 

(4) Expenses for transportation and storage of household goods - by 
fifth of month following month in which payment was made 

(5) Allowance for miscellaneous expenses - by fifth of month following 
month in which permanent residence is established 

Expense vouchers covering allowances in connection with real estate 
transactions, unexpired leases, miscellaneous expenses, and temporary 
quarters will not be applied to an advance of funds which was granted 
to cover expenses for transportation and storage of household goods. 
Advance of funds 
An employee who has been officially transferred may request an 
advance of funds from the Bureau for (1) per diem, mileage and 
related cost when travel on transfer is by privately owned automobile, 
and (2) subsistence expenses while occupying temporary quarterse Use 
Standard Form (SF) 1038 to request funds desired. Only one appli- 
cation to be submitted. Attached to SF 1038, memorandum of informa- 
tion covering (1) the number of travel days for which per diem is 
payable, (2) identification of members of immediate, family treveling 
in the privately owned automobile, and (3) mileage for direct travel 
between authorized pointse For temporary quarters memorandum must 
show number of people occupying temporary quarters and total days 
involved.e Temporary quarters advances limited to thirty days. 
Employee's vouchers claiming reimbursement of per diem, mileage and 
temporary quarters will be used to offset advance of funds granted 
for these purposes. 
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Je AUTHORITY TO APPROVE LIMITED EXPENDITURES FOR INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS 
' In those instances where it is essential to the successful conduct of an 
important investigation, SACs are authorized to expend up to $500 from the 
confidential fund without prior Bureau Headquarters approval. These expendi- 
tures must be highly selective and essential to the investigative operation. 

36 
11~27-74 ; 
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Instances in which such expenditures may be appropriate include but are 
not necessarily limited to the following situations: 
1. Rental of surveillance plants and support equipment on a temporary 

basis. 
2e Necessary expenditures by Agents working in an undercover or covert 

capacity. 
3. Rental of special automotive equipment for surveillance purposes. (Only 

when available Bureau equipment if not satisfactory and the case is 
of major importance.) 

- 4. Other items necessary, to the conduct of an investigation not available 
through normal supply or acquisition channels. 

A full accounting must be maintained for such expenditures and at the time 
that reimbursement is requested from Bureau Headquarters for confidential 
funds expended, appropriate FD-37 (blue slip) must be executed for each 
such nde 
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Research monographs are prepared on security, criminal, intelligence, and 
general topics for use of Bureau officials and investigative personnel 
and to keep interested outside Government officials and agencies informed 
of Bureau's achievements in discharging its responsibilities. 
Monographs are to be maintained in field office librariesland legal attache 
space, land afforded the usual security precautions. 
Monographs are to be made readily available to Agents for use in the field 
offices, and no impediments are to be placed in the way of their use and 
application by Agents: However, an appropriate chargeanut svstem mist he 
maintained, even for temporary usee 
All Agents handling a particular type or types of investigative matters 
should be routed a copy of the appropriate monograph -— security, intel- 
ligence, criminal, or general -[which is of interest to theme 
The circulation of monographs in the field offices and resident agencies 
should be handled expeditiously. Monographs should not be held in any 
resident agency for more than 45 dayse 
[All offices shall maintain a minimum of one copy of each monograph for 
reference purposese Destruction of unneeded copies is authorized pro-~ 

- vided record of destruction is maintained. Legal attaches are authorized 
to destroy monograph copies when necessary due to space limitations. 
Suggestions for the preparation of practical and timely monographs should 
be submitted to FBIHQ. 
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F. RECOGNITION AND AWARDS | 
| the guidelines and procedures set forth hereinafter are consistent with in- 

structions of the Civil Service Commission (CSC) and the policies and guide- 
lines of the Department of Justice as set forth in Memorandum No. 601, Supple- 
ment 1, dated 11-24-69. ¢ 
Ll. ‘Quality within-grade salary increases 

Quality salary increases are to recognize and to reward on a continuing 
basis employees at all levels who display continuing high quality per- 

! ; formance. They are intended to motivate employees to perform continuously 
| at their full capacity and to make salaries relate more closely to the 

' mature of the assignment and the competence with which they are performed. 
Quality increases may be given to all employees of the Bureau who are 
presently paid under the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, on a2 
per annum basis, except those already at the top of their grade. This 
excludes Wage Board employees and those whose salaries are fixed under 

| the Executive Pay Act. Annually employees are advised of the number 
| granted. 3 
| a. Authority ; : 
| The Director of the FBI has been authorized pursuant to section 0.137 

of Order 271-62 by the-Attorney General to grant quality increases in 
salary to applicable employees at intervals of not less than 52 weeks, 
within the limits of available funds. 

be Basis and documentation 
In order to consider an employee for a quality salary increase, a 
written recommendation must be submitted with justification in detail 
based on the followings: , 
(Ll) Employee has performed the most important functions of his 

position in a manner which substantially exceeds normal require- 
ments. Set forth brief description of major job duties critical 
to success of the total job. 

* 
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(2) His work has been highly effective. Include where possible 
'  gpecific examples. 

(3) This exceptional high level of effectiveness has been sustained 
- ,over &@ period of time no less than six months and will continue 

indefinitely. Primary consideration is to be given for quality 
salary increases at the time annual performance ratings are sub- 
mitted when high level performance must have been sustained over 
the entire rating year. ‘ 

(4) When viewed as a whole employee's performance merits a faster 
than normal salary advancement. 

(5) A quality increase is more suitable recognition than a cash award 
_for superior performance under the incentive awards program. 

(6) Other than for a special act or achievement, employee should not 
have received an award for performance. ; 

(7) Employee must have served a minimum of 12 months in the same 
position within the Bureau. 

c. Relationship to regular within-grade increases 
Quality increases are in addition to regular within-grade increases 
for "acceptable level of competence." An employee who receives a 
quality increase does not thereby start a new waiting period for his 
regular within-grade increase, If, however, such quality increase 
places employee in step 4 or step 7 of his grade, he must then com- 
plete the additional waiting period of 52 weeks required by law toward 
step 5 or step 8. 

ad. Relationship to Outstanding annual performance ratings, 
An employee who meets the standards for an Outstanding annual perform- 
ance rating would generally meet the standards for a quality increase. 
However, other circumstances (e.g., a recent quality increase, cash 
or honorary award, or application of other policy, regulations, or 
law) may make a quality increase inappropriate at the time. This does 
not limit quality increases only to those who receive Outstanding 
annual ratings. The standards for quality increases were purposely 
made less demanding and more flexible for recognizing and encouraging 
especially effective job performance of employees who are unable to 
meet all of the qualifications for an Outstanding rating but who 
"“nerform functions of their position" in a sustained superior manner 
and give promise of continuing at this level. 

e. Relationship between quality salary increases and incentive awards 
Quality increases are intended to complement incentive awards rather 
than replace them. Cash awards will continue to be granted whén (1) 
employee would enjoy the benefits of a quality increase for an insuf- 
ficient length of time or (2) employee's contribution is so great that 
a lump sum payment is more fitting. On the other hand, incentive 
awards will be the only choice (1) where achievements are nonrecurring, 
(2) in special work situations of limited duration, (3) for recognition 
of group achievement, and (4) where employees are not subject to the 
Classification Aci. 

Incentive awards 
Incentive awards are designed to improve Government, and particularly FBI, 
operations and to recognize employees as an integral part of supervision 
and management. Specifically, awards under this program are designed to 
(a) encourage employees to participate in improving the efficiency and 
economy of Bureau operations, (b) recognize and reward employees, indi- 
vidually or in groups, for their suggestions, inventions, superior accom- 
plishments, or other personal efforts which contribute to efficiency, econ- 
omy, or other improvement in operations, and (c) to recognize and reward 
employees individually or in groups who perform special acts or services 
in the public interest in connection with, or related to, their official 
employment. Awards granted for other than suggestions are to be called 
special achievement awards, This is a lump sum cash award granted in 
recognition of either an employee's sustained performance which exceeds 
normal job requirements for a period of at least six months; or specific acts 
or services in.the public interest connected with, or related to, their 
official employment. 

F- 5 
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Authority 
The Director of the FBI is authorized to give final approval for its 
incentive awards up to and including $1,000. Awards in excess of 
$1,000 will be referred to the Department for approval. It is the 
Bureau's policy to afford normal management review and control proc~ 
esses to identify program or operational areas where superior work 
results warrant award consideration. J 

[Suggestion awards ] 
ae Employees are encouraged to submit to the Director ideas to improve 

the efficiency and economy of the Bureau's operations. <A form, FD-252, 
is available for use in submitting suggestions although they may be 
submitted in any manner desired. An original and two copies of each 
suggestion are to be submitted. If the suggestion concerns a form, 
ten copies of the proposed form are to be submitted. Suggestions are 
to be submitted without delay to the Director. 

[Suggestions Jwhich deal with maintenance and repairs,{employee services 
or benefits, buildings and grounds, routine safety practices, Jitems of 
supply which[can]be procured through simple requisition, or proposals 
which offer no specific means to improve operations[{will not be en- 
tered into the suggestion award system unless it can be shown they 
contribute to economy, efficiency, or increased effectiveness of 
operations. While these ideas are welcome, they are properly part of 
the normal employee-management communications and should be promptly 
routed to the appropriate official concerned.] Similarly, ideas to 
improve working conditions which could and should have been corrected 
through normal or customary action by the employee or supervisor are 
not suggestions within the scope of the suggestion program. Sugges- 
tions such as these and suggestions submitted which are trivial in 
nature or which would obviously cost more to process than any saving 
they could achieve will not be evaluated under the suggestion program 
but will be returned to the appropriate supervisor for oral acknowl~ 
edgment,. 
A suggestion made by an employee, but not adopted when made, shall 
remain active for period of two years. Adoption of suggestion within 
two-year period after it is submitted will entitle original suggester 
to reconsideration for appropriate award. Suggestion becomes void if 
not adopted within two years. 
Tf two or more employees independently submit identical suggestions 
Simultaneously, any award granted will be divided among employees 
making the suggestion. 
No employee's annual salary rate shall be affected by any award granted 
under this program. 
Federal withholding tax will be deducted from all awards prior to 
payment. 
Determining amount of awards (In interest of uniformity, this determi- 
nation will be made by the Bureau and division heads should not recom- 
mend a specific amount. 
(1) Where tangible benefits are involved . 

Cash awards of this type result from suggestions, inventions, or 
other performance involving monetary savings of [$250]Jor more. 
Such awards are based on the estimated savings for the first 
year employee's contribution is in operation and may range from 

[$25 to $1,000 with the approval of the Director, to $5,000 with 
the approval of the Department, or in excess of $5,000 to a 
maximum of $25,000 with the approval of the CSC.] The following 

table is used in,determining the amount of award. 

a 
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(a) Table - award scale for tangible savings 

Savings Amount of award 

‘ "($250 - $1,000 $25 for the first $250 in 
benefits and $5 for each addi-. 
tional $50 or fraction thereof 

rea aes ee 

$1,001 ~ $10,000 $100 for the first $1,600 in 
‘ benefits and $5 for each addi- 

tional $100 or fraction thereof 

- $40,001 ~ $20,000 $550 for the first $10,000 in 
benefits and $5 for each addi- 
tional $200 or fraction thereof. 

$20,001 - $100,000 $800 for the first $20,000 in 
benefits and $5 for each addi- 
tional $1,000 or fraction 

_ thereof uy 
- 

$100,001 - or more $1,200 for the first $100,000 
; in benefits and $5 for each 

-additional $5,000 or fraction 
thereof ] 

e“"“"e=" em ons 

(2) Where intangible benefits are involved 
Such awards may vary from[$25]to $5,000,[subject to the same 

{ approval as set forth under tangible benefits, Jand apply to all 
types of performance other than that involving monetary. savings. 
Awards as high as $25,000 may be granted with the approval of 
the CSC. The amount of an award for intangible benefits is 
determined by the value of the employee's contribution and its 

[ application to the Bureau's work, The minimum award of [$25 )will 
not be granted unless the contribution compares favorably with 
those receiving the minimum award for tangible benefits. In 

[ instances involving personal danger or risk,[the degree of such 
[ personal danger or risk will be considered, along with the value 
[ of the employee's contribution, in determining the amount of the 
[ award. The table set out below in item 4d is used in determining 
[ the amount of such aMer eS J 
{ [g.] Group awards . 

Contributions made by a enous of two or more employees, with all 
members of the group contributing, including supervisors, my be 
rewarded by a group cash award to be shared equally among the group 
or with each member being rewarded in proportion to his contribution, 
The total of such a group award will normally be the amount author- 
ized for that type award if made to one individual, Any exceptions 
recommended should be fully documented with an explanation -as to why 
the general rule should not be followed. Groups may also receive 
honorary awards if the facts so justify. 

{[4. Special achievement awards 
a. Basis 

For sustained high level performance, major duties of the position 
must be performed for a period of at least six months in a manner 
clearly exceeding normal requirements, or performed in a highly sat- 
isfactory manner for such a period characterized by abnormal work 
load, temporary shortage of personnel, or other unusual circumstances. 
Awards for sustained high level performance should not have been 
granted within the six months preceding the date of nomination, When 
other awards can be justified, awards based on superior performance 
should not be granted on a repetitive basis, aca ses PsP os easeeeeeee|ns 

7 
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b. Scale for sustained above-average performance . 

General Schedule (GS) Special seeeveuoat award ES 
Grade Alone plus rating above satisfactory 

1-4 $100 $150 

5 - 8 $150 $200 

oa ae * $200 $250 

12 - 13 $250 $309 

14 - 18 $300 $350 oe 

ce Criteria for awards to employees for specific acts or service are: 
L Performance which has involved overcoming unusual difficulties 
2 Creative efforts that make important contributions to science or 

research, or otherwise increased efficiency or improved service 
(3) Performance of assigned duties with special effort or special 

innovation that results in significant economies or other highly 
desirable benefits 

(4) Performance of assigned tasks so that one or more important job 
requirements are significantly exceeded 

(5) Exemplary or courageous handling of an emergency situation related 
to official employment 

-.. d. Scale for one-time achiavemants. or nonracurring narPormancre 

Value of benefit Extent of application 

Limited Extended Broad General * 

Moderate $ 25 - 50 $ 50 - 100 $ 100 - 200 $ 200 - 400 x 
Substantial $ 50 - 100 $100 - 200 $ 200 = 400 $ 400 - 1000 
High $100 - 200 $200 - 400 $ 400 - 1000 $1000 - 2500 
Exceptional $200 - 400 $400 - 1000 $1000 - 2500 $2500 - 5000 

: ‘ 

For purposes of uniform administration, intangible awards for nonre-~ 
curring achievements will be as follows: clerks in GS-4 and less - 
$100; other non-Agent employees - $150; and Agent personnel - $200. 

-5. Noncash awards 
a. Honorary awards ~- may be granted under this plan in recognition of: 

(1) meritorious personal or group contributions or achievements; (2) 
special acts in the public interest; (3) distinguished or exceptional 
service to this Bureau; or (4) length of service. Ten years or more 
of satisfactory service to this Bureau shall be considered sufficient 
to justify an honorary award based on length of service. However, 
Federal length of service pins are also available. Honorary recogni- 
tion of employee contributions may be independent of or in addition 
to cash awards and may take the form of emblems, pins, keys, scrolls, 
certificates, or other similar recognition, such as commendation or 
appreciation letters. 

be Service awards 
(1) Service award keys are presented to Bureau employees upon com- 

pletion of 10, 20, 25, and 30 years of active service in the 
Bureau. Employees serving 35 years of active service are pre-~ 
sented with specially prepared scrolls. After completing 40 years 

[. of service, a special plaque is presented. Special awards are 
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also given on the 45th and 50th anniversaries. Effective on and 
after /-1-/1 employees voluntarily retiring after 30 years or more 
in the FBI may request a Thirty-—Year Plaque. [Effective 6-5~—72 
this benefit was extended to provide appropriate plaques, on 
request, for employees with 20 or more years service.] Such requests 
must be made on a timely basis. 

(2) In computing the service time of employees for service award 
matters, leave without pay in excess of three months is deducted. 
The first 90 days of leave without pay in each single instance is 
disregarded. Military leave without pay, as well as any period 
of separation from the Bureau's rolls, is deducted. 

(3) If an employee loses his service award key, a duplicate key may 
be ordered by contacting the Personnel Section of the Administra- 
tive Division. It will be necessary for the employee to pay for 
the cost of a duplicate service award key. The answers to any 
questions concerning service award matters can be obtained by 
contacting the Personnel Section. 

(4) In all cases in which a Bureau employee is to receive a service 
award on his 2Oth or subsequent anniversary, the SAC should make 
a@ personal presentation of such service award if it is not pos- 
sible for the Director to make such presentation personally on 
the anniversary date. The Director's personal interest in these 
awards should be specifically told to the employee at the time of 
the presentation, together with the fact that he would desire to 
make such presentation personally if the occasion permitted. 
During the course of an inspection, the inspector, as the 
Director's personal Beppe ore erin is to present service award 
Letters. 

(5) Federal length of service awards 
Federal length of service emblems will be granted certain employ- 
ees upon completion of 15 and 30 years! total Government service. 
To qualify, employee must (1) have completed at least ten years 
of civilian and/or military service, exclusive of FBI service; 
and (2) have completed -at least one year of service with the FBI. 
Such emblems will be granted only upon specific request of an’ 
employee and such requests should be accompanied by a listing of 
Government service employee considers qualifying. 

Commendations 
Recommendations for letters of commendation from the Directon should 
be made only when recommending official is convinced that certain 
elements of an employee's performance rise above normal reasonable 
expectations sufficient to warrant special recognition. In all cases 
facts, not conclusions, which can stand on their own merits as justi- 
fication must be submitted. Submission should not exceed two pages in 
length and if submitted with recommendation for incentive award 
(FD-255), memorandum recommending commendation may serve as transmittal - 
memorandum for incentive award recommendation. Forward in duplicate, 
retaining one copy in field office personnel file, mone for individual 

personnel files. 
Awards to private citizens 
Agency heads are authorized to récognize private citizens who have 
made contributions to the agency's mission or who have contributed to 
improvements of the operating efficiency and economy of our Government. 

Forms for recommending incentive awards 

ae Suggestions 

May be submitted on regular suggestion form, FD-252. (See item 3a, 
above, for number of copies.) 
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be. <All other types of performance 
Except for quality-salary increase recommendations, which are 
submitted incident to annual performance ratings, submit on FPD-255 
forwarding to the Bureau original and one copy for each employee 
named, retaining one copy in field office personnel file, none for 
individual personnel files. Length should be confined to two pages 
or less, 

7. %$How to recommend awards 
a. Use proper form (FD-252 if suggestion or FD-255 for other performance). 

= be Carefully follow instructions on forms. 

Ce Submit information to Bureau in clear, concise language. 
dad. Where award is based on sustained, above~average performance, summarize 

highlights in FD-255 in two or three paragraphs, submitting only 
sufficient information to clearly show the superior nature of employee's 
performance. 

@. Be specific. Give facts, not conclusions. Use factual examples when ; 
pertinent. 

'. 2. Clerical and Agent supervisors may submit FD-255 to their 
divisional heads recommending awards for employees under their super- 
vision in which case the divisional head may then submit the form to 
the Bureau with a brief cover letter stating he concurs in the rec- 
ommendation of the supervisor. Divisional heads may also submit form 
FD-255 as a letter to the Director in which case no cover letter is 
necessary. 

8. Recognition of awards n= 
: Incentive awards granted employees are to be mentioned in performance 
| _ ratings and must be considered in qualifying and selecting employees for 

cromotion. Such consideration is specifically required in the Government 
Employees’ Incentive Awards Act. 

9. Presentation of awards 
Award letters must be presented by SAC or division head when not personally 
presented by the Director. Should SAC or division head be unavailable, 
person acting in his behalf may make presentation. During the course of 
an inspection, the inspector, as the Director's personal representative, 

is to present incentive award letters and quality salary increase letters. 
10. Stimulating employee participation 

All Bureau employees must be kept fully advised of this program and en- 
‘couraged to participate on a continuing basis. Information should include 
the various types of awards and eligibility requirements, This program 
is an essential subject for discussion at least once yearly before groups 
of employees attending conferences, schools, etc. The efforts of super- 
visors in successfully motivating the interest and participation of their 
employees in this program will be given proper recognition. Employee 
participation will be a factor in determining employee's suitability for 
advancement. Appropriate inquiries will be made during inspections con- 
cerning the extent to which the program is being used. All recommendations 
pertaining to recognition and awards must be given prompt attention. 

ee 
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Mr. Tolson 

Mr. Sullivan 

Mr. Mohr 

Mr. Bishop. Pa ae a ee -*h 1 - Mr Mr. Brennan, C.D. 
| . ' 1 - Mr Mr. Callahan 

~ Mr. Casper 
a5 : 

1 M Mr. Conrad 
1 - Mr Mr. Felt — 

1 om Mr Mr. Gale 
‘ : : Mr, Rosen 

Mr. Tavel 
September 23 » 1970 Mr. Walters 

Mr. Soyars 

BY LIAISON Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes Q 

Forel Go C3eneeal Miss Gandy 

Honorable H. R. Haldeman 
Assistant to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr, Haldeman: 

By letter dated September 21, 1970, addressed to the 
President, I outlined the manner in which this Bureau might expand 
its coverage abroad in an effort to produce intelligence information of 
& hich quality. 

After giving further consideration to this matter, I would like 
to advise you that it is my feeling that the opening of an FBI liaison 

‘ office in Beirut, Lebanon, would place us in an area where we might be 
able to develop intelligence data relating particularly to the Middle Bast ~- 
situation. Accordingly, with the President's approval, I will establish 
a liaison office in Beirut. 

Sincerely yours, 
i 

j : 

8) Rhea SAID E 
SORES I 

ag NOTE: See cover caidas Sullivan _ Mr. ThiS0h9723776970  £& 

Xo "Expansion of FBI pores intelligence Collection-Efforts,-"!.WCS:csh J 

Classified "Secret" to _—— sensitive Bureau operations abroad. 
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EXPANSION OF FBI CPOREIGN -> 7“ 0 4 73 f 

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION EFFORTS 
i {\peh, EC 

Based on my memorandum 9-21-70, the Director approved 
instructing all Legats to expand their current coverage and to 
advise of their plans and recommendations for. accomplishing 
this. We have prepared a cablegram to all Legats,- informing 
them of our proposal for expansion, advising them of the 

quality and instructing them to increase their coverage in 
order to secure this. We ask: for cable response within 24 
hours with plans and recommendations for accomplishing our oss 
objectives. A 

Zi 
© 
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Ag Attached for approval is the cablegram to ail Legats a 
legen discussed above. ga. 
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Mr. G. Day 
~ Foreign Liaison Desk 
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TO ALL LEGATS > 

FROM DIRECTOR FBI 
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BACH LEGAT TO CONSIDER AND MAKEN IMIEDIATE PLANS FOR THE COLLECTION 
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OF POLITICAL INTELLIGENCE W240. 

PRESIDENT'S NEED FOR MORE INGELLIGELUCE INFORMATION OF A HIGH 

QUALITY, EX PROPOSE TO ADD OFZ AGENT TO PARIS, BONN, snaiduns, 

Arg, AS WEL AS OPENING NEW OFFICES 

So TEL AVIV, SAIGON, CARACAN, NAN GOSH, LA PAZ, AND HELSINKI. 

ARIS SHOULD STEP UP ITS COVU1LGH IN BELGIUM AND FRANCE. feos 
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SECRET 

CABLEGRAM TO ALLL LEGATS | 
RE: EXPANSION OF FBI FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE 

COLLECTION EFFORTS ; 

COLOMBIA, GUYANA, SURINAM, FRENCH GUIANA, PANAMA, AND ISLANDS 

ADJACENT TO VENEZUELA, SAN JOSE WILL COVER ALL CENTRAL AMERICA 

EXCEPT PANAMA, LA PAZ WILL PLAN COVERAGE OF PERU, AND HELSINKI 

WILL COYER ALL SCANDANAVIAN COUNTRIES. 

EACH LEGAT SHOULD CONSIDER EFFECT OF ABOVE PROPOSALS ON 

HIS OWN TERRITORY AND RESPONSIBILITIES AND SUCAB WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR 

HOURS WITH COMMENTS AND PLANS FOR SECURING THE INFORMATION THE 

PRESIDENT DESIRES. IT IS FULLY RECOGNIZED FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE 

COLLECTION IS WITHIN CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY JURISDICTION, 

BUT THE CRITICAL INTERNATIONAL SITUATION DEMANDS THAT THE 

PRESIDENT HAVE PROMPT, ACCURATE, AND INFORMATIVE INTELLIGENCE 

UPON WHICH TO BASE DECISIONS AFFECTING SECURITY OF THIS COUNTRY. 

SITUATION VARIES FROM ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER, AND LEGAT IN 

SWITZERLAND, FOR EXAMPLE, MAY NOT BE ABLE TO ESTABLISH THE 

SAME DEPTH OF COVERAGE POSSIBLE IN MEXICO, NEVERTHELESS, EACH 

LEGAT IS EXPECTED TO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR EFFORTS IN THIS NEW FIELD. 
THERE IS TO BE NO DISCUSSION OF ABOVE MATTERS OUTSIDE YOUR OFFICE 
NOTE: UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WITHOUT SPECIFIC APPROVAL. 

See memorandum C. D. Brennan to W. C. Suilivan dated 9~22-70, 
captioned as above, prepared by GAD:pim 

Docld: 32969630 Page 66 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Casper 

Conrad 
Felt 

4 Bickd ¥ 

Memorandum secon (cn 

"£9 : MR. TOLSON pate: 9/25/70 Gale ere 
. Rosen 

pe = aahe ce Mr. Sullivan f Walters 
FROM : W. C. Sullivan sfc. Mr. Mohr et) fl BE 

"6 ae Brenna oS Holmes 
we fF BL \ Ve a 

SUBJECT: HXPANSION OF FBI REIGN ‘COVERAGE 

Late yesterday I received a call from Major oe? 
Haig, Advisor to the President on Foreign Affairs, in the office of 
Dr. Henry Kissinger. He said that he was with the President, at the 

‘> time the conversation tcok place with the Director, relative to 
opening some new FBI liaison offices and adding men to some of those 
already intexistence. He said he thought it was an excellent idea 
and just wanted to pass on to the Bureau his own reaction. He said 
Dr. Kissinger certainly shares this same viewpoint. 

- 

N, 
a nia 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATIO 

General Haig went on to explain that this country needs more 
high-quality intelligence and a greater knowledge, in depth, of 
what is going on in the troubled areas of the world. He inquired 
where some of our new offices might be. I did not want to he 
definitive on the matter, but pointed out that the Director was 
giving consideration to opening some offices where, as he indicated, 
there was trouble, and where it was important for the United States 
to have high-quality information relative thereto. I said the 
Director was therefore considering countries like Israel, Venezuela, 
Lebanon, Finland, Bolivia, and the addition of some men in other 
offices, such as Buenos Aires. Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
General Haig said this is good, and he added that he thought 

| an especially important for us to open offices in Israel, Lebanon 
and Finland. He said that he will be out of the country for awhile 
and I wished him a safe trip and this terminated the conversation. 
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+" Wadle talking to Honorable H.R. Haldeman, Assistant to. the 
- . Pre@sident, I mentioned that we have never heard anything from that = 

:)"@xpansion. of our foreign service--the matter that had been turned over ._— 
' - to ‘him... Mr. Haldeman said he knew and that is one he is. still working - - 

/ “On. and has to get nailed down. 

(wei onl 3 ¢6ld hin I would imagine he will have difficulty on that and °- 
* "0" Me. Hal@eman said ‘he already.has; I said. ‘mowing the State. Department, — 

'- they ‘have always had a suspicion, which is.not true, that in these places | 
' " yhere.we have our men stationed that. we-are-Looking over their shoulder, — 

‘. whieh we do: not do. I said I. have, instructed our ‘people never -to get in- . 
| .wolwed in office politics and-never to have too close contact socially wth 

_'*. the Rnbassy. personnel. I said I.think. they have some suspicion that we 
_” are kind: of a watchdog on their carryings on in the Embassy, whichis 

. unfoundéd, and I think the expansion. probably :gives them a little more fear 
": glong that line, Mr. Haldénian said he will see what he can do, and i | 
- gaid that if I can be of any further help, to let me know. ane 

- we a 7 7 > ors ; : : 7 

e “Very trul y yours, . ae 

- John Edgar Hoover © 
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SULIQVAN 

Bn. C, D, BRENNAN 
SR, CALLAHAN 
MR. BIHOP 

Witle talking to Honorable i. 2. Baldemana, Assistant to the 
President, ft rnentioned that we have never heard anything from thet 
expans “OR ‘of our forcign servies ~~ the matter that aad been turned over 
to Advan. 
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November 16, 1970 

SECRET, 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON 
; MR, SULLIVAN 

ee | Mr. C. D., BRENNAN 
: 

Cn November 10, 1970, Or. Henry 4A. Hissingor, accompanied 
~ by Ceneral Faic, called at my office. Dr. Kissinzor wanted to express 

his personal anpreciation for the very valueble moterial which the Eurea 
had been sugnivins to sim ior the last two years, ile stated that without 
Ht, if would have been very doubtful thet he conld have effectively performed 
his functions as he has been able to dco. 

Dr. Kissinger stated that the President had inquired of him £9 
to what the status was as to the expausion of cur forcien intellicente 
COVERAGES —? @ : ra 

10ns 
et {tole Dr. Hissincer that in Senteraber the President had suc¢e 
Sto me that we should expand cur for ohgn intelligence operations in — 
“ontain better quality of intelliceace coverasa in forecien areas and ee nad 
Sin September, following the Presidant's reauest, personally presented a 
‘aleiter to the President upon this nronesed expansion end that, sussequontly, 
"son Ceptember 3S, Lo70, Thad wr iiten a letier to Mr. 0 aide. Van adding 
Eeirul, Lebanon, as one of the new offices to te onsned where a Leval 

~Attache would be stationed. 
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{finforraed Dr, Bissinzar that the icesisiont in my prasence kad 
akanded to Mir, Maldenian s.:y ielter oi veptember 2ist and nad : inst ructed 
Mr, Ualdeman fo tace if wo Zvect wilh the Sceretary of Stete and not Gown 
the line, The President was most insistent at ee time that the expans ion 
be effected promptly. Sue bes 5G G 2: fy 5 ns 

NALLIALG Sil 
- 

- . 

Itola Br. Fissinzer that I had d heard nothing further aout not 
matter until three weeks aso when in conference with the Attorney Cencral 

ta __ imentigned to him tne fact teat so far as J knew, no action had keen tekxen 
Sullivan —_imon tie Pr sident's instructions as to the expansion of our foreisn intel li:ence. 
Bishop LL advised Dr, Kissinver that the Attorney General incicated that there had been 
Brennan. C.eO1e complications and that he, the Attorney General, was going to confer Callahan = 

aaa —with Sir. talgeran shorth y about this situation. I advised Dr, ihissinger 
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- - BECREP 

Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, C. D. Brennan November 16, 1976 

that I had heard nothing further from the Attorney General nor Mr, Ualdeman 
and that the situation is the same as it was on September d2tst wnen I submitted 
my recommendations to the President. . 

i gave to Dr. Kissinger a copy of my ictter which f personally 
presented to the President under date cf seyember Zi, 1970, together with 
a coey of my lelter of September 23rd to Rir, Halderaan, in order to complete 
Dr. Hissinger'’s file. 

Dr. Kissincer indicated that he would take this matter up very 
promptly wita the President as if was the aesire of the President tnct such 
implementation ke promptiy erected and that the delay Since pepense er 
should not have taken place. 

. Until J receive word from either Dr. Kissinger or Mr, Haldeman 
as to what the stafus is in this maiier, we will take no action toward inple- 
menting cur foreign inteligence coverage, 

Very truly yours, 

2° FY 
: We Pe Fie 

John Fdgar Hoover 

Director 

; SECRET 
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Assistant Attorney General ts | +. February 9, 1971 
for Administration oh 

Director, FBI 

LEGAL ATTACHES 
BAPANSION OF FOREIGN COVERAGE 
EMPLOYEES AND NEW OFFICES | | 

oes ! ie 24 es / | FOL EIGM  EFNETS 
At the specific’ request of the President and with the 

‘ approval of the Department of State, this Bureau has increased the 
number of employees stationed abroad to a total of 88. There is 
atiached a tabulation setting forth the reviséd number cf employees _— 
by countries. : 

The Office of Management and Budzet snould be advised 
of these figures with the information that the exransion was made at. 
the specific request of the President and with the verbal approval of 2 
Secreiary cf State William P. Rogers. Tne requested exoansicn was 
confirmed by letter dated November 23, 1970, to Honorable William B. 

"iM ‘ecombeer, dr., Deputy Under Secretary for Administration, 
Departraent of State, and a ccepy of this letter is atfached in response 
to 2 verbal request+irom Mr. Jonnd. Kaminski, Director, Cifice of 
Budzet and Accounts, Department of Justice. However, subsequent 
to the transmission of this letter, it was dsciced nct to open a Legal 
Attache cifice in Viet Nam, the procosed assienment for Costa Rica 
was chanzed to Nicaragua, and the staff at Mexico was reduced by 
one employee. pee 
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SECRET 

FBI Personnel Stationed Abroad 

Country: - 2 oo. Total Employees 

_Argentina - 3 eS 6 

Bolivia 2 

Canada 5 | 

‘Denmark 4 - 

France . : 6 

Germany 7 

Hong Kong " 4 

israel 4 

Italy 4 

Japan 40 

_ Lebanon | | vhs 18 2 

Mexico 23 

Nicaragua 4 

Spain | 2 

Switzerland 9 

‘United Kingdom —=5 

Venezuela 4 

} Total . 88 

« * ! . 7 Bo Re get ee * ee La “ rey et Se ae s —) ta 4 4 rc e+ 
7 im au wos ¥ “ . * n 7 * > = 
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GUIDE TO INDEXING 

RULES PERTAINING TO THE GENERAL INDEX 

RETAIN 
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Re 8/5/75 superseding req for specified FBI 
materials, which reg was rec'd on that date from 
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Committee which responds to reqs identifd in- abov 
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GUIDE TO INDEXING 

These instructions are to serve only as a very general guide in 
the selection of indexing and good judgment should be used in their 
application. 

“The original complainants and writers of outside source mail 
are indexed except when they are furnishing information in line 
of duty or in official capacity because of their ‘status as law 
enforcement or Government officials. 

Although, as indicated in Bureau Bulletin #53-15, 6/25/53, it. 
is unnecessary to read beyond the synopsis of investigative reports 
in any criminal classifications, if you find indication of subversive 
information you should read the details. 

If names are indexed in the synopsis, read the details to bring 
up localities and indentifying data. 

Additional indexing will be done when indicated by green pencil 
by Supervisor. 

(1) TRAINING SCHOOLS AND NATIONAL ACADEMY MATTERS 
/ 

Training of Bureau Personnel 
Circle subject (the school) 

National Academy - 
Circle subject (applicant or the department) 
Index applicant if placed in department file 

Police Training Schools 
Circle subject 
Index officers if regarding commendation or criticism 

Special Files Pertaining to Training Program 
Circle subject 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index titles of films 
Index outside lecturers or eoruustcrs 

(2) NEUTRALITY MATTERS 

Circle subject (firm, individual, or organization) 
Index relatives of subjects 
Index members of organizations or firms involved 
Index names of foreigners and foreign firms with which subjects 

are dealing 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original a seeps 
CI RT TY 34%-spmants who are identified as members 

ws Of 

cr 
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(7) 
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OVERTHROW OR DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT —° | 

Circle subject (individual or organization) 
Index relatives of subject 
Index subversive organizations when information is given 
Index subversive individuals 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical sunvonlances 
Index writer of outside source mail 

- Index original complainant 
Index temporary (T) informants who are indentified as'members or 

former members of the cone Party ‘or , subversive or- 
ganization 

FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT; NATIONAL, FIREARMS ACH 

Circle subject 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

INCOME TAX ~ The Bureau does not have investigative jurisdiction 
over Income Tax Matters and main files would not be opened - 
unless the Bureau. made a special investigation. 

Circle subject (°Income Tax ~ General) - 
Index violators 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STRIKE BREAKERS 

Circle subject (individual, union, company or organization) 
Index strike breakers 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read and index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

KEDNAPING 

Circle subject 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Circle persons passing, possessing or disposing of any ransom 

money or other property delivered as rans oll 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read and index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

won 
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(3) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

MIGRATORY BQ act | | ® 

Circle subjects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read and index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

EXTORTION © : 

Circle subject 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Circle persons passing, possessing or disposin 

extortion money 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read and : 
beyond the synopsis in this Sine a 

RED CROSS ACT 

Circle subject (individual, company, er erganization) 
Index suspects ° 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read and index Investigative Reparts 
beyond the synopsis in this elassifie n) 

TAX (OTHER THAN INCOME) - The Bureau does not have investigative 
jurisdiction over Tax Matters and main Piles would not be 
opened unless the Bureau made a speeial investigation. 

Circle subject (°Tax Other than Income) 
Index violators 
Index suspects 
Intex writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

NARCOTICS ACT -~ The Bureau does not have investigative juris- 
diction over the Narcotics Act and main files would not 
be opened unless the Bureau made a special investigation. 

Circle subject (Narcotics Act) 
Index violators 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

4/10/70 
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(44) (S) SEDITION | (SED.) 

Circle subject (individual or organiz = g 
avion) 

Index relatives of subject 
_Index any organization printing seditious leaflets 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index subversive individuals 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as 

members or former members of the Communist Party or 
any other subversive organization 

Index writer oftoutside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(15) (C) THEFT FROM INTERSTATE SHIPMENT CEP soa) 

oF is) 
‘If 

Rf if 

ot 
if If. 

- If 

BOORUM & PEASS eo ATS 

Circle subject 
the subject is unknown, circle the carrier 
the subject is unknown and the carrier is not given, 

circle the consignee and the consigrior 
the subject is known, it is unnecessary to circle or 

cross index the carrier, consignee or consignor | 
the subject is unknown, underscore all identifying data, 

such as information as to type of case (theft of 
Cigarettes, liquor, clothing, etc.,) date activity 
took place, location (city and state), and any other 
information that would aid in identifying the case 

Circle the victim if carried in caption in cases involving 
thefts from passengers traveling interstate 

Index suspects. 
Index fences 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(17) (C) VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MATTERS (V.A.M.) 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Taveseicative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(18) (C) MAY Act 

Circle subject (Prostitute, procurer or manager) 
Index soldiers and civilians involved 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complcinant 

a ( Do not incex results of mail covers. Index individual on 

(0) - SRIMITMAT. 

4 

‘tame matl eoayver is nlaced, 

Luv aw Lh btiste -Uveer y tar ae We OA Net ake ter bh, Le wea hv 

Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

—_ i 

Sos STIPTERS, WTs : : 
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(21). (GC) 

(239-4) 

(25) (S) 

a 

(26) (C) 

FOOD AND oi ACT - The Bureau does no rave investigative 
Jurisdiction over the Food and Drug Act and main files 
would not be opened unless the Bureau made a special 
investigation. 

vircle subject (Food and Drug Act) 
Index violators 
Index suspects 
Index name of fpod or drug involved 
‘Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

PROHIBITION - The Prohibition Amendment has been repealed 
put, Classification 23 is still used for violations 
of the Alcohol Tax Laws. Since the Bureau does not 
have investigative jurisdiction over violations of tne 
Alcohol Tax Laws, main files would not be opened ; 
unless the Bureau made a special investigation. os 

Circle the subject (°Prohibition) 
Index suspects 
Index violators 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT (Ssoehs) 

Circle subject (individuals, members of boards, or companies) 
Underline Selective Service Number when sending the mail 

' to General Index 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE - 
OR AIRCRAFT Ciel oe MeV es) Cis epee) 

Circle subject : 
If subject is unknown or if an alias of unknown subject is not 

given, circlé make of vehicle and underline identification 
number (if identification number is not given, underline 
motor number or serial number or any identifying number) 

Circle aircraft on the keyword "Airplane" 
If the subject is unknown and the motor or serial number of 

vehicle is not given, circle license and underline the 
license number 

If the subject is unknown and the make of the vehicle and 
identification number, motor number, serial number or 
license number is not given, circle the owner 

Index suspects 
Index vehicles oot have been stolen if placing mail in a 

a ad 

sy OR nica sry 4 7 ot oe eraAr 

Index original complainant 

Do not index results of technical survejllances 

Clr, “se Ep Ctase ny, to read or indey eh ee Repores ona the synopSis in this classifies’ *é4n) bey 
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(27) (C) PATENT mr 

Circle subjects (individuals or companies) 
Circle victims if carried in caption 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original .complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(28) (C) COPYRIGHT MATTER — 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, or organizations) 
Index suspects’ 
Index titles of song sheets or films being bootlegged 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

' (It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(29) (C) BANK FRAUD AND EMBEZZLEMENT (B.F. & E.) 

Circle subject 
Underline name of bank; city and state where located. If 

bank does not appear in title of case, underline ir: 
synopsis of report 

If subject is unknown, circle city and underline state and 
name of bank and date activity took place (Exception: 

; On Federal Credit Union, circle on the keyword "Federal 
} Credit Union") 

Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in th‘s blassification) 

(31) (C) WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC ACT (W.S.T.A.) 

Circle subjects 
Circle victims if carried in capt*on 
Index suspects 
Index madams and procurers 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(32) (C) IDENTIFICATION MATTERS (FINGERPRINT MATTERS) 

( Circle subjects (Most 32's are general files by state or 
country) Cident. Matters-underline state or couritry 
OLaten* Fineernrin+s - underline city and state) 
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(35). A) 

(36) (CG) 

(39) (8) 

(40) (S) 
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UNIFORM Ke REPORTING OR CRIME oe 

Circle subject matter "Crime Statistics” which has a 
sub for different states 
(There is seldom anything indexed fin this classification) 

Index writer of outside source mail requesting information 

CIVIL SERVICK ACT - All-.mail on th*s act is referred tc the 
Civil Service Commission and is not handled by the Bureau 

MAIL FRAUD —-(M.F..) 
Circle subjects (individuals, companies, or organizations) ” 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis tn this classification) 

FALSELY CLAIMING CITIZENSHIP; IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION 
CRC WG.) = 

Individual Cases 
Circle subject 
Index relatives 
Index witnesses to Naturalization 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

Immigration and Naturalization Name Check Forms 
Circle subject (°Immigration and Naturalization - 39-0 
Index all aliases of applicant or petitioner, including 
maiden and married names 
It is not necessary to index name of spouse 

PASSPORT AND VISA MATTER : 

Passport and Visa Forms 
Circle subject 

See Instruction Cards on Visas, ¥isa Applicants, and Indexing - 
Children on Forms for indexing of applicant, relatives, 
and persons accompanying applicant. 

Index name of applicant for photograph when the photograph is 
attached and mail is being classified into a general file. 

Passport and Visa Violations 
Circle subjects 
Index sponsors 
Index suspects 
Index mail drops 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original comnlainant 

et re 
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(42) (¢)  DESERTER; Wasi RTER —- HARBORING ’ @ 

vircle subject 
Circle harborer 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail : 
Index origi inal complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(43) (vu) ILLEGAL WEARING OF UNIFORM (I.W.U.) (See Classification 
List for various characters) 

Circle subject (individual or company) 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

C (44) (S) CIVIL RIGHTS; CIVIL RIGHTS - ELECTION: LAWS ; CIVIL RIGHTS - 
FEDERALLY PROTEC PED ACTIVITIES : 

Circle subjects 
Circle wictim if carried in caption 
When victims or subjects are given in caption do not 

circle ELECTION LAWS. 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification unless 
subversive or derogatory information is given.) 

(45) (C) CRIME ON THE HIGH SEAS (C.H.S.) 
x 

Circle subject (Includes stowaways on boats and aircraft) 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Circle name of vessel when subject and victim are unknown 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index name of vessel when the subject or victim is known 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(46) (C) FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT (F.A.G.) 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies or organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
Index companies if suspected of betng involved 
Tn Dependents' Assistance Act of 1950 cases, index service- 

9 /continued/ 

10-1-74 
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(48) (C) 
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FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT (F.A.GS /continued/ 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

IMPERS ONATION (IMP. ) 

Circle subject 
Index victims 
Index suspects « 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
Do not index results of technical surveillances 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

POSTAL VIOLATIONS 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index.writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY ACT (N.B.A.) 

Circle subject (individuals and companies) 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this. classification) 

INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE AND SLAVERY (fs e3.3 

Circle subject (individual, company, or organization) 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source maid 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

JURY PANEL INVESTIGATIONS 

Circle subject 
Circle name of defendant in original case 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index jurors when derogatory information is given 



(52) (°) THEFT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY  (T.G.P.) 
Circle oe ts 
If subjects are unknown, circle the name of the government 

reservation, boat, company, etc., where the theft 
occurred and underscore all identifying data, such as 
information as to type of case (theft of arms, drugs, 
ammunition etc.), date activity took palce, location 
(city and.state), and any other information that would 
assist in identifying the case. 

Index suspects > . 
Index writer of gutside source mail 
Index original complainant . 

( Do not index results of mail covers and technical surveillances. 
Index individual on whom mail cover is placed. 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(54) (S) CUSTOMS LAWS AND SMUGGLING 

ROORUM & PEASE “RNG 

a 

Circle subject 
Index relatives : 
Index suspects | 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(55) (C) COUNTERFEITING - The Bureau does not have jurisdiction over 
Counterfeiting and main files would not be opened 
unless the Bureau made a special investigation 

Circle subject (Counterfeiting) 
Index violators 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

[SieaRr” ® 
N 

BOORUM & PEASE “ 

(56) (C) ELECTION LAWS Cie : 

Circle subjects (individuals or organizations) 
When an investigation is conducted of a general election in 

a state, circle on the key words [Election Laws and 
underline the name of the state. If the investigation 
pertains to a county election, the county and state are 
underlined. If the investigation pertains to a city 
election, the city and state are underlined. Also under- 
line complete phrase which describes the nature of the 
ehection law violation. 

Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

_1Q- 
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! (£8) (c) BRIBERY; Q@yetier oF inrerest cc@r.) 

Circle subjects 
| Index suspects 

Index individual accepting bribe if he cooperates with ihe 
Bureau and has informed the Bureau of the bribe 

Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

i (It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(60) (c) ANTI-PRUST - | 

Circle subject (Name of the industry being investigated) | 
Circle violators (individuals, companies, and associations) 
Index suspects ; 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(61) (S) TREASON 

Circle subjects 
Index suspects 
Index relatives 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as members 

oer former members o@ Communist Party or any subversive 
organization 

Indéx writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(62) (S) MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS; ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRY (A.T.) 

Circle subject (individuals or general ftiles) 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

10-1-74 
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(63)  MISCELLANE@ - NoN-SUBVERSIVE 

Circle subject (individuals or general files) 
Index suspects — 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification except those 
on Criminal Rackets Surveys) 

(64) FORBIGN MISCELLANEOUS 

Circle subject (Individual or organization) . 
Index suspects 
Index relatives if subversive or-derogatory information is given 
Index results of mail covers if subversive or derogatory infor- 

mation is given 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(65) ESPIONAGE 

Circle subjects (individual, organization, invereenes Service) 
Circle code word 
In both known and unknown subject cases, circle companies, firms, 

corporations, agencies, and defense installations when they 
are alleged victims or an integral factor in the investiga- 
tion and underscore location, date activity took place, and 
any other pertinent information to facilitate location of 
various categories of cases involving specific companies, 
firms, etc. This includes such information as loss of docu 
ments, theft of plans, etc. If the case involves a document 
or contract and the number is given, circle "document" or 
"contract" and underscore the number. 

Index suspects 
Index relatives 
Index references of subversive individuals 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index mail drops 
Index temporary (fT) informants who are identified as members 

, or former members of the Communist Party or any subversive 
| organization 

Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(66) ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

Circle subject (general files on administrative procedures) 
Index words and phiases that relate to policy matters of the 

Bureau 

a 

t, 
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(69) (c) CONTEMPT OF COURT (C2020 2) 

Circle subject (Use the original case file, which can be 
any classification, if the offense has arisen from a 
case in which we have made an investigation) 

Index plaintiff and defendant in original trail 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) » 

( (70) (C) CRIME ON A GOVERNMENT RESERVATION (C.G.Rs) 
CRIME ON INDIAN RESERVATION ~ (CoTshe) 

Circle subjects 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
In unknown subject cases involving theft of an automobile, 

circle the automobile. Unnecessary to circle name of 
reservation. : 

In unknown subject cases when it is necessary to circle the 
name of the government reservation, all identifying data 
must be underscored, such as information as to type of 
case (theft of goods, destruction of property, etc.), 
date activity took place, location (city and state), 
and any other information to facilitate location of the 
case. 

( Do not index the Government Dept. or Government Reservation 
' . except when placing mail in "0" file and you have no 

i subject, victim or automobile to index. 
( Dual Character - See Instruction Card "CRIMES ON GOVERNMENT 

RESERVATIONS" 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail t 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative-Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(715) (C) BILLS OF LADING ACT 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index wr'ter of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 

( (72) (C) OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE (0.0.3.); OBSTRUCTION OF 
COURT ORDER  (0.C.0.); OBSTRUCTION OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS Ome aia) 

Circle subject (Use the original case file, which can’ be any 
classification, if the offense has arisen from a case in 
~*~ ? ° an : it? oe ee, ~ os are 

inaex suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 

Lees OP See Ore 
L soe Sane GO read ar index Investigative Repor:s od , ae 
UE | ge: a 
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(73) 

‘ 

| 

mm 

(75) 

) (76) 

77) 

APPLICATION FOR “EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY AND APPLICATION FOR 
PARDON a ON OF SENTENCE @ 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 

(It is unnecessary to read or index maveetueeeies Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

< 

PERJURY 

Circle subjects 
If a Bureau case, Circle subjects of the original violation 

and use the original case file ’ 
index suspects 
index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

BONDSMEN AND SURETIES 

Circle subjects (bondsmen) 
Index criminals for whom.subject may furnish bond 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

ESCAPED FEDERAL PRISONER; ESCAPE AND RESCUE; PAROLE VIOLATOR; 
MANDATORY RELEASE, VIOLATOR; PROBATION VIOLATOR 

Circle subject and anyone aiding prisoner to escape 
index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

DEPARTMENTAL APPLICANTS (Other than Bureau) 

Circle subject 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

piven on subject or relatives 
Index indivicuals if subversive or derogatory information 

is given orn the individuals 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Beports 
beyond tne synopsis in this classification unless sub- 
yversive or derogatory information is given) 

ILLEGAL USE CF GOVERNMENT TRANSPORTATION REQUESTS 

Circle subjects . 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outsiae cnource mail 
[ndas mete ote) eeunladnent 

wwe i ww Ne wt ee -pPueawe sade vee we et che ie mther fae Set meee eet ee ee te ed te 
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(79) MISSING PERSONS 

Circle subj (missing person) ® 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(80) LABORATORY RESEARCH MATTERS 

Circle subjects (general . files on research, individuals, and 
| | organizations) | 

Index companies from which we get material 
Index individuals contacted regarding research matters 
Index words and pHrases pertaining to mail placed in general 

research files , 
Index writer of outside source mail 

( (82) WAR RISK INSURANCE AND NATIONAL SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE (OBSOLETE) 

(83) COURT OF CLAIMS 

Circle subject 
Index writer of outside source mail 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports *-* 
beyond the synopsis in this side ie. cca) 

(84-) RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION ACT (OBSOLETE) 
Violations now come in under Classification 46 or 86 

(85) HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION (OBSOLETE) - 
Violations are now handled under Classification 29- 

~3g — 7 
wy 

y (86) FEDERAL LENDING AND INSURANCE AGENCIES ~- The Bureau seldom 
| investigates any of the violations coming under Classi- 

fication 86 except the Farm Credit Act. Main files would 
not be opened unless the Bureau made an investigation. 

Circle subject ' 
Index suspects oe 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification 

(87) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN PROPERTY 

Circle subject 
Circle victims in cases involving swindles and thefts 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index results of technical surveillances only if information 

furnished on individuals mentioned 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this Siges ification’ 

aoe 
5/10/74 
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2 
(88) UNLAWFUL F@eur 10 avorp PRoszcurion, @sropy , conrivenenr, 

a OR GIVING TESTIMONY 

ye Circle subject 
a Circle harborers 
=. Index suspects 
% Index writer of outside source mail 
2 (It is unnecessary’ to read or indéx Investigative Reports 

beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(89) ASSAULTING OR KILLING A FEDERAL OFFICER; CONGRESSIONAL 
ASSASSINATION STATUTE 

Circle subject 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Index suspects | 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) - 

BOORUM & PEASE 

(90} IRREGULARITIES IN FEDERAL PENAL INSTITUTIONS © 

Circle subjects 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Cirele name of prison or institution 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 

} Index original complainant 
; (It is unnecessary to read or index Investi ative Reports 

Beyond the synopsis in this sisesification) 

( (91) BANK ROBBERY 

Circle subjects . 
Circle city and underline state and name of bank (Exception: 

On Federal Credit Unions, circle on the keyword "Federal 
Credit Union") 

Underline date of robbery 
Index suspects - Scan table of contents if given, as well as 

synopsis for guide re indexing suspects beyond the synopsis. 
Unnecessary to index suspects who have been eliminated as 

Rx 

oe 

er ak eet aa wy 

2b SERVIER STEYR EPCOT PRE FE it ne suspects, if just a list. However, if descriptions are set 
ra out the suspects should be indexed even though they have 
3 been eliminated. 
5a! It is not necessary to index names of bank robbers whose 
in photographs are taken from the Bank Robbery Album unless 
“ Witnesses identify them as suspects. 
7. Index writer of outside source mail 

Index original complainant 
| (It is unnecessary ts read or index Investigative Reports 

beyond the synopsis in this classification unless suspects 
are listed in unkuown subject cases) 

a 4, », fo 't . % 
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a 
(92) ANTI- racker inc; ANTI-RACKETEERING, L@ act; ANTI-RACKETEERING- 

INTERFERENCE WITH GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM; ANTI-RACK- 
ETEERING - HOBBS ACT 

Circle subject (individuals, companies, unions) 
Circle local numbers of unions and underscore any identifying 

data such as information as to type of case, date activity 
took place} location (city and state), and any other infor- 
mation that would help identify the case ~ 

Circle victim (company whose commerce is interfered with) 

| Index suspects “ 
| Index writer of outside source mail 
| Index original complainant 
; a .(It is unnecessary to read or index pee va eacige Reports 

| | beyond the synopsis in this classification except in 
! Criminal Intelligence cases where we index associates) 

¥' 

t 
(93)  ASCERTAINING FINANCIAL ABILITY | . Ss 

| 

ie, Circle subject 
| Index writer, of out siae source mail 
—— | (It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
| 3 | beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(94) RESEARCH MATTERS 

Circle subject (individual, organization, magazines, news- 
papers, Bureau pamphlets, and general file) 

Index - individuals requesting assistance or material 
See Instruction Cards for indexing of newspaper articles, 

pamphlets, etc. 
Index writer of outside. source mail 

(95) LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS. 

Circle subject 
Circle victim 
If the subject is not given, circle victim and suspect 
If the subject and victim are not given, circle suspect 
If subject, victim, and suspect are not given, circle the 

location where the crime occurred 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(Above instructions do not apply to check examinations) 

=P 
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(97) 

(98) 

, 

~¢€ (100) 

HW 551235 
Rec A, ae 

Docld: 32989630 “Baye 1i5. 

Circle subject (individual or organization) 
Index relatives 
Index suspects 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index mail drops A 
Index foreign organizations when pertinent information is given 
Index writer of ontside source mail 
Index employees and members of organizations violating Act, 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as members 

or former members of C.P. or any subversive organization 
Index original complainant 

REGISTRATION ACT 

SABOTAGE 

Circle subject 
In both known and unknown subject cases, circle companies, 

firms, corporations, agencies, and defense installations 
when they are the alleged victims or an integral factor in 
the investigation and underscore location, date activity 
took place, and any other pertinent information to facili- 
tate location of various categories of cases involving 
sabotage to specific companies, firms, railroads, etc. 
This includes such information as damage to engines, 
destruction of material, etc. 

Circle airplane and underline motor number and serial number 
when airplane is sabotaged 

Circle name of vessel which has been sabotaged 
It is unnecessary to circle or index other articles which 

have been sabotaged 
Index suspects ; 
Index relatives of subject | ' 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index temporary (Tf) informants who are identified as members 

or former members of C.P. or any subversive organization 
Index original complainant 

SUBVERSIVE MATTER (INDIVIDUALS) ; INTERNAL SECURITY (ORGANIZATIONS) 
(When using general file, circle as SSubversive Matter 100-0) 

Circle subject (individual or organization) 
Index relatives of subject, including children 
Index subversive individuals 
Index references 
Index subversive organizations when pertinent information is 

given 
Index members of subversive organizations 
Index names of subversive films and pamphlets 
Index mail drops 
Index results of mail covers 

10-11~+'73 



(100) 

(102) 

(103) 

> (104) 

HW 551253 DoctId: 
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suBvERSTVE@MorrEr OR INTERNAL SECURITY ontinued/ 

Index results of technical surveillances 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as members 

or former members of C.P. or any other subversive organi-~ 
zation 

Index original ‘complainant 

VOORHIS ACT 

Circle subject ° 
Index members of subversive organizations 
Index relatives 
Index suspects 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index original complainant 
Index writer of outside source mail 

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF STOLEN CATTLE 

Circle subject 
Circle victim if carried in caption 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant | 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis: in this classification) 

SERVICHMEN'S DEPENDENTS ALLOWANCE ACT OF 1942 (Obsolete) 
Use Classification 46 

Circle subjects 
Index servicemen to whom subject is married if they are not 

subjects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(itis unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(105) INTERNAL SECURITY - (Nationalistic Tendency - Foreign 
Intelligence) (Individuals and Organizations | - by Country) 
When using the General File 105-0,¢ircle as SInternal Security 

, Circle subject (individual or organization) 
Index relatives 
see instruction cards: Indexing ~ Children in Subversive Mail; 

Indexing - Children on Forms; Indexing - Relatives of 
Children Contacting smbassies; Indexing - Dependents of 
Communist-Biec, Yugoslavian,&Peoples Republic of China 
Officials and Enployees in the United States; Indexing - 
secrie © Gotallite., Yneaelavr and Peerles Renublic of 

str te athe Naty eee oh he wha Nee ote Se ee a eet 

Index subversive organizations when pertinent information is 
given 

Index tin.cer. o% subversive organizations 
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(106) 

(109) 

(110) 

(111) 
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INTERNAL — /C seca 

Index suspects 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index mail drops 
Index foreign: residents on foreign mail 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as members 

or former members of C.P. or any subversive organization 
Index writer of.outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

ALIEN ENEMY CONTROL 

Circle subject (individual or organization) 
Index relatives 
Index subversive organizations if pertinent information as 

given 
Index members of subversive organizations 
Index suspects 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index original complainant 
Index mail drops 
Index foreign residents on foreign mail 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index individuals suspected of aiding alien enemies 

FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS 

Circle subject (individual or organization or aera file) 
Index political leaders 
Index subversive and political organizations 
Index members of subversive and political organizations 
Index political prisoners 
Index members of revolutionary parties 
Index original complainant 
Index writer of outside source mail 

FOREIGN ECONOMIC MATTERS — 

Circle subject (firm, organization, individual, or general file) 
Index foreign firms, banks, or organizations 
Index individuals engaged in economic transactions 
Index original complainant 
Index writer of outside source mail 

FORBIGN SOCTAL CONDITIONS 

Circle subject (school, organization, or general file) 
Index organizations, movements, and schools if pertinent 

information is given 
Index orig inal complainant 
aye oe “oat sfAa gana. mad] 
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(1413) (S) 

(114) (S) 

(115) (C) 

( (116) (S) 
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FOREL o@rnos 

Circle subject (bank, firm, individual, or general file) 
Index names of individuals or concerns on which contact 

cases have been previously opened 
Index 

Index 
Index 
Index 

individuals in the United States who are transmit- 
ting funds to Russia or Satellite Countries 
relatives of subject 
writen of outside source mail 
original complainant 

FOREIGN MILITARY AND NAVAL MATTERS , 

Circle subject (individuals, organization, or general file) 
Index 

Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 

ALIEN 

military and naval officers when pertinent information 
is given 

subversive organizations and members 
relatives of subversive individuals 
suspects 
writer of outside source mail 
original complainant 

PROPERTY CUSTODIAN MATTER 

Circle subject 
Index 
Index 
Index 

suspects 
writer of outside source mail 
original complainant - 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

BOND DEFAULT; BAIL JUMPER 

Circle subject (individual who defaults bond) 
Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 

-bondsman or surety 
suspected harborers 
individuals who withhold information 
writer of outside source mail 
original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRA TION- 
APPLICANT OR EMPLOYER 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-APPLICANT OR EMPLOYEE 

(WR Dts) 

CN. R.C 
(See also classification 151) 

Circle subject 
index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Index individuals if subversive or derogatory information 

Ls viven or ohne individuals 
~+ ee 

unless subversive or derogatory information is given) 

27s 



17) 

(119) 

( (122) 

ATOMIC r= -~ CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS @ 

Circle subjects 

In. both known and unknown subject cases, circle conpanies, . 
firms, corporations, agencies and defense installations 
when they are the alleged victims or an integral factor 
in the investigation. and underscore location, date acti- 
vity took place, and any other pertinent information 
to facilitate location of various categories of cases 
involving specific companies, Atomic Energy Commission 
projects, éter This includes such information as loss 
of documents , theft of plans, loss of uranium slugs, : 
etc. 

If the case involves a document or contract and the number is 
given, circle "document" or "contract" and underline the 
number 
Index relatives 
Index suspects 
Index contacts 
Index mail drops under names of companies, ener and 

addresses 
Index results of mail covers 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index individuals in possession of filnm,. drawings, photos, etc. 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant. 

FEDERAL REGULATION OF LOBBYING ACT 

Circle subject 
Index individuals in contact with lobbyist 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this sieesibicacion) 

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT 

Circle subjects (individuals suing Government) 
Circle victims (individuals injured or killed if carried in 

- eaption) 
Index individuals responsible (G-vernment employees who. 

caused the accident) 
Index writer of cutside source maik 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

LABOR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT, 1947 

Circle subject (the violators) 
Circle the name of the plant if the violation involves 

a Surike and underiine the location 
CAaTreia et ee CO Ee ea ae eS Bare POR) a “ee ea eee 
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(123) 

(4 24) 

(125) 

(128) 

(129) 

=a = — 

LABOR MANM@@\MENT RELATIONS ACT, 194.7 @ /Continued/ | 

Index suspects 
It is not necessary to index union members unless they are 

suspects, agitators or subversive 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports. 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

SPECIAL INQUIRY ~ STATE DEPARTMENT ~ VOICE OF AMERICA 
(U.S. INFORMATION CENTER) (CLOSED-SEE 151 CLASSIFICATION) 

Circle subject 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on-the subject or relatives 
Index individuals if subversive. or derogatory information 

is given 
(Do not read beyond the synopsis unless subversive or 
derogatory information is given) 

BUROPBAN RECOVERY PROGRAM; AID-AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT (CLOSED-SEE 157 CLASSIFICATION) 

Circle subject 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Index individuals if subversive or derogatory information is 

iven 
foe not eésa beyond the Synopsis unless subversive or 
derogatory information is given) 

RAILWAY LABOR ACT 

Circle subject 
Index suspects t 
Index subversive individuals 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (CLOSED~SEE 151 CLASSIFICATION 

Circle subject — 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on the subject or relatives 
Index individuals if subversive or derogatory information is 

iven 
foe not read beyond the synopsis unless subversive or 
derogatory information is given) 

EVACUATION CLAIMS (OBSOLETE) 

See So ee ae 2s res eke end teietas or renresenta ive 
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(129.) EVACUATION “—_—" | (Obsolete) @ contimed/ 

Index writer of outside source mail 
3 Index original complainant 

: €It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification 

(131) ADMTRALTY MATTER _ 

Circle name of Litigants (companies or individuals) 
Circle the name of vessels involved 
Underline admiralty” number | 
Index writer of outside source mail . 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this ess iPication) 

(133) NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION ACT (CLOSED - SER 151-CLASSIFICATION) 

Circle subject 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

siven on subject or relatives 
Index individuals if Subversive or derogatory information is 

ras 
Do not read beyond the synopsis unless subversive or 
derogatory information is. given) 

( (134) SECURITY INFORMANTS 

' Circle subject (When more than one informant is carried in title, 
circle both into same file and G.I. will return to have copy 
placed if they have separate files.) 

Cirele "Conf. Inft.", "Conf. Source" or "°Panel Source" and 
i underscore symbol number. (See Inst. Card:CONFIDENTIAL 
{ INFORMANTS ) 

Index relatives of informant if they are ‘subversive or if the 
! informant belongs to or has belonged to a subversive 
| organization 

Justification letters should not be indexed 
Resumes of information furnished by informants. in order for 

the Bureau. to evaluate his services should not be indexed 
Index original complainent 
Index writers of outside source wail 

(135) PROSAB 
(PROTECTION OF STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND BASES OF U.S.A. AIR FORCE) 

The Bureau does not open main files at F.B.1.H.Q. unless the 
Supervisor specifically requests it 

See General file on Standard Sub List - CPROSAB - 98--38030- 
with subs for the field offices 

Do not index informants unless derogatory or subversive infor- 
mation is furnished regarding them 

YO not index che names of vlants or facilities where the infor- 
wen as ee RY oe “VUnorad 
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(136) AMERICAN a?S CONTACTS (Obs clot 

The Bureau does not open main files on American Legion Con- 
tacts at the Seat of Government unless the Supervisor 
makes a special request 

If necessary to open a file, circle subject, otherwise, use 
American Legion Contacts on Standard Sub List 

Do not index contacts unless derogatory or subversive infor- 
mation is furnished regarding them 

Do not index American Legion Posts 
Index writer of outside Souree mail 
iIndéx original complainant 

Sty 5] pes oe 

“ % (137) IMINAL INFORMANTS 

rele subject oe 
rele "Conf. Inft." or "Conf. Source" and underscore 

Symbol number 
eee letters sheuid hot be indexed Py 

C 
Ci 
Gi 

are involved 
Resumes of information, furnished _by informants in order for 

Indéx writer of outside sauree mail 
Index original complainant 

‘ - 

~ ees "4 

(138) ee OF ae ne THE UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER PUBLIC 
-—— — 2 te 

Cirelé subject 
Indéx relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Indéx individuals if subversive or derogatory information is 
_ + given oo 
Index references if there 
index subversive organiza 

is given 
indéx mail drops 
IndeX results of mail éovers 
index results of te¢hnital surveillances 
index writer of outSide 80urce mail 
Index original complainant 

a doubt as to subject's loyalty 
ins When pertinent information 

18 
ati 

(139) INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS (Formerly UNAUTHORIZED 
PUBLICATION OR USE OF COMMUNICATIONS) 

Circle subjects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

— A 
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(440) (S) SECURITY CQovernvMenr EvpLovess @:.£.) 

Circle subject 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Index references if there is a doubt as to subject's loyalty 
Index individuals if subversive or derogatory information is 

given : 
index subversive organizations when pertinent information 

is given ° | 
Index mail drops 
Index results of mail covers ’ 
Index results of technical surveillances 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(441) (C) FALSE ENTRIES IN RECORDS OF INTERSTATE CARRIERS CPB ake 1.0. 

Circle subjects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant | 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(142) (C) ILLEGAL USE OF RAILROAD PASS 

Circle subjects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this :classification) 

(143) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF GAMBLING DEVICES (tT aD) 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, manufacturer, or 
dealer) 

Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
Index serial numbers of gambling devices only if so indi- 

cated by the Supervisor 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this pinecieicatica) 

(144) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF LOTTERY TICKETS Clots te.) 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index names of lotteries 

/ 
2 
f 
2AM tT imasay y 
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(144) (Cc) INTERSTATE@PRANSPoRTATION ‘oF LOTTERY @xers /continued/ 

Index buyers of material 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant’ 

( Do not index results of technical ainyeniranees 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(145) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF OBSCENE MATTER; BROADCASTING | 
OBSCENE LANGUAGE" ciel. Ose) (Beta) 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, organ izations) 
Index suspects 
Index titles of obscene films and literature 
Index buyers of material 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(146) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF PRISON MADE GOODS (Lal ePeMeGs) 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies, prisons, organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index buyers of material 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(147) (Cc) FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION MATTERS ' (F.H.A.M.) 
t 

Circle subjects (individuals, companies or organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index Government employees who appear to be implicated if 

they are not subjects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(1448) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF FIREWORKS Ci Fe) 

Circle subjects (individuals and companies) 
Index suspects 
Index buyer of material ee 
Index writer of outside source mail a 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of techn‘cal surveillances 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Revorts 

* 
“ Sad 4.9 yar en ~w 
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(1449)  pDestRUCTI® or arRcrarr on MoTOR VeHI@es 

Circle subjects (Do not circle the airlines) 
: In unknown subject cases, circle airline or bus company. 

If both unknown, circle airport, terminal, depot, hangar, 
or garage, underscore location and date of activity. Ct 
all of above are unknown, circle airplane, or motor vehicle 
and underline motor numbers. 

Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original eomplainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Repgris 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(441) NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958 - APPLICANT 
. UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY - 

APPLICANT (ALL APPLICANT CASES REFERRED FROM CSC UNDER Pes: 298) 

Circle subject - 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Index individuals if subversive or derogatory information 

is given on the individuals 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification unless sub- 
vyersive or derogatory information a given) 
(CApplicants - Referral Cases 151-0) 

> (152) SWITCHBLADE KNIFE ACT 

Circle subjects (individuals, organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this élascification) 

(153) AUTOMOBILE INFORMATION DISCLOSURE ACT 

Circle subject (name of company or individual against whom 
complaint is made) 

Circle owner of company if carried in caption 
If subject is unknown circle company or individual offering 

unlabled vehicle for sale 
If subject is unknown and more than one company is given, 

circle name of last company to have possession of un- 
labled vehicle 
If subject is unknown and there is no company or individual 

mentioned in the synopsis, circle the automobile 
Unnecessary to index the automobile 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyont the synovsis in this Sinssaficst ion) 

4/10/70 
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(199) 

(156) 

(197) 

ee = Seas = a er 

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION Or" UNSAFE REFIGERATORS 

Gircle supijects 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

tc G. ae unnecessary to read Investigative Reports hevend 
the synopsis in this classification) 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS “AND SPACH ACT OF 1958 - CRIMINAL 
VIOLATIONS » 

Circle subjects 
In both known and unknown subject cases, circle companies, 

Firms , corporations, agencies and defense installations 
wnen they are the alleged victim or an integral factor in. 
the investigation and underscore location, date activity 
took place, and any other pertinent information to facili- 
tate location of various categories of cases involving | 
specific companies, National Aeronautics and Space 
Agency projects, etc. 

If the case involves a document or contract and the number 
is given, circle "document" or "contract" and underline 
the number 

Index relatives 
Index suspects 
Index contacts 
index mail drops under names of companies, individuals, and 

addresses a 
Index results of mail covers’ 
index results of technical.surveillances . 
Index individuals in possession of film, drawings, photos, etc 
Index writer of outside source mail “ 
Index original complainant 

EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT 

Circle subject (name of subject, and name of company) 
Index trustees 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the syhopsis in this classification) 

Do not circle or index name of welfare plan or group. 

EXTREMIST MATTERS; CIVIL UNREST 

Circle subject 
Circle victims 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outsid2 source mail 
Index original comprainant 
(Index reiatives when on an individual and not a particular 

ak stds i) 
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(158) 

(159) 

(168) 

LABOR -  — REPORTING AND aici ACT OF 1959 - 
SECURITY MATTER (Obsolete) © 

Circle subject (individual, union or local) 
Index relatives of subject including children if infor- 

mation is recent. 
Index subversive individuals if information is recent 
Index references | 
Index subverstive organizations when pertinent information 

is given . ar 
Index members «:* subversive organization if information is 

recent | - 
Index mail drops 

- Index results of mail covers . 
index xesults of technic]. surveillances 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index temporary (T) informants who are identified as melabers 

or former members of C.P. or any other subversive organi- 
zation 

Index original complainant 

LABOR ~ MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT OF 1959 - 
INVESTIGATIVE MATTER 

Circle subject 
Circle name of plant and underline location if the violation 

involves a strike 
Circle name of union if union is violator 
Circle name of local if lecal is violator 
Index suspects 
It is not necessary to index union members unless they are 

suspects, agitators or subversive 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

{It is nuuw necessary to read Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

FEDERAL TRAIN WRECK STATUTE 

Circle subject 
In both known and unknown subject cases, circle railroad 

company when it is the alleged victim or an integral 
factor in the investigation and underscore location, 
date activity took place, and any pence pertinent 
information 

Index suspects 
Index relatives of subjects (Unnecessary to index relatives 

of juveniles) 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is not necessary to read investigative Beports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

es Sh ce 
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(162) 

(163) 

(461) 

(165) 

RE jor sera 

SPECIAL INQUIRISS FOR WHITE HOUSE, CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES, 
AND OTHER JOV@@)MENT AGENCIES: (SEE CLASS@ CATION 151 for 
PEACE CORPS; AUCTION) | 

Circle subject 
See instructions under "Applicant Mail" 
Index relatives if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on subject or relatives 
Index individuals -if subversive or derogatory information is 

given on the individuals 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the Synopsis in this classification unless sub- 
versive or derogatory information is given) 

INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES 

Circle subject (individuals, companies or organizations) 

Fede ie wai Rea perenne cmieaed 

Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 
Index 

suspects 

subscribers (Supervisor will underline in green) 
receivers of information 
Wire services 
writer of outside source mail 

Index original complainant 
Unnecessary to index associates unless underlined in green 

by the Supervisor 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this cincsivisation) 

FOREIGN POLICE COOPERATION 

Cirele subject 
Index subversive individuals. 
No other indexing necessary unless underlined in preen by 

Supervisor 
(It is unnecessary to read Investigative Reports beyond 
the synopsis in this classification | 

CRIME ABOARD ATRCRAFT 

Circle subject 
Circle victim if ease in caption 
Circle name of airlines if names of subject and victim are unknown 
Injex suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION Of WAGERING INFORMATION 

Cirele subject (individuals, companies or organizations) 
Injex 
Injiex 
Index 
eA ay 

suspects 
subscribers (Supervisor will underline in green) 
wire services 
TeOe Tees. OF Toe orraT ON 

Index writer of outside source mail 
Index orig ae Compisinant 

Cee ae ‘omer to read or index Investigative Reports 
- 

5 oe ee XS iad tage OSs We Ends. @lassiiieation) 
ae ee 



(166) (C) INTERSTATRQ@BRANSPORTATION IN AID OF RQBETEERING  (I.T.A.R.) 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index receivers of information - 
Unnecessary to index assoc’ates unless underlined in green 

by Supervisor 
(It is unnecessary’ to.read or index Tavesteaeine 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(167) (C) DESTRUCTION OF INTERSTATE PROPERTY (D.I.P) 

Circle subject 
If the subject is unknown, -ecircle the carrier 
lf the -subject is unknown and the carrier is not given, circle 

The Consignee and the Consignor 
If the subject is unknown underscore all identifying data, such 

as information as to type of case, date activity took place 
location (city and state) and any other information that 
would aid in identifying the case. 

Cirele the victim if carried in caption in cases involving 
destruction of passengers' property traveling interstate 

Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( Do not index results of technical surveillances. 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(168) (C) INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF WAGERING PARAPHERNALIA (I.T.W.P.) 

Circle subject (individuals, companies or organizations) 
Index suspects 
Index organizations handling paraphernalia 

| Index wire services t 
Index receivers of paraphernalia 
Unnecessary to index associates unless underlined in green 

| by Supervisor 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index orig’ inal complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 
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(169) 

( (170) 

(171) 

(172) 

HYDRAULIC @x:z FLUID ACT (obso1@) 

Circle subject eae or Companies) 
Index Suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read Investigative Reports 
beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

EXTREMIST INFORMANTS 

Circle subject 
Circle "Conf. Inft." or "Conf. Source” and underscore 

symbol number 
Index relatives of informant if they are subversive or 

if the informant belongs to or has belonged to a 
subversive organization 

Justification letters should not be indexed . 
Resumes of information furnished by informants in order 

for the Bureau to evaluate his services should not 
be indexed 

Index original complainant 
Index writers of outside source mail 

MOTOR VEHICLE SEAT BELT ACT <Obscolete) 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
index original complainant | 

{It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

SPORTS BRIBERY 
: t 

Circle subject (persons offering and accepting bribes) 
Index suspects 
Index individual accepting bribe if he cooperates with 

the Bureau and has informed &he Bureau of the bribe 
Index writer ‘of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

Aas 
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(173) 

(17) 

(175) 

(174) 

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS - CIVIL RIGHTS ACT-1964; 
PUBLIC EDUCATION - CIVIL RIGHTS ACT-1964; 
PUBLIC, FACILITIES ~ CIVIL RIGHTS ACT- 1964s 
EMPLOYMENT - CIVEL RIGHTS ACT~1964 

Cirele stbiject 
Circle name of accommodation, facility or educational 

institution ; 
Underline city, state, and date e 
Circle victims 
index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification.) 

EXPLOSIVES AND INCENDIARY DEVICES; 
BOMB THREATS . 

(Formerly Bombing Matters; Bombing Matters-Threats) 

Circle subject 
Circle victim 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
Index relatives if subversive information is given 

on subject or relatives 
(See Instruction Card re: general files) 

ASSAULTING THRE PRESIDENT (or VICE-PRESIDENT) OF 
THE UNITED STATES 

Circle subject 
Circle victim 
Index suspects 
Index relatives of subject 
index subversive individuals. 
Index writer of outside scurce mail 
Index original zemplainant 

ANTIRIOT LAWS 

Circle subject 
Index suspects . 
Index writer vf outside source mail 
Index originel cenplainant 
tndex subversive individuals 
index relatives oaly if subversive or involved 



ee 
~ 

(177) piScRIM Merron IN HOUSING . @ 

, | Circle subject 
os ' Circle victims 

ETndex suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Ipdex original complainant 
(f{t is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 

Reports -beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(178) {NTERSTATE OBSCENE OR HARASSING TELEPHONE CALLS 

Gircle subject 
Circle victim 
Index suspects 
index writer of outside source mail 
Tndex original complainant 
(It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 

Reports beyond the synopsis of this classification) 

(179) EXTORTIONATE CREDIT TRANSACTIONS 

Gircle subject 
Circle victim 
tIndex suspects 
index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
{It is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 

2 Reports beyond the synopsis of this classification) 

(180) DESECRATION OF THE FLAG 
Circle subject . 
Jndex subversive individuals 
Jndex relatives of subject 
yndex writer of outside source mail 
index original complainant 

(181) CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT 

Circle subject 
Circle victim 
index suspects | 
tndex writer of outside source mail 
index original complainant 
(it is unnecessary to read or index Investigative 

‘Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

39 10-29-68 
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(182) ILLEGAL sai BUSINESS; e 
ILLEGAL GAMBLING BUSINESS - OBSTRUCTION; 
ILLEGAL GAMBLING BUSINESS - FORFEITURE 

Circle subject (individuals or companies) 
Index suspects 
Index writer:of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
(It is unnecessary to read Investigative 
Reports beyond -the synopsis in this classification) 

(183) RACKETEER INFLUENCED AND CORRUPT ORGANIZATIONS 

Circle subject 
Index suspects 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 
(It is unnecessary to read Investigative 
Reports beyond the synopsis in this classification) 

(184) POLICR KILLINGS 

Circle subject 
Index subversive individuals 
Index relatives of subject 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

( (185) PROTECTION OF FOREIGN OFFICIALS AND OFFICIAL GUESTS OF 
THE UNITED STATES 

Circle subject 
Circle victim 
Index suspects 
Index relatives of subject 
Index subversive individuals . 
Index writer of outside source mail 
Index original complainant 

96 = 
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RULES PERTAINING TO THE GENERAL INDEX 
2 

OLD CARDS 

(Old German, Miscellaneous, Bureau Section and Mexican) 
are cards referring to old files. These files mainly 
concern World War I, and cards pertaining to them are being» 
removed from the General Index and microfilmed. 

PARENTHESIS 

Words in parenthesis should be disregarded in filing. 
Formerly Spanish names were Yel ee ae part of the name 
in parenthesis. 

Disregard in filing cards. 

Example: 

LOPEZ, JUAN (CY RODRIGUEZ) will be filed in the same place 
in the index as LOPEZ, JUAN. 

Exception: 

Mrs. in parenthesis, if already in the index should be 
regarded if used with a masculine name as: 
JONES, HERMAN. (MRS.) 

Sig 6/4/70 
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ABBREVIATIONS ; 

When an abbreviation is known or readily available, the Classifiers 
should write out the full name of the particular abbreviation and the 
typist should prepare the cards fully written out. Abbreviations auto- 
matically recognized by anyone handling cards should be given to their 
supervisor. The exceptions to the above rule are in titles of books, 
newspapers, editorials, etc. in which abbreviations appear. These 
abbreviations should net be written out but should be filed and cards made 

exactly as the title is set forth in the mail. Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gation and United States of America should always be written or typed in 
the abbreviated form, as F.B.I. and U.S.A. Czechoslovakia and variations 
such as Czechoslovakian will be abbreviated Czech (per Streamlining 
Committee 9-14-66). Wational Crime Information Center will be abbreviated 
N.C.1.C. (per Agent's conference 2-2-71). 

ADDRESS CARDS 

There are two breakdowns for address cards, one for Domestic and one 
for Foreign. Domestic address cards are filed numerically within the 
state breakdown, irrespective of city. Foreign address cards are filed 
numerically within the country breakdowns, irrespective of the city. Main 
BE yor ecards are filed in strict numerical order within the State or 
chihtry breakdown. The cards are made as follows: 

A. DOMESTIC 

818 Nichols St., Greenwich, Conn. 

ADDRESS CONNECTICUT GREENWICH 
818 Nichols st. 

Post Office Box FIASAES , Chicago, I1l1l., Franklin Station 

ADDRESS ILLINOIS Chicago 
P.O, Box 2345 
Franklin Station 

B. CARDS BEARING NEW YORK ADDRESSES 

It is characteristic of some New York City addresses to 
contain dashes (-) as shown in the following example. 
Such addresses will be treated as follows: (on page 2) 

sak, Eh, ass DI 57 FL 
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(a) Address - 158+22, 142nd St., NYC 

‘ADDRESS | NEW YORK NEW YORK 
158-22, 142nd‘st. = 

When a dash (~) appears on the mail, the typist is to 
type the dash on thercard as shown above. This card indicates 
that "158" is the block number and the "22" is the house number, 
in the 158th block of 142nd Street. It will be filed numerically 
as '15822" in the New York breakdown regardless of the city. 

This 1s not to be confused with house numbers that cover 
more than one street address as this is a common practice not 
only in New York but throughout the United States. In these 
cases two cards are:-to be made. 

Examples: 

(b) Address —- 96-100 Broadway, NYC 

(1) . ADDRESS NEW YORK NEW YORK 
96 Broadway 

96-100 Broadway (dropped down two spaces) 
such cards are filed numerically regarding the "96" only 

behind the New York state tab regardless of the city. 

(2) ADDRESS NEW YORK NEW YORK 
100 Broadway 

96-100 Broadway (dropped down two spaces) 

such cards are filed numerically regarding the "100" 
only behind the New York state tah regardless of the city. 

FOREIGN 

Foreign address cards are to ve typed and filed in the 
same manner as che domestic address cards, that is, main 
and see cards are filed numericaily within a country breakdown 
regardless of the city. House numbers, P.O. numbers, street 
numbers, etc. are to be regarded in filing as the case may be. 

Example: 

(a) Address — Rua De Alrandaga NO.44 ~ Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 

ADDRESS BRAZIL RIO DE JANEIRO 
Rua De Alfandaga No. 44 

~ 2 — 1/22/68 



AIRLINES: (indexing in known subject cases in the 149 classification) 

The airline will not be indexed when the subject is known. 

Example: : . | 

JOHN °ADAMS; THREAT TO BOMB AMERICAN AIRLINES 

Card typed: 

ADAMS, JOHN 

APOSTROPHE "S" 

When filing words or names containing 'S or S' the "S" is regarded. 

Example: 

Bill'S CAFE Filed: "BILLS" behind the "C" tab. 
PEOPLE'S WORLD -Filed: "PEOPLES" behind the "W"' tab. 

If the name should appear on the mail as "Bill Jackson's Book 
Shop" and the Classifier wants to index the name of the individual and 

Yet the book shop, it will be up to the Classifier to write the name 
‘Of the individual on the side of. the mail. 

BANKS 
A. All banks located in the United States, foreign or 

American, should be indexed on the City and state and not 
on the name of the bank. 

t 

Example: Banco de la Costa Rica, New York, New York 

Card made: NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

BANCO DE LA COSTA RICA 

First National Bank, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Card made: PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 

Be All banks ltocated in foreign countries, foreign or 
American, should be indexed on the name of the bank with the 
address dropped. 

oné Example: “Chase National Bank, London, England 

‘ -~ 3 - 1/22/68 
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Card made: CHASE NATIONAL BANK 

“Banco de Ttaliene, laa Italy : 

Card made: BANCO DE ITALIENE ‘ 

C. Banks located tn Territorial Possessions of the Inited States 
wrll be uneiee as foreign. 

EBrample : 

Card mades 

“Bank jp Amer tea: Charlotte Amalie, 

= Card mades 

4 / CAFES, RB, _RESTAURA TS. CLUBS A 

elubs ad hotels are. to be Siasatyted on Nanes of dace: pntaavl, 

BANK OF AMERICA 

¥ 

ZPirst National Bank, San Juan, Puerto Rico | 
we = 

ONE NATIONAL ee 

Virgin Islands - 

the proper name and not on the word "oafe," "restaurant, " Velub" or “hotel. 

fescbrauira 

Club °rangtbar Typed s 

Cafe “S &@W Typed: 

| ” s Restaurant “Bavaria Typed 

Hotel “New Yorker. Typed: 

ZANZIBAR CLUB Filed: ZANZIBAR 
ns 8 behind C tab: 

S AND W CAFE Filed: S Behind "a" 
tab. 

BAVARIA RESTA URANT Filed s BAVARIA 
behind "Rt 

an CARDS. FOLLOWED BY ORGAN IZA LEON 'S ot Ere e 

All cards on organizations, newspapers, public utilities, 

bab. 
NEW YORKER HOTEL : Filed: NEV behind 
— : "y" tab. 

etc. pre= 
ceded by the name of a city will be made with the name of the city only, 
without the state ERED ee 

Erample 

. Charlotte, North Carolina Waser Works 

ve 
h I 

wt ¥ 

Typed GHARLORTE WATER 
ee 

wh 



Lite UT anened ie 2 2h ares Dees | 

SAGO TEP Sg USS 

ts Tate ASE BS Beas ae 

TREATY ES 

Vp BS 

1a at 

[Awe Bus ay EY 

~~ = = =. 2 5 14 F ews be favs Age DEES Eras, 

. 

te EES Ye et ff eS ah ks 
‘ 
ae se “ 
oF 
dante 
‘at 
t% “] 
wn 

* 
= 
x 
. 4 
¢ 
tx 
a 

FY 
* 
a 
ay 
4 

te 
Dy 

x 

f 

ae * at-gt 

ee a 

pale dnb Ses 

© @ 

Example: San Francisco, California Examiner 

Typed: SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER 
tal 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS: ’ 

Confidential Informants are filed numerically and the eure? 
is dropped to the body of the card. 

Example: CONFIDENTIAL. INFORMANT NY 680-C 

Card: CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT #680 

NY-C (dropped to title line) 

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE: 

Cards are made up Confidential Source #710, filed Confidential 
behind "S" tab by number. 

PANEL SOURCE: A 

Cards are made up Panel Source #889, filed Panel first, Source 
is filed second and the numbers filed third with symbols dropped 
to the body of the card. 

wy 

~ 5-8 6/7/71 
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| 
CULT NAMES 

a “Bey" and "Ei" are Moorish religious titles added to a 
a surname. Such titles are treated as follows: 

Example: Mary * Jones Bey 

. Typed: JONES, MARY Filed: JONES behind "M" tab. 
| : 
ou (drop down) MARY JONES BEY 

4 : 
es "Sister" is often used with these names.’ The name Sister 
as Jones Bey would be treated as follows: 
ar: x 
Cy Example: Sister Jones Bey g 

ia Typed: JONES, ONE Filed: JONES before "A" tab 

(drop down) SISTER JONES BEY 

| Sister John Smith El would be treated as follows: 

. ] Example: Sister John * Smith El 

* Typed: SMITH, JOHN MRS. Filed: SMITH behind "J" tab 

(drop down) MRS. JOHN SMITH EL 

No card should be made when the name appears with only the 
titles as MR. Bev or Sister El. 

ier ue 4/17/69 
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DEPARTMENT OF, BUREAU OF; OFFICE OF, BOARD OF, ETC. 

4 All federal, state and miscellaneous departments and bureaus are indexed 
7 and typed on the name of the department, bureau, or office. 

; © 

EXAMPLES: CARDS TYPED: 
: Board of end cone and Naturalization TMMIGRATION AND , 
i , NATURALIZATION BOARD 
4 Department of Agriculture AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
: Bureau of Standards STANDARDS BUREAU 
4 Bureau of Accounts ACCOUNTS BUREAU 
. Department of Science SCIENCE DEPARTMENT | | 

| Office of Censorship CENSORSHIP OFFICE 
Sisit tahoe 

DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS: 
@ 1. Mail for the STATE MASTER FILE will be circled under the key 
3 phrase "DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS” and responsibility of 
iy classifier to underline the name of the state if not set out in 
7 the caption. Memos, airtels, teletypes, letters from field offices 
9 setting forth school activities in more than one city, county, 
"3 parish, school district, separate school districts, municipal 

school, must be classified into the file for the state. Not 
4 necessary to place copies in the various county, city, parish, etc. 
‘ file. 

2. Mail for the city, county, parish, school district, separate 
school district, municipal school MASTER FILE will be circled 
under the key phrase "DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS." In 
addition, mail will be circled under the city, county, parish, 
school district, separate school district, municipal school. 

3. 173-0—- OUTSIDE SOURCE MAIL ONLY. 

4. 173-4 is for memos and outgoing instructions to more than one 
field office in regard to public education. 

5. 173-4- subs for field offices-mail from field offices (zero 
type mail) in regard to public education not requiring an 
investigation. 

AR ster (MG 
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® 
SWESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS: 

y . ° ‘ 6. Interference and non-compliance cases will have a new file opened 
4 for each separate case. Subjects and victims will be circled. 

Index complainants only if name is in body of first communication. 

If complainant is carried in title, complainant is to be circled.,. 

EXAMPLES: | " 
STATE : : 
Mail is incoming airtel from Norfolk, Virginia in regard to 
survey of school situation in various city, counties, etc. is 
captioned as: 

2p 2 a ~* hegeg =~ ie ated, tae ey Sen 3 Sue 

at mat tr + xe Ther ae 
DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

x CRA, 1964 

i CLASSIFY AS: 

Besegregation of kublic Schools State of Virginia 

CRA, 1964 

CITY 

i ee OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
3 TUSCALOOSA CITY SCHOOLS 
: TUSCALOOSA , ALASAMA 

CLASSIFY AS: 

(ODESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
TUSCALOOSA CITY SCHOOLS 
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA 

COUNTY 

DESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY SOARD OF EDUCATION 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, N.C. 
CRA, 1964 

CLASSIFY AS: 
0 
DESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
RoRTHAMPTON COUNTY 3OARD oF &pucATtON 
ee eS aa SS gee ae eae emo amr aang eee em rereach 
( “RT F‘™“PTON COUNTY KORTH GCAPOT Ta 

j 
~ oe . 
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CQESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
"PARISH 
DESEGREGATION. OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS, WASHINGTON PARISH PUDLIC 
SCHOOLS | , 
WASHINGTON PARISH, LOUISIANA 

fr 

: 
5 
2 

4 
a 
ot 
fe 

’ 
4 
oy 

— 

Y 

4q 

om 
xy 

2 

CLASSIFY AS; 
ODESEGREGATION OF PUsLIC SCHOOLS 
OWASHINGTON PARISH PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
WASHINGTON PARISH, LOUISIANA 

SCHOOL DISTRICT 

DESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS, SRADLEY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT | 

NO. 14 boa 

ORADLEY COUNTY, ARKANSAS 

CLASSIFY AS: | 
ODESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
ODRADLEY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 14 
DRADLEY COUNTY, ARKANSAS 

SEPARATE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
VARS EGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
““DILOXI MUNICIPAL SEPARATE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SILOXI, MISS. 

CLASSIFY AS: 
ODESEGREGATION OF PUSLIC SCHOOLS 
oSILOXI MUNICIPAL SEPARATE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
oTLOXI, MISSISSIPri ; 

173-0- 
NO EXAMPLE NEEDED 

173-4 
NO EXAMPLE NEEDED 

173-4-SUsS FOR FIELD | 
UNSUp: DEMONSTRATION AT SHADY GROVE SCHOOL, 
ROSEDALE, LOUISIANA 
3/23/71 
FE:CRA 1964 

ex 

-7b- 3/17/72 
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CESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

CLASSIFY AS : 

UNSUb : DEMONSTRATION satan GROVE SCHOOL 
_ ROSEDALE, LOUISIANA 
3/23/71 si 

anes ee OvvsLTe EDUCATION-N.O, 
NON COMPLIANCE 

NON-COMPLIANCE SCHOOL DESEGREGATION 

STARKVILLE, MISSISSIPPI PUSLIC SCHOOL 

MRS. OERNICE ARMSTEAD;MRS. GLEN REEVES; 

MRS. MAXINE HENRY-COMPLAINANTS 

PE-CRA of 1964 

CLASSIFY AS: 

NON-COMPLIANCE SCHOOL DESEGREGATION 
OSTARKSVILLE, MISSISSIPPI PUSLIC SCHOOL 
MRS, SERNICE CARMSTEAD; MRS. GLEN OREEVES; 

oYRS, MAXINEOHENRY -COMPLAINANTS 
27 E-CRS of 1964 

DOUSLE SURNAMES 
Double English surnames not joined by a hyphen should be filed 

according to the last part of the name as it is difficult to distinguish 
whether the first part of the double name is a middle name or part of the 
surname, 

EXAMPLES: CARDS TYPED: FILED 

JOHN SMITH JONES JONES ,JCHN SMITH JONES BEHIND J'' TAB, 

WILLIAM SPENCE GEDS OLDS, WILLIAM SPENCE’ OLDS SEHIND "Ww TAs, 

If it can be determined in a woman's name that the middle name is her 

maiden name, th2 classifier should classify on thisname also. See 
instructions on ''Maiden Names," 

“ioe | 3/17/72 
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CaMILy CaRDS 

4 All cards made on a particular family, such as the Brown Family, 
i should be typed "BROWN, ONE’. The typist should drop down two spaces and 

type "Family". : | 
2 

FIREARMS EXAMINATIONS (KEYWORD): 

i | This keyword will be restricted to requests for examinations of 
firearms by the Bureau Laboratory. It will concern the 95 classification 
and be filed by locality. 

! 
boy 

EXAMPLE: | 

Request for ballistics test of Gun #3,468. Memphis, Tennessee 
fkolice Department 

CARD TYPED: 

FIREARMS EXAMINATIONS 

<xiEMPHIS, TENN. 

“7a —- 3/17/72 
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‘? IGN ARTICLES 

All foreign articles‘ are ftled as written, when not appearing tn an 
individual's name. Example: 

La Cruz Del Sud ZA CRUZ DEL SUD Filed: IA behind "C" tab. 
(publication) as 

/ FOREIGN FIRMS 

v 

No effort should be made to interpret the meantng of any foreign 
words tr a firm name. They should be written in the same order as they 
appear on the matl with the exception of "CIA","CrE", "LTD", &@ "LTDA". 

Cia = Compania 
te = Companté 

Ltd = Linited : 
Lida= Limitada 

This tineludes foreign articles and prepostttons preceding foreign 
firms. Ezamples: 

Jose Rodriquez Compania RODRIQUEZ, JOSE COMPANTIA 
Tuan Lopez Gia. + 3 LOPEZ, JUAN COMPANTA 

QO Banco Germancit De La America Del Sud BANCO. GRRMANCI DE IA AMERICA DEL 
a SUD 

| Lopez Y Rodriquez LOPEZ Y ah (Filed "Lopez" 
oo ae ea behind "yr" tab) 

FOREIGN NAMES 

A. SPANISH NAMES 

t 

Spanish names are classified before each surname and a card ts 
typed on each surname using the given name. On the last surname, the 
card ts made with the complete name on the top Line rather than with 
just the given name. WNo card ts necessary on the prefix De, La, Eee. 
combined with the name following t&. =~ \ 

On all cards where the complete name does not appear on.the top 
line, the complete name must be dropped to the body of the card. 
Frampless: 

Jose “Rodriguez De" Lopez Y “Alonzo 
yi” 28 
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- Gards typed: 1. RODRIGUEZ, JOSE 
2. LOPEZ, JOSE. 
3. ALOWZ0, JOSE RODRIGUEZ DE LOPEZ 

In each instance on the above cards the full name wtil be 
dropped two spaces below the top line, tneluding the last card 
where only the "Y" is left off the top line. 

The letter "Y" and the word "VDA" or "VIUDA" (meaning widow 
of) should be left off the top line of the card. 

> If when making a card, a prefix appears at the end of the 
entry, t& should be omitted on the top line. The complete name 
ts dropped down on the cards. 

Example: PEDRO LOPEZ DE GOHEZ 

Cards typed: 1. LOPEZ, PEDRO 
2. GOMEZ, PEDRO LOPEZ : | 

(Complete name dropped on both cards): 

San tn Spanish names should only be ctreled on the first 
part of the name 

Za | 
Marta San Jose “SAN JOSE, MARIA 

= When no gtven name ts used with a Spantsh surname, tt ts 
classified and the cards typed on each name; no card ts made on 
the complete name. 

Erample: Dr. Rodriquez De Lopez 

Cards typed: 1. RODRIGUEZ, ONE | 
2, LOPEZ, ONE © , 

(Complete name dropped on both cards) 

v If an tnittal or prefixed tnttial ts given as part of 24 
Spaztsh surname, tt ts omttted on the top line when typing the 
Cara » 

Example: Jose Rodriguez L. Lypea: RODRIGUEZ, JOSE 

Jose Rodriguez L. 
(dropped down) 

= Qea | 4/9/68 

VR 
‘ 
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c SS 

Juan Be L. Garcia Typed: GARCIA, JUAN 

. Juan De L. Garcia. (dropped down) 

Names preceded by d’ or 1' will be indexed one way only; in 
front of the d' or 1' in view of the fact that such names never 
appear without the d‘' or 1' as it is actually a part of the name. 

John’ BEB” Asondro D'ASONDRO, JOHN 

B. FEENCH AND ITALIAN NAMES 

French and Italian names are indexed on the pref ix and only 
one card is made. ; 

Exampies: John °De Bettencourt 

Card typed: DE BETTENCOURT, JOHN 

Salvatore La Rosa 

Cake typed: LA ROSA, SALVATORE 

When there is a question as to whether the name is Spanish or 
French or Italian, the Classifier will index the name on the prefix 
and the name following it. The name in this case, should be 
searched both ways and a card will be made both ways. 

C. GERMAN AND DUTCH NAMES WITH VON, VAN OR TEN 

German and Dutch names with the prefix Von and Van or Ten are 
circled, cross referenced and searched on the prefix Von, Van or 
Ten. nly one card will be made. 

Example: Heinrich °Von Smythe 

Card typed: VON SMYTHE, HEINRICH 

James °Van der Hoff 

Card typed: VAN DER HCFEF, JAMES 

L. ©. Tea Cate 

-10- 7-15-64 
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¢ 
a . 

v © . 

© 

. 

Baron “Von omy the 

Card typed: VON SMYTHE, ONE’ 

Baron (dropped down) 

When a German name appears with a small ‘yt between the given 
name and the surname, the Classifier is responsible to write out 
"Von" in the place of the small ar 

Example: Heinrich v. Smythe 
we 

should be written on the mail as: Heinrich Von Smythe 

Card typed: VON SMYTHE, HEINRICH 
Fh fp et Sctts eh fe 1 rn oh 

" 

, 

we ae eit aeemeeee lt sean eS, 

D. CHINESE AND JAPANESE NAMES 

Chinese names are searched three ways if no part of the name is 
anglicized, however, only one card is made. 

The Classifying Unit will circle all parts of the name of a 
rm main subject provided no part of the name is anglicized. Cross 
ey indexing will be ‘indicated on but one part of the name. 

* 

eM Sete LevenSeta teats ates so 

¢ 

Se Example: 
ye 

4 If a portion of the name is capitalized or punctuated to 
3 indicate the surname, the card will be made on the indicated surname. 

4a: CHEN Tse Tung; CHEN , Tse~-Tung; Chen, Tse Tung. 

Above name will be circled by the Classifier on all three parts 
'of the name but cross indexed on "CHEN" only. 

The Main Card Searcher will search the name three ways. However, 
only one card will be made using “CHEN” as the surname. 

CHEN, TSE TUNG (The hyphen should not appear on the card.) 

If the name is not set out as above, the Classifier will again 
circle all parts of the name but cross index the last part of the uame 
only. 

a. Fey oe 8/10/72 
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a 5 

CD Chen Tse Tung; Card made: TUNG, CHEN TSE 

The Name Searcher .must make a threemway search at all times. 
However, tf the Main Card Searcher finds an tdent main card on any 
paré of the name, the search ts stopped and the other two circles - 
dotted. If the mail is new, a complete search must be made and the 
zip placed on the indicated surname only. The other circles should 
be F%d to indicate it ts not necessary to make a card. , 

Erample: °Chen °Tse °Tung = If an tdent is found under TSE, TUNG 
CHEN the other two parts of the name may be dotted and not searched. 

If part of the name ts anglicized, such as CHEN WIN SMITH or JOHN 
CHEN WIN, only one card will be made on the last part of the name; 7%. €. 
SMIFH, CHEN WIN and WIN, JOHN CHEN. 

When an English surname ts used, Classifying will cirele only the 
Engitsh surname. 

Eramples of how names should be searched: 

Chen Tse Tung TUNG, CHEN TSE 
TS, TUNG CHEN 
CHEN, TSE TUNG 

Chen Win Smith SMITH, CHEN WIN 

John Chen Win WIN, JOHN CHEN 
CHEN, WIN JOHN 

The English given name would never be searched as a surname. 

TWO=PAR? CHINESE NWAUES: | 

If a two-part chinese name ts hyphenated tt should be treated as 
foliows: : 

PingeHstn Card mudes PING HSIN 

If no hyphen appears tn a two part Chinese name, tt wtll be made 
jusé like an English name: 



Ping Hsin Card made: HSIN, PING 

' LWO=PART SURNAME 

At times in some Chinese names a twoeparté surname may be used. 
fhe two names may appear etther wtth or without a hyphen. In these 
enstances, two cards will be prepared. This will only apply when 
punctuation or capitalization indicates more than one surname. 

* 

Erample: YONG JENG, WoePu 

Cards made: i. YONG, WO PU = ; 4 7 

WO PU YONG JENG (dropped down) 

2, JENG, WO PU YONG 

Japanese names are generally two-part names. They witli be circled 
on both parts of the name but cross tndered on only the last part (or 
the first part of the name if capitalized or punctuated to indicate the 
surname.) The searcher must search the names both ways. However; the 
Matin Card Searcher may stop the search tf an ident tis found on either 
part of the name and dot the other circle. If the mat] ts new, a 
emomplete search must be made and the 2ztp placed on the tndicated sur= 

ame only. The other circle should be X'd to indicate tt ts not nece- 
essary Go make a card. Search witli be made as follows: 

Fetjt Keiko FEIJI, KEIKO 
KEIKO, FELISI A 

Card will be made KEIKO, FEIJI 

=12a= 8/19/57 
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KEIJI, Teiko EIJI, TEIKO 
TEIKO, KEIJI 

Card will be made KEIJI, TEIKO 

EB. "BEN" NAMES 

Names containing one given name and one surname set forth 
immedtately after the "Ben" are classified on the "Ben" and not 
on the name following. ’ 

Examples: Efraim “Ben Arzi 

Card made: BEN ARZI, EFRAIM Filed: BENARZI behind ee Cade 

David “Ben Gurton | 

Card made: BEN GURION, DAVID Filed: BENGURION behind "WD" tad. 

in those cases where there ts an additional surname, each 
name following BEN will be classified as well as BEN. | 

Example: David “Ben “Hassen *Skuriy 

Cards madez: BEN HASSEN, DAVID Filed: | BENHASSEN behind "D" tab. 
| (complete name dropped down) | / 

HASSEN, DAVID 
(complete name dropped down) 
SEURKY, DAVID BEN HASSEN 

If the first name ts not @ known gtven name, the Classt fier 
will tndex all ways and a card' will be prepared on each name 
US ENG 16 as a surname. 

Erample: ."Sukey! “Ben “Hassen “Skurky 

Cards made: SUKAYL, BEN HASSEN SKUREY 
BEN, HASSEN SKUREY SUKAYL 
HASSEN, SKURKY SUKAYL BEN 
SKUREY, SUKAYL BEN HASSEN 

Fe MIDDLE BAST AND NEAR EASL NAMES 
 (Lhese tnelude Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, lacs of 

Arabian peninsula, India, Pakistan, etc.) 

le If the first name is not known, the classt fier will tndex all 
names and q curd will be prepared on each one using t¢ as a surname. 

Examples “Amin *Khagri *Seyed 



. 
Fed 

= ¢ 
weds 1 

° } ’ “ # 

Cards made: AMIN, KHAZRI SEYED 
KHAZRI, SEYED AMIN 
SEYED, AMIN KHAZRI 

2=- Two part names are indexed on both parts when the 

first name is not known and cards made on both parts. 
Ewe | oe 

i. =f . EXample: *Parviz Taherpour 

Boab Cards made: PARVIZ, TAHERPOUR 
eae Bet tte - TAHERPOUR, PARVIZ 

35° If-one part of the name is a known’ given name, that 
ae ee wane ue 1 .indexed or searched. 

~~ + soe ae ee 

Example: Abrahan. “tMamed *Gasan 

* am 4 mee < a 

. oa ce ee. CR eee ee eerie 

' 

=e = 2 * 

- a a - sm 

Cards made; MAMED, GASAN ABRAHAM 

fi .. oo. rte: -GASAN, ABRAHAM MAMED os 
- 

| Nee ee ek —_e- —_— — % 

| | G... DOUBLE. FOREIGN NAMES | 
-~ es 

cad 
- oe « ~~ 

Ct '- Double foreign names which do not fall under the rules 
“""“above are classified and cards made on both surnames. 

~ Example:. Heinrich *Schmidt *Kahn 

_Cards madé:°~ SCHMIDT, HEINRICH “77700 7 0D 

oO “KAHN, HEINRICH SCHMIDT ie as 

Rye Wh Eh A es LU AE hae FE oe s = pe atmos beter hited o hetenerat eninge PE Tl EE A A SP OF 

3 thee Seep eth Bete 

H. SOVIET AND SATELLITE NAMES—"TER" 

TER is in the position of a prefix but it is part of the 
“surname and would never be used alone. 

| _ Example: FRANS CTER HORST 

Card typed: TER HORST, FRANS 

a - 13 - 8/10/72 



On a given name or nickname that appears without a surname, mo card 
ts made on the name by ttaelf, but-.a card is made combining the given 
name with the true surname of the subject. 

= 

Example: John "Willianson, aka Henry “smith, Skinny 

Cards made: (a) WILLIAMSON, JOHN oe 
(b) SMITH, HENRY : 7 | 

(ec) WILLIAMSON, SKINNY 

When the full name is followed by a gtven name alias with an india 
Gation that the last name ts unknown (INU), no card wtll be made on the 
altas uniess tt can be determined that the altas ts a code, spy, or 
stage name. However, the tinder card made on the complete name wii] 
contain @a@ drop down showing the altas followed by LNU. 

Examples: Robert Bruce *Carter, aka Bert (LNU) 

Card mades CARTER, ROBERT BRUCE 

AKAz BERT (LNU) 

Where there is an alias surname without a given name, the card ts 
made by combining the true gtven name with the altas surname. 

Erample: John Henry *Willtamson, aka Harry *Smith, "Jones 

Cards madez (a) WILLIAMSON, JOHN HENRY 
: (b) SMITH, HAERY 

(c) JONES, JOHN HENRY 

Henry “Hagen, aka “Hagan, *Hagne 

Gards made: (a) HAGEN, HENRY 
b) HAGAN, HeNRY 

(ec) HAGNE, HFNRY 

When the complete name ts jfoliowed by a last name altas with an 
indication that the first name %3 unknown (FNU), a "One" card will 
be made on the last name alias. ; : 

Examples Richard Allen*Morris, aka (FU) "Miller 

Gards mades (a) MORRIS, RICHARD ALLEN 
: (b) MILLHR, ONE 

C “A 1 A 2 

i alg 5/29/59 
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tha pace nak t he apa and Eh t Ralin Shad 

When numerous aitases appear, some with and some without given names, 
ya, each instance where there ts a surname without a given name, the given 
Che of the true name ts to be used with the surnames appearing alone. 

Erample: Henry *Black, aka Harry =Smith, “Barton, John *Brown, "Naylor 

Cards madez (a) BLACK, HENRY 
(b) SMETH, HARRY 
(c} BARTON, HENRY 
(¢} BROWN, JOHN 
(e} NAYLOR, HENRY 

Apply FNU and LNU ruie to altases of unknown subjects. 

Example: Unknown Subject, aka Tom “woods, Happy 

Card made: WOODS, TOM | 

Unknown Subject, aka “Moore, “Pete 

Cards mades (a) MOORE, .ONE 
| (b) PETE, ONE 

Stngle code, spy, stage names, etc. should be made with "One." 

Examples Henry *Von Hubert, code name *"Herbert." 

Cards made: (a) VON HUBERT, HENRY 
(b}) HERBERT, ONE 

‘All House of Representative Bilis regardless of kind -= House Reports, 
Rules, Resolutions and Joint Resolutions -=- will be made "H.R," wtth the 

_aumber of the Bill, Ruie, etc. on the top line. The same-rule will apply 
“to Senate Bilis, but cards will be made "S." with the number Of the Bill 
on the top line, with Bill, Resolution, Joint Resolution, etc. dropped 
two spaces to the body of the cards. , 

AYPHENATED NAMES 

Hyphernated Engitsh names should be tndexed as one word and filed as 
one word. 

Ezampies James *Smith=-John 

Card made: SMITH=JOHN, JAMES Filed: SMITH=JOHY behind "J" tab. 

ane wo] oe | 5/29/59 
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| Eramples Henry “Foster-Smith | 
“iepeds FOSTER-SMITH, HENRY Filed: FOSTER-SMITH behind "H" tab. 

Hyphenated foreign names should be indexed as two separate names; 

€  Brample: Jose “Rodriquez =Lopez | 
Typed: LOPEZ, JOSE RODRIQUEZ .fFtled: LOPEZ behind "J" tab. 
Typeds RODRIQUEZ, JOSE ~ Filed: RODRIQUEZ behind "J" tab. 

Exomples Joseph "Kahn-"Meyer | : " 
Typeds HMEVER, JOSEPH KAHN Filed: MEYER behind "J" tab. 
Typed: KAHN, JOSEPH Filed: KAHN behind "J" tab. 

When a foreign name appears with one part in parenthesis, the 
parenthesis should be ignored and names should be indexed as two : , 
separate names. : | 

" 
Erample:s Herman "Ma ltzoff “(Santisteban) 
Typed: MALTZOFF, HERMAN Filed: MALTZOFF behind "H" tab. 
Typeds SANTISTEBAN, HERMAN MALTZOFF - 

Filed: SANTISTEBAN behind "H" tab. 

If the name in parenthesis ts found to be an alias from inforna- 
tion on the matl, Classifying will indicate by using aka. 

aka 
Examples Jonn °Zellner °(Weinrib) 

eSypeds ZELLNER, JOHN Filed: ZELINER behind "J" tab. 
C Fypeds WEINRIB, JOHN Filed: WEINRIB behind "J" tab. 

Obvious vartation of a name will be treated as a separate Surnames 

Ezamples John "vevala (Nevola) " 
Typeds NEVALA, JOHN Filed: NEVALA behind "J! tab. 
Typed: NEVOLA, JOHN Filed: NEVOLA behind "J" tab. 

In corporate titles hyphenated names are indered and filed as 
two words, 

Eramples “Jones-Smith Company a 
Typeds JONES ~SMITH COMPANY Filed: JONES behind "S" tab. 

AMERICAN INDIAN NAMES 
| 

| Indian names will be circled and searched on ail parts of the 
i surname. However, tf the Main Card Searcher finds an ident Main Card 
| on the first part of the name, the search may be stopped and the other 

citreles dotted. If the mail is new, the zip is placed on the first 
part of the name only, and the other cireles should be x'led to indicate 
tt ts not necessary to make the card, Cross indering will be indicated 
on the first part of the surname only. 

‘3 we fx} an =f bye 
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CF exampte: (1) Charlie °Yellow °Thunder 
Typed: YELLOW THUNDER, CHARLIE Filed: YELLOW THUNDER behind ''C" 

tab. — | 

Example: (2) Mary °Little White Bear 
Typed: LITTLE WHITE BEAR, MARY Filed: LITTLE WHITE BEAR behind 

ri tab. , 

Examples (3) Chief °Young °Tooth 
Typed: YOUNG TOOTH, ONE (CHIEF DROPPED) Filed: YOUNG TOOTH, ONE 

(before "A" tab.) 

LICENSE NUMBERS 

Cards on License numbets are filed with License as the first - 
word. They are then filed behind the Government tab, the State tab, 
or the Foreign tab, and then in numerical order. All letters appearing 

with license numbers are disregarded in filing. License with no 
numbers are filed immediately before the State, Government or Foreign 
breakdown. 

Example: License # AB4-568T Maryland 
Typed: License # AB4-568T Maryland 

Card Filed: License is filed first, Maryland is filed 
second, 4,568 is filed third. 

MAIDEN NAMES 

When a maiden name appears with a married name, both names will 
be classified and a card made with the given name and each last name, 
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and an additional card with all three names on the top line. Nicknames 
are made wtth the subject 's current surname only. 

Helen “Briggs “Riley 
Helen “Briggs “(Riley) 
Helen “Siley, nee *Briggs 

in each tnstance cards would be made as follows: 

Prompies 

(a) BRIGGS, HELEN 
(b) RILEY, HELEN 
(c) RILEY, HELEN BRIGGS 

Ecample: Mary “Smith, nee *Jones, ntekname Susie 

Cards made: (a) SMITH, MARY 
(b) SMITH, MARY JONES 
(oc) JONES, M4 RY 
(ad) SMITH, SUSIE 

If t& cannot be determined from the matl that the individual is 
married and the middie name ts a maiden name, oniy one card would 
be made. 

Example: Evelyn Russell “Lane 

Card made: ZANE, EVELYN RUSSELL 

If former spouses also listed, the complete name with the nee name 
ts made only with the current marri2d name. 

Example: Frances Ann Fry, nee Anderson 
Formerly married to John Bruce 

The complete name. card would be made on FRANCES ANN ANDERSON FRY. 
No complete card ts necessary on Frances Ann Anderson Bruce. 

5/29/59 
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All cards prepared on a married female, should have dropped down as 
Ee "AKA," the complete name, consisting of given names, nee name and the 
Current married name. 

Example: Hary Jane Smith, nee Jones 
Also known as: Mrs. Harry Smith, 
Hary Smith, Mary Jane Lewis, 
Hrs. George Lewis, Helen Martin, 
Hildred Smith 

Cards made: SMITH, MARY JANE 
JONES, MARY JANE 
SMITH, MARY JANE JONES 
SUITH, HARRY URS. 

SMITH, MARY | . we 

LEWIS, MARY JANE 
LEWIS, GEORGE MRS. 

UARTIN, HELEN 

SUITH, MILDRED 

On all of the above cards (except the complete name card) the drop 
down "AKA" would be Mary Jane Jones Smith. 

O fhe above rules do net apply to female Spanish names. The Spanish 
rop down rule should be used. 

MOTOR VEHICLE MOTOR NUMBERS 

All cards on motor vehicle numbers are filed numertcally regardless 
of the make of the vehicle. They will be made on VIN tf gtven. If there 
ts no VIN on the mati, use MOTOR NUMBER. When netther VIN nor MOTOR NUMBER 
ts gtven use SERIAL NUMBER. : 

A/, 3S. FY vo Oy Oy Vet , EXAMPLE s 

ZFORD VIN TYPED: FORD VIN 1G4,235,930 FILED: Under Moser 
LGA, 235, 930 | [QR 2.23 Vehicle 

es oA rata numerticaliy 
1, 235, 930 

“BUICK VIN ' TYPED: BUICK VIN 1B0,624 FILED: Under Metor 
L BO, 624 pea Vehicle 

ee. |  -10, 624 

LCHEVROLET HOTOR TYPED: GHEVROLET MN 108,111 FILED: Under Hotor 
NUMBER 108,111 “7 = Vehicle 

108, 111 

106, 501 
~ 16a" 5/10/61 
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5 ee HAVING ONLY AN INITIAL FOR THE LAST NAME 

Where only an initial is given in an English surname, combined with 
a given name, the card should be classified and typed with the given 
hame and initial and filed by the given name and then the initial. 

Example: : Typed: | Filed: 

XRetty B. BETTY B. «BETTY behind 
B tab. 

NAMES (OR TITLES) OF BOOKS, ARTICLES, ERTTORIALS, PROGRAMS, MOVILS, ETC. 

Names (or titles) of the above are to be indexed and cards made 
exactly as they appear on the mail. 

hxamp le : 

<"John Edgar Hoover, A Man Who Practices What He Preachers" 
(editorial) 

Typed: 

w JOHN EDGAR HOOVER, A MAN WHO PRACTICES WHAT HE PREACHES 
(drop down and type "editorial") 

Filed: | - 
JOHN behind "E" tab. 

EXAMPLE: 
XJ, ». Hoover Warns Lax Parents" 

Typed: 

J. BE, HOOVER WARNS LAX PARENTS (drop down and type "article!'') 

Filed: 

- J behind "HR" tab. 

XNick Carter-Master Detective (Radio Program) 

Typed: NICK CARTER-MASTZR DETECTIVE (drop down and type "Radio 
. Thee gy 

' #Llled: NLCK behind "C'' tab. 

~l7- 1-17-72 
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|| DOUBLE NICKNAMES © @ | os | 

| If a double nickname or a name consisting. of more than one word is crossed, 
frit "ONE" on the subject matter line. 
ies *Little Joe 
CARD PREPARED: LITTLE JOE 

at > Settee - 

* 

« 

EXAMPLE ¢ Mg. Le | . CARD PREPARED: 
BLACK JOE . J. T. 

BLACK JOE 
if initials, indicate by typing the word INITIALS on ‘es: title line, 

: NAMES OF FIRMS, ASSOCIATIONS , HOSPITALS, HOTEL Ss LIBRARIES , SCHOOLS , BLC, 

e All of the above will be indexed aecOEeiaE to the Directory System, 
; Example: 

Vi JOHN J, *SMITH CO. Typed: SMITH, JOHN J. COMPANY 
| -- ‘Filed: SMITH behind "J" tab. 

. JAMES MONROE ASSN, Typed: MONROE, JAMES ASSOCIATION 
; _ . Filed: MONROE behind "J" tab. 

a WOODROW *“WILSON HOSPITAL Typed: WILSON, WOODROW HOSPITAL 
Filed: WILSON behind "W" tab. 

NEWSPAPERS 
\ Newspapers will - indexed as a name is quoted on the mail and 

the city and state of the prernte dropped down. 
Example: 

fo) 1. EL sa Texas Daily ‘Stax Typed: EL PASO STAR 
(drop down) Daily | 

ae ts El Paso, Texas 
Ze Times Herald of | 

Philadelphia, Pasaayivania - Typed: TIMES HERALD 
(drop down) Philadelphia, Pa. 

= eA Neg the Real Bn UY cp lap th ht aS AL IEG eh RIDE Barbies 2 * 

» 

Searches of newspapers will be made in two ways i.e., with 
and without the city on the top line. Example 2 will be searched Times 
Herald and Philadelphia Times Herald. . 

NUMBERS 

i; “Numbers should be used as a secondary means of sneeAE OSs SEeuees are 
used on items which carry a number, 

Count three numbers starting from the right to left, ignoring all 
symbols, Letters or dashes, then space once, If there is a symbol 
or a mark where you would space, then it is not necessary to space 
there, Use eithes spaces or commas. On anything that carries a serial 
number do not type the word serial on the subject matter line. 

Sat Tet 

ee 

a7 tener OD ee 

. Example: # 50-6H1234 — Typed: 5,0+-6H1, 234 
it 4c , | Filed: 5,0-61,234 
_ ~18- 9-7-73 
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@. When numbers do not fall into the above type but are Titles or 
per Nouns, all numbers will be written out "One, Two, Three, Four, 

Five, 5ix, Seven, Eight, Nine and Naught." When "0" appears it should 
‘be written NAUGHT. "Zero" or other words that indicate "0" should . 
never be used. 

= 2, 
. 1 at ee Nagel ee as ee ee | 

i 

t 

2 

~° 1... ‘Example: : 

i Preparation for War in 1940 | Typed: PREPARATION FOR WAR IN ONE 
oe . 8 NINE FOUR NAUGHT 

| “Toni 47 (Anonymous Communi.) Typed: TONI FOUR. SEVEN 

1] | eoren pee Church Aa Typed: ONE BAPTIST CHURCH ! - 

i: | 2849 (Anonymous Communication) - yped: TWO EIGHT FOUR NINE | 

America First Committee Typed: AMERICA ONE COMMITTEE 

... Twentieth Century Club Typed: TWO NAUGHT CENTURY CLUB 
PENITENTIARY, PENITENTIARIES, REFORMATORIES, JAILS 

fA .Penitentiary, Penitentiaries, Reformatories, Jails will be indexed 
¢ pier the name of the Penitentiary, Jail, Etc. 

Example: 

‘Card ‘Prepared: 7 SAN QUENTIN PENITENTIARY 

Card Filed: | Lo! SAN is filed as the first word, 
QUENTIN is filed second, 

gh es : PENITENTIARY is filed third. 
fined i 2. Fe eet oo a epee ot vA Ee + =. Watt og 

ce Rabat he ae et ate aA DSe bated INC BERETA YOO ANARLI eh 

If name does not appear in the mail, Penitentiary, Jail, etc. will 
4, be indexed and where it is located underlined. The STATE will be typed 
i. .on the top line of the index card. : or 

po Example: | 

i, Card Prepared: +, PENETENTIARY STATE 
| . Card Filed: " \ DENTTELTIARY behind the STATE tab. 
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All prefizes should be filed as one word. ‘They are typed howe-— 
ever, as they appear on the matl. FEzxample: ny 

Lrans-Atlantic Tours " 
Card made: Trans-Atlantiec Tours . Filed: iaitenitendis behind. - 

| “ T tab 

Mid West News - 8 
Card made: Mid West News Filed: Midwest behind N tab 

Transatlantic fours . . | 
Card mades Pansat ianbes Tours Filed: fransatlantic behind 

fT tab 

PREPOSITIONS, ARTICLES, AND CON JUNCTIONS 

All prepositions and conjunctions are regarded in filing of 
cards. This includes "and", "of", "at", "to", ete. The articles 
VO Gt and "the" are ‘ignored. 
ces seme te 

JOTAT ION MARKS 

LG ts not necessary for typists to put quotation marks on any 
6: hg This tnejudes titles, pamphlets, nicknames, etc. The typists 
% tl] continue to tndicate in the body of the card when 16 ts a pame 

phlet, book, ship, title, etc. 

5 RELIGIOUS SURVAME OF J. 
These names will be classified in front of the "x" (or number 

of "x's" tf more than one). The cards, however, will all be made 
with one "ZX" on the top line and the number of "ris" indicated by. 
a drop down on the card. 

Framples 

John 74 X - Card typeds X, JOHN 

John 4 ZX (Dropped down) 

John “XXX Gard typed: X, JOHN 

John 3 X (Dropped down) 

The cards will be ftled in the "ZX" section of the Index in 
aiphabettcal order by the given name. For example all cards on 
John X, John XX and John SOX will be filed together. Lhe searcher 
well de A eee vO check the "drop down" for names with more 
oe “yrs nee where there are numerous cards 

= 196 10/22/56 

. 2 my oe 

a 7 



(f ) 
7 

i” on the same given name (with more than one "X" in the surname) the 
7 fds will be further broken ‘down according to the number of "X's 

an =e drop down. 

is The "X" will be classified when it is eiiadiel ed a letter and 
‘the: letter will be typed. on the card as the middle initial. (Exception-- 

- ene 

that.the individual is a°member of the Muslim Cult of Islam, ) 
a 

| Examples: Henry J. aio 4 Card typed: xX, Henry J... , 

7 a Edward B. x Card typed: X, Edward B. 
E — . ‘ 

| At times the "X' will appear between the given name and the sur- 
: name, In these cases a card will be made on the "X" as well as the | 
: surname, . 

x . | , : 
Examples: John *4X Morgan Cards typed: A, X, JOHN 

pannenee down) John ie Mewese 

anaes } | = B. MORGAN, JOHN 

(dropped down) John 4X Morgan 

: James A, *X “Morgan Cards typedt. A, X, JAMES A, 

| “(dropped down) ee ee 

B. MORGAN, JAMES A, 

REWACAI AL NS hd TRATES FN atari eaveintton Sete Auartns tat et 

; f) [% j 

> ' : 
@ Eye 

. i 
é . = 

(dropped down) James AX Morgan 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS | 
All telephone numbers should be indexed and filed under "Telephone" 

with the number on the top line. They will be filed numerically accord« - 

ing to number at the beginning of the "Telephone" breakdown. 

hs we! OUR RARTAN, oo dmeeents easety che f 

Example: Republic 7100 
Typed: TELEPHONES # 7100 Filed: _ TELEPHONE before "A" tab. 

(drop down two spaces . | 
‘ and type the exchange 

on the card) 
Example: Telephone Code S01+52u~ 7721 
Typed: TELEPHONE w 5,32-7,/21 Filed: Before "A" tab-omit code i# 

ar ee SO ey ee, Ok 
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&TLES (In individual's names) 

All titles are to be dropped down to the body of the card if there 
is no given name or sutname and the word "ONE" will be used on the 
top line. The title will, be dropped two spaces below and typed in the 
body of the card. This will, of course, include all religious titles, 
titles of nobility, foreign titles and Miss and Mrs.. 

& 

Examples: : 

CAPTAIN * JONES Typed: JONES, ONE Filed: JONES before "A" tab. 
Captain | 

: ERs “SMITH Typed: SMITH, ONE Filed: SMITH before "A" tab. 

Mrs. 

MISS x THOMAS Typed: THOMAS, ONE Filed: THOMAS before "A" tab 

| Miss 

FATHER JOHN Typed: JOHN, ONE Filed: JOHN before "A" tab. 

4 Father 

| KING*GEORGE Typed: GEORGE, ONE Filed: GEORGE before "A" tab. 

King 

DUCHESS OF Typed: WINDSOR, ONE Filed: WINDSOR before "A" tab. 

‘ *\WINDSOK 
i Duchess 

| M&DEMOISELLE Typed: TOKRE, ONE Filed: TORRE before "A" tab. 
ig x 1 4 TOKLE 
4 Miss | ‘ 
j Mx, AND MikS. “BROWN | | 
{ Typed: BkKOWN, ONE Filed: BROWN before "'A'' tab. 

Typed: BROWN, ONE Filed: BROWN before "A" tab. 

Mrs. 
‘\ 

\ eet igtous names of nuns may appear 3 different ways: 

| Sister 
-20- . 6/8/70 

4 
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SISTER "MAKY MARGARET | 

Typed: MARY MARGARET Filed: MARY behind "M"' tab. 

Sister 

SISTER LOUISE “FISHER | 

Typed: FISHER, LOUISE Filed: FISHER behind "L" tab. 

Sister 

The proper arrangement of the cards filed before the A tab will 
be as follows: ? 

PTEK 
PIER, ONE 
YIEN # 

The rule for placing Mrs. on the top line when a woman uses her 
husband's name is shown below: 

wy ng we 

s ‘i ' 
no as ee 

“ 
*; 
: 

wd 

MRS. JOHN *JONES Typed: JONES, JOHN MRS. 

FxAU WILHELM HEINRICH Typed: HEINRICH, WILHELM MRS. 

All well-known foreign titles meaning Mr., Mrs., and Miss may be 
dropped from the cards entirely, except in cases where it’ is necessary 
to indicate gender - then the title is translated. — 

Example: 

Senora Jose Lopez 

Card made: LOPEZ, JOSE MRS. 

When it is possible for the typist to definitely determine from 
the mail that an abbreviation stands for a foreign title, the title 

should be typed on the card in its proper place. If the typist cannot 
determine that the abbreviation stands for a foreign title, the card 
should be prepared as the name appears on the mail and filed as if 
the abbreviation were a given name. A card prepared "WEBER, 

ne 
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FR." would be filed "WEBER" behind the "F" tab. 

The title "Jr." and "III" are also dropped down to the body of 
the card. Ezample: : 

William "Baxter, Jf. Typed: BAXTER, WILLIAM Filed: BAXTER 
behind W tab’ 

JT". 

Walter "Essex III Typed: ESSEX, WALTER Filed: ESSEX 
| | behind W tab 

III 

Titles in names of companies: The title will not be typed on 
the top line but will be dropped down two spaces. Examples: 

Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder Typed: ZLYON'S TOOTH POWDER 

Dr. 

Dr. Reeds! Shoes Typed: REEDS SHOES 

Dr. 

UNIVERSITIES 
' 

All matl on Universities should be classified and cards made 
up under the name of the University rather than "University of." 
Mati should be classified "Maryland University” rather than "Unie 
versity of Maryland." 

\ ~2a™ 
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF THE EBI 
FOR THE USE OF FBI AGENTS FOR SO-CALLED 
"UNDERCOVER" ACTIVITY 

RETAIN 

NATIONAL SECURITY 

| 
| 

Unauthorized Dig oe MATION closure 
Sanctions 
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TO 

FROM 

| a 

ae 
” 

| * 
* 

cy 

"egret Mee sO 

:-Mr. EB. S. Miller 

sR. bh, shackelforafV 

! | 
| SUBJECT: 

aN ae were» oF -_ 1 + ye Oe 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

$030-106 ® 

GSA CEN, REG, HO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

at 

> * 

pase 

‘ 

a 
® 

r 
— { eo 

[: ec t ee or 
“ 

. ae Baker 
Bates 

Bishop 
Callahan ‘ 
Cleveland. -* 
Conrad a 
Dalbey 
Jenkins c 
Marshall f 

Foye nicer, 

NFiDeys, C0 Util i 772 
‘ BEd es 

Ponder 
Soeyars .—-—-< 
Walters 

Tele. Room 
Mr. Kinley —W 
Mr. Armstrong — 
Ms. Herwig —— 
Mrs. Neenan — 

C. ‘: 

REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES -— VIOLENCE 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 

+ +4 

+ 

ot 

PURPOSE : 
4, sen 

2 ' 

Jo obtain Mr. Gray's approval of the attached 
Working Guide for Utilization of Undercover Special Agents." 

DETAILS : 

To insure our sensitive operations involving undercover 
Agents are afforded uniform maximum security at FBIHQ and in the 
field, it is believed essential the attached guide be made 
available to select Special Agents in Charge (SACs) who may be 
involved in these operations. The attached includes correct 
and secure methods for submission of recommendations from the 
field, handling of files at FBIAHQ and in the field and 
administrative procedures which must be considered and met 
securely and uniformly. 

wt: 

There is also a section included in the guide relating : 
to responsibilities of the Inspection Staff during routine : 

inspections of field offices. It is believed desirable that the 

Inspector personally handle these matters with the SAC, for -. 

example, and that a periodic independent evaluation of the 
Inspection Staff is a desirable check on these operations. 
euide includes these provisions. 

¥ 

THC 

These guidelines have been carefully coordinated 

between Domestic Intelligence Division, Inspection Staff and 

knowledgeable field personnel. 
:* . ." Se 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 2 gee ggi ge 

1, The attached guidelines be approved. ee 

vs aie. . 
J ECLA 3 eee Oe ff 

E* pega fo 0 Ec ed yall 
Enclosure a — | 

RLS :djxr-,, OT-112 © a 

(1) RECOMMENDATIONS CONTEMITN - Oy 

¢ «* . &. tt. = : " 2 ‘ z b, 
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* Ae obs aets Memorandum to Mr. &. 8S. Miller 
RE: REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES -~- VIOLENCE 

INTERNAL SECURITY - REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 
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RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED: 
r 

2 pds re Oo, 
2. if approved, copies will be forwarded. to 

appropriate SACs by Domestic Intelligence Division for 
implementation; and, 7 7 

3. The Inspection Division will be furnished 
copies for use during inspection of appropriate field offices. 
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WORKING GUIDE FOR UTILIZATION OF 

' UNDERCOVER SPECIAL AGENTS 0 CON E ID ro 

ince 
Ae Predication 

* 

: There are presently over 50 men and women fugitives 
who are believed involved in the underground apparatus, over 

ows. 29 of whom are Weatherman affiliated, based on violations of 
Antiriot Law, Federal Bombing and Gun Control statutes, 
Sabotage and for various local violations where UFAP process 
has been issued. In addition to these fugitives being in an 
underground status, there are also a considerable number of 
missing Weatherman who are supporting fugitives from their 

- underground status as well as over 200 individuals considered 
part of surface/support or legal Weatherman apparatus. 

There are also many collectives, communes and other 
groups, more local in nature, while not directly affiliated 
with Weatherman, follow the basic Weatherman philosophy of 
violent revolution now and are willing and capable of 
participation in violent terroristic revolutionary activity 
against the existing Government structure of the nation. 
ae 

B. Objectives 

d. Penetration of Weatherman underground and that of 
other revolutionary groups or communes 

a. Location and apprehension of Weaknevaaa and 
other revolutionary fugitives 

b.. Neutralization of underground apparatus which 
will lead to stoppage of terrorist bombings and 
other violent revolutionary activity 

C. Recommendations for Use of Agent 
in These Assadignments 

ae 

ia 

[AL 

1. Must have personal recommendation of SAC that Agent is 
physically and psychologically qualified for such an 

: assignment 

2. Must have specific target for penetration 

3. Must have suitable cover identity 

“ee a. Assumed identity should include documentation sucha 
birth certificate, social security card, draft a 
or discharge papers, driver's license, employment 
pea oe faked criminal record in a polic> 
‘a egal and should not be that of a real livin 

wz_ssiza (MUNI bade biz2 ee ee se 
& pers 

wet 4 eae f 
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~ qe 
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~ el + . 
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(ie SG, a 

be Cover identity, if necessary, ‘would include . 
rental of or ownership of suitable automobile, 
van or camper. 

.. ‘ Ge Cover identity, if necessary, would include rental 
‘ of suitable apartment or "pad"* in appropriate 

neighborhood ° 

4. Agent must be assigned code name which will be” 
utilized when necessary in contacts with handling Agent 

Se Initial communication recommending Agent for particular 
assignment will be carried under newly assigned symbol 
number followed by letter S and word (Extremist) and . 
submitted in coded teletype S 

6, Review of recommendation will be sie at FBIHQ by 
appropriate supervisor and recommendation by Revoluvionary 
Activities Section submitted in a memorandum for approvai 

temas 

De Security , 

-1. At FBIHQ — af 

te “ae Assignment of symbol numbers which will be utilized 
"  . g§n all communications. True name will only be 

set out in body of initial coded teletype to PRInQ 
under symbol number caption 

b. *134 informant file will be opened on each Agent 
approved 

c. A 134 control file will be maintained which contains 
this document and other general instructions which 
apply to undercover operations 

dad. These 134 files will be maintained in locked bar 
cabinet in Revolutionary Activities. Section 

- @,. Teletype Room will place Route in Envelope..on- alli 
yer incoming teletypes which carry symbol number in 

caption 
£. Route kn Envelope will be placed on all communications 

concerning Agent in this assignment even enouee 
‘Symbol number caption is used 

g. Memorandum under Agent's name will be prepared Yer his 
personnel file noting he is on Special asSignmei/c 27. 
information concerning this assignment is maintainmes «. 
13 4- e Section Chief, Revolutionary Activities 
Section 1S to be called for such Loformation 

h,. A caution will be placed with movement unit and parreant 
records that any inquiries received concerning any aZvm 

is an undercover assignment will be referred G5 Fett sa 

- Chief, Revolutionary Activiciles Section 

* . 

ola he 4 “ ‘ 
ated i 4 “4 o eae Ff 8 + 
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A 134 file on LUT tt ane is to be maintained in 
secure condition under control of appropriate supervisor - 
A 134 control file wiil be maintained which contains 
this document and other general instructions which apply 
to undercover operations ie 
Information concerning Agent's assignment is to be a 
made available on a need-to~know basis only = 
Each undercover Agent is to have a handling Agent 
who will receive pertinent information from him 
telephonically or in person, if necessary. This 
information should be recorded in the 134 file in 
accordance with existing instructions for recording 
information from informants. FD-302 should be utilized - 
where appropriate 
Handling Agent should personally contact the undercover 
Agent, preferably weekly, to assess his progress tovard .. 
stated target and prepare memorandum for 134 file de- ~ 
scribing performance and progress of undercover Agent 
The weekly assessment of the contacting Agent Shouia be . 
reviewed by the SAC and utilized in preparation of 2 
monthly communication to the Bureau under appropriate . 
Symbol number caption. Detailed instructions as to 
content and submission date will be handied Separately 
SAC, or in his extended absence ASAC, atfrequent interva. 

ce 

Be = 
~ 

‘not in any instance to exceed 60 days, should arrange to 
personally meet with the undercover Agent, away from the 
office and under secure conditions, to personally assess 

‘the mental and phySical welfare and condition of the 
Agent. The field official should coordinate closely wit 
contacting Agent and satisfy himself the undercover 
Agent's productivity, motivation, attitude and dixzcsvion 
are consistent with the Bureau's interests and within tk 
objectives of that office in recommending utLilization of 
the Agent in this assignment. Do not overlook the 
possibility of arranging a physical examination of the .- 
Agent if it appears warranted. The SAC, or ASAC, shoule 
record this contact in the field 134 file ; 

E. Inspection Matters 

The Inspector is to personally handle this phase of 
inspections (or if absolutely essential the Number One Man). There 
should be no discussion among the Inspection Stafi of these roves: 
After an inspection begins, the Inspector will receive from txc 
office of the Assistant Director, Inspection Division, a wriv-~ 
identifying the undercover operations in existence in the offieow.. 

A t- oN 

Early in the inspection the folowing should be done: 

Ll. Review the undercover Agent's 134 file in the field 

2. Review pertinent substantive files that show results of 

the undercover operation 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Discuss with the SAC what administrative devices are in 
existence. This includes any written instructions to the 
undercover Agents, the method used by the office in 
contacting the Agent and the method used by the Agent in 
contacting the office. Also, review reports or other 
communications submitted by the undercover Agent which 
account for his activities and whereabouts P 

Review the security procedures in effect in the office to 
assure that all logical precautions are being taken. a 
Determine the reasonableness of the cover being used = 
by the Agent and steps taken to document his cover story. 
Check for conformity to the general guidelines contained in 
the other sections of this’working guide 

‘Interview the undercover Agent. The SAC should be requested 
- to arrange for the time and place of the meeting so that it 
will be afforded maximum security and introduce the ~ 
Inspector to the Agent. It is realized that there may be 
rare instances when it will not be feasible to interview 
an undercover Agent during an inspection. This could 
occur if the individual was involved ina highly active 

situation and security of the operation could be jeopardized 

if the undercover Agent broke away in order to meet the 
Inspector. Undercover Agents should not be called in 
from annual leave for a routine interview 

During the interview probe for potential trouble areas, 
as well as examine the overall value of the operation. 
Your interview should include but not necessarily be 

limited to the following points: . a 

a. Is the Agent satisfied with his assignment? 

b. Is he encountering any personal difficulties which 
could affect his future usefulness on this 
assignment? Does he have any family preblems which 
have a bearing on his assignment? 

c. Does he understand the objective of his assignment and 
ic pais he making progress in accomplishing it? Does he have 

any suggestions to further improve the program or to 
increase his chance of success in accomplishing 
his mission? 

At the conclusion of the interview, prepare a memorandum 
from you to the SAC for each undercover Agent in the o.lice 
whether or not interviewed. This memo should be in | 

duplicate and should be captioned with the undercover Agent’: 
symbol number. Do not refer to him by name, use phrase 
trhe source or the informant." Include in thea memo <<". 

following: 

4 
rl 



; : a. The date of the interview and by whom. If the 
undercover Agent was not Antverviewed, so state and / 
the reason 

“ rats Pe The nature of the undercover operation in general 
CONFIDE a terms, i.e., why the operation is in effect in the 

bedada field office and what it is supposed to accomplish. 
c. A brief description of how the undercover activity 

operates and the administrative controls that are : 
in effect . 

G@. Comments regarding the suitability of the individual i 
undercover Agent, including any difficulties he is 
encountering in this assignment 

e,. Suggestions the Agent or Inspector might have for 
improving any aspect of the undercover operation os 

£, A Specific recommendation by the Inspector concerning; 
' (1) Whether the Agent should be continued in | 

this assignment - ¥ 
g. Comments of SAC should be requested ° 

8. In the event the Inspector feels it is necessary to prepare 
Beane a memorandum concerning the general operation of Agents undercover 

in a division, a memorandum under a caption using appropriate 
symbol numbers of the personnel should be utilized with copies 
designated for the appropriate 134 files in the field office : 
including the 134 control file. 4 

After the SAC puts his addendum on the memo, the original 
memo with addendum should be left with the SAC for filing in the 

~ls4 file in the field office. The duplicate memo with SAC‘s : 
addendum Should be placed in a sealed envelope and sent to Assistar 

_ Director, Inspection Division. After review, it will be sent to 
' the Domestic Intelligence Division where it will be filed in the 

134 file maintained in that Division after any necessary action is 
taken. Under no circumstances are any copies to be made of this 
memo except the one copy indicated above. The undercover operaticr 
and the undercover Agents are not to.be commented on in any place. 
‘in the inspection work papers, write-ups, or letter, Appropriate 
comments concerning an undercover operation may be included in the 
inspection summary prepared for The Director. 

eo The Inspector should discuss with Assistant Director, 
Inspection Division, any problems you encounter in this phase of 
the inspection. » 

F, Funds 
. 3 

" 1. Normally accrued expenses will be claimed from conficentia 
fund. Biue slip submitted for these expenses muss 2° .u 
Agent's symbol number followed by word (Extremist) and 

* - his code name 

ON Ze “Symbol number and code name are available to Voucher- 

| Statistical Section, Confidential Funds, for their use 
when blue slips are submitted 
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3. Receipts will be obtained where practical and Bureau ‘ 
authority requested in the event of unusual or out of 

. the ordinary expenses are incurred..in connection with 
operation 

4. Per diem accrued while on this assignment and travel 
expenses incurred in connection with same may be claimed 
On regularly submitted monthly expense voucher. If 
receipt obtained under assumed identity, SAC, or note 
attached to voucher, will stipulate no receipts attached 
due to confidential nature of assignment, adding he 
reviewed receipts and found them to be accurate. If 
applicable, SAC should also stipulate nature of 
assignment precluded use of GTR 

Safeguards 

1. Bureau property of Agents on these assignments is not 
to be maintained on their person or premises and such 
property should be maintained securely in office of SAC 

a. Where circumstances warrant it in the personal 
judgment of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
assignment while these circumstances exist 

4. If arrested while on assignment by local authorities anda 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
‘attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-client 
relationship of others involved in such an arrest. To 
Withdraw from the attorney-client relationship would 
draw immediate attention and suspicion to the Agent 

3. Care should be given to arranging the Agent's personal 
finances (paycheck, bonds, etc.) and correspondence 
matters consistent with the Agent's cover and ina 
manner adequate to insure his safety 

4, A Stop Index File entry under Security Activities 
caption has been personally placed with the Assistant 
Director, Computer Systems Division, under symbol number 
and assumed name (cover identity) of Agent. If a. local 
law enforcement agency makes an inquiry about the Avrscnut 
under his assumed name, it will be advised we have no 
information concerning this individual; however, Section 

“ Chief, Revolutionary Activities Section, will be. 
immediately advised and appropriate action taken 
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H. Administrative Matters CONFIDE! fi TAL 

a 

L.'. Monthly Administrative Report . 

SAC Letter 70-20 (A), dated 4/14/70, sets forth 
instructions and guidelines as to total number of 
Agents with General Investigative assignments and 
total number of Agents with No Matters Assigned as 
reported on Monthly Administrative Report. Under 
number two category Agents on special assignment are 
‘included. Accordingly, Agents in undercover operations 
are to be included in this category. The Inspector. 
or Number One Man will handle these individuals on 
inspections. Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part If, 
Section 3, page 20a, requires details supporting 
entries in this category on file copy. Concerning 
Agents in this assignment supportive material will 
only be comment, "see 134 (file on Agent)." 

come nae 

a 2 ohm 

a. To  ageiie unnecessary exposure of records ; 
pertaining to these Agents, the Agents should be 

wt as ‘assigned to the SAC where practical 
b. The contacting Agent should satisfy himself the 

undercover Agent is productively engaged on 

a full time basis and is performing at least 
the minimally required (fringe) 4108 minutes 

e 8 per day overtime daily (it being recognized 
- in most instances this is virtually a 24-hour 

per day, seven days a week assignment). These . 
observations are to be included in the weekly .. 

" . memorandum (D, 2, d, supra) submitted by the 
contacting Agent 

ec. Necessary data for completion of the time and 

ad 

al attendance records of the undercover Agent 
should be furnished the SAC's secretary for 
processing 

d. Upon review of pertinent 134 file, specifically 
weekly memorandum of contacting Agent, SAC 
will certify undercover Agent for fringe unless 
facts do not warrant 1% 

e. In most instances, practical consideration of 
these assignments will preclude use of #1 
Register and FD~256 (#3 locate card) by: 
personnel in these assignments | 
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L. General Comments 

™ 
“. 
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The security and well being of personnel involved in 
these special assignments are of paramount interest To 
all parties, FBIHQ, field personnel and the Inspection 
staff 

The above guidelines are intended for guidance and it is 
expected that good judgment in adhering to them will be 
utilized bearing in mind Item l above 

Again bearing in mind Item 1 above, it is expected 
these operations will be handled on a strictly 
need-to-know basis and under tight security 

& 
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Brom; Acting Director, FBI 

REVOLUTICNARY ACTEVETIUS = VIOLONCE 
ean 

FS = REVYORUPIOHARY SCPIVIPERS 

Attached for each office is a copy of "Working Guide for 
Utilization of Undercover Special Agents." This working guade. iu 
being furnished recipients as you elvher have Agents involved in 
undercover assignments, are Contemplating such assignments in the 
near future or Rave potential targets, but Ro quslizied Agents tor 
thege assicnments at tis ®his vorking guide is to be 
earefully reylewed by you and appropriate Supery is sor to insure your 
YeSnonsibilities and administrative procedures in these matters are 
mee securely and unizornly. 

eS 2D 

$2 Sa ® 

As noted on page 3, item 28 of the working guide a is4 
eantvol file will be upintained py ench office which wii contain 
this dotunent and other genoral 
cover operadvs eae. "eis contol 
security as the individual ii file muilntained on Agents assignees _- 
1m undercove? aaa ous, oe your guidance the following 
hee pquarters communications previously sent should aiso be incivecd 
in 334 control file: 

a eee 
Basse File must be afforded the 
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- Confidential 

Airtel to Albany, Et Al 
Re: Revolutionary Activities ~- Violence 

1. Bureau teletype, to all recipients except Phoenix, 7/24/72 
captioned "Students Lor a Democratic Seciety {SDS} (Weatherman) * 

2, Bureau teletype to Denver, 8/10/72 cantioned “Revolutionary 
Activities - Violence CRA-Y)" 

3. Bureau teletype to Albany, &/16/72 captioned "RA-Y* 

d 7 , 

toate Yo» ers 2) hye aon ripen get ly CHEE Bs : 
nest x ie a z.. ve Bee Ha =e “es te, on . = - thank 
ee 

ae 9 

* 

ay, + 

% +, 

4 7 to Portland, 8/10/72 captioned "RA-Y" £ 
5. " ” to St. Louis, 8/10/72 captioned "RA-V" > 
So " i to Phoenix, 8/11/72 captioned "RA-V" . 
Ts ” to Springfield, 8/14/72 captioned "RA-¥" £ 
8. tt 18 to Chicago, 8/14/72 captioned "RA-¥" = 
9. t ft to Cleveland, 8/14/72 captioned "RA-v" ¥ 

19, a: " co 20 bington Bield, @/14/72 captioned "RA-Y" # 
: ll. e . to Detroit, 8/14/72, captioned "RA-V" i 
: 12. Phoenix teletype, 7/25/82 captioned WEDS fWeatherman)* + 

 * 483, Bureau airtel to Boston, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, : 
! Philadeiphi By Phoenix, San Dicgs, San Francisco and Seattle, 
| &/23/72 captioned "RA-y" : 

14. Bureau airtel to Philadelphia, 6/23/73 captioned “SDS (Weatherman}. 
15, Bureau teletype to Washington Ficid, 8/24/72 captioned “SDS 

(Veatherman}* 
L&. Bureau teletype to Boston, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, 

Poiladeiphia, Phoenix, San Diego, San Francisco and Seattle, . 
8/24/7972 captioned "RA-y* z. 

17. Bureau teletype to Aibany, &/22/72 captioned “RA-y" 5 
18. Wang shington Sield teletype, 8/25/72 captioned "SDS (Weatherman}' = 
19. niladelphia airtel, 8/28 3/72 captioned "SDS (Weatherman)" 
20 er irsae tohloiune, 6/72/72 enn choned ee ony RANV' : 
1, ELvucau teletype to Caicago, o6/72 captioned WoreCraR, RAs¥! 

This working guide was approved by Mr. Gray on 10/9/72. 
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NORKING GUIDE FOR UTILIZATION OF 

A. Predication 

There aro presentiy ovex 50 men and women fugitives 
wno are believed invotved in the underground apparatus, over 
25 of whom ere Weatherman affiliated, based on vielations of 
Antiriot Law, Federal Bombing and Gun Control statutes, 
Sabotage and for various local violations where UFAP process 
hes been issued. In addition to these fugitives being in an 
underground status, there ere also a considerable number - 
missing Weatherman who are supporting fugitives from the 
underground status as well as over 2.00 individuals consid 
part of surface/support or legal Weatherman apparatus. 

There are also mary collectives, communes and other 
BT OUDS ; more local in ee! apse not directiy affiisated 
With Weatherman, follow the basic Weatherman phi Losophiy of 
violent revolution now ane are Pilline and capable of 
participation in violent tevroristic revolutionary activity 
against the existing Government structure of the nation. °- 

13 * en a* <4 

B. Gpjectives 
. *" 

1, Penetration of Westherman underground and that of 
other revolutionary groups o: conmunes 

Be “Location eae apurchension of Weatherman and 
other revolutionery fugitives 

oD ae oer of underground apparatus which 
WLIL Lead to stoppage of terrorist bombings and 
other violent revolutionary activity 

ifr a ed by 72> .. 
“in Ixemnt from GDS GDS, CategorF 

C. Recomnuendations for Use of Agent 
¢ i ° rt eens in These ASSAS 

Pe Oe ee Deed 

1, kust have povsonai secommendation of SAC that Agent is 
‘ y physica tly nad psaychnolosically cusalif fied ‘for such an 

assignwaent 
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3. hust have suitable cover identity 

n. Assumed identity should iLnelude documentation such as 

Z 

Date of i Declassification | inde ‘finite 

birth caxstifieute, social security card, draft card 
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b. Cover identity, if necessary, would include 
rental of or ownership of suitable automobile, 
van or camper. 

c. Cover identity, if necessary, would include rental 
of suitable apartment or "pad"! in apprepriate 
neighborhood 

4, erent must be assigned code name which will be 
utilized when necessary in contacts with nandling Agent 

: 5, Initial communication recommending Agent- for particular 
asSilgnment will be carried mader nesiv assigned symbol 
number followed by letter S and word (Extremist) and 
submitted in coded teletype 

G. Review of recommendation will be made at FBIHQG by 
appropriate superviscr and recomumendaticn by Revolutionary 
Activities Section submitted in a memorandum for approval 

D, Security 

. 

PEN Tay eee elaine TT ee ee ath eats 

1. At FBIHQ 

a. Assienment of symbol numbers which will be utilized 
in all communications. True nawe will only be 
set cut in body of initial coded teletype to FREQ 
under symbol number caption 

b. 134 informant file will be onened on each Agent 
approved 

c. A 134 control file will be maintained whick contains 
this Gocument and other general instructions which 
appiy to undercover orerations 

Gd. These 194 files will be maintained in Llosked har 
Gabinet in Revolutionary Activities Section 

e. Teletyne Room will place Reute in Envelope on all 
incoming teletypes which carry symbol number in” 
caption | 

£, Route in Envelope will be placed om all Cormunicaticots 
‘ecneerning Agent in this assignment even though 
symbol number cavtion is used 

¢, Memorandum under Agent's name will be prepared for his i 
personnel file noting he iS on Special asSignwent and any © 
information concerning this asSignment is maintained in 
13 4- eo smection Chief, Revalutionory Activities 
Sectiou £3 to be Gelicd cor such anvor unison 

ho, A caution will he placed with movement ublt and pions 
records that any inquiries received concerning any Ame 
is an undercover assignment will be referred to Sectsaon 

Chicf, Revolutionary Activities fection 

Cal 
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‘Early in the inspection the folowing should be done: 

°w ™ 

a * vet 

cere eh 

2 Yn Field 

a, A 184 file on undercover Agent is to be maintained in 
“secure Gondition under control of appropriate supcyevisor -. 

be A 134 control file will be ‘ta intained which contains % 
this document and other general instructions which aoniy © 
to undercover cperations Bs 

c. Information concerning Agent's assignment is to be a 
made available on a need~to-~know basis only | 

ad. Each undercover Agent is to have «a handling Agent : 
who will receive pertinent information from him = 
telephonicaliy or in person, if necessary. ‘Shis 
information should be rec rorded in the 134 file in % 
accordance with existing instructions for recording = 

. information from informants, FD-802 should be utilized 3; 
where appropriate " 

e. Eandiing Arent should personally contact tre’ pEee ele 
Agent, preferably weekly, to assess his progress COUT = 
stated target and prepare memorandum for Lod file a= S 
scribing performance and progress of undercover Agent z 

¥,. The weekly assessment of the centacting Agent Shourd bo 2 

3 inet 

reviewed by the SAC and utilised in ee of a = 
monthly Seca to the Bureau under eppropriate “ 
Symbol number caption. Detailed instructions | as to i 
content and submission date will be handled separately : 

g. SAC, or in is ¢ reed absence ASAC, at frequent inter 3 
inst eqs ue ¢ 

ef NG Jout 

it BT 
Cc 

: 
not in any ance to exceed 60 days, Skould apranc 
cues tte meet with the undercover Agent, AWAY ¥ 
office and under secure conditions, to persona 
the mental anda physical reliare and conustion o: 
Agent. The field official should coordinate closely sith 
contacting Agent and satisty himself the undercover 
Agent's productivity, motivation, attitude and direction « 
are consistent with the Bureau's interests and within they 
objectives of that office in recornmending utiligation oY 
the Agent in this assignment. Do not overiosk the 
possibiiity of arranging a physical eNalination of the 
Agent if it appears warrantec., The SAC, or ASA, SHOBLG 
record this contact in the field 134 file 

- 

B. Fnsnection Mattérs 

. The Inspector is to personally handle this phase of a 
inspections (or if absolutely essential the Number me Man). ‘there ¢ 
shonid be no discvssion among the Inspeetion Staltx of thone Po SO 
Azter an inspection Legins, the inspector will reoelve iIrca tar 
office of the Assistant Director, Inspection Division, a write-up 
SJdentifying the undercover operations in existemce in the office. 

ae yet 2 we A 

a weecotan) Sy) 

tL. Review the untecrcover Acent's 184 ile in the field 
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3. Discuss with the SAC what administrative devices are in 
existence. This includes any written instructions to the 
undercover Agents, the method used by the office in 
contacting the Agent and the method used by the Agent in 
contacting the office. Also, review reports or other 
communications submitted by the undercover Agent which 
account for his activities and whereabouts 

4. Review the security procedures in oe in the office to 
assure that ali logical precautions are being taken. 
Determine the reasonableness of the cover heing used 
by the Agent and steps taken to document his cover oo 
Check for conformity to the general guidelines contain 
the other sections of this:working guide 

5. Interview the undercover Agent. The SAC should be requested 
to arrange for the time and place of the meeting sc that it 
WLLL be afforded maxinum security and introduce the 
Inspector to the Agent. It is renilized that there Bay De 
Yare instances when it will not be feasible to intery3 ew 
an undercover Agent during an inspection. This cowid 
occur if the individual was involved in a highly active 
Situation and security of the operation co uid be jeopardized 
if the undercover Agent broke away in erdcr to meet the 
Insvector.,. Undercover Agents should not be catied in 
from annual leave for a routine interview 

6. During the interview probe for potential trouble areas, 
as well as examine the overall value of ee cperation, 
Your interview snould include but not necessarily be 
limited to the following points: 

a. Is the Agent satisfied with his assignment ? 
b. Is he encountering any personal aifficulties which 

could affect his. future usefulness on this 
assignment? Does eat have any ganic problems which 

15°? “have a bearing on his assignment? 
c. Does hé understand . Oobiective of his assignment and 

‘is he making progress in accomplishing it? Does he have 
a 1 

tf 

anv sugeestions to further irprove the program or to 
increase his chance of success in accomplishing 
his mission’ 

7, At the conclusion of the interview, prepare a memorandun - 
from you to the SAC for each undercover Agent in the orifice: 
whether or net interviewed. This memo should be in 
duplicate and should be captioned AAR Ene Woderco Oe 
symbol number, Do not reicr ‘to him by name, use phase 

me Whe Source or the informant." Include in the memo the 

following: ee i 
; Confide ntict 

= 
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‘taken, Under no circumStances are any copies to he made of °s 

Confidential 
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t é 

oa- “2 wa wa vey 

a. The date of the interview and Dy whom, If the 3 
undercover Agent was nov interviewed, so state and & 
the reason ‘s 

be The nature of the Suaeseuess operation in general % 
terms, i.eo, why the onpcration is in effect in the & 
field office and what it is supposed to accomplish z 

c. A brief descrintion of how the undercover activity ws 
operates and the administra*tive controis that are s 
in exfect u 

Gd. Comments regarding the suitabilily of the individual | 
undercover Agent, inciuding any difficulties he is . 
encountering in this assignment : : 

e, Sugerestions the Agent or Inspector might have for — 
improving any aspect of the undercover operation 

£. A Specific recommendation by the Ens spector CONRETNLRE 
(1} Whether the Agent should be continued in 

’ this assignment - 
ge. Comments of SAC should be requested | i 

8. In the event the Inspector feels it is necessary to prepare - 
a memorandum concerning the general operati LOT of Agents undercover 
in a division, a memorandum under a caption using appropriate | 
syubol numbers of the personnel should be utijiazed with coples 
Gesignated for the apyropriecte 184-.files in the field office 
including the 154 control file. "3 

After the SAC puts his addendum on the memo, the original ; 
memo with addendun should be ieft with the SAC for filing in the 
134 file in the field office. Yhe duplicate memo with SAacts 
addendum should be placea in a sealed envelope and sent to & 
Director, Ynspection Division, After review, Lt will 
the Domestic Intelligence Division where Lt wili be 2 
4134 file maintained in that Division .after any necess: 

* 
* 

SR 
Aw 

te 

Lies 
ry 

REWMG ez anept the one copy indicated above. ‘She undercover omernt.on 
and the undercover Agents are not to ke comecnted en in any phate 
in the inspection work papers, write-ups, ox letter, <Apnropriate - 
comments concerning an undercover operation may be ineluded in the_ 
inspection summary prepared for The Dixrector. : 

The fnspector should discuss with Assist tant Director, 
Inspection Division, any problems you aa in this pbase az 
the insp-< ect Lon ; 

£ 
£- 

KF, Funds * 

i. Normally accrued expenses will be claimed Irom confidential 
fund. Blue slip submitted for these expenses must show | 
Agent's symbol number folloved by word (Extremist) and 
his code name 

her es 

2. Symbol number and code nae are available to Veo 
Statistical Section, Confidential Funds, for th 
when blue slips are submitied 
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Receipts will be obtained where practical and Bureau 
authority requested in the event of unusual or out of 
the ordinary expenses are incurred in connection with 
operation 

Per diem accrued.while on this assignment and travel 
expenses incurred in connection with same may be claimed 
on regularly submitted monthly expense voucher. ff 
receipt obtained under assumed identity, SAC, on note 
attached to voucher, wili stipulate no receipts attached 
aque to confidential nature of assignment, adding he 
reviewed receipts and found them to be accurate. If 
applicable, SAC should also stinulete nature of 
assignment preciuded use of GTR 

Safeguards 

dey 

+7 © 

ocld: 32969630 Page 167: 

Bureau property of Agents on these assignments is not 
to be maintained on their person or premises and such 
property should be maintained securely in office of SAC 

a. Where circumstances warrant it in the personal ~- 
judgment of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
assignment while these circumstances exist 

If arrested while on assignment by jtocal authorities and 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-clicnt 
relationship of others involved in such an arrest. To 
withdraw from the attorney-client relationship would 
draw immediate attention and suspicion to the Agent 

Care should be given to arranging the Agent's personal 
finances (paycheck, bonds, etc.) and correspondence 
matters consistent with the Agent’s cover and ina 
manner adequate to insure his safety 

A Stop Index*File entry under Security Activities 
caption has been personally placed with the Assistant 
Director, Computer Systems Division, under symbol munsor 
and assumed name (cover identity) of Agent. If a local 
Jaw enfoxvcement agency mates an inquiry about the Agienc 
under his assumed name, it will bo advised we have no 
information concerning this individual; however, Section 
Chief, Revolutionary Activities Section, will be 
immediately advised and appropriate action taken 

¢ 
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H. Administrative Matters 

hs 

ae 

Monthly Administrative Report 

SAC Letter 70-20 (A), dated 4/14/70, sets forth 
instructions and guidelines as to total number of 
Agents with General Investigative assignments and 
total number of Agents with No Matters Assigned as 
reported on Monthly Administrative Report. Under 
nunber two category Agents on special assignment are 
included. Accordingly, Agents in undercover operations 
are to be included in this category. The Inspector 
or’ Rumbex One Man will handle these individuals on 
inspections. Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part If, 
section S&S, page 20a, requires details supporting 
entries in tnis category on file copy. Concerning 
Agents in this assignment supportive material will 
only be comment, "see 134 (file on Agent)." 

Maintenance of records 

a. To preclude unnecessary exposure of records 
pertaining te these Agents, the Agents shculd be 
assigned to the SAC where practicai 

b., The contacting Agent should satisfy himself the 
undercover Agent iS productively enraged on 
a full time basis and is performing at least 
the minimally reauired (fringe) 108 minutes 
per day overtime daily (it being recognized 
in most instances this is virtually a 24 hour 
per day, seven days a week assignment). These 
observetions are to be included in the weekly 
memorendum (DB, 2, d, supra) submitted by the 
contacting Agent 

c. Necessary data for completion of the time and 
attendance records of the undercover Agent 
should be furnished the SAC's secretary for 
processing : 

ad. Upon review of pertinent 1384 file, specifically 
weekly memorandum of contecting Agent, SAC 
will certify uncercover Agent for fringe unless 
facets do not warrant if 

e. in most instances, practical consideration of 
these assignments will preclude use of #1 
Register and FD-256 (#3 locate card) by 
‘personnel in these assignments 
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The security and well being of personnel involved in 
these special assignments are of paramount interest to 
all parties, FBILHQ, field personnel and the Inspection 
staff 

The above euidelines are intended for guidance and it is 
expected that good judgment in adhering to them will ba 
utilized hearing in mind Item 1 above 

Again bearing in mind Item 1 above, it is expected 
these operations will be handled on a strictiy 
need-to-know basis and under tight security 
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Confidential L «Mr. E. S, Hiller 

airtel 1 - ir, RR. L, Shackelford 
1 —- Hr. T. J. McNiflLr 
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11/24/72 
Tos SiGe Albany (fine.) Philadelphia (Enc.). - 

Boston (inc.) Phoenix (Ene.) - 
Chicazo (Zne.} Portland (inc.) PERSONAL ATTENTION 

st “i Cleveland (ine.} Ste Rouis (€Ene.) ia : 
fi Ae .6” Denver (Enc.) San Diego (inc.) 1 - Hr. F. B. Grictith - 
7 ie a ‘a Petroit Canc.) $an Francisco (fne,)i - Mr. W. N. Preusse _ 
ee a vf Loe Angeles (Ene.) Seattle (Enc.) +: 
iS ate HWilvaukee (Enc.> Springfield (enc.) # 

nthe 
Leta New York (Enc.) Washington Field (inc.) 

} oe 

From: Fox the Acting Director, FBI 
W. Hark Felt 

' 1 

we ate ~~ wot 5 Meaty na sys - AGting Associate Director 
i + 
RAVOLUTZONARY ACTIVITIES «=~ VIOLENCE - 
ES =~ ESYOUIPIONARY ACTIVITIES . 2 

Re Bureau airtel 10/12/72 and its —— "Working Guide “; | 
for Deidization of Undercover Special Agents | id. : 

if ~ i 
+ § ie 

Mnekoased i8 a revised copy of the working guide. Copy -j = 
sent 34/12/72 is to be destroyed and replaced with revised copy. 4 

Your attention is called toe the folicwing changes in the a 
Working wide and skotiid enrefully be reviewed: by vou and approprince : 
SORT AL 2 EGS your Laancnsibilities and administrative 
oroceuures in these uattexss are met securely and unifgoraly. 

Our pPargicuiar attention is called to Item 2b on page &. ‘ 
= RASs pasare that the prover aoe and Cortification is made 
‘spavdire? undercover As one's overcine status. 4. 
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Airtel to Albany, Et Al 
Re; Revolutionary Activitles ~ Violence 

Page 1, Item C 3a 
Page 2, Item c 5& 
Page 2, Item Ph la 
Page 3, Item D 2f 
Page 3, Item D 2¢ 
Page 3, Item D 2h 
Pages 6, 7, Item F all matters 

7 Page 8, Item H 2b 
Page 9, Item x 4 

» 

ny 

+ 

NOTE: = 

Changes in working guide have been previously approved 
by headquarters officiais, 
by teletype and are now being incorporated in working guide. It is 
noted Some of changes are made to clarify queStions raised by field, 

*+ 
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Confidentiot 
WORKING GUIDE YOK ULTLIZATION OF 

UNDERCOVER SPECIAL AGENTS 

A. Predication 

There are presently over 50 men and women fugitives who 

are believed involved in the underground apparatus, over 29 of whon 

are Weatherman affiliated, based on violations of Antiriot Law, 
Federal Bombing and Gun Control statutes, Sabotage and for various | 

local violations where UFAP process has been issued. In addition to . 

these fugitives being in an underground status, there are aiso a 

considerable number of missing Weatherman who are Supporting fugitives 

from their underground status as well as over 200 individuais considered = 

part of surface/support or legal Weatherman apparatus. | : 

There are a number of collectives and communes wherein - A 

Weatherman support individuals reside, There are aiso other collectives | 

and communes the true nature of which has not been fully determined, 

but whose members appear to be aligned with Weatherman and following 

basic Weatherman philosophy. These collectives, communes and related 

individuals must be investigated to determine if they are acting in 

support of Weatherman and are willing and capable of participation in 

violent terroristic revolutionary activity against the existing 

Government structure of the Nation. The above defined groups and 

{ndividuais are suited for targeting by undercover Agents looking toward ¢ 

attaining the following objectives. : 

B,. Objectives 

1. Location and apprehension of Weatherman fugitives 

2. Penetration of Weatherman underground and revolutionary 
collectives or communes which appear to relate to or 
support Weatherman underground apparatus : 

3. Neutralization of Weatherman underground apparatus which 
will lead to stoppage of their terrorist bombings and 
other violent revolutionary activity 

Cy Recommendations for Use of Agent - 
in These Assignments =e e 

1. Must have -personal recommendation of SAC that Agent. is . 

physicaliy and pereneteetenis7 qualified 3 for such an .¥ 

assignment 
~ Classified by 7 7 +2 a 

2. Must have specific target for penetration Excmpt from GOS, Category 

Date of Declassilication i Hersh a 

3. Must have suitable cover identity WrUp 2k Fist | 

a. Assuned identity should include dccumentation such 13 bo ° 

certisxicate, sopial security card, Grait card or disca°. 

PAPeys s ax iverits iconic : explo née Bact eon 2c. 

not be that o¢ a real izving peses.ig A duoc exliies a eo 

in 3, police department may be utilized , 2 <)° is 
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b. Cover identity, if necessary,’ would include 
rental of or ownership of suitable automobile, 
van or camper 

c. Cover identity, if necessary, would include rental 
of suitable apartment or "pad" in appropriate 
neighborhood 

4. Agent must be assigned code name which will be 
utilized when necessary in contacts with handling Agent 

S. Initial communication recommending Agent for particular 
assignment will be carried under newly assigned symbol 
number followed by letter S and word (Extremist) and 
Submitted in coded teletype. This communication will not 
set forth Agent's true name, but his commission card number 

6. Review of recommendation will be made at FBIHQ by 
appropriate supervisor and recommendation by Revolutionary 
Activities Section submitted in a memorandum for approval 

- 

D,. Security : 

1. At FBIHO } 

ae Assignment of symbcl numbers which will be utilized 
in all communications, Commission card number will only 
be set out in body of initial coded teletype to FBIHQ 
under symbol number caption 

b. 184 informant file will be cpened on each Agent 
approved | 

ce. A 134 control file will be maintained which contains 
this document and other general instructions which 
apply to undercover operations 

qd. These 134 files will be maintained in locked bar 
cabinet in Revolutionary Activities Section 

e. Teletype Room will place Route in Envelope on all 
incoming teletypes which carry symbol number in caption 

f. Route In Envelope will be placed on all communications 
concerning Agent in this assignment even though 
Symbol number caption is used 

g. Memorandum under Agent's name will be prepared for his 
personnel file noting he is on special assignment and any 
information concerning this assignment is maintained in 
13 4~ e section Chief, Revolutionary Activities 
Section is to be called for such information 

he A Caution will be placed with movement unit and payroll 
records that any inquiries received concerning any Agent 
is an undercover assignment will be referred to Section 
Chief, Revolutionary Activities Section 
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Field Confidentic 

A 134 file on undercover Agent is to be maintained in 
secure condition under control of appropriate supervisor 
A 134 control file will be maintained which contains 
this document and other general instructions which apply 
to undercover operations 
Information concerning Agent's assignment is to be 
made availabie on a need-to-know basis only 
Hach undercover Agent is to have a handling Agent 
who will receive pertinent information from him 
telephonically or in person, if necessary. This 
information should be recorded in the 134 file in 
accordance with existing instructions for recording 
information from informants. FD-302 should be utilized 
where appropriate 
Handling Agent should personaily contact: the undercover 
Agent, preferably weekly, to assess his progress toward 
stated target and prepare memorandum for 134 file de- 
scribing performance and progress of undercover Agent 
The weekly assessment of the contacting Agent should be 
reviewed by the SAC and utilized in prenaration of.a | 
monthly teletype to the Bureau under appropriate symbol 
number caption. This teletype is to be submitted by the 
15th of each month and is to include target of Agent, 
progress made to effect penetration of target and prognesis 
for future penetration. Pertinent data obtained from Agent 
is to be summarized and an assessment made by SAC of 
Agent's performance, progress and continued use is to be 
noted, A comment is also to be made by SAC of Agent's 
continued motivation and attitude and does he have any 
personal probiems which may affect his assignment 
SAC, or in his extended absence ASAC, at frequent intervals 
not in any instance to exceed 60 days, should arrange to 
personally meet with the undercover Agent, away from the 
office and under secure conditions, to personally assess 
the mental and physical welfare and condition of the 
Agent. The field official should coordinate closely with 
contacting Agent and satisfy himself the undercover 
Agent's productivity, motivation, attitude and directicn 
are consistent with the Bureau's interests and within t..: 
objectives of that office in recommending utilization of - 
the Agent in this assignment. The SAC, or ASAC, shoulda 
record this contact in the field 134 file | 
The requirement for annual physical examinations should he 
adhered to by Agents on special assignments where possible, . 
In the event a situation exists where making the Agent 
available for a physical examination would Compromis » oY 
cover or jeopardize his security or welfare, auvise bo... * 
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under symbol number with recommendation:as to when this 
examination can be conducted, 

It is highly desirable that examination be performed at a= 
government facility, however, if reasonable security not - 
possible consideration can be given to utilizing facility 
of adjacent field office where such security is available. 
Secure physical examirations can be arranged through 
Administrative Division, FBIHQ at Washington, D.C., 
facilities and this alternative should be considered within 
practical limits of time and cost of travel involved. As 
a last resort, where SAC feels security considerations 
warrant it, a reliable office private medical contact may 
be considered. Any planned deviation from use of normal 
government facilities is to be furnished FBIHQ under symbol 
number caption with full supportive facts for approval © 

E. Inspection Matters 

The Inspector is to personally handle this phase of 
inspections (or if absolutely essential the Number One Man). There 

‘should be no discussion among the Inspection Staff of these matters. 
After an inspection begins, the Inspector will receive from the 
office of the Assistant Director, Inspection Division, a write -up 
identifying the undercover operations in existence in the office. 
Early in the inspection the following should be done: 

1 

Zo 

3 6 

Review the undercover Agent's 134 file in the field 

Review pertinent substantive files that show results of 
the undercover operation 

Discuss with the SAC what administrative devices are in 
existence, This includes any written instructions to the 
undercover Agents, the method used by the office in 
contacting the Agent and the method used by the Agent in 
contacting the office. Also, review reports or other 
comuunications submitted by the undercover Agent which 
account for his activities and whereabouts 

Review the security procedures in effect in the office to 
assure that all logical precautions are being taken. 
Determine the reasonableness of the cover being used 
by the Agent and steps taken to document his cover story. 
Check for conformity to the general guidelines contained in 
the other sections of this working guide 

interview the undercover Agent. The SAC should be requested 
to arrange for the time and place of the meeting so that it 
Will be afforded maximum security and introduce the 
Inspector to the Agent. It is realized that there may be 
rare instances when it will not be feasible to interview 
an song gh tg Agent during an inspection, This could 
occuxy if the individual was involved in a highly active 
Situation and security of the operation could be jeopardized 
ii the undercover Agent broke away in order to meet the 
Inspector. Undercover Arents should not be called in 
arom annual eave for a routine interview 
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Confidential 

6. During the interview probe for potential trouble areas, _ 
as well as examine the overall value of the operation. ~ 
Your interview should include but not BEC Sn one ey. be 
limited to the following points: 

a, is the Agent satisfied with his assignment? - 
b. Is he encountering any personal difficulties which 

: could affect his future usefuiness on this 
assignment? Does he have any family problems which 
have a bearing on his assignment? 

GC. Does he understand the objective of his assignment and 
is he making progress in accomplishing it? Does he have 
any suggestions to further improve the program or to 
increase his chance of success in accomplishing 
his mission? 
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7. At the conclusion of the interview, prepare a memorandum 

from you to the SAC for each undercover Agent in the office 
whether or not interviewed. This memo should be in 
duplicate and Should be captioned with the undercover Agent's 
Symbol number. Do not refer to him Dy name, use phrase 
Wehe Source’ or the informant." Include in the memo the 
following: 

Lis aver * : += 

. 2 

ae The date of the interview and by whom. If the 
undercover Agent was not interviewed, so state and 
the reason 

be. The nature of the undercover operation in general 
terms, i.e., why the operation is in effect in the 
field office and what it is supposed to accomplish 

: ec, A brief description of howthe undercover activity 
- operates and the administrative controls that are : 
+ in effect : 

d, Comments regarding the suitability of the individual 
undercover Agent, including any difficulties he is 
encountering in this assignment 

e, Suggestions the Agent or Inspector might have for 
improving, any aSpect of the undercover operation 

ff. <A specific recomiendation. by the Inspector concerning 
_ Whether the Agent Should be continued in 

: ' this assignment 
' g, Comments of SAC should be requested 

‘i 8. In the event the Inspector feels it is necessary to prepare 
a memorandum concerning the general eperation of Agents undercover 

Sa: tb 

| sigilaloltineginie vs ouyaptian 

in a division, a memorandum under a caption using appropriate 
Symbol numbers of the personnel shoulda be utilized with copies 
designated for the appropriate 134 files in the field office 
including the 1384 control file. 
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After the SAC puts his addendum on the memo, the original 
memo with addendum should be left with the SAC for filing in the 
134 file maintained in that Division after any necessary action is 
taken. Under no circumstances are any copies to be made of this. 
memo except the one copy indicated above. The undercover opération 
and the undercover Agents are not to be commented on in any place 
in the inspection work papers, write-ups, or letter. Appropriate 
comments concerning an undercover operation may be included in the 
inspection summary prepared for The Director. 

T The Inspector should discuss with Assistant Director, 
Inspection Division, any problems you encounter in this phase of 
the inspection, 

F,. Funds 

1. Normally accrued expenses by undercover Agents will be claimed 
from Confidential Fund. Bive slip submitted for expense 
will show symbol number followed by designation (Extremist) 
and code name. Blue slip, consistent with security and where 
no receipt under Agent's assumed name is Sent, will contain 
breakdown generally itemizing manner in which such expenses 
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| ’ were incurred. At no time should names of targets be mentioned 
in itemization. 

2. Receipts will be obtained under assumed name where practical. 
Bureau authority is to be requested for unusual or out of the 

< ordinary expenses incurred in connection with these assignments 

3.. Per diem accrued while on this assignment and travel 
expenses incurred in connection with same may be claimed 
on regularly submitted monthly expense voucher, If — 
receipt obtained under assumed identity, SAC, on note 
attached to voucher, will stipulate no receipts attached 
due to confidential nature of assignment, adding he 
reviewed receipts and found them to be accurate. if 
applicable, SAC should also stipulate nature of 
assignment precluded use of GTR 

4, Symbol number and code name are available to Data 
processing Section, Confidential Funds, for their use 
when blue slips are submitted ae 

5. When an undercover Agent incurs regularly anticipated 
expenses in connection with a special assignment such as rent, 
utilities for an apartaent and/or vehicle expenses, SAC is 
authorized to advance funds from the Confidential Fund to 
cover such expenses, Specifically, when these expenses are 
due for payment, the contacting Agent, prior to next prearranged 
contact, anor withdraw necessary amount from Confidential Fund 

Contia ential 
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Confidential 

and give same to undercover Agent. Receipts for payments 
will be given contacting Agent at time.of next contact who 
will have them properly recorded in Confidential Fund records, 
See item F 1 on handling if no receipts obtained, 

SAC is to insure that requested advance is justified and 
sufficient to colncide with particular needs of each undercover 
Agent. it must be realized these undercover operations do 
not enjoy unlimited financial backing, Expenditures 
concerning each operation must be logical and completely 
justified and will receive close Supervision at FBIHQ consistent 
with overall needs of the-Grreen. 

When Agents areutilized on special assignments, it is frequently 
necessary to obtain a Suitable vehicle to facilitate their 
movement among targeted groups and make their cover more 
attractive to those targeted. 

To insure adequate cover for personnel involved, the vehicle 
should be registered in cover identity as would be done 
under normal circumstances, Insure adequate insurance is 
obtained under cover identity to protect cover and personnel 
involved. The cost should be handled the same as other routine 

expenses incurred in these operations. 

From a liability viewpoint, vehicies operated in this manner 
are in fact Government vehicles and being operated on official 
business by a Government employee. Government liability would 
surface, for example, in the event liability on part of Agent 
in an at fault accident was in excess of that provided by 
insurance carried, FBIHQ must be advised of full details 

“where any insurance claims are encountered involving a cover 
identity 

Safeguards 

Bureau property of Agents on these assignments is not to 
be maintained on their person or premises and such property 
should be maintajnced securely in office of SAC 

ae Where circumstances warrant Lt in the personal 
judgement of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
assignment while these circumstances exist 

Ef arrested while on assignment by local authorities and 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-client 
relationship of others invelived in such an arrest. To 
withdraw from the attorney-client relationship would 
draw immediate attention and suspicion to the Agent 
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e Confidentiat | e 
3, Care should be given to arranging the Agent's personal 

finances (paycheck, bonds, etc.) and correspondence 
matters consistent with the Agent's cover and in ao Se 
manner adequate to insure his safety. | 

: 
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4. A Stop Index File entry under Security Activities 
caption has been personally placed with the Assistant 
Director, Computer Systems Division, under symbol number 
and assumecé name {cover identity) of Agent. If a local 
law enforcement agency makes an inquiry about the Agent 
under his assumed name, it will be advised we have no 
information concerning this individual; however, Section 
Chief, Revolutionary Activities Section, will be 
immediately advised and appropriate action taken 

Administrative Matters 

1. Honthly Administrative Report 

' * a1% + 

typo * ou exc. * : ae 3 ce raeate Mea Nap ed int eases po 

SAC Letter 70-20 (A), dated 4/14/70, sets forth 
instructions and guidelines as to total number of 
Agents with Generali Envestigative assignments and 
total number of Agents with No Matters Assigned as 
reported on Monthiy Administrative Report. Under 
number two category Agents on Special assignment are 
included. Accordingly, Agents in undercover operations 
are to be included in this category. The Inspector 
or Number One Man wiil handle these individuals on 
inspections. Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, 
Section 3, page 20a, requires details supporting 
entries in this category on file copy. Concerning 
Agents in this assignment supportive material will 
only be comment, “see 134 (file on Agent)" 
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2. Maintenance of records 
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a, Jo preclude unnecessary exposure of records 
pertaining to these Agents, the Agents shouid be 
assigned to the SAC where practical 

b. The contacting Agent Should satisfy himself the 
undercover Agent is productively engaged on 
a Luli time basis and is performing at least 
the minimally required (fringe) 109 minutes 
per day overtime daily (it being recognized 
in most instances this is virtually a 24 hour 
per day, seven days a week assignment). On the form 
FD-329 (overtime card) there should be posted in a normal 
working pattern sufficient overtime that the card for 
a given month vill average out to 109 minutes per 
day or higher. in this regard, insure the average 
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Confidentiat 
achieved is compatible with other Agents on regular _ 
investigative matters so that overtime of undercover. 
Agent is not highlighted and appears as an exception. 
These observations are to be inciuded in the weekly 
memorandum (D, 2, d, supra) submitted by the 
contacting Agent. 

ce. Necessary data for completion of the time and 
attendance records of the undercover Agent 
should be furnished the SAC‘'s secretary for 
processing 

dad. Upon review of pertinent 134 file, specifically 
weekly memoranda of contacting Agent, SAC 
will certify undercover Agent for fringe unless 
facts do not warrant it. 

e. In most instances, practical consideration of 
these assignments will preciude use of #1 
Register and FD-256 (#3 locate card) by 
personnel in these assignments 

I, General Comments 

JL. 

4. 

The security and well being of personnel involved in 
these special assignments are of paramount interest to 
all parties, FBIHQ, field personnel and the Inspection 
Staff 

The above guidelines are intended for guidance and it is 
expected that good judgement in adhering to them will be 
utilized bearing in mind Ztem-1 above 

Again bearing in mind Item 1 above, it is expected 
these operations will be handled on a strictly 
need=to-know basis and under tight security 

Im connection with undercover assignment, Agent is to 
be on Ieokout for individuals who may possess characteristics 
that would make them approachable for interview under Special 
Target Informant Development (SPECTAR) Program. If positive. 
information is received in this regard it should be furnished 
to Agents specifically assigned this program who wiil handle 
interview where warranted. 
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‘f 4° UNITED STATES QERNMENT 

~ Memorandum 

TO ‘Mr. &. S. Miller mA 

oO . 
ion -R. LL. Shackelforalv” 

Co 
SUBJECT: REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 

INFORMANT PROGRAM (EXTREMIST) 
INTERNAL SECURITY 

SYNOPSIS; 
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Instructions concerning handling of Special Agents 
acting in an undercover capacity for the purpose of locating 
and apprehending Weatherman fugitives and penetrating the 
Weatherman underground are set forth in a "Working Guide for 
Utilization of Undercover Special Agents" (Working Guide). 
The Working Guide, largely administrative in nature, should 
be updated to incorporate administrative instructions previously 
furnished interested offices by separate communications sincd | 
overall Working Guide was last completely updated and furnished 
the field 11/24/72. A new section should be added to the 
Working Guide covering operational aspects of this program; 
namely, that targeting or retargeting of undercover Agents 
requires Headquarters authorization, that undercover Agents 
must operate independently of one another, and should not be 
utilized in routine surveillance operations or operationally 
involved with conventionally attired Special Agent personnel. 
Exceptions to the foregoing only with Headquarters authority. 
Attached for approval are revised and additional pages of the 
Working Guide with changes and additions underlined. Caption 
of program also being changed to above from more general . -. 
caption previously used, 

| REC-35 
ACTION: 

If approved, copies of revised and additionalian names 

(3 Y- +272] — pe wh 
pages will be furniShed pertinent field offices by separate 
communication, 
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Memorandum to Mr. E.S. Miller 
Re: Revolutionary Activities: (WP ts a 

Informant Program (Extremist) oF Seta ee aye 

BACKGROUND: 

To insure our sensitive operations involving under- 
cover Agents are afforded maximum security at FBI Headquarters 
and the field, memorandum dated 9/6/72 captioned "Revolutionary 
Activities ~ Violence; Internal Security - Revolutionary 
Activities," approved by then Acting Director L, P. Gray III, 
authorized furnishing selected SACs, who may be involved in 
these operations, with "Working Guide for Utilization of 
Undercover Special Agents," hereafter referred to as Working 
Guide, 

The Working Guide sets forth objectives of 
captioned program and enumerates guidelines (mostly administra- 
tive in nature) regarding thé operation of this program which 
has been in effect for slightly over one year. During this 
period a number of additional instructions concerning 
administrative aspects of this program have been furnished 
interested offices by separate communications, 

A careful review of the substantive aspects of this 
program for the past year has disclosed a need to bring to 
the attention of involved SACs certain operational instructions 
concerning utilization of undercover Agents. These instructions 
are believed necessary based upon our investigative experience 
Since the inception of this program, to insure that certain 
practices, not in the best interests of the FBI, are avoided. 
Apropos of the foregoing the following instructions are set 
forth: 

1. Headquarters authority is required for targeting 
or retargeting of undercover Agents. 

SACs* have been given considerable latitude in 
selecting targets for undercover Agents which 
targets must then be submitted to Headquarters 
for approval. Inasmuch aS undercover Agent 
targeting goes to the heart of this progran, 
close Headquarters supervision is essential to 
insure utilization of this technique is 
restricted to the purposes for which this pro- 
eram was established; namely, to locate and 
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Memorandum to Mr. B.S. Miller ys 

Re: 
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Revolutionary Activities a ee 
i Informant Program (Extremist) 2 

= me 

apprehend Weatherman fugitives and to penetrate 
the Weatherman underground apparatus. It is 
essential, therefore, that Headquarters approval 
be obtained for target selection and no change 
in such target be made without prior Headquarters 
approval. 

¥ 

* a 

eet 

Undercover Agents are not to be utilized } 
in routine surveillance operations. 

It is a recognized fact that revolutionaries 
are extremely conscious of the surveillance 
technique and would go to considerable lengths 
to expose «.a.- Surveillance. To assure maximum 
protection for this program, it is essential 
that undercover sources, established after a 
considerable investment of time, money, and 
effort, not be utilized for routine physical 
surveillance operations which are properly 
the responsibility of regularly assigned 
personnel. Participating SACs must be made 
aware that despite the excellent cover these 
undercover Agents provide for physical surveil- 
lance operations, such utilization could lead | 
to exposure of this technique or compromise of 
an individual undercover Agent and, therefore, | 
is not authorized, 
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Undercover Agents must operate independently 
of one another. 

It must be anticipated that in the event one of 
our undercover Agents is compromised, considerable 
effort will be expended by certain segments of 
the news media, revolutionary activists, New Left 
attorneys, and others of similar persuasion, to 
determine whether additional FBI undercover 
personnel are engaged in the same operation as 
the compromised undercover Agent and, if sc, can 
the related FBI personnel be uncovered, fit is 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller in 
Re; Revolutionary Activities a ae 

! Informant Program (Extremist) 

| | essential, therefore, should one of our under- 
i cover Agents be compromised, that the damage be 

confined to that one situation and there be no 
way of linking the compromised undercover Agent 
with other undercover operations. To insure this 

: situation does not occur, our undercover Agents 
must operate independently of one ancther. 

4. Undercover Agents are not to be utilized in 
conjunction with conventionally attired Special 

! Agent personnel. 
| Pt gen SNE Ep 

| Utilization of undercover Agents in conjunction 
with conventionally attired Special Agent 
personnel greatly increases the possibility 
the undercover Agent will be identified as a 
law enforcement operative and thereby be 
compromised, This, of course, does not preclude 
contact of an undercover Agent with his 
handling Agent made under completely secure 
conditions. 

It is acknowledged concerning the above that a par- 
ticularly exigent situation may dictate the utilization of an 

undercover Agent or Agents in contradiction to the above 
instructions. In such instances attempts must be made to 
obtain prior Headquarters approval, telephonically if necessary. 
Should circumstances preciude obtaining Headquarters authority, 
however, approval to utilize undercover Agents contrary to 
the above instructions must be ohtained from the SAC (or in his 
absence, from his designated representative) and Headauarters 
advised immediately thereafter with complete justification set 
forth concerning the action taken, 

As noted supra, additional administrative instructions 
have been furnished interested offices by separate communications 
Since the last complete updating of the Working Guide BG ae 
believea these instructions should now be incorpora ated into wt. 
appropriate section of the Working Guide. It is also deemed 
necessary at this time to add a new "Operational Guidelines" 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S, Miller. -~ ¥ 4 

Revolutionary Activities 
Informant Program (Extremist) 

Re: 

section to the Working Guide consisting of the investigative’ 
instructions enumerated above. Attached for approval are 
revised pages 2, 7, 8, and 9 and additional pages 10 and il 
of the Working Guide with changes and additions underlined. 

In addition to the foregoing, in order to facilitate 
isolation of all material related to this overall program in 
one separate secure control file, and to eliminate the burden 
of insuring that communications concerning this matter are not 
inadvertently filed with routine mail utilizing the original, 
more general caption "Revolutionary Activities -—- Violence; 
Internal Security," -»communications relating to this overall 
program will henceforth contain the above-indicated caption 
and Headquarters file number 134-23721. 

ACTION: 

If approved, copies of revised and additional 
pages will be furnished pertinent field offices by 
separate communication. 
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» . WORKING GUEDE FOR UTILIZATION OF 
UNDERCOVER § SPECTAT AGENTS 

a cg A a eo 
a 

Predieeretiaon 

There are presentiy over 50 men and women fugitives who 
are believed involved in the underground ap Dare tees over 38 of whor 
axe Weatherwan aifiliated, based on violations of Antiriot Lav, 
Fegeral Borhinge and Gun Control eee eee sabotare anid fer yarkhous 
Local viclations where UFAP process Bas been issued, En addition te 
these fugitives being im an underground status, vhere are also a 
considgerable mumnber of missing shee gig YRO are Supyworting tuchtives 

. ‘Evom theiv undergreauml status ad welkh as ovexs BGG indayviduals coxusicered 
part of surface/supnpoxrt or legal | jeatherman spyeratus. 

aft 

4 

There are a number of collectives and comaunes wherein 
Weatherman support andividuals reside, There ave alsa athery ecllectives 

a . @nd communes the true nature of which kas net been Luily deterisined, 
but whose members appear to be alioned with Weathermen and LOLLOWIRE 
basic Weatherman p : 
individunis must be invest virated &O Getermine if they are ACTAEE Lis 
Support at Wentherman ELON 
Violent terroris 
Government structure of the Ne 

Loscphy. hese collectives, cemmunes and related Se frm pt 
- 

2 and are will a and Gapabie of participa 
tic revolutionary activity ageinst the existing 

ion, The above Gefined grouns and 
LNG? veccete ave suited Tor targeting by undercover Agents Lcoking tewsre 
attain LBS x tne following cbiectives. : 

B * O55 es <4 ive es 
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i.e kocation and apprehension of Weatherman fugitives 

2. Penstratioa of Weatherhan underground and revetuz 
£ r ich appear to relate 3 OF 

Support Feathnerman unucerground apparatus 

3. Neutcaiization of Weatherman underground apparatus which 
wilt lead to stonpnage of their terrorist bambings and 
Gthex violent revolutionary activit 

Regornmendations for Uge of Agent 
a0 JTuese AsSicnuwents 

ke Must Rave neorsonal rocemmen 
phy isleally ald psycholagcics 
2SSipnment 

CG th : 
t: 

8 war Such on 

2. ust have specific target for penetration 

3. Hust have suitable cover identity 

a. Assumed identity should include documentation such as birth 

sotiaqk security cara, raft ¢ard ox aera 

license, euployment background and sik ; 
SeaL Living person, “A faked cr iminol penne 

°° # * 

certizrtzeate, s 
papers, driver! 
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b. Cover identity, if necessary, would include 
. rental of or ownership or suitable automobile, “& 
. van or camper oF 

ec. Cover identity, if necessary, would include rental fe 
' of suitable apartment or "pad" in appropriate a 
; neighborhood. 2 

+ 
; 4. Agent must be assigned code name which will be | 

utilized when necessary in contacts with handling Agent 

i 

vo 
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{ S. Initial communication recommending Agent for particular . 

asSignment will be carried under newly assigned symbol 
number followed by letter S and word (£xtremist) and 
submitted in coded teletype. This communication will not 
set forth Agent's true name, but his commission card number 
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i 6. Review of recommendation will be made at FBIHQ by 
appropriate supervisor and recommendation by IS-2 
section submitted in a memorandum for approval 
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1. At FBIHQ 

= a. AsSignment of symbol numbers which will be utilized 
fb in all communications. Commission card number will only 

be set out in body of initial coded teletype to FBIHOG 
under symbol number caption 

b. 134 informant file will be opened on each Agent 
approved 

a ec. A 134 control file will be maintained which contains 
this document and other general instructions which 
apply to undercover operations 

d. These 134 files will be maintained in. locked bar : 
cabinet in IS-2 Section : 

e. Teletype Room will place Route in Envelope on all 
incoming teletypes which carry symbol number in Caption 

; £. Route in fnvelope will be placed on all communications 
concerning Agent in this assignment even though 

: symbol number caption is used 
g¢, Memorandum under Agent's name will be prepared for his 

personnel file noting he is on special assigniment and any 
information concerning this assignment is maintained in 
13 4- » section Chief, IS-2 Section is to be called 

i for such information 
h. A caution will bo placed with moveiient unit and pay ee 

records that any inquiries received concerning any a 
in an undercover assignment will be voferred to Sectio: 

. Chief, IS-2 Section 
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2. In Field 
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A 134 file on undercover Agent is to be maintained in 
secure condition under control of appropriate superviscr 
A 134 control file will be maintained which contains 

_.-—-~this document and other general instructions which apply 
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to undercover cperations 
Information concerning Agent's assignment is to be 
made available on a need-to-know basis only 
Each undercover Agent is to have a RKhandling Agent 
who will receive pertinent information from him 
telephonically or in person, if necessary, This 
Information should be recorded in the 134 fite in 
accordance with existing instructions for recording 
information from informants, FD-302 should be utilized - 
where appropriate 
Handling Agent should personally contact the undercover 
Agent, preferably weekly, to assess Kis progress tovard 
Stated target and prepare memorandum for 184 file de- 
scribing performance and progress of undercover Agent 
fhe weekly assessment of the contacting Agent sShouid be 
reviewed by the SAC and utilized in prenaration of 2 
monthly teletype te the Bureau under appropriate symbol 
number caption. This teletype is to be submitted by the 
15th of each manth and is to inelude tarpet of Agent, 
progress made to effect penetration of target and prognosis 
for future penetration. Pertinent data ebtained from Agence 
is to be summarized and an assessment made by SAC of 
Agent's performance, progress and continued use is to be 
noted. A comment is also to be made by SAC of Agent's 
continued motivetion and attitude and does he have any 
personal problems which may affest his assignment 
SAC, oy in his extended absence ASAC, at frequent interva.o 
not in any instance to exceed 60 days, should arrange to 
personally meet with the undercover Agent, away from the 
office and under secure conditichs, to personally assess 
the mental and physical welfare and condition or tne 
Agent. The tield official should coordinate closely with 
contacting Ament and satisfy himself the undexcover 
Agent's prodmactivity, motivation, attiatuce and direcinsa 
are consistent with the Bureau's interests and within tke 
objectives of that office in recommending utilization of 
the Agent im this assignment. The SAC, or SSAC, should 
record this contact in the field 134 file 
The reauirement for annual physical examinations should be 
adhered to by Agents on special assignments where pessipl 
In the event a Situation exists where making the sArenc 
2Valicbie zor & physical enruibation wovad comprowhe 22:75 
cover or jeopardize his security or welfare, advise Yu 
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oe ~ CONTD ENT AL 
under symbol number with Recah. A nen this 
examination can be conducted, 

é 

” 

It is highly desirable that examination be performed at a 
government facility, however, if reasonable security noz 
possible consideration can be given to utilizing facility 
of adjacent field office where such security is availabe. 
-pecure physical examimtions can be arranged through 
Administrative Division, FBIHQ at Washington, D.C., 
facilities and this alternative should be considered within 
practical limits of time and cost of travel invoived. As 
aljlast resort, where SAC feels security considerations 
warrant it, a reiia ey office private medical contact may 
be conside red, ~ Any planned deviation from use of normal 
LOVECUuMe ne pact eeies is to be furnished PBINQ under symbol 
humber caption with full supportive facts Lor approval: 

EZ, Tnspection"Natters 

The Inspector is to personally handle this phase ox 
inspections {or if absolutely essent ial the Number One Han). There 
Should be no discussion among the Inspection Staii of these MACLELS « 
‘After an inspection begins, the aie Will receive from the 
office of the Assistant Director, Inspection Division, a write-up 
identirying the undercover overations in existence in the office. 
Early in the inspection the following Should be done; 

Ll. Review the undercover Agent's 134 file in the field 

2e Review pertinent substantive files that show results of 
the undercover operation 

3e Discuss with the SAC what administrative devices are in 
existence. This includes any written instructions to the 
undercover Agents, the method usec by the office in 
contacting the Agent and the method used by the Agent in 
contacting the office Also, review reports or other 
communications submi tted by the underecrer Agent which 
account for his activities and whereabouts 

4, Review the security vrocedures in effect in the office to 
assure that ail losical precautions are being taken. 
Determine the reasonableness of the cover being used 
by the Agent and»ysteps taken to document his cover STOrY 
Check for conformity to the general guidelines contained in 
the other Pe cie none of this working ouide 

5. Interview the iid senewes AGED Te. The SAC should be reauested 
to arrange for the time and wiace of the meeting so that it 
Will be afforded maximim Security and introduce the 
inspector to the Agent. It is realized that thexe may be 
rare instances when it will not be feasible to interview 
an tundercover Agent during an inspecticn. This could 
occur if the incividual vas involved it a highly ective 
Situation und security of the operation could be joopardised 
3£ the undercover Avent broke a way in order to meet the 

. .dnspector, Wndercover Agents should net be called in 
. «xom annual leave for a routine interview 
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6. During the interview prohe for potential trouble areas, 
as well aS examine the overall value of the operation, 
Your intervicw Skouid include but not necessarily be 
limited to the following points: 

~% 
t 

"he 1 

~~ ts the Agent Satisfied with his assignment? 
b. Is he encountering anv personal difzicuities which 

could affect his future usefulness on this 
assignment? Does he have any family problems which 
have a hearing on his assignment? 

Cc. oes he understand the objective of his assignment and 
--LS -he-making progress in eccomplishinge it?’ Does he have 

any Suggestions to Yurther improve the program or to 
increase his chance of success in accomplishing 
his mission? 

7. At the conclusiacn-of the interview, prepare a menorandum 3 
from you to the SAC for each undercover Agent in the office 5, 
whether or not intervieved. This memo should be in E 
G@uplicate and should be captioned with the undercover Agent's E 
symbol number. Do not reer to hin by mame, uSe phrase & 
WERe source’or thetinformant." iInelude in the memo the 

following: . 

Le YF 30 

ro adhe hes ae The date of the interview and by whom. [If the 
undercover Agent was not interviewed, SO State and 
the reason 

be Yhe nature of the undercover operation in general 
: terms, Lo@e, why the operation is in extfect in the 

field office and what it is supposed to accomplish 
Ce. A brief description of howthe undercover activity 

operates and the administrative controls that are 
in effect 

ad. Comments regarding the suitability of the individual 
undercover Agent, including any difficulties he is 

| encountering in this assignment 
| e, Suggestions the Agent or Inspector might have Lor 

improving any aspect of the undercover operation 
f. A specific recommenda tion by the Inspector concerning 

_ ” Whether the Agent should be continued in 
~ «this assignment 

¢, Comments of SAC should pe requested 

an rn ge 

S&. En the event the Inspector feels it is hevessary to prepare 
a menarandunm tonternins the general operation of Arents undercover 
in a Givi aLOv, 2 memorandum under a caption reemen eporopraiate 
symbot tmnuggess of the po ee should Be uliiiecd with copics 
designated for the appropriate 154 files in the “Bie d office 
Incivdispr the 3364 Gonirel file. 

Lg 
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After the SAC puts his addendum on the memo, the original 
.memo with addendum should be left with the SAC for filing in.the 
134 file maintained in that Division after any necessary action is_ 
taken. Under no circumstances are any copies to be made of this 
memo except the one copy indicated above. The undercover operation 
and the undercover Agents are not to be commented on in any place. 
in the inspection work papers, write-ups, or letter. Appropriate 
comments concerning an undercover operation may be included in the 
inspection summary prepared for The Director. 

3 The Inspector should discuss with Assistant Director, 
inspection Division, any problems you encounter in this phase of 
the inspection, 

EF. Funds 

XZ. Normally accrued expenses by undercover Agents will be claimed 
from Confidential Fund. Blue slip submitted for expense 
will show symbol number followed by designation (Extremist) 
and code name, Biuve slip, consistent with security and where 

: no receipt -under 4gent's assumed name is sent, will contain 
breakdown generally itemizing manner in which such expenses 

3 . were incurred. At no time should names of targets be mentioned 
: in itemization. 

2, Receipts will be obtained under assumed name where practical. 
Bureau authority is to be requested for unusual or out of the 
ordinary expenses incurred in connection with these assignments 

3, Per diem accrued while on this assignment and travel 
expenses incurred in connection with same may be claimed 
on regularly submitted monthly expense voucher. If 
receipt obtained under assumed identity, SAC, on note 
attached to voucner, will stipulate no receipts attached 
due to confidential nature of assignment, adding he 
reviewed receipts and found them to be accurate, [2 
applicable, SAC should also stipulate nature of 
assignment precluded use of GTR 

4, Symbol number and code name are available to Data 
_ Process ing Section, Confidential Funds, for their use. 
when blue slips ‘are submitted 

oO. When an undercover Agent incurs reguiariy anticipated 
expenses in connection with a Special assignment such as rent, 
utilities for an apartment and/or vehicle expenses, SAC is 
authorized to advance funds from the Confidential ee to 
cover such expenses, Specizically, when these expenses ave 
aque for payment, the contacting Agent, vrior to next perce 

u contact, Should withdraw necessary amount from Contidenhas. ? 
t. 
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and give same to undercover Agent. Receipts for payments 
will be given contacting Agent at time of next contact who 
will have them properly recorded in Confidential Fund records. 
See item F 1 on handling if no receipts obtained, 

SAC is to insure that requested advance is justified and 
sufficient to coincide with particular needs of each undercover 
Agent. It must be realized these undercover opera teene do 
not enjoy unlimited financial backing. Expenditures 
concerning eacn operation must be logical and comploesily 
justified and will receive close supervision at FBIHQ consistent : 
with overall needs of the Bureau. Headquarters teletype ot 
12/19/72 should be cited on FD-37 as authority for expenditures 
in these matters. Instructions set forth in Headquarters 
airtel to all offices 8/14/72 captioned "Authority to Approve 
Limited Expenditures for Investigative Operations" ao not 

* clapply'in these matters. 

6. When Agents are utilized on special assignments, it is frequently 
necessary to obtain a suitable vehicle to facilitate their 
movement among targeted groups and make their cover more 
attractive to those targeted, 

sea 

To insure adequate cover for personnel: involved, the vehicle i 
should be registered in cover identity as would be done ~ 
under normal circumstances. Insure adequate insurance is - 
obtained under cover identity to protect cover and personnel 
involved. The cost should be handied the same as other 
routine expenses incurred in these operations. 

From a liability viewpoint, venicles operated in this manner 
are in’ fact Government vehicles and being operated on official 
business by a Government employee. Government liability woula 
surface, for example, in the event liability on part of Agent 
in an at fault accident was in excess of that provided by 
insurance carried. FBIHQ must be advised of full details 
where any insurance claims are encountered involving a cover 
identity. 

When an Agent leaves undercover assignment it sometimes will 
bo necessary fer an office to sell the vehicle used by nin 
in this assignment for security reasons. Since this vehicle 
is not vart of the office complement and was purchased 
through the Confidential Fund any procesds from the sale of 
the vehicle Should be applied back to the Confidential Funa, 

A check for the pEocee eds from the sale should ba submitted 

to Headquarters and made payable to Treasurer of the United 

States. This check should be a cashiers check and not a 
chock fron tho offics Confidgantial Fund, 

ec PP ae CON 
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7. 

® CONFIDENT#A 
In connection with these assignments from time to time 
it may be necessary for undercover Agents, under their 

names , eye ley and 
local tax laws are adhered to, certain procedures are to 
be taken in these matters. Withholding tax is to be taken 
out of wages consistent with Federal and local resulations 

Federal and State tax return, when cue, is to b@ filed 
under the Agent's assumed identity. Wages earned by an 

Agent in these assignments should be placed in cash 
checks or cover iasntityv reference) in his own personal 
checking account and he should prspare a check in this 
anount under his true identity payable to the Treasurer 
or the United States. A cover communication is to be 
submitted with check under true name caption of Agent. 
This communication will state that in connection with 
his official duties cantioned Agent received & on 
Gate. Attached is a check for this amount from captioned 
gent to Treasurer of the United States. The same 

procedure would be used upon refund of any taxes paid 
under cover identity. Copies of all tax forms submitted 
in these operations are to be maintained in the appropriate 
field 134 file on the source involved along with material 
pertaining to any refunds. 

G. Safeguards 

1. Bureau property of Agents on these assignments is not to 
be maintained on their person or premises and such property 
should be maintained securely in office of SAC 

a. Where circumstances warrant it in the personal 
judgement of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
assignment while these circumstances exist. 

If arrested while on assignment by local authorities and 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
Attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-client 
relationship of others involved in such an arrest. To 
withdraw from the attorney-client relationship would 
draw immediate attention and suspicion to the Agent 

Care should be given to arranging the Agent's personal 
finances (paycheck, bonds, ete.) and correspondence 
matters consistent with the Agent's cover and ina 
manner adsquate to insure his safety 

“8 CONFIDE 
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4, A Stop Index File entry under Security Activities 
caption has been personally placed with the Assistant 
Director, Computer Systems Division, under symbol number 
and assumed name (cover identity) of Agent. If a local 
law enforcement agency makes an inquiry about the Agent 
under his assumed name, it will be advised we have no 
information concerning this individual; however, Section 
Chief, IS-2 Section, will be immediately adviséd and 
appropriate action taken. 

H. Operational Guidelines 

In order to insure certain operational practices, not 
in the best interest of the program are avoided, the following 
instructions are set forth concerning utilization of undercover 
pents. 

1. Prior Headquarters authority is required for targeting or 
retargsting of undercover Agents. 

2. Undercover Agents are not to be utilized in routine 
surveillance operations. 

3. Undercover Agents must operate independently of one 
another | Oe eg ee eS ee 

4, Undercover Agents are not to be utilized in conjunction 

with conventionally .aitired special Agent personnel 

Inthe event a particularly exigent situation appears to 
warrant the utilization ot ah undercover Agent or Agents in. 
contradiction to the above instructions, attenmots must oe made, 
telepnonicaily if necessary, to obtain prior Headduarters 

authorization for such action. fhould circumstances voreclude 
obtainins Headcuarters authorization, however, approval for such 
utilization of unaercover Agents must pe obtained Trom the SAC 
or his designated representative and Headauarters advised immediately 
thereaiter with complete justirication set forta concerning the - 

action taken. 

1. Administrative Matters 

1. Monthly Administrative Report 

SAC letter 70-20 (A), dated 4/14/70, sets forth 
instructions and guidelines as to total number of 
Agents with General Investigative assignments and 
total number of Agents with No Matters Assigned as 
reported on Nonthiy Administrative Report. Under 
number two category Agents on special asSigmment are 
included, Accordingly, Agents. in undercover operations 
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; are to be included in this category. The Inspector 
or Number One Man will handle these individuals on 
inspections, Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, 
section 3, page 20a, requires details supporting a 
entries in this category on file copy. Concerning 
Agents in this assignment supportive material will 
only be comment, "see 134 (file on Agent)" 

2. Maintenance of Records 

a. To preclude unnecessary exposure of records 
pertaining to these Agents, the Agents should be 
asSigned to the SAC where practical 

b. The contacting Agent should satisfy himself the 
undercover Agent is productively engaged on 
a full time basis and is performing at least 
the minimally required (fringe) 109 minutes 
per day overtime daily (it being recognized | 
in most instances this is virtually a 24 hour 
per day, seven days a week assignment). On the form 

’ FD-329 (overtime card) there should be posted in a 
normal working pattern sufficient overtime that the 
card for a given month will average out to 109 minutes 
per day or higher. In this regard, insure the averages 
achieved is compatible with other Agents on regular 
investigative matters so that overtime of undercover 
Agent is not highlighted and appears as an exception. 
These observations are to be included in the weekly 
memorandum (D, 2, d, supra) submitted by the 
contacting Agent. 

ec. Necessary data for completion of the time and 
attendance records of the undercover Agent 
should be furnished the SAC's secretary for 

: processing 

ad. Upon review of pertinent 134 file, specifically 
weekly memoranda of contacting Agent, SAC 
Will certify undercover Agent for fringe unless 
facts doesnot warrant it 

e. In most instances, practical consideration of 
these assignments will preclude use of #1 

f Register and FD-256 (#3 locate card) by 
personnel in these assignments 

f, Agents eneaced in undercover onerations should 
‘Ge COhvoucrou, wittve applicable, for assionmacnt to 
‘a 4:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight shift on a regular — 
Hasis, thus qualityine them for night differcntial 
pay. 
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J. General Comments 
a | | 

The security and well being of personnel involved in 
these special assignments are of paramount interest fo 
all parties, FBIHQ, field personnel and the Inspection 
Staff 

The above guidelines are intended for guidance and it is 
expected that good judgement in adhering to them wilil be 
utilized bearing in mind item 1 above. 

Again bearing in mind Item 1 above, it is expected 
these operations will be handled on a strictly 
need~to-know basis and under tight security. 

In connection with undercover assignment, Agent is to 
be on lookout for individuals who may possess characteristics 
that would make them approachable for interview under Special 
Target Informant Development (SPECTAR) Program. If positive 
information is received in this regard it should be furnished 
to Agents specifically assigned this program who will handle 
interview where warranted. 
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Assoc. Dir. 

Asst. Die.: 

Admin, 

| Comp. Syst. —— 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. 22 

Gon. Inv. 

Vdevevde 0 nes oe 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory oe 

Pion. & Eval. 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Lagal Coun. - Sia ge 

Topepony Bye? 

Confidential 

Airtel 

To: SACS, Albany (Enc. 6 Philadelphia (Enc. 6) 
Scuton ay a Phoenix (Enc. 6) 11/13/73 
Chicago (inc. 6) ey ATTENTION 
Cleveland (Zinc, 6) Portland (Ene. & 

tax gab" Denver (Enc. .8) St. Louis (Enc. 6) 
a we’, pf Detroit Gac. 6) San Diego (Enc. &) i 

Ck Los Angeles (Enc. 6) San Francisco (Enc. 6) io 
as ee A%\ Milwaukee (Enc. 6) Seattle (Enc. 6) 
york New York (Enc. 6) Springfield (Enc. 6) 

Ap Washington Field (ine. 6) 
om: Director, FBI (1134-23721) 

a / 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES re a Peete CT ee 

ha tedeaementnti utente oa ahameidanaiiedena i one ORT EEN rye nalt nw ane AO tants INFORMANT PPOGHAM (EXTREMIST) 
“INTERNAL SECURITY Viole Coe 

ReHQairtel 11/24/72 captioned "Revolutionary 
Activities - Violence; IS = Revolutionary Activities,” 
enclosing a revised copy of the "Working Guide for Utilization 
of Undercover Special Agents" (Working Guide). Encicsed are , 
revised pages 2, 7, 8, and 9 and additional pages 10 and li « . 
of the Working Guide with changes and additions underlined, 
Previously received copies of revised pages should be replaced 
and destroyed. ge 

Aboveenoted pages of the Working Guide are mainly 
concerned with administrative aspects of undercover Agent 
operations, which instructions have previously been furnished 

to you via separate communicutions. 

As recipients are aware, this program has been in 
operation slightly more than one year. During this pericd, 
undercover Agents have displayed a unique talent for recog~ 

nizing a tarcet, exhibited considerable ingenuity in penerrating 

selected tarcets and demonstrated considerable competence i 

obtaining and reporting pertinent inforiuation. tn additicn ve 

furnishing information concerning Weatherman support and ace 
revolutionary activities, sone undercover Agents Eave 
uncovered consider re Ce Beas informavion oX investiga... 

Z- xf le | i 2 a iS 

BPM: Im dar Sb / 3 AZTAS 
(37) REC-36 SEE NOTE PAGE THREE 
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Confidential 

Airtel to Albany, et al 
Res Revolutionary Activities 

Informant Program (Extremist) . 

and intelligence interest to this Bureau dealing with deserters, 
Selective Service violators, and sundry other matters 
which information would not have been available through 
any other means, 

While Headauarters is pleased with the results 
obtained from this program, experience thus far has demon- 

; strated a need to establish the following operational guidelines 
which must be strictly adhered to in utilization of 
undercover Agents: 

1. Targets for undercover Agents should receive 
prior Headquarters clearance. No changes 
in target asSignments or undercover Agent 
involvement in premeditated precipitative~type 
action should occur without first obtaining 
Headquarters authority. 

; _2.. Undercover Agents involved in this program should 
* mot be utilized for routine surveillance 

purposes. FRevoiutionarles are extremely 
conscious of the surveillanee technique and 

; "od will go to great lengths to expose a 
. surveillance, The investment represented 

in these undercover Agents precludes their 
utilization in routine surveillances which 
should be handied by regularly assigned 
personnel. 

3, Undercover Agents involved in this program 
should operate independently of one another. 
Such procedure is essential to insure that the 
activities of a compromised Agent cannot be 
traced to and cause the compromise of another 
undercover operation. 

4, Undexveover A;ents involved in this program 
should not be utilized on assignments in 
conjunction with conventionally attired Agent 
percenmnel, This, of course, Gces not pertain 
CO CobkauGs3d wae the huuauling Agent made unuor 
secure conditions, 
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LU emmediial 
It is vecogniged that situations may develop 

wherein eircumstances will dictate the utilization of undere 
ecver Agents in contradiction to the above restrictions, 
fn such instances, attempts must be made to first obtain 
prior Headquarters guthority, teiephonically, if necessary. 
Should elzscumstances precinde obtaining Headquarters 
authority, approval to use undercover Agents contrary to § 
above instructicns, must be obtained from the SAC or his + 
designated representative and Headquarters immediately 
advised with full justification for the action taken, 

The above guidelines are set forth in Section H of 
the Working Guide under the caption "Operational instructions." 

Rasy! 

sigs 
= ae 

Fn addition to the above, Working Guide changes, 
to insure isolation of all material related to this overall 

: program in one separate secure control file and to eliminate 
: the burden of insuring that communications concerning this 

prograt are not inadvertently filed with routine mail 
weilipzirry the oviginal, more general caption "Revolutionary 

: Activitics ~ Violence; Internal Securivy,™ future communications 
“ relating to this overall program should contain tne abcve- 

indicate? caption and Headquarters file number, Commuinica= 
tions concerning specific uncercover Agents should continue 

vomitced undoxr the individual informant's caption to be cus 
and corsesponding Headquarters Lilie number, 

Above instructions should be carefully reviewed 
by you and appropriate supervisor to insure your investigative 
responsibilities and administrative procedures in these 

ave hancled securely and uniformly. 
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- Meporandum BR, L, Shackelford to Mr. E, 5S. Miiler 
ay93., BeM:im, approved above change to Working 
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b. Cover identity, if necessary, would include 
rental of or ownership or Suitable automobile 
van or camper 
Cover identity, if necessary, would include rental 
of suitable apartment or “pad" in appropriate 
neighborhood. 

6 
» 

4, Acent must be assigned code name which will be 
utilized when necessary in contacts with handling Agent 

5. Initial communication recommending Agent for particular 
assignment will be carried under newly assigned symbol : 
number followed by letter 8S and word (Bxtxe mist) and 
submitted in coded teletype. This comnmunication will not 
set forth Agent's true name, but his commission card number 

- rly 

6, Review of recommendation will be made at FBIHQ by : “3 
appropriate i. and recommendation by IS-2 : 
Section submitted in a memorandum for approval 

8 » “ = ; 

u * 
D., Security, 

: : , j okt 

1. At FBINQ . Hos , ae « 4 

= 3 a. AsSignment of symbol numbers which will be utilized & 
in all communications. Commission card number will only ~* 
be set out in body of initial coded teletype to FBIHO a 

; under: symbol number caption B 
b. 134 informant file will be opened on each Agent LE 

approves £ 
ec, A 134 Gontrol file will be maintained which contains ps 

this document and other géneral instructions which 
apply to undercover operations 

d. These 184 files will be maintained in locked bar 
| cabinet-in IS-2 Section , 
-@, Teletype Room will place Route in Envelope on all 2 

' incoming teletypes which carry symbol number in caption +# 
f, Route in Envelope will be placed on ali communications = 

concerning Agent in this assignment even though) # 
symbol nusaber caption is used ; 

g¢. ‘Memorandum under Agent's name will be prepared for his 
* . personnsl file noting he is on special assignment and any -. 

information concerning this assignment is maintained in > 
13 4— tee Section Chief, is: 2 Section is to be called x 
for Such information OF 

h. A cautien will b2 placed gen movement unit and payroli <‘& 
neoau records ‘that any inquirios received. concerning any Ag 

in an ufidercover assignment will be referred to Sectis 
'. Chief, -IS-2 Section 
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.apply’ in these matters. 

“When an Agent leaves undercover assignment it sometimes will 

Confidenticl . 
and give same to undercover Agent. Receipts for paynents 
will be fviven contacting AGent at time of next contact who 
will have them properly recorded in Confidential Fund records. 
See item F 1 on handling if no receipts obtained, 

SAC is to insure that requested advance is justified and 
sufficient fo coincide with particular needs of each undercover - 
Agent. It must be realized these unde reover operations do 
not enjoy unlimited financial backing. %xpenditures 
concerning each operation must be ioe tenl and completely 
justified and will receive close supervision at FBIH@ consistent 
with overall needs of the Bureau. Heaanuarters teletyvos 
12/19/72 should be cited on FD-37 as authority for sEnendite 
in eness matters Ynstructions set Forth a teas Suarters 

airtel to all officos &/14/772 canotioned "Au ritv to Annrove 
Limited uxnendituros tor Investigative Opera Peas GO not 

a When Agents are utilized on secnials ueiounnte, it is frequen 
necessary to oe 2 suitable vehicle to facilitate their 

“Tiovement among targeted groups and make their cover’ more 
attractive to oe targeted, } 

To insure adequate cover for personnel involved, the vehiclis 
should be registered in cover identity as would be dons 
under normal circumstances. Insure adequate insurance is 
obtained under cover identity to protect cover and personnel 
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{ 
involved, The cost should be handled the same as other 

routine expenses incurred in these operations. 

From a liability viewpoint, vehicles operated in this manner 
are in fact Government vehicles and being operated on official 
business by a Government employee. Government liability wouic 
surface, for example, in the event liability on part of Agsnt 

“in an at fault accident was in excess of that provided by 
Lnsurance carried. FBIHQ must be advised of full details 
where any insurance claims are encounte red tay ON ERS a cover 
identity. 

be -necessary for an office to seil the vehicie used by “TS . 
in this assignment for security reasons. Since this vesicle +¢ 
is not part of th eee connpiement and was pur cnases | 
through thea Conricontial Fund any proceeds from the sale of | 
the vehicle should = anDpLied back to the Senvicentiat Sait ven 
A check tor Cho nroceous from the sale should 52 suonity . 
to Hoadsiary 23 pe 
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In connection with these assignments from time to time 
=e a be necessary for undarcover Aconts, undor their 

1 Nawss O #28iNn CGnolovient. Do insure FacerRl and 
Tocal tax laws ara adhered to, certain procedures are to 
be taken in these matters. Withhoidiny tax is to b2 taiien 
out of Wares consistent with Federal ana local reeulations, 
A Federai and Stato tax raturn, wh dua, iS to D2 Filed 
under the Agent's assumad icnentity. Vases earned by an 

Agent in these assignments should be placed in cash (no- 
checks or cover iusnbtity rorersence) in his own personal 
checkins account au ae Should propare a check in this 
amount under his tr identity pavabie to the Treasureor 
ox the United aoe A cover communication is to bs 
Submitted with chack under true name caption oF Agent. 
This communication will state that in connection with ~ 

~his official duties cantioned Agent received on 
date Attached is a check for this amount from captioned 
Ag Tone to Treasurer of the United Etates. The same 
procedure would be used upon refund of anv taxes naid 
under cover identity. Covies of all tax forms submitte 
in these operations are to be Maintained in the anpron Tints 
“ield 164 tile on tne source involved along with material 

oertaining to any rafunds.  - 

G. Safeguards 

A . 
Bureau prope rty of Agents on these assignments is not to 
be maintained on their person or premises and such property 
should be maintained pocuEoay in OfEICe of SAC 

a, Where circumstances warrant it in the personal 
judgement of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
assignment while these circumstances exist. 

Le arrested while on assignment by local authorities and 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
Attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-client 
relationship-of others involved in such an arrest. To 
withdraw from the attorney-clisnt relationship would 
draw immediate* attention and suspicion to the Agent 

Care should be given to arranging the Agent's personal . 
finances (paycheck, bonds, etc.) and correspondence 
matters consistent with the Agent's cover and ina 
nanner adequate to insure his safety 
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4,. A Stop Index File entry under Security Activities 
caption has been personally placed with the Assistant 
Director, Computer Systems Division, under symbol number 
and assumed name (cover identity) of Agent. If a local 
law enforcement agency makes an inquiry about the Agent 
under his assumed name, it will be advised we have no 
information concerning this individual; however, Section 
Chief, IS-2 Section, will be immediately advised and ; 
appropriate action taken. | we * 
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‘H, Operational Guidelines 

i In order-to insure’ certain operational nractices, not 
in the best interest of the program are avoided, the Toliowing 
instructions are set forth concerning utilization of uncercover 

Vents «. 

L.. Prior Headquarters authoritv is required for targeting or 
retargeting of undercover Agents. 

t 
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2. Undercover Arents ax 
Surveiliance onerat 

3. Undercover Asents must operate independently of one 
another 
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Inthe event a particula 
warrant the utilization of an untercover Avent or Agents in : 
contradiction to the avove LAStTYrUctLONsS, attennts must oe nade, a 
telepnonicaily if necessary, to ohptain orior beadcuarters 
authorization tor suecn action. HEnoula circumstances oreciude 
obtaining icadeuartors eu thor *e ZAtLON, Hnovever, apnorovali Yor such 
utilization of uncercever Agents must po obtainsd Yrom the sac re 
or his desienated representative and Featauarters advised Ginediatsir 4» 

therearter with compieste justitication sot Forth concerning tho - 
action taken. : ° z 
een : 

I. Administrative Matters . 

1. Monthly Administrative Report : 
oi 

= 44 

“ 

wr 

~ 

ow 
F 

SAC letter 70-20 (A), dated 4/14/70, sets forth 
‘instructions and guidelines as to total number of 
Agents with. Goneral Investigative assignments and 
total number of Agents with No Matters Assigned as 
reported on Uonthliy Administrative Report. Under 
number two category Agents on spocial acsignment are 
included, Accordingly, Azents in undercover operations 
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are to be included in this catosory. The Inspector 
or Number One Man will handle these individuals on 

tl, inspections, Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part 
Section 3, page 20a, requires details supporting 
entries in this category on file copy. Concerning 
Agents in this assignment supportive material will 
only be comment, “see 134 (file on Agent)" 

Maintenance of Records 

To preclude unnecessary exposure of records 
.pertaining to these Agents, the Agents should be’ 
assigned to. the SAC where practical 

b. The contacting Agent should satisfy himself the 
undercover Agent is productively engarged on , 
a full time basis and is performing at least 
the minimally required (fringe) 109 minutes 
per day overtime daily (it being recognized 
in most instances this is virtually e 24 hour 
per day, seven days a week assignment). On the form 
FD-329 (overtime card) there should be posted in a 
normal working pattern sufficient overtime that the 
card for a given month will average out to 109 minutes 
per day or higher. In this regard, insure the average 
achieved is compatible with other Agents on reeular 
investigative matters so that overtime of undarcover 
Agent is not highlighted and appears as an exception. 
These observations are to be included in the weekly 
memorandum (D, 2, d, supra) submitted by the 
contacting Agent. 

Be 

Necessary data for completion of the time and 
attendance records of the undercover Agent 
Should be furnished the SAC's secretary for 
processing su 

d. Upon review of pertinent 134 file, specifically 
weekly memoranda of contacting Agent, SAC 
Will cortify undercover Agent for fringe unless 
facts do not warrant it 

A 

In -most instances, practical consideration of ey 
these assignments will preclude use of #1 
Register and FD-256 GF3 locate card) by 
‘personnel in these assignments 

£. Agents enraged in undercover operations should 
Be considsred, where applicable, for assignment to 
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basis, Thus qualizyine them for night differontial 
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. Contidentiat 
General Comments 

Ll. The security and well being of personnel involved in 
these special assignments are of paramount interest to 
all parties, FBINQ, field: personnel and the Inspection 
Staff. 

2e The above guidelines are intended for guidance and it is 
expected that good judgement in adhering to them will be. 
utilized bearing in mind Item 1 above. 

3. Again bearing in mind Item 1 above, it is expected 
these cperations- will be handled on a strictly 
need~to-know basis and under tight security. 

4, .In connection with undercover assignment, Agent is to 
be on lookout for individuals who may possess characteristics 
that would make them approachable for interview under Special 
Target Informant Development (SPECTAR) Program. If eres 
informetion is received in this regard it should be furnishes 
to Ag gets specifically assigned this program who weed hanaie- 
interview where warranted. 
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Albany (Enes, < 2) 
Beston nes, = 2) 
Chicago Gnes. ~ 3) 
Cleveland (Bnes. ~- 32) 
Denver (Encs. = 2) 
Detroit (Encs,., ~ 2) 

© 

L=-=Mr. T. J. McNiff 
L _ Mr. We N. Preusse 

‘CONFIDENTIAL 
10/11/74 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Portland (ines. = 3) 
St. Louis (ines. ~- 2) 
San Diego (ines. ~- 3} 
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Ext. Affairs 
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Spec. Inv. 

Training 
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a Uae Los Angeles (@nec. = 2) San Francisco (Hnes. = 2) , 

4\ Pee od Milyaukee (Snes. ~ 2) Seattle (Enes. = 2) . 
i} pet oe New York (Eines. = 2) Springfield (Enes. ~ 3) 3 
cto if Philadelphia (Ences, ~ 2) Washington Field (Znes. “2) x 

¢\ wth x MA Phoenix (Enes. = 2) 2 

ay OY » 
From: Director, FBI (1934-23721) é 

egeC wavewsrionany ACTIVITIES ( Se ye : 
INEORMANT.PROGRAM (EXTREMIST) 2 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ 

ReBuairtels dated 11/24/72 and 11/13/73, enclosing i 
revised copy of the "Working Guide For Utilization of ‘s 
Undercover Special Agents" and revised pages for this * 
Working Guide. 

Your attention is called to SAC Memorandum 48-74 ce 
dated 10/8/74, Item (C), captioned "Indebtedness to the a 
Governnent - Preferred Inscription on Checks."* This iten 
states that all cheess issued in payrents of amounts due tho 
Federal Government are to be drawn payable to the specific 
organization whose account is to be credited with the payuent 
gather than to the Yreasurer of the United States. 
Accordingly, ail rewittances seny to FRE Headquarters to 
cover amounts due the Government should now he drawn a 
to the Federal Bureau of Investigaticay » 104 oe S72. 154 

Thexefore, changes have been ai on 02 208 sévan 
and eight of the Working Guide te conform with instructions 
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Contidential ® 
and give same to undercover Agent. Receipts for payments 
will be given contacting Agent at time of next contact who 
will have them properly recorded in Confidential Fund records, 
see item F 1 on handling if no receipts: obtained. 
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SAC is to insure that requested advance is justified and 
sufficient to coincide with particular needs of each undercover ._ 
Agent. It must be realized these undercover operations do 5 
not enjoy unlimited financial backing. Expenditures ~ 
concerning each operation must be logical and completely = 

_ justified and will receive close supervision at FBIHQ consistent. 
with overall needs of the Bureau. Headquarters teletype " 
12/19/72 should be cited on FD-37 as authority for expenditures * 
in these matters. Instructions set forth in Headquarters 
airtel to all offices 8/14/72 captioned “Authority to Approve 
Limited Expenditures for Investigative Operations" do not 
apply in these matters. 

+ 

fe ne : e 

ae feng of Nam ET ge Ibe 6. When Agents are utilized on special assignments, it is 
frequently necessary to obtain a suitable vehicle to facilitate 
their movement among targeted groups and make their cover 
more attractive to those targeted. 

To insure adequate cover for personnel involved, the vehicle 
should be registered in cover identity as would be done 
under normal circumstances. Insure adequate insurance is 
obtained under cover identity to protect.cover and personnel 
involved. The cost should be handled the same as other 
routine expenses incurred in these operations. 

From a liability viewpoint, vehicles operated in this manner 
are in fact Government vehicles and being operated on official 
business by a Government employee. Government liability woulda 
surface, for example, in the event liability on part of Acont 
in an at fault accident was in excess of that provided by 
insurance carried. FBIHQ must be advised of full details 
where any insurance claims are encountered involving a cover 
identity. 

th 

Si 

When an Agent leaves undercover assignment it sometimes will 
be necessary for an office to sell the vehicle used by hin. 
in this assignment for security. reasons. Since this vehicle 
is not part of the office complement and was purchased 
through the Confidential Fund any proceeds from the sale of 
the vehicle should be applied back to the Confidential Func. 
A check for the proceeds from the sale should be submitted 
to Headquarters and made payable to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. This check should be a cashiers eheck ana BOt | 
a che ck from the office Confidential Fund. : : 

Contidential _ : Classified by _Prr Le s | 7 

‘ Exempt from GDS, Cat Caterory 
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In connection with these assignments from time to time’ 
it may be necessary for undercover Agents, under their 
assumed names, to gain employment. To insure Federal and 
local tax laws are adhered to, certain procedures are to 
be taken in these matters. Withholding tax is to be taken 
out of wages consistent with Federal and local reguiations. 
A Federal and State tax return, when due, is to be filed 
under the Agent's assumed identity. Wages earned by an 
Agent in these assignments should be placed in oash (no 
checks or cover identity reference) in his own personal 
checking account and he should prepare a check in this 
amount under his true identity payable to the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. A cover communication is to be submitted 
with check under true name caption of Agent. This : 
communication will state that in connection with his 
official duties captioned Agent received $ on date. 
Attached is a check for this amount from captioned Agent 
to Federal Bureau of Investigation. The same procedure 
would be used upon refund of any taxes paid under cover 
identity. Copies of all tax forms submitted in these 
operations are to be maintained in the appropriate field 
134 file on the source involved along with material 
pertaining to any refunds. 

G. Safeguards 

1. Bureau property of Agents on these assignments is not to 
be maintained on their person or premises and such property 
should be maintained securely in office of SAC. 

a. Where circumstances warrant it in the personal 
judgement of the SAC, an appropriate firearm and 
credentials may be issued to the Agent on covert 
asSignment while these circumstances exist. 

If arrested while on assignment by local authorities and 
Agent and others in his group are represented by an 
Attorney, Agent should not report on the attorney-client 
relationship of others involved in such an arrest. To 
withdraw from the attorney~client relationship would 
draw immediateerattention and suspicion to the Ascent. 

Care should be given to arranging the Avent's pezrsonal 
finances (paycheck, bonds, etc.) and corresponden:ss 
matters consistent with the Agent's covsr and in a 
manner adequate to insure his safety. 
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STANDARD SUB LIST - 

ACCIDENTS - FIELD (For Foreign Offices use Administrative File)..... 66-2058 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS - Foreign Offices only - (use sub for country where 

hea t- S OCa LOO) esos accaine seine au oh at a eka Ras S eae Coe ee 64-44-3602 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS; DELINQUENCIES; STATISTICS (For Delinquencies and 

Statistics for Foreign Offices use Administrative Fae as ares ares 66-2362 
BO IN bin tt rar i cere ca ania Seid Sa es es Gacsaicig carat ce ear gh lasts alas Phat were Ave ge: seioosae lara aii aiees eae ik BL 66-6300 . 
ADEX; ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX; SECURITY INDEX ; SECURITY INVESTIGATION . 

OF SIN IM TI RAG, ae sac ota ds 26, at ls Fa alse Tes ie Fences ht tohcms aris Gace. 1a aa RE eh hIS! wa Gavan waar el Eee 100-358084 
CANA GRAM (C5 vay TE mOUe hice -arecduatae tates g tee accra 4 ha van nde erariara eco mracale d 65-~-624-56 
ANTI-SEMITIC OUTBREAKS; ANTI-JEWISH OUTBREAKS; ANTI-~RELIGIOUS | 

OUT Bs Ai: 6, alc co, 16'e te dase b atta tebe as by es aa ech Be AG wins 2a See ta oh le wee ete eae eee ae as 1 
ARAB ACTIVITES IN THE UNITED STATES; ARAB ACTIVITIES. ...........e08. 1005-19428 
ASSIGNMENT OF INVESTIGATIVE WORK TO POLICE; FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT 

(G01, 5 15 671 (6 rs mE mae er eg Nn Ee Wr 66-9340 
ATTICA BRIGADE; A.B.; “REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGADE; R.S.B. 

(No sub for EES 1) aah fe sdesat a dtege ice ras aaugraes oat Ge tet ites oma shel ean ang ies Sak esate cave eae 100=4771207 
BANK ROBBERY SUSPECT FILE (See instruction Cae ote ale Aas cdid dae Sate eee 91-1419 
BIOGRAPHIC HANDBOOK PROGRAM; BIOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN 

CGP Sem SUS Sony) iesce carats ant whe ail BG anes, ac eae Rear ale Sab res 64- 35693 
BLACK EXTREMIST ACTIVITIES: BLACK EXTREMIST FUNDS; BLACK EXTREMIST 

MOVEMENT - FUNDS; BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT ; BLACK NATIONAL- 

IST MOVEMENT IN THE WINE I! SSA Se cencg ee, ena es de ene Steer wt Ghee ee ad 157-8415 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY; BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF- DEFENSE ; 

NATIONAL COMMITTER TO FIGHT FASCISM; NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO 
COMBAT FASCISM (No sub for San Francisco) shat Rs ol a aus ts sah es eee cee es carga aee 105-165706 

BOOKMAKING AND CROOKED GAMBLING DEVICES; GAMBLING PARAPHERNALIA; 
GAMBLING REFERENCE AND PARAPHERNALIA FILE (Use subs for foreign 

ts ed We scs coy vase Se esa sc Si aes tot Ae es a scat seh tar caer ws sae Tad, hose Bh tyre 82 80-6344 
BUCOMSEC (Code Word); BUREAU COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY CUSTODIAN 

SYSTEM; COMSEC - CUSTODIAN SYSTEM (Legal Attaches - use sub 

for country where Legat is located) (Carry Through)........... 66-19148 
BUREAU CODES (Legal Attaches - use sub for Foreign Country where 

TS ay. os OC a OC eves auterecs totes Wee oases aoa a ararannnie ainiste he eG EO A 66-629 
BUREAU WAR PLANS; BUPLANS (For Legal Attaches use sub for country 

where Legat EN NU eee acca ares, ocala he chee ae act enlaces pede or tteh, by, Ack aisde aa can eee 66-17280 
Cee disse DUE a: SiS ae a Mares gg ave oa aa ta ast dein kaha gee gh a ca vig, Seca b Map he satis aoa aer Boa ear et dS 80-6146 
CHINESE ACTIVITIES; CHINESE COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES (United States 

and Foreign COUNELLES oc cece cc cccssccecceccecceuccvcecuccuaeus 100-40 
CHINESE COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES...... 65-65807 
TZ: (COUN Tis ake, ck ce talc, ry, ca tae Bg ang alarms tg, GO GNU NS ar ahd dee Gute aria ane: ale weobca eecics 1905-34237 
CIVIL UNREST; EXTREMIST MATTERS; E. M.3; EXTREMIST SITUATION; 

py EE POON ace, ta.sg sata “een ens ap cath, Ars, caries Stace ee Jo ania cal er des Sasllee deaccoeseetda Ne ats SAR ae 157-6 
COMMUNIST PARTY (Foreign only, including San Juan) (Do not use sub 

24.0 for Russia, - use 61-16; do not use sub 246 for China, use 
Oa sia ote Set tear os aie See ee iene ee fate sein te tote es seca ants eas aan 64-200 

COMMUNA ST PARTY - UNDG bes tie 5 aac aot we 5a ener hate ah adi eS rare Sal, Gh Sngh atce, sacle al gh ose lumina tae 100-3-6? 
OMI NSAI gia rac a a get Sh, ober verdes ay site, dest ol aesdatdtoaddietse es see be 64-200 

1/13/7975 
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CONFBRENCES FOR SPECIAL AGENTS (For Foreign Offices, use 
Ramin SeratIye fh LS): cid ek Sek oes er ee hea wR es 

CONFERENCES. OF NIC, G-2, OSI, AND BI (NIC, SID, and FBI). 
(INTERNAL. SECURITY QUARTERLY CONFERENCES ; INTELLI- 

GENCE CONFERENCES AT FBI) el So wie ere gar we 66-8603 
“CONFIDENTIAL ENFORMANTS 

CONFIDENFIAL INFORMANTS S.I. oe pi ae: dal taal tate ay ig eset sa Ie Ss eee 
CRIMENAI. TNE ORMANTS: -<.g:ce-teee eee Bie wre ek Sees Haale pia: lene aees 
PANT PMP ORMA NTS: (CLOSED): gua sue eas cece areve.gcuse yo aebve was eroans 
Pot RM EP OIA IT oad ae nine Gv inva tectum aaa eran eS ce ew ae ee eee 
SECURITY INFORMANTS ......-ceceeee eT re 
TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANTS (T.E.C.1I.P.) .......- 

CONGRESS OF APRICAN PBEOPLES; CONGRESS OF AFRICAN PEOPLE 
CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY; CONGRESS ON RACIAL EQUALITY; 

COMMITTEE ON RACIAL RQUALITY ; C.O.R. Be (Do not use 
subd 3h for N. Ve) Cee weer rene nero sreeresereeeesseseens 

( CONTINGENCY PLANS ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF FOREIGN ° 
OFFICIALS AND OFFICIAL GUESTS OF THE UNITED STATES 

i207: 
66-8603-1 

66-2542-2 
66-2542-10 
66-2542-3 
66-2542-11 
157-16554 

100-22589?2 

(United States and Foreign Countries).,.....cccececees 185-1 
CRIMINAL ELEMENT IN BUSINESS FIELD 2... cee cee cee er ee enews 62-302 
CRIMINAT... INTELLIGENCE: PROGRAM sss sieecs-a0 4 ei uive se Waele Sas 62-9 
CUBAN SUBVERSION TOWARD LATIN AND SOUTH AMERICA; CUBAN : 

SUBVERSION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES (Foreign Only) Sbeeca ics 109-653 
DEPECTORS ‘(Poreten Gly)" ‘cextnceapewe sew w Sie wed eee-s Boao 100-357681 
DELEGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS; UNITED NATIONS . 

' PERSONNEL (Foreign subs only ice esate at th eae tt Sheaves 62-77787 
DELINQUENCIES; ACCOMPLISHMENTS ; STATISTICS, DELINQUENCY 2. 06-2362 
DEMONSTRATIONS PROFESTING U.S. ’ INTERVENTION IN VIET NAM; 

VIDBEM (AC6de- Word): 2464344 0eugu tao eaters cea WO5R 130815 
DESTRUCTION OF BUREAU PROPERTY ; DESTRUCTION OF BUREAU 

RECORDS €For Foreign Offices use Administrative 
PEGI), 2p tesadl et de atte oda ch se sie Ser attene cease acca aoieah eis te ceaennas tg wi aia Sean 66-3286 

DiPLOMATIC- BEST. (Poreden-sips- Only): vos tcncul evs wath otaew ae 62-6404 
ECONOMIC MATTERS (Foreign subs only) .cscccccscccscvsccens 110-6 
BLECTRONIC PENETRATION OF COMMUNICATIONS HQOUIPMENT ; 

ELECTRONIC PENETRATION OF CODE MACHINES AND TYPE- 
WRITERS; "ENGULF"; "CATALAN"; B.P.C.E. (Foreign 
subs only) my Seta evde er cal Si es pat a ttioal 2h eos lout eh handy Gr ue neeen aah ie Seve tah ed 80-815 

EMPLOYMENT - CIVIL RIGHTS RCT: JOR QOH usa icitate sed ariectera te ae ateccaee 173-2 
EXCHANGE OF CULTURAY-. RELATIONS; EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE 

(Poreier subs OGY). 426s aetuseueryet eens Gas eeemeeeke 64-2544 
EXTORTIONATE. CREDIT TRANSACTIONS Ss eceharigaran ta ce eat te Si an ar encase ates 179-16 
EXTREMIST MATTERS; SEGREGATION; EXTREMIST SITUATION; 

Se ON ate ic guanine ea pas ni harmon aeeng tes 57-6 
F.B.IT. LAW ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCES; POLICE CONFSRENCE .... 66-9340 

( EXTREMIST, REVOLUTIONARY, TELRORIST AND SUBVERSIVE 
ACTIVITEDS EN: PENAL: TOT EIOP IONS 6 cores aioe ad 40-25 Res 62-116018 

12210274 
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FE. M. RADIO STATION (See other captions on list)..............06- wceee 80-648 
FEDERAL GRAND JURIES INVESTIGATING LOCAL CRIME, bleeds a sbraraiacat 62-96173 
FIREARMS TRAINING (For Foreign Offices use Administrative File)..... 1-29 
FIXED F.M,. STATIONS (See other captions Oleh wweeu sca ke ewe: 80-648 
FOREIGN FUNDS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES. ......s.cccccceccoece 112-8 
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE MATTERS (Foreign subs sea Lait oes Seeb . 65-63987 
FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS (Foreign subs only)...........cccccecccccce 64-175 
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL (Foreign countries only).......cccceececceecs 64-532 
GAMELING INVESTIGATIONS 54:2; cuss soteetcecestuee eae eae eee ene 6 162-1. 

GAMBLING PARAPHERNALIA; GAMBLING REFERENCE AND pa 
PARAPHERNALIA FILE (Foreign subs also)........ Ue eae 80-634 

HATE AND KLAN ORGANIZATIONS. .......0cccccccccseccccens ee 157-5 
HATE AND KLAN ORGANIZATIONS; EXTREMIST MATTERS 

CAG IS PAV) okt Bars tacasa:t os oxe bos ales ate Sc Gaeta oe eee a eis 157-1 
INQUIRIES TO STATE DEPARTMENT BY AMERICANS RE RELATIVES 

PROPERTY AND FUNDS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES (Foreign subs 
only) (See other captions on J1St),.6siwie edie doehe es 405402 8soneseR 64-27223 

( INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT (No subs - See instruction 
bs, HOPI psoas Mea tanta cigs ie sath pe ahs eh aes oaatauiem cate ia eed alt Gens gs peekeare wae Aeon 64-200 

INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES - WIRE SERVICE...........6020- 162~1 
JEWEL THEFT INVESTIGATIONS (Control File)... 0... cece cee eee teens 87-12304 

KOREAN ACTIVITIES (Do not use foreign subs).......... ccc cece cee ceees {00-25 
LABOR CONDITIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. ......c. cc cc ceescecceves 100~341561 

LEGAL INSTRUCTION: LEGAL PROBLEMS: osc 232 544686 wee dee eee 66-19123 

MILITARY AND NAVAL MATTERS (Foreign Countries Only)............. 113-7 
MINUTEMEN; MINUTE MEN (No sub for Kansas City)...........cccceees 62-107261 

MISSING FILES; MISSING SERIALS (Foreign offices use Administrative 
File). 223 re careless Ince oa sahs cass tas Been graced 1k cies ae es ed ae ata aa 66-18090 

( MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS (Foreign subs only).............006- 62~77787 
LMORINE (Foreign subs only, Carry Thru Mail)...... cc ccc cee eee ceca eens 105~87025 
( NATION OF ISLAM (No sub for Chicago) (F.O. and foreign subs)......... 25-330971 

NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE (Foreign subs. only)........00cccceeee 105-97459 
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SURVEY (Foreign subs only)..........0ee0e- 64-35693 

' ( POLICE MATTERS (Foreign subs only) (Do not use for Puerto Rico, 
Alaska and Hawaii) (See instruction card "Foreign Police Matters"). . 64-29833 

POLICE RADIOS IN BUREAU CARS; PORAD (Code Word).............0.0.. 80-754 
POLICE TRAINING SCHOOL; POLICE TRAINING, ......... ccc cece eee eee 1-1152 
POLITICAL MATTERS (Foreign subs only)..........ccccccscovesceceecs 109-12 
PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY; PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOV EMENT; 

PROGRESSIVE LABOR (Do not use sub 34 for N.Y. ).......0 00 e ee 100-437041 

*PROSAB; PROTECTION OF STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND BASES OF U.S. 
PL NE AS i code et aeighca tae tac aod ta igh ere ate aca a and RG Re aia OE See 98-380380 

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS, CRA-1964; PUBLIC FACILITIES, 
CG oe oats td cee ee ea ss aace pea eee eee ee eas 173-4 

( PF ISACTS (Code Word ) dasa Bi ckites oat alan ane aed by ie ehale ee Rieee eee OTe OO Le 
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PUB ECs DUCA ELON IC Ria OG eo airs 5 sere arses aos at egg aa ee eee at bane oat ed a 173-4 
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES OF PEN FRIENDS; | 

INQUIRIES TO STATE DEPARTMENT BY AMERICANS RE RELATIVES, 
PROPERTY, AND FUNDS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES (Foreign subs only) 
(See other CApULGOnS Om Dist) we ceaans a iaidiatw ui teah a Bene oe aueis bak sh Besa 64 37223 

Be INS iy eas, save a cas eel eg Soh Sie Ww aw ae AN ew tare ele ae ee enter ee ere ane 14-2965 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES (Use Foreign SubsS als60)....rsccccccccsvnes 100-44.6997 
REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGRADE; R.S.B.; ATTICA BRIGADE; A.B.- 

Nit 5S oe Se ye i Oh) aaa rae ag a wale o ahi necretsn ig dgtias Se cal a ae woos we ar lose ea we 1004-71207 
REV OGUTLONARY “UNTON RED UIN LOIN gis sa. 2 sscarscentinctterns had aoe tive octicts Soe Aiietsa ack tn aoe 1061184369 
SECURITY INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS; ADMINISTRATIVE . INDEX 5 

POT as eS Be eB ta Masao wae Lea ay de aE OEE Le ee 100-358086 
SE. OFM ENDERS. CNG POreten S005 )v ga5-50 2c, Selene ee wate en du data e awe eae 1005-34074 
SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES (Moreton cubs On1y ii s.is0c2GS Gcat ee SS ea eee 64--309 
SOCIAL COND ETILONS- ( foreien- subs Only) .s (weds 24. eeean ee eae 4 aw oe Sones 111-1 
SODAC; SOVIET DIPLOMATIC ACTIVITIES; SOVIET ACTIVITIES ; 

(Foreign SUS CN Ly) a Bies-eieece cia ena bu eee Sees e eee ek tees ee 64-21 1 
SOVIET INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (Operations Abroad) (Use subs for 

Country. ol heeay- OF 1ées Only) .6 ieee Gud haar sae ew eae aeed 65-71723 
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS; SPEECH MANUSCRIPTS; SPEECH MATTERS; SPEECH 

ETT Teg Ne. es Saysb nes ea, Rica ead aces ie oe eve oe be gp al Gow ace ates wae ey we eee SG 94-9 
SPECIAL a CONFERENCE (Foreign Offices use Administrative 

OT Alsi). ceed k gests tr cs ibe cet es Dar cps as Denis A ove Ss sa ace. ces Sieg at ea eae we paar ee wa ee Le 27 
STATISTICS; ACCOMPLISHMENTS; DELINQUENCIES... . ccc ce eee ecw ttre renee 66-2362 
STUDENT AGITATION: STUDENT AGITATION ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES ; 

(No foreign subs); SLAG? CCOdG: Work) 4, ate oa. % aereuw ede wey eG toe aes 62-112228 
STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE ; STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 

TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM. a ee ae a ea ay eer a en ee er ee eee 100-4446761 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) ; 

STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE. 2... wc ee eee we ce ee ees 100-439190 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY; S.D.S.; WHATHERMEN.............. 100-43904-8 
SUSPECTS PROGRAM - BANK ROBBERY MATTERS (See instruction Card) <...«. 91-1419 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE; TECHNICAL SURVETLLANCES (Use sub for 

OR fo itl) corset ecaeras cakes ts hacen adam oy nana dg Ava era at are atecerdeel GS sioe ak 66-8160 
TOP HOODLUM < SOVERAGE: Or 2HOODLUM- PROGRAM 604.3 ¢ wants 5 a aie a ate acon elenes Aiw.% 62-9 
TO UGH: TOTO a et wigs acta a: ob dec ate as Pelee gr nat at ac 6 tear ia see daa aaa ee ere: Ota Ae Vani 6 eae Get sein 87-12304 
250-WATT F.M. CENTRAL STATIONS AND REMOTE RECEIVERS; F.M. RADIO 

STVIION “(See ‘Orller (Cape 1One sOn-1 1S 0) oder aka aces dee deen bees arate Aces 80-648 
UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA (Use sub for source of mail)........ceecce. 1572370 
UNITED NATIONS PERSONNEL: DELEGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS; 

MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS (Foreign subs only)........-+.-- 62-77987 
is, SOR Pe NS pa to tern nes ccet ee atleast wien ee capes Bae ave ee ee a See che oats 1007801 
UNSOGVINDBAING BURGLAR TIS cewe: cscete tii a eae de Sok DS reine A Suir eS at ne ect 91-1419 
VIDEM (Demonstrations Protesting U.S. Intervention in Vietnam)..... 105-138315 
ViSh. APPLICONUS: AP oret on: Si bs: s0n IA) actrees oe weno o's Sa a ene ee en 105-7 
ViGAS. (Norm 225 /only) “CMoreden Subs: Ony) ecg ecralwe aes SoHo bocce & 105-1 
WEATHERMEN: STUDENTS FOR A DISMOCRATIC SOCTETY; S.D.S. ............ 100-3908 4 
WHITH SLAVE TRAFFIC ACT SURVIY....... eee re ree To eee ee eee eee 66-2341 
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WORKERS PARTY; INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE... .. 1... ee eee ee eee 
YOUNG SOCTALIST ALLIANCE; YOUNG SOCIALISTS ALLIANCE; 

Y. S. A. (no sub for YN. AE le Sw aaa th Selle Mela kta ea cenit ca Ey aoe eens ase 
YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION LEAGUE; “YOUNG COMMUNIST WORKERS 

LIBERATION LEAGUE (Use all field OL ETCe: S00S) coos See sG.ccews 

100-86590 

100-427226 

100-4.55711 

wari 
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STAND s@, ST FOR U.S. & FORBIGN Oras 

< FIELD OFFICES 7 

ALBANY 1 HUNTINGTON (CLOSED) -  . 20 

ALBUQUERQUE . 62 _ INDIANAPOLIS - Qf 

ALEXANDRIA «01 JACKSON sO 
ANCHORAGE So JACKSONVILLE | 6g 

ATLANTA 20 KANSAS CITY 23 

BALTIMORE 3 KNOXVILLE ol 

BIRMINGHAM L LAS VEGAS 65 
BOSTON 5 ' LITTLE ROCK: 25 

BUFFALO 6 LOS ANGELES - 26 

BUTTE - Pe LOUISVILLE 27 

CANAL ZONE (CLOSED) . 59 MEMPHIS - 28 
CHARLOTTE g MIAMI 29: 

CHICAGO 9 MILWAUKEE 30. 

CINCINNATI 10° MINNEAPOLIS | Ly. : 
. (Formerly St. Paul) : 

CLEVELAND 11 MOBILE | 61 

COLUMBIA 66 NASHVILLE (CLOSED) o7 
DALLAS 12 NEWARK 31 

DENVER | 43 NEW HAVEN 32 
“DES MOINES (CLOSED) . 1% | NEW ORLEANS 33 
DETROIT 15° NEW YORK 34 

EL PASO 16 NORFOLK 56 

GRAND RAPIDS (CLOSED) 17 OKLAHOMA CITY 35 

HARTFORD (CLOSED) 58 OMAHA 36 

HONOLULU 18 PHILADELPHIA 37 

HOUSTON 19 PHORNTEX 38 

4/40/70 
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PITTSBURGH 7 39 SAN FRANCISCO 

PORTLAND LO SAN JUAN 

PROVIDENCE (CLOSED)” 955 | SAVANNAH 

RICHMOND ag SEATTLE 
SACRAMENTO a 67 SIOUX FALLS (CLOSED) © 

| SAINT LOUIS oe SPRINGFIELD 

SALT LAKE CITY ae SYRACUSE. (CLOSED) 
SAN ANTONIO == =. ss 45, TAMPA 
SANDIEGO; =. 46 = WASHINGTON, D.C. 

SUBS UP TO AND INCLUDING 200 ARE 
RESERVED FOR FIELD OFFICES TO BE 
OPENED IN THE FUTURE. 
SUBS BEGINNING WITH 201 ARE FOR 
POREIGN COUNTRIES. 
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49 

50 

51 

52 
60 
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53 
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES @ 

(abe (clesed)) Use Demeerathe3gs ( BRITISH HONDURAS (BR. HOND. ) 206 
gpublic OT FEMEN (NOW BELIZE) 

AFGHANISTAN (AFG. ) 321 
BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS LO 

ALBANIA (ALB. ) 72 
: he BRITISH WEST INDIES 324 

ALGERIA (ALG. ) 278 (BR. W. I.) 

ANDORRA (AND. ) _ 281 BULGARIA (BUL.) 261 

ANGOLA : | 380 BURMA "O64. 

ANGUILLA 418 BURUNDI (URUNDT) L.O7 

ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT 376 BYELORUSSTA 329 

(Formerly United Arab 
Republic) CAMBODIA (CAMB. ) a, 364 

ARGENTINA 201 CAMEROUN (CAM. ) 369 

ARMENIA 308 CANADA 24.3 
Cone } Lose. 

AUSTRIA (AUS. ) 252 CANARY ISLANDS (CAN.IS.) 291 

AZORES (AZORES IS.) 310 CAPE VERDE ISLANDS (C.V.IS.) 292 

‘ BAHAMA ISLANDS (BA.IS.) 202 CARTBBEAN STATES Loo 

| BAHRAIN (BAHREIN) ISLAND 410 CENTRAFRICAN REPUBLIC _ 389 
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 

BANGLADESH 4.23 
CEYLON (NOW SRI LANKA) 266 

BARBADOS 447 
CHAD | 388 

BECHUANALAND (BECH.) ~ 404 
(NOW BOTSWANA) CHILE 207 

BASUTOLAND (NOW LESOTHO) 12 ( CHIFA (COMMUNIST) (PEOPLE'S 2u6 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA) 

BELGIUM 254 
( CHINA-NATIONALIST-~See Formosa 

( BELIZE 206 and Republic of China 

BELORUSSIA © 329 COLOMBIA (COL. ) 208 

BERMUDA ISLANDS (IS. ) 203 COMORO ISLANDS hol 

BHUTAN 371 CONGO (FORMERLY FRENCH; 391 
: BRAZZAVILLE, CAPITAL) 

BOLIVIA (BOL. ) 204 
CONGO REPUBLIC (Formerly 336 

BORNEO | 253 _ Belgian) (Leopoldville — 

BRAZIL 205 COSTA RICA (C.R.) : 209 | 

| 9-24-73 
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CROATIA cia i YUGO. ) FRANCE 231 

CUBA | 210 FRENCH WESY AFRICA 343 
| (FR. W. AFR.) 

CURACAO 298 
* FRENCH INDO-CHINA 270 

CYPRUS | oc] (FR. INDOCH. ) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA (CZECH. ) 263 FRENCH WEST INDIES 34 

DAHOMEY 2. 385 GABON 292 

_ DANZIG : 309. GAMBIA , “LOT 

DEMOCRATIC PEHOPLE'S REPUB~ 381 GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 397 
LIC OF KOREA (NORTH KOREA) 

YEMEN GERMANY (GER.) (FEDERAL 232 
(| DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF Sisten 425 REPUBLIC OF GERMANY) 

DENMARK (DEN. ) | 256 GHANA (GOLD COAST) 366 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 211. GOLD COAST (GHANA) (G.C.) 266 
(DOM. REP.) 

GREECE | 22 
BAST GERMANY (GERMAN 397 ; 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC) _ GREENLAND (GRNLD. ) 360 

ECUADOR (EC.) 212 GRENADA | 420, 

( EGYPT (CLOSED;SEE ARAB 259 GUAM 333 
REPUBLIC OF EGYPT) 

GUATEMALA (GUAT.) ele 
EL SALVADOR (EL SAL.) 226 

GUIANA (BRITISH) (BR. GU.) 214 
ENGLAND (ENG. ) a4. (GUYANA) 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA 377 GUIANA (DUTCH) (SURINAM) 215 

ESTONIA 283. GUIANA (FRENCH) (LOCATED 216 
| | IN SOUTH AMERICA) 

*  ETHIOPIA(Closed use Ethiop 313 . : 
GUINEA (FORMERLY FRENCH) 378 

ERITREA ° 356 (LOCATED IN AFRICA) 

) FAR BAST 352 GUINEA, EQUATORIAL 377 
. | (SPANISH POSSESSION) 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 232 (RIO MUNI & FERNANDO POO) 
GERMANY 

GUINEA (PORTUGUESE) 4.03 
FEDERATION OF RHODESIA 399 
AND NYASALAND (CLOSED) GUYANA (FORMBRLY BRITISH 214 

GUIANA) 
FIJI ISLANDS (IS.) L.O2 

HAITI 217 
FINLAND (FIN. ) 255 | 

: HONDURAS (HOND.) 218 
AAPMAGY (PATIIWY (ROR,-) a7 

*See separate subs for Laos, Cambodia, Viet Nam, Viet Minh 

* 3) sim 
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' HUNGARY (HUNG. ) 

ICELAND (ICE. ) 

INDIA 

INDONESIA (INDON. ) 

[RAN 

TRAQ 

TRELAND (IRE. ) 

ISRAEL 

ITALY 

IVORY COAST 

JAMAICA (JAM. ) 

JAPAN 

JAVA 

JORDAN 

( LIBYA;LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC 
oo 

HW 55123 

KENYA 

KHMER REPUBLIC 

KUWAIT 

LAOS 

LATVIA 

LEBANON (LEB. ) 

LEEWARD ISLANDS (LE.IS.) 

LESOTHO 

LIBERIA (LIB. ) 

dee Ate eer 
LUXEMBOURG (LUX. ) 

MACAO 

MADAGASCAR (MADAG. ) 

MALAGASY REPUBLIC 

Docld: 329689630 Page 240 
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i Nw 

2.9 © 

314 

: 257 

331 

251 

282 

311 

345 

232 

386 

219 

234 

289 

502 

325 

364 

367 

365 

294. 

287 

220 

412 

297 

300 
YAL 
262 

230 

362 

MALAWI | 

i ef 

MALAYSTA 

MALDIVE ISLANDS 

MALT | 

MALTA 

MANCHURIA 

MARTANA ISLANDS 
(USE TRUST TERRITORIES) 

MAURITANIA 

' MAURITIUS ISLAND 

MEXICO 

MIDDLE EFAST-NEAR EAST 

MONACO 

MONGOLIA (MONG. ) 

MOROCCO (MOR.) 

MOZAMBIQUE (MOZ.) 

MUSCAT & OMAN (NOW OMAN) 

NEAR EAST ; 

NEPAL 

NETHERLANDS (NETH. ) 

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 

326. 

2/9 

405 

4 

384 

340 

275 

421 

398- 
394 

221 

350 
363 

27 1 

235 

276 

“4419 

350 

353 

258 

2.2 
(FORMERLY NETHERLANDS WEST . 
INDIES ) 

NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA 
(NOW WEST IRIAN) 

NEW CALEDONIA (N.CAL. ) 

NEW GUINEA (N.GUI.) 
(NETHERLANDS OR WEST) 
(NOW WEST IRIAN) 

MET UPNDITNOA (NSW WAR, ) 

ANG CEL ISLSITLANIY Lae tte 

\ 

9-24-72 

2D 

269 

357 

LLan 



- .. . NEWFOUNDLAND > (NEWR. < 338 SALVADOR, EL (BL SAL. ): 226 

NIGARAGUA (NIC. ) 222 SAMOA e 358 

"NIGER 387 SAN MARINO . 299 

NIGERIA (NIG. ) 323. «= SARDINIA - 318 

( NORTH KOREA (DEMOCRATIC 381 SAUDI ARABIA (SAU.AR.)  —° 245 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA) 

, SCOTLAND (SCOT.) - 285 
NORTHERN RHODESIA (N.RH, ) 351 | | 
(REP. OF ZAMBIA). ° _ SENEGAL. | | 393 

NORWAY | | 260: SERBIA (CLOSED, USE 348 
: ‘ YUGO. ) 

NYASALAND (NYA. ) 326 
(NOW MALAWI) STAM (THAILAND) | 288 

( ae MUSCAT AND L419 STRRRA LEONE (S.L.) 355 
OMAN 

SINGAPORE (STRAITS 316 
PAKISTAN (PAK. ) 342 SETTLEMENTS ) 

PALESTINE , | 248 SOLOMON ISLANDS (BRITISH), 409 
(SOL.IS.) 

PANAMA 223 . 
: . | ( SOMALI DEMOCRATIC 349 
| PAPUA 44 - REPUBLIC (SOMALIA) 

PARAGUAY (PAR. ) 7 224 SOUTH AFRICA (S.AFR. | 317 

| ( PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 246 ( SOUTH KOREA (REPUBLIC OF 265 

|e KOREA ) 
! PERU 205 
| . SOUTH WEST ‘AFRICA (S.W. 382 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 239 AFR.) 
(PHIL.IS.) 

| | SOUTHEAST ASIA 443 
POLAND | - 250 

SOUTHERN RHODESIA (S.RH.) 327 
PORTUGAL (PORT. ) 236 | | , 3 

| ( SRI LANKA (FORMERLY 266 
QATAR WAS CEYLON) 

( REPUBLIC OF CHINA. (FORMOSA) 274 — SPAIN 237. 

( REPUBLIC OF KOREA (S.KOREA) 265 STATELESS 361 

ROMANIA oly SUDAN 339 

RUSSIA 240 SURINAM (DUTCH GUIANA) 215 

RUANDA-URUNDI (CLOSED) 396 SUMATRA 7 BRU 
a fom om OY ag ie, Beha ae oe a he 

Beare Gee 308 SWEDEN 267 
+ PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPURLIC 

OF VAEN bos gn 2t=13 
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SWITZERLAND (SWITZ.) 

SYRIA (SYRIAN ARABIC 
REPUBLIC ) 

TAHITI 

TANZANTA 

TANGANYIKA (TAN. ) (UNITED * 
REP.OF TANGANYIKA & ~ 
ZANZIBAR) | 

THAILAND (SIAM) (THAT. ) 

TIBET 

TOGO (FORMERLY TOGOLAND) 

TONGA ISLANDS 

TRANSJORDAN 

TRANSYLVANIA 

TRIESTE (TR. ) 

TRINIDAD (TRIN. ) 

TRUCTIAL STATES (NOW UNITED 
ARAB EMIRATES) 

TRUST TERRITORIES 

TUNISIA (TUN. ) 

TURKEY 

UGANDA 

UKRAINE 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST 
REPUBLICS 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
.(PORMERLY TRUCIAL STATES) 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 
(U.A.R.) (NOW ARAB REPUBLIC 
OF EGYPT) 

TTOTTATT AW cm) 

Vga bw tL. a 

VENEZUELA 
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a7. 

Sho 

379 

288 

344 

372 

a0% 

332 

312 

357 

229 

4-06 

421 

296 

(238 
322 

329 

240 

06 

376 

227 

a an 

228 

VIET MINH~DEMOCRATIC 370 
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM (NORTH) 

VIET NAM (SOUTH) (VIET. ) 330 

VIRGIN ISLANDS (VIR.IS.) 315 

nee vob * 
WALES | 328 , 

WEST IRIAN 307 

WEST NEW GUINEA 357 

WINDWARD ISLANDS (WIN.IS.) 230. 
MARTINIQUE) 

YEMEN. ARAB REPUBLIC 334 
(FORMERLY YEMEN) 7 

YUGOSLAVIA (YUGO.) . 272 

ZAIRE, REPUBLIC OF 336 
(FORMERLY CONGO REPUBLIC) 

ZAMBIA, REPUBLIC OF 351 

ZANZIBAR (ZAN.)(CLOSED,SEE 379 
TANZANTA) 

CONTINENTS 

ASIA | 301 

SOUTHEAST ASIA 113 

AFRICA 302 

AUSTRALIA (AUSTL. ) 303 

EUROPE | 304 

NORTH AMERICA 205 

SOUTH AMERICA 306 

There are also Sub Numbers for: 

WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
LATIN AMERICA 307 

a Nh! 
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| STANDARD SUB LIST ae 

ACCIDENTS ~- FIELD (For Foreign Offices use Administrative File)... (66-2058) 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS - Foreign Offices only - — sub for country -where 

Legat is located).........4. Pees Sareea 64--44.362 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ; DELINQUENC EES: STATISTICS (For Delinquencies and 

otatistics for oe Offices use Administrative File)........ 66-2362 
PEC COU IE EI Gs tas ohn dca a a a Gel Wee sss ig tonne 6 ey oi ea ele ee ee ee eae toca aoe aes etot axeus 66-6300 

AADEX ; ADMINISTRATIVE IND EX: SECURITY INDEX: SECURITY INVESTIGATION r 
OR? IND dV DU Aili ote: oS. ee eee 6 te! asc ee er ee ee ee ae ee ee pee at ie -eecetoce a elas 100-358086 

ANAGRAM (Camry Wino uielt 4aje 6563s Slate andi Go arsine go Sad cineca s b oaaeei de 65-62456] 
ANTI-SEMITIC OUTBREAKS ; ANTI- JEWISH OUTBREAKS ANTTI- “RELIGIOUS 

OUTBREAKS. gina Alig, ta sere ca two 6, Tels 'g? 0a: ug ateriaiess Ba aes wee ead Wa wa eae a ae 157+ 
| ARAB ACTIVITES IN THE UNITED STATES ; “ARAB “ACTIVITIES. .. ee ee ree ~-105- joiteas 
| ASSIGNMENT OF INVESTIGATIVE WORK TO POLICE; FBI LAW ENFORCEMENT 
! CONE IDCs is Sere coi od ails abc 3a 4 tay errno antes & ia S Acta sad gitar @. eve ose al as ee Src cers oo + 66-9340 
| ATTICA BRIGADE; A.B.; “REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT “BRIGADE: R. 9.B. 

(No sub for CHICA PO) i ecua ee e-atas 5 gh alana ieta Seas Soe huss nee 1000-47120 
BANK ROBBERY SUSPECT FILE (See instruction GATE) cscs e Ste: et saree ets ~ 91-1419 

LBIOG PHIC HANDBOOK PROGRAM; BIOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN 
poh MeN HG SS Leia SSS? “Oly aves gag eth tue dios Ss om ntinah sania ceiradeetik are vee Waianae » 64—- 35693 

BLACK EXTREMIST ACTIVITIES ; “BLACK EXTREMIST FUNDS; BLACK EXTREMIST 
MOVEMENT -~ FUNDS; BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT : BLACK NATIONAL- 
IST MOVEMENT IN THR UNITED STATES,......... eae Seated, 157-8415 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY; BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE: 
y NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO FIGHT FASCISM; NATIONAL COMMITTER TO 
| COMBAT FASCISM (No sub for San Francisco) Seated Sate ae: teh esata la: Sneath eh tas 105-165706 
| BOOKMAKING AND CROOKED GAMBLING DEVICES; GAMBLING PARAPHERNALIA; 
| GAMBLING REFERENCE AND PARAPHERNALIA FILE (Use subs for foreign 
+ COU GOS SO) ees Slee idee bs ko lk ob ek eee ea clan we ee aa es 80-634 
BUCOMSEC (Code Word); “BUREAU COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY CUSTODIAN . 

SYSTEM; COMSEC = CUSTODIAN SYSTEM (Legal Attaches'- use sub 
! a for country where Legat is located) (Carry Through)..........., 66-19148 
| “ BUREAU CODES (Legal Attaches - use sub for a feneree where | 
| Mega G16: OCe Led) ean Oeeunda ose eo eee are »..66-629 
“BUREAU WAR PLANS; BUPLANS a anaes “Attaches use sub for country . 
he where Legat DS AOCAUCE) siswe ied ree haae evenness boule st pipe sass 66-17380 

; Ml sc TEL AWN OT Ug st eats ee Shiga ope se tetas ene algal eh es wie ee bas ma Og Od ah ioret wn icetal ee ahs Ses 80-646 
Carn toh ACTIVITIES 5 CHINESE COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES (United States 

and Foreign Ghia ea anened tak cates Siyane ees etoaan 100-40 
CHINESE COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES...... 65-65807 
Aan 1 OUING Tat lel ico sa cs alas ong ane ae lao sae 0) a sasaki ake ee Ao ee we a Giceraitons 105-~- 34.939 
CIVIL UNREST; EXTREMIST MATTERS; &. Mes EXTREMIST SITUATION: 

SEGREGATION. «2... coe. ee eer pd vase ees a Oates dseiSs alee terete a ae a 157-6 
COMMUNIST PARTY (Foreign only, including San Juan) (Do not use sub 

240 for Russia, - use 61-16; do not use sub 246 for China, use 
100- On ONG) cane as ated. a CoEe a acR te Bh eee glare Nae a bedava tp ee gi seereseia Getta Ne tas des — 

COMMUNTST PARTY FUNDS gee ares at ae ee aby oe 20s aig Grr pak ©. bteae Oe ac aa se, Wha ere Sd eta ee 100-3-63 
COMMUNIST PARTY MEXICO........ ds ied sp, er Wow aeerikt ease ee aloes Peau eee iS aCe ate aes 64.-20C~22 
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: STANDARD SUB LIST oe 
od 

'- CONFERENCES FOR SPECIAL AGENTS (For Foreign Offices, use 
ROMING STL AC 1 Ve Ue) ees nk aware wb tereeae ais 1+27 

CONFERENCES OF NIC, G-2, OSI, AND FBI (NIC, SID, and FBI). 66-8603-1 
(INTERNAL SECURITY QUARTERLY CONFERENCES; INTELLT- 
GENCE CONFERENCES AT FBI) .....-. scien Netiaet . 66-8603 

_ S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS . 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS S.1I. S. Ker niayaheacete set tthe 28 
CRIMINAL INFORMANTS .......00 Sing cutee Be psec a tote 66-25420-1” 
PLANT INFORMANTS (CLOSED) .......... s iaeicieeeie ane een (OO Slo =O 
EXTREMIST INFORMANTS ........ ssa tats ictgeia catered Poms athe ener as ts Tae 5 ea) 
SECURITY INFORMANTS ......ceeceecces B casGciena th Sie acai 66-2542-3 
TOP ECHELON CRIMINAL INFORMANTS (T.E.C.I.P.) .sccccce 66-2542-11 

CONGRESS OF AFRICAN PEOPLES; CONGRESS OF AFRICAN PEOPLE .. 1157-16554 
CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY: CONGRESS ON RACIAL EQUALITY; 

COMMITTEE ON RACIAL EQUALITY: C.O.R.E. (Do not use 
SUD: 34 Por Ne Va.) Gewese a aata Gaia ee irae aaa ieceex VO0=225692 

( CONTINGENCY PLANS ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF FOREIGN 
OFFICIALS AND OFFICIAL GUESTS OF THE UNITED STATES 
(United States and Foreign Countries)....... pituemeas 185-1 

CRIMINAL ELEMENT IN BUSINESS FIELD ....... ccc ccc ccc ccseees 02-302 
CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM ....ecccccccccsceccccssoseve O2°9 
CUBAN SUBVERSION TOWARD LATIN AND SOUTH AMERICA: CUBAN 

SUBVERSION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES . (Foreign only) ceeeee 109-653 
DEFECEORS. (Woremen Only). «<..4ndeaceawns.o eareaveseuceeeows.a6 ». 100-357681 
DELEGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS; “UNITED NATIONS 

PERSONNEL (Foreign subs only 7) eee oe swale ew euewaee s OLH7 7707 
DELINQUENCIES; ACCOMPLISHMENTS ; STATISTICS: DELINQUENCY .. 66-2362 
DEMONSTRATIONS PROTESTING U.S. INTERVENTION IN VIET NAM; 

VIDEM (Code Word): 4i00%0eesseteew soe ee ‘eeeeek VO5=130375 
DESTRUCTION OF BUREAU PROPERTY s "DESTRUCTION OF BUREAL 

RECORDS (For Foreign Offices use Administrative 
File) oe eee eeee eoaeveeeesaonvn vn eeoeveceereoeethre eo se @ 66-3286 

DIPLOMATIC LIST (Foreign subs OMY esses ae Stee a ena aw alee » 62-6404 
ECONOMIC MATTERS (Foreign subs only) .......... Neel Gaceed. IOs 
BLECTRONIC PENETRATION OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT s 

BREBCTRONIC PENETRATION CF CODE MACHINES AND TYPE- 
WRITERS; "ENGULF"; "CATALAN"; E.P.C.E. (Foreign 
subs only) SeeeieNel Sate aia dagen aera ee Rime omae peat er reo 8 si | 

BMPLOYMENT -~ CIVIL RIGHT S ACT OF 4964 <44<%.3% ewe. 7 3e2., 
BEACHANGE OF CULTURAL RELATIONS: EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE 

(Woreien Subs Only). csc meats aie sorte gual aveete: araou Gabe aus eee 64-2544 
EXTORTIONATH CREDIT TRANSACTIONS .....ccceccece Sap 7 OSLO 
BXTREMIST MATIERS; SEGREGATION; EXTREMIST SITUATION; 

CIVIL UNREST; fae genic: ciadeevs ici txcvet geen d puis lansle wl Gun eles see 15 76 
F.B.IT. LAW ENFORCEMENT CONFERENCES 5 “POLICE CONFERENCE .... 66-9340 

( EXTREMIST, REVOLUTIONARY, T&PRCRIST AND SUBVERSIVE 
ACTIVITIES IN PENAL 1NSTITUTIONS...-...... ee re ae 62-116018 

12-10-74 
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ee ome eee 

~- @.-axpann SUB LIST. ® a 2s 

4f F.M. RADIO STATION (See other captions on LiSt),..........cccvcceces 80-648 
FEDERAL GRAND JURIES INVESTIGATING LOCAL CRIME. ........000. 62-96173 
FIREARMS TRAINING (¥For-Foreign Offices use Administrative File)..... 1-29 

/ Sypixen F.M. STATIONS (See other captions on list)... ..c. eee e eee eens 80-648 
/#/ FOREIGN FUNDS OUTSIDE THE -UNITED STATES......... Se re ee 112-8 

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE MATTERS (Foreign subs only)........2-e000- 65-63987 - 
FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS (Foreign subs only). ...... cc cece cc ccceseece 64-175 
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL (Foreign countries only).........cceccccesece 64-532 
CAMBEING INVESTIGATIONS, i wieseutecedestietedaeutdiusawetscesnceas 162-1 
GAMBLING PARAPHERNALIA; GAMBLING REFERENCE AND ». = 

PARAPHERNALIA FILE (Foreign Subs a1S0). su sueaewetie eeewas ees 80-634 
HATE AND KLAN ORGANIZATIONS. .....ccccccccccccccccccoes cde Gn 157-5 
HATE AND KLAN ORGANIZATIONS; EXTREMIST MATTERS | 

(AGWUMISUPACIVE) n5ncs iota ose een 5e5e bes ow sou eee ere coat gmeouace 157-1 
INQUIRIES TO STATE DEPARTMENT BY AMERICANS RE RELATIVES 

PROPERTY AND FUNDS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES (Foreign subs 
only) (See other captions on list)... ... occ ete ec cc wcrc cee eee enns 64-27223 

( INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT (No subs ~ See instruction 
CE oe tars Sai ecadatindle ici oapeera- in aie 2-8 Sha aS Ske Oeics aoaeana Se eae es 64-200 

INTERSTATE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES - WIRE SERVICE........cccceees 162-1 
JEWEL THEFT INVESTIGATIONS (Control File)... 0... cc ccc cece cece 87-12304 
KOREAN ACTIVITIES (Do not use foreign SUbS)........ ccc cece cere renee 100-25 
LABOR CONDITIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. .....ccccccccccccccseces 100-341561 
LEGAL INSTRUCTION; LEGAL PROBLEMS. ......cccccccccccscscessecs 66-19123 
MILITARY AND NAVAL MATTERS (Foreign Countries Only)............. 113-7 
MINUTEMEN; MINUTE MEN (No sub for Kansas City)........ccccccccvcs 62-107261 
MISSING FILES; MISSING SERIALS (Foreign offices use Administrative . 

D1 6) 55 bb Uae Gadp eeu Sones ea56. wea Meee wile ee eee eae ows ea-wick 66-18090 
( MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS (Foreign subs only)..... JéGiosdedaee OS Tl 1el 

C—_MORINE (Foreign subs only, Carry Thru Mail)..........00cceececceeees 105-87025) 
( NATION OF ISLAM (No sub for Chicago) (F.O. and foreign subs)......... 25-330971 

NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE (Foreign subs only).......cccceeccece 105-97459 
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SURVEY (Foreign subs only).......2ceeeecee 64~-35693 

( POLICE MATTERS (Foreign subs only) (Do not use for Puerto Rico, 
Alaska and Hawaii) (See instruction card "Foreign Police Matters"). . 64-29833 

POLICE RADIOS IN BUREAU CARS; PORAD (Code Word).......seeeeee: 80-754 
POLICE TRAINING SCHOOL; POLICE TRAINING, ...... cc ccc ccacccveces 1-1152 
POLITICAL MATTERS (Foreion subs only). ...+.ccccovcccceccceecececcs 109-12 
PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY; PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT; 

vA PROGRESSIVE LABOR (Do not use sub 34 for N.Y.)....... cee ee. 100-437044 
*PROSAB; PROTECTION OF STRATEGIC ATR COMMAND BASES OF U.S. 

ATR FORO .. 98~-$8030 ~ 
> | * » &@A § © m hh Ff ££ we # Ee Ce Ff @Hee€C OR ee FES SE OH ODA TD eC e @#@#ee¢sagé4 o 

: a 

ae Or Se ee 2 

{ “FISACTS (Code Word ) Sct i aed atlas hele Re eos ian ots (Seo a hee Boag a GeO em OU ko 
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STANDARD SUB LIST 

PUBLIC EDUCATION CRA-1964.. ba aac sdiras aria aush ebro ta i valine a alea: aces 266 173—4 
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES OF PEN FRIENDS: 

INQUIRIES TO STATK DEPARTMENT BY AMBRICANS RE RELATIVES, 
PROPERTY, AND FUNDS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES(Foreign subs only) 
(See other Captions on 11St)ssés000 Svea ralat eau tee avenate aoa easias » O4- 27893 

Ee ES Eo ING Uh siete gaia ce aeare ice Ge sb. es Qin a eat Reeders eer ee ere ee ee ee a ee ee 14-2965 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES. (Use Foreign SUDS ALSO) éeeisee seeks gare 

( REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGRADE; R.S.B.; ATTICA BRIGADE; A.B. 
(Nou.sup: tor Chi Caco). 2 64.4.5.08-b br shot a ts Satie a eeacaee cheese Oo eer 

VOLUTIONARY UNION; RED: UNION re ee er a ee ee ee sitarteidetece 105-184369 
SECUR INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUALS; ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX; 

Lcd, bs Gr enya se abeas See aries toe aeee ae ards Gia Sioa are so round baud abuse TOO 350086 
SEX OFFENDERS (No foreign “gubs). ane ea auaee dees ered tenes wee os 0200  105=-34074 © 
SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES (Foreign subs only)....-.eceeeece : ogee oe wets 64-309 
SOC TALMCONDITLIONS. (Perot en: Subs: Only) vous etect bios csenouin 64 6460) oes 111-1 
SODAC; SOVIET DIPLOMATIC ACTIVITIES; SOVIET ACTIVITIES 

(Foreign SUS: On a cians bb ates ee aaa eS Cees be eee ae Se we 64-211 
SOVIET INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (Operations Abroad) (Use subs for 

Counury Of legal Clr ices. Only) ass 2cediesee ces bean oye oor aes 65-71723 
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS; SPEECH MANUSCRIPTS; SPEECH MATTERS : SPBECH 

OI Ty a a eee rece taee os cee ca ae aang a tal eect Sia aes edt as Brine ena lie 9-9 
zi SPECIAL ae CONFERENCE (Foreign Offices use Administrative 

WG) ae Wice Ge cee ee Mare CRO eR SO SS ee ee ees Tere eee ee ee 1-27 
STATISTICS ; ACCOMPLISHMENTS ; DELINQUBNCIES....... edie w ardca ce pate eae ares 66-2362 
STUDENT AGITATION: STUDENT AGITATION ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES: 

(No foreign subs) : STAG (Code: Work )s2 65 sewed ee abated a wea e re .62-112228 
STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE ; STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 

TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM. eee ee ee ee ee eee a ae eee Dobe 100-446761 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) ; 

STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE..... eee ee ee eee ee ee 100-4391 90 
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY; S.D.S.3; WEATHERMEN... ictal We nishig te 100-439048 
USPECTS PROGRAM - BANK ROBBERY MATTERS (See instruction ‘eard), 00  O1-1419 

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE; TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCES (Use sub for | 
NEVE YORK. Only ive soe oad aes wwe eae ares ee anes ei Ete Oat Oa se ee Bee 66-8160 

TOP HOODLUM COVERAGE; TOP HOODLUM PROGRAM. . Mase er ee ee oe ar ee 62-9 
TOP THIEF PROGRAM. ..s cc ccec creer srssescccvccscces Breese ld ayaces, eleva eas 87-12304 
r250-WATT EM. CENTRAL STATIONS AND REMOTE RECEIVERS ; F, M. “RADIO 

STATION “(Se6- Gther Ga ptloins On 11S). tier eed caiawee eae bees 80-648 
UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA (Use sub for source of mail).......c.e50. sh57=570 
UNITED NATIONS PERSONNEL: DELSGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS; 

MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS (Foreign subs only)......-.eeee- 62-77787 
Ui de Oo arose tise ae aren aneenoaaeencia Orisa eee iene aon 1007801 
NOG VD INES OU RG LGA Bie denier ee <a) uy Grats disticatsosartai salsa. 6.6 bu Slade ed) owe ac atone erates 691-1419 
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WORKERS PARTY; INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE. ..... pc ce ee ce wee 100-86590 
YOUNG SOCTALIST ALLIANCE; YOUNG SOCIALISTS ALLIANCE; 

Vai Ge Re. (no: Sub. tor YN. Be tie epseh ge ete Rs eceett pe Salt acces tiedtnack ie ge Gr 100-427226 
YOUNG WORKERS LIBERATION LEAGUE; YOUNG COMMUNIST “WORKERS 
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~~ Memorandum. 
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Casper 
nr i | eee. MRS 7 SECRET ars, August 31, 1971 EZ ic 

; , Lee s 

FROM: J. K. PONDER \ya_ 2 He i: 
| Tol. foam i 

Holmes oS 
sugject: INSPE oe oe CE OF LEGAL ATTACHE Gandy bi, 

BEIRUT, LEB on Se i 
INSPECTOR ae J. out NTO Y INFOR | 
8/9 - 13/71 - NAT eG isclosure , i 

@yr 23 ast AR wbject to Criminal Sanctions 

Official: Theodore A. Korontjis, Legal Attache (Legat) since 12/18/70. First Hi 

inspection; office opened 12/18/70 at time of expansion of foreign offices. ' 

Physical Condition and Maintenance ~- Excellent. The new office of the Legal 
. Attache is located on the 5th floor of the American Embassy, which is convenient i 
to police, agency, and key contacts; well organized, attractive and operating 2 
efficiently. No Bureau automobiles. security regulations receiving close atten-_ . 
tion. c & - LLY ae as 

Investigative Operations - Excellent. “Office covers only Lebanon. = vVé Case : 
load 7/31/71 - 26. Delinquency consistently low. 1 Bureau subject located. No 
recoveries or deportations effected. Office established primarily for purpose 
of collecting high-level political intelligence for dissemination to the White House, 
Legat highly successful in this assignment. From January, 1971, to July, 1971, 
Beirut Office submitted 53 items for possible dissemination_- 29 sent to White 
House. “Total itéms Sabmitted and number disseminated rank high among all 
Legats. jLegat encouraged to continue. No substantive errors detected. 

~ 

Administrative Operations - Very Good. Chief Clerk's Office functioning effi- 
ciently and well organized. No misfiled index cards detected and form errors 

‘low. Project and pending work current, Retypes low, eBTAL 1¢ fa tictiox a 
high. Confidential expenditures controlled Oise O (7 5 PT. {& We 

Personnel Matters - Excellent. Present a eae of one Agent and. one clerk- 
stenographer considered adequate. Legat instructed to follow work load’ closely, 
Legat not overweight, on limited duty, probation or’ “unayailable,.-Morale-high. 

_ Overtime productive and essential. a yf r - -%% 
. we, a 

Enclosures —t5 P—-1-Ff ) aff Uy hf 
1 - Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent Separately) 
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‘1 - Personnel id Theodore A. Korontjis Classifie hy ° ; 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson SECRET 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Beirut 

- Contacts - Excellent. Legat, in 8 months, overcoming obstacles of opening a new 
office, developed a wide range of contacts in police and government agencies, In 
addition Legat developed several high-level confidential sources who furnish high 
volume of intelligence information. Has interested Lebanese police in National 
Academy and instrumental in having 2 Lebanese police officers attend 88th Session 
of FBI National Academy. Officials contacted by Inspector warmly praised ~ 
Director, FBI and Beirut Office personnel. Dr. Charles Malik, former President 
of. United Nations General Assembly and now professor, American University of 
Beirut, was highly complimentary concerning Director and stated he has read 
all the Director ‘s books and concurred with Director's anti-communist stance. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Theodore A. Korontjis, GS-15 at $25, 867, aged 42, veteran, fully avail- 
able, not on probation. Legal Attache Beirut since ‘12 /18/ 70. Korontjis is an 
enthusiastic, dedicated, hard-working Agent, He has an excellent personality, 
aceressive and highly respected. Makes an excellent appearance and is unusually 
effective in developing contacts under difficult circumstances. Fully qualified to 
continue as Legat. A letter is attached for approval summarizing the inspectio 
findings. ) 

od - : : ha 
pr 

2. In view of highly successful results in obtaining items of high-level 
- political intelligence information which have been disseminated to White House, 
‘it is recommended the Beirut Office be continued. 
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Memorandum Cena 
TO! MR. TOLSON ~— September 1, 1971 coy 7 é 

Die ? fle Za r, 

Rosen ‘ 

FROM : J, K, PONDER\ wy : Walters | 
. Soyars i; 

Taspeclion ee ' 
suBJECT: INSPECTION -/OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE | Gandy 7 9 

CEOPENHAGEN| DENMARK Ue v i 
INSPECTOR FLETCHER D, THOMPSON, nro . nt 
8/23 - 26/71 | AL SECURITY INFORMATION _ [I 3 

[ 

| SUMMARY ~— Subject to Criminal Sesetinad | 

Officials: Richard E, Potocki, Legal Attache (Legat) since 7/6/71 (SA Lawrence . j 
McWilliams Legat 12/21/70 - date office opened until 7/5/71); Bertil W. Rolander, Jb 
Assistant Legat since 12/21/70. No previous inspection. | i 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good. Moved into permanent space fh 
third floor, American Embassy, in downtown Copenhagen 8/20/71. When vault 
completed ‘(now under construction), will meet security requirements. Space : 

- convenient to Embassy officials and communications center; well maintained. One 
security violation since office opened (former Legat solely responsible and " 
transferred). All personnel very security conscious. Absolute necessity for | 
strict adherence to all security regulations strongly emphasized by Inspector. 
‘Marine Guard on duty on third floor near our office during working hours and in ' 

. . lobby at other times. Periodic security checks made. No.Bureau cars ‘S assigned, 

Rett 
Investigative Operations - Very Good. Territory,” i relviously I 7 15 Of," Holicat | ae ! 
covers “Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. Active case load.of 91 at time of fo | 
inspection is still below average, but up from 26 in January, L971. Case ‘elosings — 

} 

likewise below average; delinquency low. Accomplishments during first’ 7 months’ 
of operation included 31 fugitives and/or Selective Service delinquents located and 
one deportation effected. Three of our Security Index subjects visited in countries | 
covered by office during this period and 13 other security subjects reside in } 
territory. Foreign agencies keeping office advised of movements and activities. 
Legat establishing direct and personal exchange of security and intelligence infor- 
mation with officials in Finland, Norway and Sweden (liaison previously handled t 
through diplomatic channels). This regular personal contact will enhance oppor- 
tunity for developing high-level (HILEV) intelligence and other information of 
interest to Bureau. Specific instructions issued regarding need for alertness to 
Soviet intelligence activities in territory, noting that Soviets have utilized. 

Enclosureaie wg, 7-A- 74 petit 1 F- 
1 - Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Gent Sepitataly Gee 
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1.- Personnel Files Richard E. Potocki and Bertil W. Rolander 

| 

| 
i e ; 

‘1.- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Sent Sepatatel ys hey AG fo“, 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Copenhagen SECRET 

Scandinavian countries in the past to initiate operations against the United States;. 
Similar instructions issued concerning the Chinese communists. Danish Security 
Service recently furnished information of value concerning Soviet KGB officer who 
passed through Denmark. Since Scandinavian countries are recognized haven for 
draft dodgers and New Left fugitives, Inspector instructed Legat to request back- 
ground data and photographs of extremist fugitives for alerting cooperative police 
services in territory. Office is showing steady improvement in providing HILEV 
information. Only 4 items worthy of dissemination to White House submitted 
1/1 - 7/31/71, put 3 such items furnished in August for total of 7. Inspector placed 
strong emphasis on this phase of Legat's responsibilities. Legat and Assistant 
recognize importance and have specific plans for expansion of program. Legat 
of definite opinion majority of accomplishments to date achieved only because of 
personal contact by our Agents. This is especially noticeable in our Selective 
service and Deserter cases in Sweden, where 21 Bureau fugitives and 7 Selective 
Service delinquents have been located even though official government position is . 
to provide asylum for persons who refuse military service for “humanitarian or 
political reasons." No Substantive errors detected. 

Administrative Operations - Excellent. Legat is capably administering office, 
with Chief Clerk's Office running smoothly and work current; stenographic production 
above average. Continued close attention to all administrative operations emphasized 
by Inspector. 

Personnel Matters - Very Good. Personnel complement of 2 Agents and 2 clerke 
stenographers, Case load per Agent below average, but substantial increase each 
month (up from 43 on 6/30/71 to 91 as of 8/25/71). Considering case load, 

} geographical area covered, potential for HILEV and other factors, present com- 
plement considered adequate but not excessive to handle responsibilities at this 
time. Legat instructed to follow closely. Both Agents available; neither overweight 
or on limited duty. Morale appears high. 

Si - Excellent. Effective liaison program in effect and being expanded with 
a number of new contacts éstablishéd Since office ce opened; "others previously developed 
a becoming more productive, Contacts are > diversified, both American and 
foreign; and are scattered throughout territory covered. All met by Inspector 
expressed highest regard for Director and FBI as well as our local personnel, and 
expressed appreciation for having Bureau representatives in Copenhagen. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Richard E. Potocki, GS-15 at $26,675, aged 47, veteran, completely 
available, ‘pot on probation, previously Assistant ‘Legat at Paris: makes excellent 

a 
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absorbing and discharging responsibilities. Qualified to continue as Assistant Sal 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Copenhagen SECRET 

personal appearance, enthusiastic, and confident he can produce desired results 
in aSSignment, Respected by working associates and others with whom he does 
business, Qualified to continue as Legat. Attached for approval is letter to 
Potocki summarizing inspection findings. 

| Mm 

GEN: 
? 

i 
24, Bertil. W. Rolander, GS-14 at $23,591, aged 45, veteran, completely . 

available, not on probation, “ Assistant Legat since 12/21/70 ‘(first foreign assign- 
ment). Rolander makes excellent impression, is hard worker and is capably 

Legat. 

ae 

oN 

3. This office .was opened on 12/21/70 with.a complement of 2 Agents 
and 2 clerk-stenographers. The case load and the accomplishments have shown 
a steady improvement and this favorable trend is now gaining momentum. The 
results to date in all areas, including HILEV, and the potential for the future 
are encouraging. It is recommended, therefore, that the Office of Legal Attache 
in Copenhagen be continued with the present complement of 2 Agents and 2 clerk- 
stenographers. ( 1 V ga Bu 
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TO 

‘SUBJECT: INSPECTION. OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE 
. CBERNASWYLEERLAN , 

‘are promptly handled and closed. Accomplishments for past year include 7 fugitive 

' Switzerland since last inspection; 15 other security subjects known to be residing 

between United States and Switzerland is under active consideration and, if enacted, 

‘l.- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (SentSepagate 
_l - Personnel File Henry D. Grush ““CClag 
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r 
Callahan 

Casper 
Conra i 
Soyars 

Tele. Room 

ERN SWITZERLAND : 
INSPECTOR FLETCHER D. THOMPSON 
8/12 - 16/71 NATIONAL SECURITY INFOR 

SUMMARY Unauthorized Dis — 

ence 5, nen shar ee Spence SOLE OS, > 
anne cee 

Official: Henry D. Grush, Legal Attache (Legat) since 12/5/62. 
4/14 - 18/70. 2 

Physical Condition and Maintenance ~ Excellent (Last Inspection - Very Good). 
Office located on fourth floor of Embassy Building in city limits of Bern. Marine 
Guards on duty in building lobby after working hours and periodic security checks 
made of our space. Office is well maintained, attractive and secure. Additional 
contiguous Space approved to accommodate new communications equipment. No 
Bureau cars assigned. 

ea a 

recrg, (StS BIS S-l- Af. 
Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection -; Very Good). ,, Office overs 
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Austria previously handled but fakén over by Bonn __ 
Office 2/71., Active case load 7/31/71, 78, down from 99 last inspection,—but_ oo 
average over 12-month period comparable with other offices and above previous 
12-month period; delinquency below average 11 of 12 months. Number of cases 
originating in Bern Office and number of cases closed showed decline. Inspector 
instructed Legat to make certain all available cases are received and that cases 

Re ee = ee « > 

Ce Seay oe eee ere Se = re gee sere r= 

ee ee ie ee —— - > —_ae Som, eee, EE ae ke we ene ~~ 

and/or Selective Service delinquents located, 4 deportations, and nearly $300, 000 
in recoveries. Twenty Security Index subjects known® have visited or resided in 

in territory. High volume of work in Bern Office is of criminal nature involving 
large amounts of money deposited in Swiss banks. Treaty of mutual legal aid 

will give us same right of access to funds in banks as enjoyed by Swiss Police. : 
(Will still have to show funds are necessary to prove crime). Embassy officials \ 
optimistic that treaty will be signed in near future. Legat instructed to follow 
closely. Inspector issued specific and positive series of steps which Legat is to 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Bern SE ae = pom = ae « SECRET 

take in effort to develop additional information concerning activities of Black 
Panther Party (BPP) in Switzerland and to gain access to data concerning accounts 
in Swiss banks used for funding BPP. 

a 

While five high-level intelligence items submitted by Bern have been dissemi~ 
}nated to White House, Legat instructed to devote more time and penetrative attention 
to this important program; Legat has positive attitude toward program. He is of 
opinion large majority of accomplishments, whether in criminal, security or intel- ‘4 
ligence field, would.not have been possible without presence of Legat. No eubeaneve i! 
errors detected. 

wees a ~ a 
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Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office staffed " 
by experienced Legat and one clerk-stenographer; well administered. Chief Clerk's In 
Office operating efficiently; form errors below average and down from last inspection.  {; 
Stenographic production substantially above average with retypes low. Continued . | 
close attention to all administrative operations stressed. eal =_ 

A eet epee 
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' Personnel Matters - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Complement of one 
Agent and one clerk~stenographer (same as last inspection) considered adequate to 
handle liaison and other responsibilities. Legat agrees. Agent not overweight, 
unavailable or on limited duty. Close professional working relationship between 
Agent and clerk-stenographer; morale appears high. 

oe te 
—_— 

Contacts - Very Good (Last Inspection - Excellent). Legat has congenial and 
productive liaison with wide range of agencies and individuals, both American and 
foreign. Instructions issued to strengthen liaison to insure Legat is promptly 
notified concerning proposed visits to U. S. by high Swiss officials in order that 
any courtesies which might be appropriate in furtherance of Bureau's best interests 
can be arranged (Legat was not promptly advised of plans of Swiss Attorney General 

eae he ee 

to visit U. S. and Bureau headquarters). All persons met by Inspector expressed 
me ee ley 

high ‘regard for and confidence in Director, FBI and our personnel in Bern. 

om 

7 
}, 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. Henry D. Grush, GS-17 at $34,716, aged 56, veteran, not on probation, 
Legal Attache since 12/5/62. Is reserved, pusinesslike and dependable. Most 
knowledgeable concerning Swiss government, laws and people. Grush is linguist 
capable of handling several languages. Qualified to continue as Legal Attache. 
Attached is letter advising Legat of inspection findings. Cc) 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson SECRET! 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal ‘Attache, Bern 

2, The Bern Office covers Switzerland, which-is a stable and conservative 
country. It may not offer the same potential for high-level intelligence as do some 
other territories, but positive items have been developed and should continue. 
Swiss banks have long been recognized as the repository for funds illegally acquired 
by Americans, now including some of the Black Panthers. We have made some 
progress in gaining access to these funds and findings of Inspector (together with 
prospects for Signing mutual legal aid treaty between Switzerland and U. 8S.) 
indicate further success through close personal liaison is possible and probable. 
The existing case load, combined with these other considerations, justifies 
continuance of our Legat in Bern, It is, therefore, recommended that the office _ 

| | of the Legal Attache in Bern be continued with the present. _ complement of one 2 Agent 
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Pola: ROSA ‘, 
Holmes . 

HEC): INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE car tol pai’, * 
-BONN, GERMANY sar oe AR) abyfos q | 

ISCERCT P = BCTOH FLETCHER D. THOME SQ ronaL SECURITY INFORMATION 
i Unauthorizeo i hare 

Cin “SAnctions 

Cificials; George A. Van Noy, Legal Attache (Legat) since 9/19/55. Floyd R. war 
Peters, Assistant Legat Since 6 /28/'10 and Numbér One Man since 2/19/71. i 
(John C: €. Morris, Assistant Legat 12/29/62 - 7/31/71). Last inspection: 
Af20 217 10: 

SUMMARY subject to Cri 

— 

— oF met ae 

~ 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). 
Svace on Sixth floor of American Embassy Building in suburb of Bonn. Office is 
secure with Marine Guards on duty in building lobby after working hours and 
‘periodic security checks made of our Space... Office is neat, well arranged and 
maintained, but. extremely | crowded, Legat instructed to pursue negotiations with 
smbassy officials tor - additional. space, contiguous to existing space if possible, > 
but office may have to move to another floor in same building. Legat to furnish 
estimates and recommendations to Bureau before making any commitments. No ME 
Bureau cars assigned. ah Ul ce b SS: ve 1G Uf Pm J Conte LS - fee Ve eA): 

Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection’, "cellent. “West pes 
the Nethériands and Austria (since 12/70) covered: by Bonn'Office. Active case 
load (majority of security nature) 328 as of 7/31/71 (248 last inspection). Over 
i2-month period case load and cases closed per Agent well above average each 
month; delinquency below average each month. SEMSITIVE SOv~RtE LND 

SENSITIVE METHOD 

, continues to produce. valuable material, including 
information on Left Wing organizations in U. S. and travel of Security Index subjects 
and communists to Eastern Bloc. SEMSITIVE = S$6°RCE ANE METHOO 
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) Since April, 1971, necessary to transmit some 
items to Seng in bullk without benefit of thorough analysis in Bonn Office. gy agpect r 
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SECRET } 4 
Vicmoriundum to Mr. Tolson 
me: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Bonn 

‘determined experienced clerical employee (Miss Cuddy) capable of reviewing and 
‘processing much of this material. Assignment of this clerk-stenographer full time 
i vO pz “oject would release Agent personnel to handle other important responsibilities, 
!orvbvoarily in the field of gathering high-level intelligence (ATLEV). Since last 
: ing, section 78 Security Index subjects known to have visited or resided in Bonn 
territory; 76 other security subjects known to be reSiding these countries. Sources 
providing coverage on activities. In criminal field Bonn reported location of 22 
fugitives and/or Selective Service delinquents in last 12 months. Valuable infor- 
mation also developed in several car theft ring cases, major thefts in U. 8. and 
activities in Black Panther movement in Algeria. While 7 HILEV items worthy of 
dissemination to the White House (3 in August) have been. submitted, there. is a 
definite need for expansion and intensification. Positive program for this purpose 

outlined, Legat of definite opinion great majority accomplishments in all areas 
achieved only because of presence our personnel and would not have been possible 
through normal diplomatic channels. No substantive errors detected. 

Administrative Operations . Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Office is 
capably «dministered, Chief Clerk’s Office operating efficiently and work current. 

' Scenog graphic production above average even though time spent on clerical duties 
is high. Continued close attention to all administrative functions stressed. 

Per -sonnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Personnel comple- 

ment 3 Agents and 4 clerk-stenographers (2 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers last 

inspection). Thorough analysis by Inspector of work load, types of cases, ‘and 
experience of personnel determined Agents required to spend too much time in 
office handling high volume of security matters | ‘S&mysirwé& SovfRt& #09 

Overtime essential, productive and equitably shared. Time in office higher than 
should be due to above- SEvSrVE  METHED_ . Morale appears high. 
Language ability Agent personnel satisfactory. 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection ~ Excellent). Productive and cordial liaison | 

Mainvained with diversified contacts, both American and foreign, throughout territory. 
Legat recognizes need for cultivating and expanding contacts, especially in HILEV 

field, Instructed to do so. All contacts expressed highest regard for and confidence 

in Director and our Bonn personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. George A. Van Noy, GS-16 at $33,757, aged 57, nonveteran, not on 
probation. Legat since 9/19/55; fully available. Makes excellent personal appearance; 

| ~2- CONTINUED - OVER- 
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emcrandum vo Mr. Tolson ‘ 
. Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Bonn SECRET 

¥ 

quiet, but engaging personality; effective Bureau representative; highly respected 
by associates and ovaers with whom he has contact. Fully qualified to continue as 
Legat, If approved, attached letter to Van Noy will summarize inspection findings. 

‘ 
f 

A - 

| Me 
a. Floyd R. Peters, GS-15 at $25,059, aged 54, veteran, not on probation, 

Assistant Legat since 6/28/70, Number One Vian since 2/19/71. Peters is a 
dedicated, hard-working Agent who is capably discharging his responsibilities. 
Qualified to continue as Assistant Legat and for further administrative ge anCe nent 
commensurate with needs of Bureau; “fully available. 

, | | 
3, .The Bonn Office handles a high volume of cases in security, criminal, 

liaison, intelligence and related areas. Legat feels, and inspection confirms, that 
ereat majority of accomplishments achieved only because of presence of our 
personnel/on the scene. it is recommended, therefore, that office of Legal Attache, 

Bonn, be continued. 7 
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, es ' Memorandum SnCRET (Pireec . 
¢ J Casper i 

TO =: MR, TOLSON pate, August 12, 1971 D ‘ 
ie 

FROM : J, K, PONDER Hh a ’ ol Walters t 
, ¢ 

; Soyars 

: =: (eb ai 
SUBJECT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE (LEGAT) - 

(BUENOS AIRES} ARGENTINA 
INSPECTOR ARNOLD C, LARSON VN ‘i 
7/25 - 8/3/71 NATIONAL Secubin Ivor p 

3 SUMM SUMMARY gs 2uthorize Disclosure MATION | | ; 
ect to Criminal | 

Officials: John J. Wachter, Legal Attache since 3/22 /67; Warren Penctiengrueys, 0 | 
Assistant Legal Attache since 12/19/70 and Number One Man since 2/4/71. Last 
Inspection: 12/7 - 11/70. | yp, L > 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). 
Office located fourth floor, U. S. Embassy, downtown Buenos Aires. Space secure p Ly 

and attractively maintained. Additional space acquired since last inspection *° Aips 
accommodate additional personnel. No security violations. Need for semaxiey ft 
stressed, Bureau car well maintained - no safety defects. Operating and neo peS 
costs above averages; arrival of new car expected shortly which should nd repay 

ieosts, Economy stressed. Minor housekeeping delinquencies detected ordered 

corrected. 

Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Excellent). Office covers, 

ee eerie Uruguay, and Paraguay and is responsible for yr developing intel- 

ligence information fion regarding Marxist regime in neighboring Chile, 2 Agents added 

Since last inspection tc to handle added territory and expanded coverage. Case load 

7/31/71, 280 (277 active), up from 95 last inspection. Delinquency and case 
closings low. Increased case turnover encouraged. High percentage (73%), of if cases. 

| generated by Legat personnel. 63% of case load is security matters. No substan- 
tive errors detected. Sugees tion made to aid in espionage matter. 14 fugitives 

and Selective Service delinquents located, 3 deportations effected (down from last 
inspection), récoveries total $5, 165, 350. (ap substantially). Confidential sources 

and official contacts rated excellent and efforts being continued for further expansion 

of intelligence sources. 48 high-level intelligence (HTLEV) items Submitted, of. 

which 22 furnished to White House, S, "Estimated. 90% of accomplishments would not 

have > been achieved in absence > of FBI Hepresentsthss pyaar earn % 

fl Amer Spy we 

TROT ee 

ae aariven| Of~ 5 FA /- 4 nee 7 
sane irs 9 mag. 

Office functioning Smoothly and efficiently with low project work and spending work. 

Enclosure sys a GP | 

‘['- Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent spaae &/ Le 
Bs Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desh ‘(Sent Separ ao 

Personne Files John J, Wachter and Warren C. de ae = 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache 

‘Buenos Aires, Argentina SECRET 
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File destruction current. Form errors and misfiled index cards below averages. 

Sténographic pool has high production, no delinquency or retyped pages. Confi- 
dential fund properly maintained. Travel, contact and per diem expenses up, but 
consistent with expanded coverage and increased personnel, 

2 ent, 

ern ee ee ee ee 

~~ 
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Personnel Matters ~ Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Personnel complement 

of 3 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers (up from one Agent and one clerk-stenographer 

last inspection due to expanded coverage and added territory) adequate but not 
excessive. All Agents proficient in necessary foreign languages. Overtime high . 

but necessary, productive and equitably shared. Morale high. 

a» 

“— = 
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' 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Quality contacts developed in 

highest executive and operational levels of intelligence and law enforcement groups 
in territory. Aggressive program for expanded coverage is continuing and high 
utilization achieved. All persons contacted by Inspector expressed admiration ane 
high esteem for Director, FBI and Buenos Aires personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

affecting U. S., plus activities of great interest to White House, statistical accom- - 
| i. That office continue due to extent of territory, unrest and potential thereof 

2. John J. Wachter, GS-16 at $29,067, aged 53, nonveteran, not on probation, 

plishments and further potential. 

Legal Attache since 3/22/67. Wachter makes excellent personal appearance, is 
conscientious, hard-working Agent and excellent administrator. He is highly effective 
and aggressive in his liaison responsibilities and has a substantial grasp of the 
Bureau's overall operations. Considered highly qualified to continue in present 

. aSSignment and to have excellent potential for additional responsibilities, Available 

| for transfer or promotion. : 

I : me) 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson ‘ = 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

Duenor Aires, Argentina 

3. Warren C. de Brueys, GS-15 at $25,059, aged 50, veteran, not on 
probation, Assistant Legal Attache at Buenos Aires since 12/19/70. Mr. de Brueys 
makes an excellent personal appearance, is conscientious, hard working and 
ageressive. He meets people well and has developed a number of contacts valuable 
to the Bureau. He has an excellent knowledge of the Bureau's work and is con- 
sidered highly qualified to continue in his present position. He is interested in 
and completely available for any assignment, 

} . . 

* 

4, Attached for approval is a letter advising the Legal Attache of the 
inspection findings. 

Ler 

Py 

SEE ADDENDA] -~ NEXT PAGE: 
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® Memorandum to Mr. Tolson, from Mr. Ponder, 8/12/71 

Re: Inspection ~ Office of Legal Attache 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
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ADDENDUM (WCS:csh), 8/13/71: 

The conclusion to continue this office, without any i 
qualification, is one with which I cannot agree. As I have ‘ 
previously indicated, I think the office should be kept open . «l 
until the present Ambassador leaves, and then it should be i 
considered as one that could be closed, with no damage done i 
to this country. After all, no damage "was done to the f; 

{ country before the lore the office yas ever op ongpes. ened. ce hanes ‘ ae 

eg recea Pare mid lan = eeraer ‘out that 90%\of the 
accomplishments would not have been achieved in the’ absence 
of FBI representatives. How much of the 90% done by FBI 

‘representatives was absolutely pecesea to the well-—bein 

Ae we be 
To repeat, I cannot agree wi the, conclusion to 

continue this office. 
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ADDENDUM OF W. M. inunyeb 16-71 
f 

As with the others, the overall question of continuance or 
expansion of Foreign Offices will be presented in one memorandum when 
all the inspections are completed. 

NAA eharere 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | (jive e 
SECRET 8 i, aby = Memorandum pA | 

TO  : MR. TOLSO 
terdor 

oS SRosen 

: ° Tavel FROM : J, K, PONDERY yw Epa ld ye en | 

| f a 
DATE: August é] 1971, ), Vee ce 

PNY 

Soyars 
Tele. Room 

c 
“Holmes [" 

SURJECT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE | oe ey 
CARACAS, VENEZUELA ; 
INSPECTOR ARNOLD C, LARSON NATIONAL SECURITY IN en MR ION. i 
8/9 - 12/71 Unauthorized Disclos ae 

tons, Voie? 

Y 
Subject to Criminal . 

‘Officials: Joseph S. Leo, Legal Attache (Legat) since 12/14/70; Gordon F. Ellison 
Assistant Legat since 12 /23/70 and Number One Man since 5 / 18/1 1. First inspec- 
tion since office opened 12/14/70. 

SUMMARY 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good. Office meen located third 
_floor, U. S. Embassy, commercial section of Caracas. Space secure, well organized 
and neatly maintained. Office to move to four rooms on sixth floor of U. S. Embassy 
in September, 1971. No security violations since office opened. Need for security 
stressed. No Bureau cars - Agents authorized to use personally owned. No AcE: i- 
dents. Minor housekeeping delinquencies detected, ordered corrected. 

_ 

= 

\ Investigative Operations - Very Good. Office covers Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, 
,Guyana, French Guiana, Netherlands Antilles, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago. Case 
hload 7 /31/71, 98; (all active) up from 33 - 1/ 31 / 71, end of first full month of opera-~ —s_*: 
tion. No delinquency and case closings low. Increased case turnover encouraged. | 
High percentage (65.3%) of cases generated by Legat personnel. 32.6% of case load 
criminal cases, 19.3% security matters. Statistical accomplishments - favorable; |. 
12 fugitives and ‘3 Selective Service Act delinquents located, 1 deportation effected ~ | 

| 

| 

2 wee wee eet _—_— =—_— sever = 
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and recoveries total $11,970. 25 high-level intelligence (HILEV) | Submissions made, 
of which 12 disseminated to White House. Instructed to increase coverage outside 

Venezuela and to broaden and increase intelligence coverage especially in HILEV 
Program. Organization of territory realigned to accomplish this. Estimated about 
lives. of accomplishments would not have been achieved in absence 2 of FBI xepresenta- 

ne Sin, mee Le 

tives. No substantive errors detected. -. | 
ae Lr . 

Administrative Operations - Very Good. ier Clerk's Sec leies ‘Shoots : 
and efficiently with no project work and low ini “te — a re aw 

Enclosure a ee f- 26~7/ Leo oRP 13 AD = 
1 - Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Gent aeiitaaty) 2 a : 

_]- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Scha.Sppaiaie Ss { 

"1 - Personnel Files Joseph S. Leo ™ Gordon F, Ellison’ ' “slticdtion Tp 7 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson SECRET! 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Caracas | 

Form errors and misfiled index cards below averages. Clerk-stenographers have 
_high production; no delinquency or retyped pages. Confidential Fund in balance and 
properly maintained. Travel, contact and per diem expenses consistent with efficient, 
productive operation. Suggestion made for strengthening accountability for items 
disseminated. Format used in letters to outside agencies corrected. 

Personnel Matters - Excellent. Two Agents (adequate) assigned have vast territory 
to cover and Source. coverage must be increased in certain areas to successfully 
carry out mission, especially development of HILEV intelligence material. Realign- 
ment of territory made to improve coverage. Complement of two clerk- 
stenographers adequate, but not excessive. Agents proficient in Spanish language. 
Overtime high but necessary, productive and equitably shared. Morale high. 

Contacts - Excellent, Quality contacts developed in highest executive and operating 
levels of intelligence and law enforcement agencies in territory. Aggressive program 
for expanded coverage is continuing. All persons contacted by Inspector expressed 
admiration and esteem for Director, FBI and Caracas personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That Legat Office Caracas, operating only since December, 1970, be 
continued because of accomplishments already realized in HILEV intelligence 
program, potential for further HILEV development, and for other potential acco 
plishments which should improve as operation becomes better established. ( ) 

YA Lem 
a 

2. Joseph S. Leo, GS- 15 at $27, 483, cai 43, nonveteran, not on probation 
and Legat at Caracas since 12 /14/70. Leo makes excellent personal appearance, 
is conscientious, hard-working Agent and excellent administrator. He is highly 
effective and agoressive in his liaison responsibilities and has a substantial grasp 
of the Buveau's overall operations. Considered highly qualified to continue in 

findings. 
present assignment, Attached for approval is a letter advising Legat of oe hal 

We 
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SECRET 
Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Caracas 

3. Gordon F. Ellison, GS-14 at $20, 815, aged 42, nonveteran, not on proba- 
tion, Assistant Legat at Caracas Since 12/23/70 and Number One Man since 5/8/71. 
Ellison makes a neat appearance, has a pleasant personality and is a conscientious, 
hard-working Agent, Ellison has made a real contribution to the effectiveness of 
the office and is considered qualified to continue in his present position. Cy 
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Memorandum a 
a Callahan 

of” Uo Casper 
; pers ‘onrad 

TO : MR. TOLSON pare: August 27, 1971 Di see 

bad : SECRET | _ Viger es ees 

FROM :d, K, PONDER iA, Std. “eile ae "Ravel 
U A - Soyars 

Tale. Room 

sunyeorc INSPECTION. OFFICE OF ‘LEGAL ATTACHE 
‘HONG KONG, ‘BRITISH CROWN COLONY 
“INSPECTOR MASON G. WORKING NATIONAL, SECU Ba. eed 

8/ q- 13/ 71 Unauthorizely ae £ OR PION: 

ve § , 
SUMMARY Subject to Cviminal-Sankt b durdorn 

Officials: Daniel A. Grove, Legal Liaison Officer since 4/17 /é6. Joseph D. 
Maurice, Assistant Legal Liaison Officer since 12 / 15/70. Last inspection: 
11/23 - 29/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). 
Office located on second floor, American Consulate General, downtown Hong Kong. 
Space modern, attractively maintained and businesslike in appearance. Minor 
renovation of Space contemplated upon receipt of new crypto equipment. Security 
of Space and documents’stressed. No security violations and no Bureau automobiles = 
assigned, See (CI pony nent Ire ei 

Toe at oe / oe 1 ee } 
2 nes ect tnt 

investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office covers 
Hong Kong, Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore} South97 4 
Vietnam and Thailand. Active case load 7/31 i 71 - 195, down from 214 last inspec- 
tion (10/31/70). Case load and case closings per Agent exceed other Legat averages 
and delinquency below Legat averages 8 out of 9 months Since last inspection. No 
Substantive errors detected in 285 files reviewed. Investigative matters being 
closely followed by Legat through established contacts and sources: 64% of case 
load security; 23% criminal; 13% applicant and other. Hong Kong Communist Party, 
dominated and controlled by Chinese Communists (CHICOM), continues to gain 
strength and has established numerous front organizations which propagandize 
!CHICOM political line throughout Kong Kong. Revolutionary tactics and guerrilla 
i activities directed by CHICOMS continuing in Philippines, Malaysia and Thailand. 
Matters regarding Chinese aliens and Chinese seamen who desert ships in U. S. 
carciully analyzed and existing programs receiving close investigative attention.: 
Programs have potential for identifying individuals involved in CHICOM intelligence 
activity; however, material from resulting investigations in U. S. not available to 
Legat. One Security Index subject residing in territory. 5 Security Index subjects 
and 15. security Subjects 7 visited countries covered by Legat ware tc 

Enclosurés 22.0% g_ 3 a ff Classs¢ U- A 

1 - Mr. Callahan Mitention M Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Gent Boparaie : 
1 - Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) sbusepan’ ET) 

1l,- Personnel Files Daniel A. Grove and Joseph D. Maurice 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

Hong Kong } 

42 subjects of Bureau security cases residing in territory. Legat's coverage of 
security Index subjects and subjects of security cases effective and Bureau's interests 
being protécted. 52 fugitives and Selective Service delinquents located in territory 
over past Fiscal Year (50 for previous Fiscal Year). 8 informal deportations 
effected, 

. Since inception of high-level intelligence (HILEV program (9/70), Legat has 
submitted 15 items to Bureau, only 5 of which have been disseminated_to. White House. | 
Participation : Significantly | below _average of other “Legats. Lack of attention to this | 
program highlighted by. Inspector and instructions issued to vigorously pv pursue and 
develop high-level intelligence sources and contacts. Legat reminded of President's 
contemplated travel to Peking and instructed to maintain close contact with all 
individuals in a poSition to furnish advance information concerning plans of subversive 
j elements and organizations to foment demonstrations in opposition to President's . 
visit. 

Administrative Operations - Fair (Last Inspection - Very Good). Chief Clerk's Office 

well organized, with slight backlog in project and pending work. Misfiled index cards 
are below average, Form errors slightly above field average, with substantial 
reduction over previous inspection. Stenographic production high with no delinquency. 
Voluntary overtime essential, productive and being equitably shared. 

HILEV j/ Program not being afforded desired prompt, penetrative, aggressive. 
and imaginative investigative and administrative.attention. Administrative write-up 
prepared pointing out weaknesses in investigative and administrative handling of this 
program (copy attached). Legat Grove ve instructed to fully co comply with Bureau instruc- 
tions intensifying the development of high-level intelligence Sources and contacts so 
vitally needed, thus enabling the Bureau to fulfill its obligations. Deficiencies 
detected in . Legat G: Grove's handling of HILEV Program necessitate downgrading of 
administrative. operations - to Fair. 

Personnel Matters - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Complement of 2 Agents 
and 2 clerk-stenographers (Same as last inspection). Legat requested one additional 
Agent and one additional clerk based on assigned case load, vastness of territory 
covered and additional responsibilities. Work load, road trips, and overall respon- 
Sibilities closely analyzed by Inspector justifying only present complement of 2 Agents 
and 2 clerks - Legat agreed. Training procedures effective. No Agents overweight, 
unavailable or on limited duty. Morale appears high. 

Contacts - Very Good (Last Inspection - Excellent). Effective sources and contacts 
exist at all levels of police and security organizations, insuring investigative respon- 
Sibilities being properly handled. 45 new sources developed since previous inspection. 

ORORET 2-.. CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache sroREr 

Hong Kong 

84 National Academy graduates occupy responsible positions throughout territory 
covered. Two additional candidates presently attending National Academy session. 

_ Sources and contacts so urgently required in connection with HILEV. Program, need 
further attention. ‘Persons contacted by Inspector spoke highly of the Director, 
FBI and Hong Kong personnel. 

| RECOMMENDATIONS 

i Daniel A. Grove, GS-16 at $29,067, aged 41, veteran, not on probation, 
Legal Liaison Officer, Hong Kong, since 4/ 17 /66. He makes an excellent per- 
Sonal appearance, is intelligent and has been most effective in establishing liaison 
contacts who can assist the FBI in handling normal investigative matters. He has 
an excellent command of the Chinese - Mandarin language. Since the previous 

Linspection Legat Grove has failed to fully comply with Bureau instructions in : 
aggressively obtaining intelligence. data vitally. needed_under the HILEV Program, 
(Administrative write-up attached). His failure to develop sources and contacts 
‘capable of producing high-level intelligence data as urgently needed, and his 
marginal administration of this important program warrant administrative action. 
ie Therefore, it is recommended that he be retained as Lega but censured and placed — 
i on probation. If approved, letter attached. | . ( ) 
Ocoee eecrctiueaanch : 
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2. Joseph D. Maurice, GS-14 at $23,591, aged 45, veteran, not on probation, py 
Assistant Legal Liaison Officer, Hong Kong, since 12/15 / 10. Maurice has an 
excellent personality and presents a most businesslike appearance. He is mature, 
intelligent and Since being assigned.to Hong Kong is gaining the necessary experience 
to handle assigned duties, He is considered qualified to continue in present oe 
ment. 2 

‘, 

3. During the current inspection all pending investigative matters and the 
overall operation of Legat, Hong Kong, were subjected to penetrative and in-depth 
analysis. Investigative phases of Legat operations are being afforded aggressive 

:attention; however, noticeable weaknesses detected in the developing of intelligence 
ssources | relating tc to AILEV ’ Program. . Hong-Kong is the closest Legat t operation to to 

SECRET. 3- CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache 

Hone Kong SECRET 

high 1 potential exists for the development of an nena data so sane needed to to 
fulfill our obligations concerning the internal security of the United States and our 

ja additional responsibility to the President. It is essential that our office in Hong 
; Kong be retained Since it has produced some high-level intelligence data of interest 
to us and, due to its strategic location, has the potential of obtaining highly sensitive 

| information which would otherwise not be available. CY 
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PERMANENT BRIEF OF DANIEL A. GROVE ATTACHED. 
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FROM : J. K, row x a oe ; “st =e Soyars 2 . 

| : o e ite, | 
suajecT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE = EB Gand 

LA PAZ, BOLIVIA aE 
INSPECTOR ARNOLD C. LARSON NATIONAL SECURITY ENFORMATION ii 
8/4 - 7/71 Unauthogized Disclosure “ I 

SUMMARY Subj ect to Criminal Sanctions } 

Official: Nick F. Stames, Legal Attache (Legat), arrived La Paz 12/22/70, and i 
opened office, First inspection. 8 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good, Office temporarily located’on — : 
third floor, U. S. Embassy, in downtown La Paz. To move to fourth floor about i 
10/1/71 and occupy two rooms with vault. Current space secure, well organized 
and attractively maintained. No security violations since office opened. Need 
for security stressed, No Bureau car - Legat. authorized to utilize personally ~ i 
owned vehicle.’ No accidents, Minor housekeeping delinquencies detected, ordered 
corrected, “3 7 

load 7/31/71, 46, below average. Delinquency zero and case closings low. 
Increased case turnover encouraged. High percentage (69.6%) of cases generated 
by Legat. 72% of case load is of security nature. No substantive errors detected. 
One fugitive and 3 Selective Service Act delinquents located. No deportations 
effected, Recoveries’total $9,759.00. One applicant recruited. Criminal and : 
intelligence source programs rated very good. Efforts being made for further j 
expansion of high-level intelligence (HILEV) sources. 24 HILEV items submitted, 
of which 14 were disseminated to White House, Legat feels none of the accom- 
plishments would have been achieved without FBI represent ty “SCORE prrmprmene eo: tee V3 (p@st 

[ 

‘ dass es ee ; Seats I 
kIinvestigative Operations:- Very Good, Office covers Bolivia and Peru. Case L 
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Administrative Operations - Excellent. Chief Clerk's Office functioning ) moothl yy | 
and efficiently wit ject work and low pending work. Form ‘errors: dnd mis- | 

€low averages, Clerk-stenographer has~high-production,.no.. 
delinquency or (r¢typed pages, Confidential fund in balance and properly maintained._, 

{ 

I 

-diem expenses consistent..with sound operations. 
Od : ’ 

(S44, i Sp tC td A A? ~ hh 
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1 - Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) Gent Separately) 
1- Mr, Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Sent Separately) 15-StP-241oH-— Ai 
1 - Personnel File Nick F. Stames Classified by A, 2 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson ras 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache ? 

La Paz, Bolivia 

a ae 

Personnel Matters - Excellent. Personnel complement of one Agent and one clerk- 
stenographer, adequate but not excessive. Agent proficient in necessary language. 
Overtime high but necessary and productive. Morale high. 

Contacts - Excellent. Quality contacts developed in high executive and operational 
levels of intelligence and law enforcement agencies. Legat encouraged to continue 
aggressive program for expanded coverage, All persons contacted by Inspector 
expressed admiration and high esteem for the Director, FBI and La Paz personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. It is recommended that this office be continued in view of the territory 
covered, the unrest and potential for strife affecting the U. S. and the production 
of HILEV intelligence material. 

ge | c 

¢ ( | 

\ iy f 

2. Nick F. Stames, GS-15, at $25,867, aged 36, nonveteran, not on probation, 
Legal Attache at La Paz since 12/22/70. Stames makes an excellent personal 
appearance; 1S conscientious, hard working, and an aggressive administrator. He 
is highly effective liaison representative and has excellent grasp of Bureau's over-~ 
all operations. He previously served as ASAC in San Juan and is considered well - 
qualified to continue in his present assignment or for a position of greater respon-: 
Sibility. 

Just prior to the inspection Stames advised the Bureau of a threat against 
the life of a student attending college in the U. S. by airtel rather than cable, 
causing a delay in notifying authorities responsible for her protection. Stames 
is considered culpable and censure is recommended, Z& 77H 7P wise Melon) 

Attached for approval is a letter advising Legal Attache Stames of the inspec- 
tion findings and cénsuring him for his dereliction in the above matter. 
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mC SPECTION - i <ornOS 
LONDO 
INSPECTOR FLETCHER D, THOMPSONATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATI ON 7/29 - 8/4/71 

‘ Unauthorized Disclosure SUMMARY ubject to Criminal Sanctions 
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Officials: John T. Minnich, Legat since 10/6/65; Alden C. McCray, Assistant | 
Legat since 11/22/58 and Number One Man since 11/4/66. Last inspection: 
12/10 - 17/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Office 
conveniently located American Embassy Building, second floor, downtown London. — 
Marine Guards on duty after working hours and make periodic around-the-clock 
security checks. Cleaning handled by Embassy personnel in presence of Bureau 
personnel. Space attractive, well maintained and secure. No Bureau cars assigned. 
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ae ee 
Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Excellent). Office covers 
Great Britain and Ireland. Case load temporarily declined when new Copenhagen 
Office took over Scandinavian countries December, 1970. Since March, 1971, case 
load has been substantially higher than period 6 months earlier and on 7 7 / 31 /71 was 
341 (293 last t inspection). Average cases per Agent consistently above other Legats 
during last 12 months. Delinquency above average most months while cases closed 
generally comparable other offices. 137 persons who were Bureau fugitives or 
Selective Service delinquents located (down from last inspection); 3.deportations 
effected. Legat of opinion majority of accomplishments would not have been realized 
without presence of Legat Office. Vital need for developing high-level intelligence 

- (HILEV) information strongly emphasized by Inspector. Importance of program 
recognized by London personnel and 19 HILEV items submitted_of which. Al dissemi- 
nated to White House, Legat of opinion on additional, information of value.can.be. 
developed if additional Agent t assigned 1 to office. _inspector agreed (handled enamels 
No substantive errors mote oeas REG AGG { 67- OTF £ 20 ws 0 fle fd 
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Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Sm on sphacéllent), “Office staffed , 
with experienced personnel and effectively administered) ‘chief C Clerk's Office neat 

Enclosure 

‘1- Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent Separately) 
_1l-Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign LiaisonDesk) (Sent epat ated DS. Ga 

- Personnel Files ,John T, Minnich and Alden C, McCray Declassitication, 7° 
PDT ‘bhg (6); act ibd si08®" CONTINUED - OVER je | 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

London, England 

and efficiently operated; work is current. Stenographic production well above ean 
Continued close attention to.all administrative operations stressed, 

‘Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good), Personnel comple- 
ment of 2 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers same as last inspection. Thorough 
analysis by Inspector of work load and potential for further development of HILEV 

Vet pet Se fll whole toate 

sources indicates one additional _ Agent appears j justified ’ (handled separately); clerical 
complement adequate. Overtime high but essential, productive and equitably shared. 
No Agents unavailable, overweight or on limited duty. Morale appears high, 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent), Aggressive and effective liaison 
--program with wide range of foreign and U. S. Government agencies and individuals. 
Contacts are diversified and productive. All who were met by Inspector expressed 

' highest regard for Director, FBI and London personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1.. John T. Minnich, GS-17 at $34,716, aged 52, veteran, not on probation, 
Legat since 10/6/65. Makes excellent impression; is strong, experienced and. 
dedicated Bureau representative and highly respected by persons with whom he does 
business. Fully qualified to continue as Legat. Available for promotion or transfer. 
Attached for approval is letter to Minnich advising him of inspection findings. 

| yn 

2. ‘Alden C. McCray, GS-15 - $27,483, aged 47, veteran, not on probation, 
Assistant Legat since 11/22/58 and Number One Man since 11/4/66. McCray is a 

. dedicated, respected, hard-working Agent who is capably discharging his responsi- 
bilities and a to continue in present assignment and for further administrati 
advancement. 

YA 

3. Heavy case load of investigative matters as well as important liaison and 
intelligence responsibilities in territory covered by London justifies continuance = 
Legat Office there. Recommendations regardi epat's request for additional Agent 
will be submitted in overall memor memorandum of 1 of inspection results of Legal Attaches. 
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Memorandum 

TO” = MR. TOLSON _ pate; August 25, 1971 : 
: ‘i a a 

Rosen S 

‘FROM : J, K, PONDER\ yy) | SECRET Waltors hs 
| ¥ Soyars é 

oe | 
suBj ECT: INSPECTION - ae OF LEgAL ATTACHE pw _Gandy z 

MADRID, SPAIN Pay tae Fe . é 

" INSPECTOR PAUL J. staal NATIONAL SECUPIY INFORMAS 2M} < 
7/29 ~ 8/3/71 Unauthorized Disclosure he 

: Subject to Criminal Sanctions hoy . 
SUMMARY ey : 

Official: Vadja V. Kolombatovic, Legal Attache (Legat) since i ei when 
office reopened. a 

SF HIE | 
Physical Condition and Maintenance - Excellent (Last Inspection - eeasiieatt 
Office on third floor of Embassy building, which is conveniently located. Space 
is efficiently organized, attractive and excellently maintained. Additional space, 
previously approved, being acquired in which to locate coding equipment. Strict 
attention afforded security of office and adherence to regulations. 

Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office covers 
Spain, Gibraltar, Morocco and Portugal. Active case load 7/31/71 -:116 (last 

‘inspection 120). Case load above average for all Legat offices. Delinquency con- : 
ysistently below average; case closings above average. 25 Bureau subjects (11 . 
fugitives and 14 Selective Service violators) located; one deportation effected; a 
Legat instrumental in causing recovery in New, York City of EI Greco painting 

[valued at over $1 1 million and_ considered a Spanish National Treasure, 26 high- 
ot ele ty 

level intelligence (HILEV) items si submitted t to Buréau, of ¥ “which | 17 1 furnished to to 
White House. Instructed to give major ‘emphasis ‘to F HiLEV Program.’ - No. sub- 

" gtantive errors detected. Legat strongly expanding apis SUT] to — 
maximum results, ee baw ae ke 5-/~ ; Af 

Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - oe ; sina \Aerk's | 
Office efficiently organized and functioning smoothly. Form errors and misfiled : 
index cards low. Pending and project work current. Stenographic production high; 
retypes low. Confidential fund closely controlled. 

I. 
[: 

hi 
a 

Personnel Matters - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Complement of one 
Agent and one clerk-stenographer adequate. Legat available, not overweight, on N 
probation or limited duty, Overtime essential and productive. Morale excellent. 

‘ree Eo BE~7S Classified Bs Vier Pola 

1- Mr, Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent Beparat oS i 2 ih rk eo oe 
1 - Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (eh sepanatel 9 Begory seas y eee 
1 - Personnel File Vadja V. Kolombatovic olitiie kV 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson oe 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

Madrid, Spain 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Very Good}. Legat has developed and 
expanded wide variety of sources at all levels in police and security agencies in 
Spain, Morocco and Portugal and extremely cooperative contacts in U. S. Govern- 
ment agencies. Legat currently contacting extremely valuable sources in HILEV 
Program; Robert C. Hill, Ambassador to Spain, extremely laudatory of Director 

,and FBI. -Ambassador expressed appreciation for presence of FBI and Legat's 
rapport with Embassy personnel. Other officials contacted expressed high esteem 

j for Director, FBI and Madrid personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Vadja V. Kolombatovic, GS-15 at $25,867, aged 47, veteran, not on 
probation. Legal Attache at Madrid since 7/28/69. Makes an excellent, mature 
appearance with engaging personality. Dedicated, hard working and has ereat 
deal of initiative. Especially well suited for position of Legat. Able administrator 
and has excellent knowledge of duties. Fluent in several foreign languages and 
is considered fully qualified to continue as Legat. Attached for approval is le 
summarizing inspection findings. a ) 

( 
Nv 

2. In view of excellent results achieved in 2 years since it was reopened, 
it is recommended that this Legat be continued. 

SECRET 
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| ‘ Bisho Memorandum | cee 
ro “ MR. TOLSON Vo A til, 197 a 

Z : . ; DATE: ugus 5 ] i a a 

FRoM : J, K, PONDER We : Taval 
Soyars 

| 
Tele. Room 

suecr: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF scar Arpacun (LEGAT) aaa, 
(MANAGUA, NICARAGUA-<47< Pp Po VA 
INSPECTOR ARNOLD C, LARSONNATIONAL SECURITY NFO 7/24 - 28/71 Unauthorized. pj clos Raul K 

z ean” SUMMAR¥Wubject to C 

Officials: James A. Miller, Legal Attache since 12/27/70; Armand A. Cammarota, 
Assistant Legal Attache and Number One Man since 1/9/71. First inspection since 
office opened December, 1970. ; 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good. Office temporarily but conveniently 
located in two-Story apartment building within U. 8S. Embassy grounds. Expect to 
move into main Embassy Building in future. Instructed to press for new Space. . Space 
adequate, efficiently organized and-well maintained. Security stressed and sugges- 
tions for improvement made. No Bureau cars assigned and Agent personnel 
authorized to use personally owned. No accidents. 

Investigative Operations - Fair, Office covers all of Central America. Case load 
6/30/71, 68 (65 active). Case load and case closings low; no delinquency. * Statistical 
accomplishments to 7/1/71 favorable - 20 fugitives and Selective Service delinquents 

ea 

| Contributions of high-level intellicence (HILE aterial disappointing (13 HILEV 
| ‘submissions, 4 used). One Security Index subject in territory; none visited area, 

Instructed to broaden criminal and security coverage and intensify efforts to obtain 
HILEV information. One substantive error detected for delayed investigation and 
Legal Attache subject. of Administrative Memorandum for inade quate handling of 
liaison contacts. Percentage of substantive errors APRONS, pers /- S| 

er rh stn i 

tf Administrative Operations - Fair. Chief Ciérk's one: i organized, and ss 
} efficiently. Form errors above field average and 'misfiledjiridex cards’ below average,. 

_ No project work and pending work below field average. Stenographic--production and 
accuracy high, no retypes or delinquency. Recommendations made for strengthening 
administrative control of confidential fund. Overtime productive and equitably shared. 
Travel and per diem expenses being held to a minimum. Legat improperly recording 
Sources and contacts with sources; material relating to two possible sources filed in 
ae administration file; and sugested source not a or properly recorded. 

Ooo ye lassif; on 
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elosurés pxempt fro LARP ” peat “Ay 

{- Mr.. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent "Segenalas 
l- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Unit) (ent Separatelyy' 
| - Personnel Files James Sec ler and Armand A. Cammarota 
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located; 5 deportations effected; 10 stolen vehicles located, recovery value $56, 812.92. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

Managua, Nicaragua 

Personnel Matters - Very Good. Staff of two Agents and two clerk-stenographers 
adequate but not excessive. No Agents on limited duty, on probation, overweight 
or unavailable. Morale appears high. 

Contacts - Very Good. Several quality contacts developed in high executive and 
operational levels of intelligence and law enforcement agencies in territory. 
Intensification ordered. Ambassador and others contacted by Inspector expressed 
admiration. and esteem for Director, FBI and personnel in Managua. 

4 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1./ That Legat be continued in view of extent of territory (all of Central 
América); unrest, parti icnlaciyin.Guatemala; the Communist. interes st throughout 
territory, particularly in Guatemala |; and. Costra. Rica; internal strife between 
El Salvadore and Honduras; and potential unrest affecting internal _security_of.the 
United § States; ; statistical accomplishments (20 ‘fugitives and Selective Service delin- 
quents located, 5 deportations effected, 10 stolen vehicles recovered valued at 
$56, 812. 92); and potential for additional pan Office in existence 
seven months and potential not yet developed. 

2, James A, Miller, GS-15 at $25,059, aged 46, veteran, not on probation, 
Legal Attache at Managua since 12/27/70. He makes an excellent, mature appear- 
ance and seems interested and enthusiastic. He was involved in a ’ substantive error 

' write-up and an administrative write-up (copies attached), Error related to excessive 
delay (12/14/70 to 6/7/71) in verifying address in Nicaragua of Selective Service 
Subject. Miller explained the delay was due to opening of new office and case not 
received at Managua until 3/2/71; that he initiated action 3/3/71 but made no record 
of it janation unacceptable. Miller was assigned case in Mexico City, 12/14/70, 
ona RSLS Manacua by Mexico City 1/21/71. Records at Mexico City reflect serials 
received Managua 1/25/71, File shows no action taken by Miller until 5/4/71. 
Subject's address in Managua verified 6/7/71. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache | 

Manacua, Nicaragua SECRET 

indicated on #3 (locator) card as relating to office administration; failure to contact 
possible Source in Panama suggested by New Orleans; and failure to index, properly 
record or pursue another possible Source, an American Businessman in Panama. ~ 
— relating to latter sources improperly placed in fileon office administraticn. 

he Legat; he utilized the office administration file number to sign out on when ies 
c ontacis: he made no entries for contacts after hours; and information concerning 
bossible. sources was mistakenly directed to office administration file, 

Miller explained he has other sources but maintains no record of ther. 

This is Miller's first assignment as Legat -- his previous duties related 
primarily to a road trip out of Mexico City. He needs additional time to develop 
ability to administer and direct Legat operations. In view of the_deficiencies 
detected, recommend Miller be censured and placed on probation. Letter attached 
for | approval will summarize > inspection results and advise him of censure and 
probation. 

ys! 
3. Armand A. Cammarota, GS-14 at $26,367, aged 54, veteran, not on 

probation, Assistant Legat since i 79 / 71. -Cammarota makes an excellent, mature. 
appearance; has leadership qualities; is dedicated, experienced and Imowledgeable 
employee, with sincere, businesslike and enthusiastic attitude, Legat considers 
him qualified for additional responsibilities and recommends him for immediate 
advancement. Inspector concurs that he is qualified for position of greater 
responsibility. . | 

ADDENDUM OF W. M.. FELT/crt 8-11-71 : Mt 

Hl Recommend recheck inspection at the end of 120 days. 
crepe areneper werner POI CD CLO ESA EEK AH SNCAAA ALLO E CONE tannin nagar gees tieitelONSNE CLES OLLE SR AIA TLC LLC ICAO 

Was 4a 

Discussen Witt MA FECT~ Ht-3-41. (LE SAID 

Qecheckh Nor NECESSARY Since LEGAL 

WALLLER Wks -3- | 
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TO ;> MR, TOLSON > DATE: August 9, 1971 oes 
SECRET Pondor 

5 Rosen 

FROM : \ in LN Mgr is PONDER }}| | i gre’ Walt 
Soyars 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gand SUBJECT: SPECTION - OEFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE 

(MEXICO CITY EMOTE Ti 0k 

a. ae ARNOLD een WNATIONAL SECURITY IN. G2 Lf Wy 

Unauthorized Disclosure 

SUMMARY... Subject to Criminal Sanctiong 

Officials: Robert T. Nischwitz, Legal Attache since 4/27/70; John J. Foarde, Jv., 
Assistant Legal Attache and Number One Man since 4 /20/66. Last inspection: 

6/27 - 7/1 5/ 70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office 
conveniently Located fourth floor U. S. Embassy in downtown Mexico City. Office space 
for headquarters and two Resident Agencies secure, well organized and neatly main- 
tained. Ne. security violations since last inspection and no security weaknesses noted. 
Minor housekeeping delinquencies ordered corrected. Four automobiles inspected -- 
no Safety defects. Two new cars on order, one to be sold. Fleet of five automobiles 
is adequate, fully utilized and securely maintained. Automobile operating and repair 
costs reduced, but remain above field averages - economy stressed, No accidents 
Since last inspection. 

investigative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good}. Mexico City is 
only operational foreign office and encompasses all of Mexico. Case load -- 627 (603 
active); up from last inspection when office also covered Central America - 616 (553 
active). Average delinquency since last inspection below other Legal Attache Offices 
(Liegats) and field. Case load and case closings per Agent below other Legats ~- 

- instructions given to improve. Statistical accomplishments down past 12 months 
compared with previous twelve months’ period in Selective Service Act delinquents and 

_ fugitives located, deportations and total monetary recoveries; but up in automobiles 
recovered and their value. This decline due in part to loss of Central Americain . 

“December, 1970, when Managua Legat opened. Improvement ordered. Extensive 

and productive security informant network covers all areas of Bureau interest; how- 
ever, there has been decline numerical strength. Instructions given to broaden 
coverage and exploit logical Se to develop high-leyel-inte SSC Die ey 

. “£4, 

Enclosure RECARO PTS a 

| - Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent Se arabsly) Sth . 247 
‘1 - Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Unit) (Sent Separatély) 
1 - Personnel Files Robert T, Nischwitz and John J.-Foarde, J¥- 
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enforcement. Excellent network of contacts maintained on operational and executive 

Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECREY 

Criminal informant strength improved since last inspection - further improvement 
ordered. Substantial contributions made by office in securing high-level intelligence 
of interest to Bureau and White House. Particularly significant information developed 
regarding recent student demonstrations in Mexico, Soviet and North Korean training 
of Mexican guerillas and matters involving Mexico - Cuba relations. This phase of 
operation emphasized by Inspector. No substantive errors detected. 

Administrative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection ~ Very Good). Supervision 
equitably Shared between Legat and Assistant Legat. Chief Clerk's Office well organized 
and functioning efficiently. Pending work and project work above average - attributable 
to new Bureau-authorized file destruction program. Intensification of destruction | 
ordered, Form errors below average. Misfiled index cards average for offices of 
Similar Size and below overall field average. Stenographic production above field 
average; no retypes or delinquencies. Travel and communications expenses reduced; 
Slight increase in per diem costs -- justified. Confidential Fund closely controlled, 
Recommendation made for strengthening accounting procedures with respect to 
informant payments, Overtime essential, productive and equitably shared. Trend 
memoranda prepared calling for better protection of informant identity in communica- 
tions and destruction of informant memoranda no longer needed. 

Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Personnel complement 
: li Agents, including Legat and Assistant Legat; 12 clerks). Inspector 

considers clerical complement excessive by one stenographer; Legat agrees. Reduction 
ordered by attrition, Agent complement reduced by one since last inspection due to 
opening new Legat in Managua, Nicaragua. Territory covered by Mexico City reduced 
correspondingly. Agent complement adequate, but not excessive. No Agents on 
limited duty, probation, overweight or unavailable. No training weaknesses noted, 
Personnél-represent U. S. Government in efficient and effective manner. Morale 
appears very high, 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). The two FBI National Academy 
(NA) graduates who occupied positions of importance in agencies within Legat territory 
were replaced with administration change in Mexico in December, 1970. Mexican 
authorities encouraged to nominate qualified police officers for NA to upgrade law 

levels of Mexican Government and police agencies. Contacts among U. 8. agencies 
indicate effective relationships, All officials contacted by Inspector hold Director, 
FBI and Legat personnel in extremely high esteem. : 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1, Robert T. Nischwitz, GS-16 at $29,067, aged 47, veteran, not on probation, 
| Legal Attache at Mexico City since 4/27/70, second office as Legat. Nischwitz makes 
an excellent, mature appearance. He possesses effective leadership qualities; is a 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson SECRET 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache 

dedicated, knowledgeable administrator, and exhibits a sincere, businesslike and 
_ enthusiastic attitude in current assignment. Completely qualified to continue as 
Legal Attache. Attached for approval is letter summarizing inspection findings.. 

tH 
2, John J. Foarde, Jr., GS-15 at $26,675, aged 47, veteran, not on probation, 

Assistant Legal Attache and Number One Man at Mexico City since 4/20/66. Un- 
available during inspection due to serious illness (hepatitis). Legat advised he makes 
amature, businesslike appearance and has pleasant personality. Considered 
conscientious, hard working, and a capable administrator. Legat rates him excellent, 
noting he has served in current assignment five years, demonstrating effective 
leadership and ability. Results of inspection tend to substantiate these comments. 
Recommend Foarde continue in his present poSition. yt 

3. Recommendations concerning other personnel handled separately. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ii | 
Mohr rae 
Bishop ‘ : Memorandum | Wee : 
-Casper 

TO +: MR, TOLSON --< SErp peste: August 24, 1971 Dae : 
CY) O CRET ‘ Pondai _ 

a Roson ii! 

FROM : J, K, PONDE fo Walters ie 
Soyars af 

, 44 i id Ze g r\~ L4h ic Aad) ab dy Tae. oon : 
aU rer: “INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE Gandy ae 

) 4 OTTAWA, CANADA ks 
ce INSPECTOR THOMAS W, LEAVIT rt TNATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATH “a ‘ 8/3 - 6/71: Unauthorized Diszlosure 7 ‘“ 

SUMMARY Subject to Criminal Sanction " 

Officials: Moss Lee Innes, Legal Attache (Legat) since 4/19/59; Joseph A. 
‘Marion, Jr., Assistant Legat since 4/20/70. Last inspection: 11/23 - 27/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last eee ~ Very Good). | . “4 
. Office located on 4th floor, U. S. Embassy Building, in downtown Ottawa. Space : 
crowded but secure and well maintained. No security violations. esi instructed 
to follow closely installation of ee er_su ci W KG eee " Ree. 2 OTA ie GPP, orci he ; 

x wa Investigative Operations - Exoctient™ Last Besedoke ‘ eelient arr 
nonoperational. Case load as of 7/31/71 594 (570 active); last inspection 599 (590 | 
active). Active case load averaged 600 per month Since last inspection; up from ' 
average of 572 for comparable period prior to previous-inspection. Delinquency V 
high - basically due to number of priority matters handled by Royal Canadian Mounted ‘: 
Police (RCMP). Instructed to follow proper posting procedures to assist in reducing 
delinquency. Slight increase in cases closed per month (314) over last inspection | 
(298). Statistical accomplishments up in fugitives located; automobile and monetary \ 
recoveries down. Increase in deportations. Selective Service delinquent locates 4 
up considerably (654) since last inspection (499). No significant change in Communist ) 

_ Party (CP) membership; however, CP of Canada is supporting U. S.-based revolu- 
tionary group, the "Black Revolutionary Party." 43 Security Index subjects residing | 
in Canada - an increase of 7 in a year. Activity of New Left and Black Power : 
advocates continues unabated. Instructed to aggressively pursue matter of New Left 
fugitives with RCMP. Chinese Communist (Chicom) Embassy established with a 
potential for intelligence activity. Increase in number U. S. residents visiting Be 
Chicom Embassy. Legat instructed to closely follow and keep Bureau advised. ‘21 
high-level intelligence (HILEV) items submitted, of which.9 furnished to White House, 
Instructed to place special wry on HILEV program. Nos 
detected. 

Enclosuré Ov 
1 - Mr. Callahan (attention Mr. (H’. N. an (Sent nial 
1.- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Sent S&bBekkel: wc 
1 - Personnel Files Moss Lee Innes and Joseph A. Marion,: Jr. 

‘Sas | od Cee / db SECRET CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECREp 

Ottawa, Canada 

Administrative Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Form errors 
above field average. Weaknesses ordered corrected. Misfiled index cards below 
field average. .Suggestions made regarding preparation and destruction of index cards 
to alleviate space problem. Trend detected in failure of clerical personnel to initial 
incoming and outgoing mail - ordered corrected. Communications, travel, per diem 
and contact costs down. Economy stressed, 

Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Personnel comple- 
ment 2 Agents, 4 clerk-stenographers - increase of one clerk- stenographer since 
last inSpection. Staff adequate, but not excessive. Morale high, overtime productive. 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Relationship with RCMP 
excellent. Quality liaison contacts: maintained on all levels. All officials contacted. 
expressed high regard for FBI and Legat personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Recommended that Legat Office, Ottawa, be retained. The relationship 
between U. S. and Canada brought about by common border, similar domestic 
problems and constant travel between countries of dangerous New Left and black 
extremists requires daily contact with liaison sources regarding these problems. 
Potential for Chinese communist intelligence activity directed against U. S. from 
Canada is also paramount. Existence of Legat, Ottawa, is also beneficial in locaty 
of various types of fugitives of interest to us as well as monetary recoveries. 

yA 

| . 2, Moss Lee Innes, aged 50, GS-16 at $31,881, veteran, not on probation, 
at Ottawa since 4/19/59. Presents impressive personal appearance, 1S mature 
and extremely able liaison representative. Qualified to continue as Legat. Attac 
for approval is letter summarizing inspection findings. ) | 

oy . | , ih 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SE0p mn 

' Ottawa, Canada 

3. Joseph A, Marion, Jr., aged 44, GS-15 at $24,251, veteran, not on 
probation, at Ottawa since 4/20/70. Marion is mature, businesslike individual 
who is functioning effectively in current capacity. Qualified to continue as 
Assistant Legat. 

* 

| 
J 
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a 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT , Fele~—_____ 
Sullivan 

Mohr 

Memorandum | res Os 
7” i Casper 

Conrad ——___._— 

TO =: MR, TOLSON wy secrer*™® August 25, 1971 a 
, (A CO , ens 
FROM : J, K, PONDER ., oat poy Waltors 

m os ap of ve ce i C / ‘ a ‘J ae 
Holmos 

SUBJECT: INSPECTION -~ OFFICE OF aie ATTACHE Gundy = 
PARIS, FRANCE BUT ENS 

INSPECTOR FLETCHER D. THOMPSON TIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 8/5 1/11 ae ee 
| Unauthorized Disclosure 

SUMMARY _ Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

Officials: Norman W. Philcox, Legal Attache (Legat) since 7/8/60. Mike G. 
Zinck Assistant Legat since 12 /22 /70 and Number One Man since 8/20/71. Last 
inspection: 12/2 - 9/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). 
Office conveniently located downtown Paris on 6th floor of American Embassy 
Annex. May be moved at request of Embassy to 4th floor. Legat has taken 
initiative to insure suitable space obtained if move materializes. Space tentatively 
committed will afford comparable or improved security, larger vault and additional 
needed working Space. Legat instructed to follow closely. Marine Guards on duty 
in building lobby after working hours and periodic security checks made of our 
space. Office is well maintained and secure. No Bureau cars assigned. 

' Investigative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). France, Belgium, 
Luxembourg, Liberia and Sierra Leone covered by Paris Office. Third Agent 
assigned December, 19'70, for primary purpose of affording greater attention to 
high-level intelligence (HILEV) matters. Active case load 7/31/71 - 209, down 
slightly from last inspection, but case load and closings have been up substantially 
past 6 months; delinquency below average each of last 12 months, 76 Security 
Index subjects known to have visited countries covered by Paris since last inspection; 
45 security subjects not on Security Index known to reside in territory. Legat kept 
advised of activity these persons through American and foreign sources. Accom- 
plishments during past year include 27 fugitives and/or Selective Service delinquents 
Located, and recovery of $7,000, 000 in securities stolen in United States, Legat 
of opinion majority of these accomplishments possible only because Legat present 
and could not have been achieved through normal diplomatic channels. Legat has 
cordial and productive liaison with police and security forces in territory. Neces- 
sity for caution by all personnel-in dealing with foreign nationals stressed by spector . 

oe a en af wea fine 
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' 1 - Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) ish ant Sopa 
1 - Personnel Files Norman W. Philcox and Mike Gre Decl sification ata <3 Fr 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
ke: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache 

Paris, France SECRET 

Since they are charged with responsibility for gathering positive intelligence infor- 
mation even from friendly nations, and our employees on foreign assignment could 
be possible targets, Noting probability Chinese communists will be admitted to 
United Nations and, therefore, have Mission in New York in near future, Legat 
instructed to be especially alert for information of value concerning modus operandi 
of Chinese Communist Intelligence Service (CHICOM) from experience of French 

. security forces since diplomatic relations have existed between France and CHICOMS. 
for extended period. Considerable support in France of Eldridge Cleaver faction 
of Black Panther Party; effective coverage through French criminal and security 
services, Favorable results achieved in recent months in acquiring HILEV data of 
interest to President - 38 E , - 38 HILEV it items, Submitted; 21 disseminated. to White’ ‘Housé” 
(10 (10 to V White House. in. June.-_July).. ” High priority, this “important ‘program. Strongly 
emphasized by Inspector to all personnel, Legat recognizes importance and has _ 
positive - plans for expansion of Sources, No substantive errors detected. 

Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent), Legat and 
clerical staff are well experienced in foreign operations and office is effectively 
administered, Inspector suggested in interest of closer supervision and fixing of 
responsibility that Legat prepare written instructions setting forth guidelines for 
division of work between him and the two assistants. Legat agreed and this has 
been done. Minor corrections ordered in Defense Plans. Chief Clerk's Office 
operating efficiently; work current and form errors below average, Stenographic 
production high with retypes low. Continued close attention to all administrative 

a stressed, ’ 

Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Personnel comple- 
ment of 3 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers considered optimum number for handling . 
liaison and other responSibilities, Overtime essential, productive and equitably 
Shared. No Agents unavailable, overweight or on limited duty. Staff working as 
team and morale appears high. 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent}. Effective liaison maintained 
with diversified and productive contacts, both American and foreign. All met by 
Inspector were cordial and expressed high regard for and confidence in Director, 
FBI, and Paris personnel, 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1, Norman W. Philcox, GS-17 at $36,000, aged 56, nonveteran, not on 
evn Legat Since 6/18/59, lixperienced, businesslike, highly respected by 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson at 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 

Paris, France 

persons with whom he does business, effective Bureau representative and able 
administrator; fully qualified to continue as Legat, Attached for approval is letter 
to Philcox advising him of inspection findings. 

MK 

2, Mike G. Zinck GS-14 at $22,897, aged 41, veteran, not on probation, 
Assistant Legat since 12/22/70 and Number One Man since 8/20/71. Zinck makes 
excellent initial impression, is personable, experienced in foreign operations, 
hard worker and qualified to continue as Assistant Legat. 

tn" 

3. The case load of investigative matters, as well as the important liaison 
and intelligence responsibilities in the countries covered by Paris, justifies 
continuance of our Legal Attache Office there, It is recommended, therefore, 
that the office of Legal Attache in Paris be continued with the present complement 
of 3 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers. 

q , /4— On, $4 

ei 
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TO >: MR. TOLSON DATE: August 31, 1971 S 

C7 SECRET = i 
Tavel a 

[eee : a K, PONDER ML ez s 

| | yh - 
Holmes 

‘supyect: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE Gandy 
| ROME, ITALY We aes 

INSPECTOR PAUL J. MOHR NATIONAL SECURITY seer 
8/3 - 9/741 | Unauthorized Disclosure He! x 

.1 - Mr. Brennan (Atention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Sent Sepahalgy 

ote 

SUMMARY Subject to Criminal Soca? 

Officials: Thomas J. Biamonte, Legal Attache (Legat) since 11/7/67. Joseph C. 
Michela, Assistant Legal Attache since 12/14/70. Last inspection: 4/6 - 13/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). 
Office is convenient to police and agency contacts from its location on the second 
floor of the American Embassy Building. No Bureau automobiles assigned. Space 
is efficiently organized and excellently maintained. Security regulations. sr | 

_adhered to. | CS-. Ls Mh feo, 

en me erence many tan re op 

iesenbieativs Operations - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office covers 
italy, Greece, Turkey, and Cyprus. Turkey and Cyprus added to Rome territory 
during expansion of Legats in December, 1970. Active case load 7/31/71 was 169 
(147 last inspection). Average cases assioned per Agent below that of other Legats 
during past six months. Cases closed:slightly below average. Consistently low 
delinquency. 14 Selective Service delinquents and fugitives located; 1 deportation 
effected; and no recoveries. No substantive errors detected. 

Since January, 1971, Rome has submitted ten high-level intelligence (HILEV) 
items for possible dissemination to the White How e - seven used. Rome below 
average in Submissions compared to other Legats, but higher percentage of items 
submitted have been disseminated. Legat and Assistant Legat instructed to intensify 
efforts to excded HILEV performance this area. Inspector instructed that high- 
level contacts” be e developed and, starting immediately, Legats are to increase 
frequency and guration of road trips to Greece, ee and Cyprus, to. Pes 
objectives; of RILEY eer: va bog Bett “ahs C-: Zo [Dp O~, : ha 

. piste Sate eT 

Administrative ee ~ Very Good. (Last Inspection - Very Good) > OCHié: 
Clerk's Office functioning efficiently and well ceed Form errors low,. ae 

Enclosure 4<22f, eee =e Lega vphir 1- Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent aegeieling OS, ec 

oe. ae ke persone Files Thomas J, Biamonte and Joseph C., Mena ae 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Rome 

SECRET 
misiued index cards detected. Pending and project work current. Stenographic 

_ retypes low, production high. Confidential expenditures tightly controlled. Trend 
of improper handling of references and indexing names appearing in Substantive 
files noted. 

Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Two Agents and 
two clerk-stenographers assigned - adequate. Rome Office reduced one man 
4/21/70 as result of analysis of work load during last inspection. Assistant Legat 
Michela assigned to Rome Office during expansion of Legats in December, 1970. 
Continued assignment of Assistant Legat | considered contingent upan-ability_to 
| produce results in HILEV Program. Legat instructed to make appropriate recom- 

mendations régarding reduction of personnel if additional production not realized. 
Legat instructed to follow closely. No Agents on limited duty, probation, over- 
weight, or unavailable. Overtime productive , essential, and equitably shared, 
Morale appears high, 

| Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection ~ Excellent). Rome Office since last inspec- 
tion expanded contacts and has effective sources in a broad area of foreign and 
U. 8. Government agencies, as well as sources outside of official agencies. 
Recently jy developed sources should result in more effective HILEV Program. 

| Officials contacted by Inspector complimentary concerning the Director, FBI and 
Rome Office personnel. Ambassador Graham Martin expressed high regard for 

| Director and stated he relies heavily on FBI personnel in Rome and appreciates 
their efforts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1, Thomas J. Biamonte, GS-16 at $29,067.00, aged 44, veteran, not on 
probation, fully available, Legal Aitache, Rome since 11/7/ 67. Makes excellent 
appearance, mature, eneaging personality, well suited: for liaison work in Italy. 
is hard working, enthusiastic and fully qualified to continue in present assignment 
aS Legat. Letter Summarizing inspection findings is attached for approval. 

24, Joseph C. Michela, GS-15 at $26,675.00, aged 46, veteran, not on 
probation, Assistant Legat since 12/14/70. Michela on annual leave during pies 

oe CONTINUED - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Rome 

SECRET 
inspection. Inspector interviewed Michela just prior to departure. Michela previously 
Legat in Rome and should be continued in current assignment. 

VP 

3. In view of the case load and the political and economic importance of the 
countries covered by Rome and the potential to produce a large volume of high- 
level intelligence, it is recommended that the Rome Office be continued with it 
present complement. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

INSPECTOR PAUL J. MOHR Unauthorized Di 8/16 - 20/71 Cz | huly Tons P 2TH to C 
SUMMARY oS 

| Officials: Theodore N. Goble, Legal Attache (Legat) since 12/20/70; Harold 
Rubenstein, Assistant Legat since 12/20/70. First-inspection since office opened 
12/20/70 as result of expansion of foreign offices. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Fair. Office located in American Embassy 
Building convenient to downtown Tel Aviv. Temporary space well maintained and 
secure, Strict security measures in effect. (Subsequent to inspection, security | 
breach by clerk-stenographer noted in a mailing procedure and called to Bureau's 
attention - handled separately. On this basis Legat being downgraded to Fair. 
Would otherwise have been Excellent.) Will occupy excellent permanent office 
Space in near future. No Bureau cars assigned. o | fa 

Investigative Operations - Excellent.. Office covers only Israel. Casé sa 1s, 
68, below average, but increasing steadily since office opened. . Legat of opinion 
will continue aS coverage expanded. Delinquency low. 8 Selective Service delin- 

Analysis of work load and the potential for further development of high-lev 1 con acts 

quents and Bureau fugitives located; 3 deportations effected; no recoveries. Highly 
successful in high-level intelligence (HTLEV) results. Since January, 1971, 43 
items Submitted - 28 furnished to White House. Expansion of present coverage 
stressed, Legat of opinion additional high-level information can be obtained and 
will make efforts to expand coverage. No substantive errors detected. 

Administrative Operations - Very Good. Experienced personnel assigned and office 
effectively administered. ~ Chief Clerk's Office neat and operated satisfactorily. 
Work is current and stenographic production above average, Continued close 
ttent d istrative ¢ erations stresse pay at i, attention to all administrative Operation tr ssed. O71) $5. -/ de I 

Personnel Matters - Very Good" ' Two ite ‘and two clerk- stenogra aphers assigned. 

Enclosure 4-2--<-t 7 ~ Be a/ las 
1.- Mr. Callahan (Attention Mr. H. N. Bassett) (Sent saniiliadeyy) 

f 

.1- Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) (Semegey panels ot 
1 - Personnel Files Theodore N. Goble and Harold Rubenstetifitica,;, on eon : 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson é 7 

Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Tel Aviv SECRE? 

justify continuing present Agent and clerical complement. Overtime essential, 
productive and equitably shared. No Agents unavailable, overweight or on limited 
duty. Morale high. 

"Ta 7a = 3 ihe Seas - 

Contacts - Excellent, Legat and Assistant Legat successful in gaining confidence 
of high Israeli government officials. Wide range of contacts, all productive, and 
diversified. All who were met by Inspector expressed high regard for the 
Director, FBI and Tel Aviv personnel. F 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1, Theodore N. Goble, GS-15 at $25,059, aged 46, veteran, not on proba- ( 
tion, Legat since 12/20/70. Is dedicated, hard working and enthusiastic. Makes : 
excellent impression; effective in personal contacts, and is highly respected. i 
Has good command of Hebrew language and is considered qualified to continue as . 
Legat. He is available for promotion or transfer, Attached for approval is letter 
to Goble advising him of inspection findings. 

4. Harold Rubenstein, GS-14 at $22, 897, sine 49, veteran, not on proba- 
tion, Assistant Legat since 12/20/70. Dedicated, hard-working Agent who makes 
an excellent impression and is very effective in his contacts. Fully capable and 
qualified to continue in present assignment. Fluent in Hebrew, Spanish and French. 
Is available for promotion or transfer. 
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2) eater oe ke a eS ee Se waa > = = : 

- 3. In view of highly successful results in obtaining items of high-level 
_ nature which have been disseminated to White House, it is recommended this 
_- office be continued, Os: 

Note Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) Tel a. denied use of cable 
facilities to Legat 8/20/71 and insisted on privilege of reviewing our material 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson | 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Tel AviSECRET 

before authorizing transmission of same. We protested DCM actions to Secretary 
of State and advised Dr. Kissinger at the White House. By letter 9/2/71 Mr. Rogers 
advised that he had suspended above requirement placed on Legat by DCM. Attached 
letter instructs Legat to keep Bureau advised of all subsequent developments. 
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Casper”. 

Conrad 

MR. TOLSON / 7 pate: August 24, 1971 iyhoy e ; 
ne ote 

» Rounder / ae 7 
Rosen ——__ { : 
Tavel re 

xf 

mM oo: J, K, PONDER AL 
0: ane a 

‘ . \? on Room ————. 

: y Holmes —______ 1 

JECT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE py cot 
( TOKYO, JAPAN "To orate ee Ap Oey te, 

' INSPECTOR MASON G. WORKING NATIONAL SECURITY mroneaie™ i. 7/31 - 8/6/71 : Unauthorized Disclppure 7) 4 2.nctia i 
sine Subject to Criminal a eh 

‘Officials: Harold L. Child, Jv., Legal Attache (Legat) 11/14/54 to 12 /4/67 and 

Since 6/26/89. Roderick V. Prechtl, Jr., Assistant Legat 6/12/66 to 11/7/67; | | 

Leeat 11/7/87 to 5/28/69. Assistant Legat since 5/28/69. Last inspection: Beil I 

“41/44 - 22/70. 

‘Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection ~- Very Good). 

Oice located sécond floor, American Embassy Annex, fireproof reinforced con- 
me 

crete building, downtown Tokyo. Space adequate and, although old, is neat and 

“businesslike in appearance. Contracts being obtained to refurbish which will at 

modernize appearance. Security of space and documents stressed. No security -/” : 

‘yiolations. No Bureau automobiles assigned. yy 

investigative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office covers 
nn A 

Ls a . 

japan, Oxinawa, Taiwan and South Korea, Active cases 307; steady growth in | 

ease load past year. Cases per Agent exceed other Legats and delinquency below 

Leegat averages every month since last inspection. No substantive errors detected | 

in 373 files reviewed. Cases being closely followed by Legat through established a | 
i 
} 

i 
! 
! 

| 

contacts and sources. 70% of case load security; 4% criminal; 26% applicant and 

other. Japan Communist Party (JCP), with estimated membership 250,000, has 

achieved increasing power in Japanese political positions -- considered major threat 

to internal security of Japan. Soviets continue to be major financial contributor to 

gop, Puwvos contributed _ to aid in June, 1971, elections. Communist 

front organizations active, following doctrines of JCP, Communist China and USSR. 

Strength of dadical New Left group increasing; anticipate violent protest against ts 

policies of Japanese Government and U. S. involvement in Vietnam war. Black’ Po 

oxiromist activities confined primarily to promoting unrest among black service- 

men; no organized black extremist groups. Coverage of Security Index subje a 

and subjects of security cases very effective. Six Bureau fugitives and nin Selective 
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y.comsorendum to Mr. Tolson CRET i 

Re: mispecticn - Office of Legal Attache “a 

LTOkyo, Japan 

Service delinquents located in 9-month period since last inspection (comparable to - 
9 ond 14 in one-year period, last inspection), No recoveries this inspection or last. 
Since inception Hieh Level Intellig ence (HILEV) Program in September, 1970, 45 | 
LEV items submitted; - 20 disseminated to White House. Legat affording aggrossive ie 
and imecinative attention to HILEV Program. High-level sources and contacts | 
furnishing valuable intelligence data -- instructed to develop additional sources 
and contacts of this caliber. Legat extremely knowledgeable of political, Social, 
economic, and intelligence § situation it in territory covered. 
EO ees eh EE os ttn ane —Aa et Rp 

-_ 

x 

es oe 

Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Chief Clerk's 
Cuice well organized and operating eCificiently. Form errors and misfiled index 
caras well bélow field averages. Stenographic accuracy and production very high - 
ao de Linquency. Agent and clerical personnel operating at peak performance to 
handle intensified intelligence program. 
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Personnel Matters - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Complement of 2 
aeons and 2 clerk-stenographers, same as last inspection. Present complement 
adequeie, not excessive - Legat agrees, Agent and clerical overtime exceptionally 
high, but essential, productive and equitably shared. Clerical employees refuse 
to reauest compensatory leave or overtime pay although overtime necessary and 
essential to fulfill assigned duties. Training procedures effective. No Agents 
overweight, unavailable or on limited duty. Morale outstanding. 
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Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent}. Quality high-level contacts 
maintained in Strategic branches of police and security agencies in.all countries 
CNET eT Program very effective. 71 contacts developed since last inspection. 
9.National Academy (NA) graduates occupy responsible positions; 3 additional 
candidates in current NA session. All persons contacted during inspection spoke 
hiehly of Director, FBI and Tokyo personnel. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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1. Harold L. Child, Jv., GS-17 at $36,000, aged 51, nonveteran, not on 
probation. Legat Tokyo i 1/ 14/54 to 12/4/67 and since 6/26/69. Makes excellent 
personal appearance and has excellent personality. Conscientious, aggressive, 
highly intelligent and capable administrator. Excellent command of Japanese 
language. Extremely well qualified to continue in present assignment or for further 

‘advancement. If approved, attached letter will advise him of inspection findings. ' 
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romorandum to Mr. Tclson : SHOR Ep 
ive: Insoection - Office of Legal Attache 

Tokyo, Japan 

pe 
- o 

! 2. Roderick V. Prechtl, Jr., GS-15 at $26,675, aged 45, veteran, not on 
ovobation. Assistant Legat, Tokyo, 6/12/66 to 11/7/6%; Legat 11/7/67 to 5/28/89; 
-ad Assistant Legat since 5/28/69. Makes excellent personal appearance. Has 
.., re, Invelligent, and businesslike approach to all assignments and responsi- 
wilivics, He is most personable, very enthusiastic, and loyal. Has capably 
demonstratoce ability to handle Legat position in past and well qualified for admin- 
istrative advancement, Retention in present position justified. 

(A, 

>. During current inspection all pending investigative matters and overall. 
operation of Legat, Tokyo, subjected to penetrative and in-depth analysis. All 
phases of Legat operation being afforded vigorous aitention with particular emphasis 
on ontainine STLEV data, Presence of Legat has resulted in obtaining HILEV data 
disseminated to President and other Government agencies, which information would 
noc be available without Bureau representative on scene. To fulfill our obligations 
concerning internal Security of U. 5. and particularly to the President, itis | 
essential that Legat, Tokyo, be retained. (? 
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Brennan, C.D, —— ; Memorandum —— seereq her . “ ’ : ms ) i . eH | Conrad : 
ae ‘* MR. TOLSON ~ ONES 4 ne ‘Sepie rat Ga, 1971 fa 

Ponder 

Rosen 
3 ar ive FROM : J, K, PONDER Wa NG DEYN QOR il) wafer Walters 

Bishop 

Sr, 
5 ‘a: pew Soyars 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

SUBJECT: FOREIGN OPERATIONS - LEGAL ATTACHE OFFICES (LEGAT) =o 

aoe ee 
PURPOSE: To Summarize views of Bureau officials and set forth recommendations 

of Inspection Division relative to retention of 17 existing Legats, 
recommend opening of 6 more, and reopen Resident Agency in Mexico. 

pep 
deme te 

=—"t ae eee ee 

om © 

Bonn, Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, London, Madrid, Mexico Cit 
Ottawa, Paris, Rome and Tokyo). In September, 1970, the President in conversatio 

| With the Director requested that we expand our foreign ‘operations because of the .; 
President's desire for better intelligence. The President also discussed this with © 
the Secretary of State who advised that he thought it was a good idea, Asaresult, + 
ie additional offices were opened in the latter part of December, 1970 (Beirut, Caracas, 
Copenhagen, La Paz, Managua and Tel Aviv). These were opened based on the opinion 
[o the President and Dr, Kissinger that our Legats were furnishing highly valuab Bn 

- BACKGROUND: Prior to December, 1970, we operated ll Legat Offices (B ern, 2 

é - 
’ é é f ie 

ss 

Eile oceans -_ 

é é 

information of interest to the White House. sae MO 
pat s ope 

- On the basis of our productivity in obtaining high-level information, as he Sty 
t president again requested (May, 1971) the Director to consider further foreign £fy 

'ye@Xpansion. In response to this, at Director’s request Domestic Intelligence Division 
; , (DED) recommended reopening our offices in Manila, Rio de Janeiro and Santo oy AL 
l ond opening new offices at ‘Canberra, Kuala Lumpur and New Delhi. DID as a. soy g 
;recommended adding one Agent to eachsothiexisting D394) PT ‘alae, don. ian 

Ue AA art haa Latte fam ter PD sianien sieemsnirinnereeh F Neer en mye tenaspae ght AOAC OR ate aag pn waren Sra mH HER I 

| A u)- ‘o— 
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= ~ ma tere —-  e 

Madrid an and “Tokyo, OY cers 
om oy 

'*) 
‘ ™ 

and, in fact, personally initiated the recommendation of one of them (Beirut) ile had 
not previously expressed opposition to the expansion of our foreign liaison operations, 
but in 2, memorandum 6/7/71 Mr. Sullivan expressed the strong opinion that the 
} proposed addition of Agent personnel abroad and reopening or opening of new offices 
Should not be accomplished as he felt that many of our Legats were not furnishing 
information and services Sufficiently valuable to justify their retention. In his memor-' 
andum, 6/16/71 Mr. Sullivan recommended our offices at Bern, Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, 
Madrid and Tokyo Should be closed. With re; regard to | rd tO Beirut, Cai Caracas, i688, Copenhagen, 

ean PAZ Managua. and ‘Tel Aviv (opensa De December,_19%0, » with bi his ; approval) Mr. 
Sullivan said he se seriously do doubted the value of these offices s and recommended t the : . 

| NenRReR oA RUE Ro deer gallaban, Miller cmt 63 roc 

fe, Mr. Sullivan had approved of’ the 6 additional Legats opehed in’ “Et. 1970, 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson 
Re: Foreign Operations - Legats 

be permitted, to operate for 6 months and then 1 analyzed thoroughly to determine if 
they were worth the money being ‘spent; if not not, allo of | them should be closed. He 
completely opposed . further ¢ "xpansion ai on and ope nd opening | & offices in n Manila, Rio de Jane aneiro, 
Santo Domingo, , Canberra, Kuala Lumpur and New Delhi. / 

INSPECTION DIVISION EVALUATION: 

Bese on the divergence ¢ e of Opinion the Director ordered immediate inspections 

have gone forward “justifying the, eebntcn 6 of all 17 existing offices. Retention ] tion has been 
baséd. i primarily on our r Success in 1 obtaining high-level items of: interést to the s White 
House, As of 8/ 31/71, _p2) items | had ‘been St submitted t to the. ) the Bureau by these offices, - 
of which 295 ‘had been_disseminated.to the White House. Nw Numerous. favorable 

{ comments. have been received from the White House. In eac each ir instance the Director 
j concurred with recommendations that the 17 existing offices be 9é continued. 

oe 

me sienna tnd print ap ee es Sener a. 

Tt had been sug vested by. the _DID that our coverage could be stepped up by 
‘increaSing ‘our complement in Beirut, Caracas, as, London, Madrid and | Tokyo, As a 

_ result of our inspection’ an 7 additional Agent ¥ was, #écommended. ‘for London a1 and this 
‘was approved. Itis also > felt, that j the e Resident Agency. formerly at H at Hermosillo, ~ 

iT 1M fexico, should be. reopened. to.¢ cover a va vast | t region now. handled as aroadtrip. This 
“should | be ‘staffed i by personnel | already as: assigned to our ur Mexico xico City Of y Office. Addition 
of pe rsonnel to other Le other Legat Offices is not recommended, — 

As indicated, it was recommended that offices he opened in Canberra, Kuala 
‘Lumpur, Manila, New 7 Delhi, Rio de Janeiro and | ‘Santo nto Domingo. Based on the desires 
fot the White 1 House “for additional high- “level intelligence and our past successes 
k 

E> \% &@ & » 

go forward with n this expansion, af that is still his desire, at. any. time. “he. wishes. 
)Reopening Mai anila wo uld relieve Hong Kong of a long r. road ‘trip and | provide closer” 
attention to mounting ¢ political ‘developments ; in in China, “Reopening” Rio « io de > Janeiro 
would” relieve Buenos Aires c of a 2), 000 mile road trip and “provide o on yn -the + > -Spot 

atest tee nee 

coverage i in this important area rea (Brazil) which is larger than the United States. 
meee gia meek eo 

Reopening § Santo o Domingo would relieve San Juan Office of road trip and_furnish 
prompt, coverage not only of Dominican” Republic } put of. current. political | “developments 
in Haiti. Canberra would cover Australia and New “Zealand, “relieving Hong Kong 
of the road | ud trip. Kuala Lumpur \ would cover | ‘Thailand, - ‘Malaysia, Singapore, and - 

. initiate ¢ coverage in Indonesia, would re relieve - Hong “Kong. of road. trip and i provide ~ 
more nore rapid ce coverage of area currently ntly politically ally important. New ew Dehli would would 
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* Memo for Mr. Tolson 
Re: Foreign Operations - Legats 

cover india, Hast and West Pakistan and Nepal, an area where we previously had 
no coverage, but where ‘potential for political i intelligence is high. 
aya, “he Wt! +R epee we a Ae TOOT on qr + 

QUOTA OF FBI EMPLOYEES ON FOREIGN ASSIGNMENT: 

Our. quota, of personnel on foreign assignment authorized by State Department | 
is 88, When it was approved that we add I Agent to London, it was decided to move 
an Agent from Buenos Aires to London to stay within our quota. Subsequently, 
games A. Miller was removed as Legat at Managua, and it was recommended and 
approved that Managua operate with only 1 man until the full potential of that office 
could be determined. Thus we presently have 87 employees on foreign assignment, 

lL under our quota. As we may have to re lace Agent in Buenos Aires or Managua, we 
Snould not reduce our quota, : P Bu 

"Th its recommendation of 5/28/71 for expansion of Legat operations, _DID 
recommended Staffing the 6 5 proposed offices as follows: 

Agents: Clerks Total 
Manila 1 1 2 
Rio de Janeiro 2 2 4, 
Santo Domingo 1 1 2: 
Canberra _ 2 2 4, 
Kuala Lumpur 2 2, 4 
New Delhi 2° 2, Ao 

| Total 10 10 20 

While this staffing appears to be reasonable, in view of the present concern 
| for economy and the balance of payments problem, it would appear preferable to 
start each of these offices with only one Agent t and one < clerk. Thus, we would b be 
3 increasing ; the number of Bureau i employees on. . foreign assignment by l 12 rather t than 
420, and ¢ ‘doing not that Which is “desirable but that which is essential. 

Mage enbente H eomnane eg OP te pee pei-ermamere te emanate 

ef The opening of the proposed 6 offices with one Agent and one clerk each would 
increase our “present quota, of ‘personnel on on foreign ‘assignment f from "88to. 100.’ 
This would be presented to State Department for its approval after discussion 

}with the President and/or Dr. Kissinger. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

ii i. That we retain our 17 existing Legal Attache Offices. 
{ 
/ ; LER 
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: Memo for Mr. Tolson 9 

Re: Foreign Operatins - Legats ECRET 

2. That we reopen the Resident Agency at Hermosillo, Mexico, to cover an 
area presently being handled on road trip basis out of Monterrey, Mexico. No 
eae personnel required. If approved, Administrative Division to handle. 
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_ 3. That the Director may wish to consider advising the President through 
| {Dr. Kissinger that in response to the President's request in May, we recommend 

sexpansion of foreign operations by reopening Manila, Rio de Janeiro and Santo 
iDomingo; and opening Canberra, Kuala Lumpur and New Delhi. Also, 
‘that we are ready to do this whenever he so directs and arrangements can be 
 foerfected with the State Department. 

CeIn ducaepas? 
eyt 

eek. ye 
4. That upon receipt of White House approval of this proposal, the State 

a i Department be requested to authorize an increase in FBI personnel on foreign 
f assignment from the present 88 to100 and that other necessary arrangements 
{be handled with State Department to open the ad offices, 
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SUBJECT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE CAP Poi , 
abt q 

Officials: George A. Van Noy, Legal Attache (Legat) since 9/19/55. Floyd R. 
Peters, Assistant Legat since 6 /28/70 and Number One Man since 2/19/71. 

(CIS), which makes available information concerning mail sent from United States 

. 1 - Mr. Brennan (Attention Foreign Liaison Desk) Gent 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 C 5010~106 
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~ UNITED STATES sais eal 
‘ KA 

Br [pee C.D; M. emorandum — Feel 
f Casper 

MR. TOLSON. pi DATE: September 7, 1971 ye ( 

Soyars 

BONN, GERMANY -— 77, | 

“INSPECTOR FLETCHER’ B, “THOM war SECURIT INFORMATION 

ict Unauthorized Piscl IGS: 

SUMMARY Subject to Cri ia ot 

(John C. F. Morris, Assistant Legat 12/29/62 - 7/31/71). Last inspection: 
4/20 - 27/70. 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection!- Very Good). 
Space on sixth floor of Américan Embassy Building in suburb of Bonn. Office is , 
secure with Marine Guards on duty in building lobby after working hours and if 
periodic security checks made of our space. Office is neat, well arranged and 
maintained, but extremely crowded. Legat instructed to ) pursue negotiations with 
Enmbassy_¢ officials fo for additional space, “contiguous: to existing Space if possible, | 
but office may have to move to another floor in same building. Légat to furnish h 
estimates and recommendations to Bureau before i before making y any _¢ commitments. _No | 

ee ee oy 

Bureau cars assigned. "ee 14y | Gj i TOSS, 7 eae BIG 4 a 

SEU nh 
Investigative Operations - Very Good (Last? Tiispection eeeeu ent) “West Germany, ; 
the Netherlands and Austria (Since 12/70) covered’ by Bonn ‘Office. Active case | 
load (majority of security nature) 328 as of 7/31/71 (248 Tast inspection). Over 
12-month period case load and cases closed per Agent well above average each 
month; delinquency below average each month. Communications Intercept Service 

to. persons in East Germany, continues to produce valuable material, including 
information on Left Wing organizations in U. S. and travel of Security Index subjects 
and communists to Eastern Bloc. Incréasing volume of material (over 5600 items ' 
since last inspection) has burdened both Agent and clerical personnel. (Material 
is provided in raw form and must be translated -- if in German -- analyzed, 
searched and transmitted to Bureau.) Since April, 1971, necessary to transmit some | 
items to Bureau in bulk without benefit of thorough —— in Bonn Office. Inspect ro 

LKR URE, Enclosure “~-2 5, fe PF 

1 - Mr. Callahan ttention Mix Hi. N. Bassett) (Sent sepa satel] 5th fies «re | 

epamatelyy 
1 - Personnel “74, George A. Van Noy and Floyd R. Peters 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson SECRET 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Bonn 

om 

moa me determined experienced clerical employee (Miss Cuddy) capable of reviewing and 
processing much of this material. Assignment of this clerk-stenographer full time 
to project would release Agent personnel to handle other important responsibilities, 
primarily in the field of gathering high-level intelligence (HILEV). Since last 
inspection 78 Security Index subjects known to have visited or resided in Bonn 
territory; 76 other security subjects known to be residing these countries. Sources 
providing coverage on activities. In criminal field Bonn reported location of 22 
fugitives and/or Selective Service delinquents in last 12 months. Valuable infor- 
mation also developed in several car theft ring cases, major thefts in U. S. and 
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dissemination to the White House (3 in August) | have been submitted, | there is a 
definite need. for. expansion and intensification, ‘Positive } program for this purpose i 
outlined. Legat of definite opinion great majority accomplishments in all areas bs 

achieved only because of presence our personnel and would not have been possible ; 
through normal diplomatic channels. No substantive errors detected. - oh 
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Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Office is [! 
capably administered. Chief Clerk's Office operating efficiently and work current. : 
Stenographic production above average even though time spent on clerical duties 
is high. Continued close attention to all administrative functions stressed, 

ment 3 Agents and 4 clerk-stenographers (2 Agents and 3 clerk-stenographers last 
inspection). Thorough analysis by Inspector of work load, types of cases, ‘and 
experience of personnel determined Agents required to spend too much time in 
office handling high volume of security matters (Communications Intercept Service). 
Overtime.essential, productive and equitably shared. Time in office higher than 
Should be due to above-mentioned processing of mail. Morale appears high. 
Language/ability Agent personnel satisfactory. 

\ 
Personnel Matters - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). Personnel comple- | 

Contacts ~ Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Productive and cordial liaison 
maintained with diversified contacts, both American and foreign, throughout territory. 
Legat recognizes need for cultivating and expanding contacts, especially in HILEV 
field. Instructed to do so, All contacts expressed highest regard for and confidence 
in Director and our Bonn personnel, 
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RE COMME NDATIONS | 

1. George A. Van Noy, GS-16 at $33,757, aged 57, nonveteran, not on 
probation. Legat since 9/19/55; fully available. Makes excellent personal appearance; 
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* 4 SECRET 
Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache, Bonn 

€& + 
® 

quiet, but engaging personality; effective Bureau representative; highly respected 
by associates and others with whom he has contact, Fully qualified to continue as 
Legat.. If approved, attached letter to Van Noy will summarize inspection findings. 

yb 
2. Floyd R. “Peters GS-15 at $25,059, aged 54, veteran, not on probation’ 

Assistant Legat since 6/28/70, Number One Man since D /19/71. Peters isa 
dedicated, hard-working Agent who is capably discharging his responsibilities, 
Qualified to continue as Assistant Legat and for further administrative advancement 

_ commensurate with needs of Bureau; fully available. 

3. ‘The Bonn Office. handles a high volume of cases in sibeiilin criminal, 
liaison, intelligence and related areas. Legat feels, and inspection confirms, that 
great majority of accomplishments achieved only because of presence of our 
personnel/on the scene. It is recommended, therefore, that office of Legal Attache, 

- Bonn, be continued, oo 
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GSA GEN, SIG, NO. 27 4 ‘ Tolson- ; 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT He , = : Memorandum ge eV ee 
TO : MR. TOLSON a \/ . N . eres : 

FROM : J, K, ey Walters 
Soyars wr \? 

pe ce 
SUBJECT: INSPECTION - OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACHE | | — 

“TOKYO, JAPAN “Ponce 2 Dertpei 
“INSPECTOR MASON G. WORKIN 
7/31 - 8/6/71 NATIONAL SECURITY 1 A U 

SUMMARY Sub 

~~ 

Officials: Harold L. Child, Jr., Legal Attache (Legat) 11/14/54 to 12/4/67 and 
Since 6/26/69. Roderick V. Prechtl, Jr., Assistant Legat 6/12/66 to 11/7/67; ‘CY 

| Legat 11/7/67 to 5/28/69. Assistant Legat since 5/28/69. Last inspection: ca) 
OF (\ _> 11/14 - 22/70. 

- =~ 

Physical Condition and Maintenance - Very Good (Last Inspection - Very Good). 
O:zice located sécond floor, American Embassy Annex, fireproof reinforced con- 
crete building, downtown Tokyo. Space adequate and, although old, is neat and 
businesslike in appearance. Contracts being obtained to refurbish which will La 
modernize appearance. Security of space and documents stressed. No security" ,1/" 
violations. No Bureau automobiles assigned. ay \ 
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case load past year. Cases per Agent exceed other Legats and delinquency below 
Legat averages every month Since last inspection. No substantive errors detected , 

_ in 373 files reviewed. Cases being closely followed by Legat through established t 
contacts and sources. 70% of case load security; 4% criminal; 26% applicant and . 

| 

Investigative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Very Good). Office covers | 
Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan and South Korea. Active cases 307; steady growth in f: 

\ 

achieved increasing power in Japanese political positions -- considered major threat 
to internal security of Japan. Soviets continue to be major financial contributor to 
JCP, $222,000 contributed secretly to aid in June, 1971, elections. Communist 
front organizations active, following doctrines of JCP, Communist China and USSR. 

- Strength of radical New Left group increasing; anticipate violent protest against 
policies of Japanese Government and U. S. involvement in Vietnam war. Black’ 
extremist activities confined primarily to promoting unrest among black service- 
“men; no organized black extremist groups. Coverage of Security Index ge gels 

other. Japan Communist Party (JCP), with estimated membership 250,000, has : 
! 

and subjects of security cases very effective. Six Bureau fugitives and ning Gere tive 
wr 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache 

Tokyo, Japan — SECRET 

service delinquents located in 9-month period since last inspection (comparable to 
9 and 14 in one-year period, last inspection). No recoveries this inspection or last, 

{Since inception High Level Intelligence (HILEV) Program in September, 1970, 43 
aerate saan: a ed 

[# TILEY items submitted; 20 disseminated to White House. Legat affording aggressive 
and imaginative attention to HILEV Program. High-level sources and contacts 
furnishing valuable intelligence data -~ instructed to develop additional sources 

. and contacts of this caliber. Legat at extremely knowledgeable o of political, Social, 
economic, and intelligence Situation in territory covered. 

Administrative Operations - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Chief Clerk's 
Office well organized and operating efficiently. Form errors and misfiled index 
cards well below field averages. Stenographic accuracy and ‘production very high - 
no delinquency. Agent and clerical personnel operating at peak performance to 
handle intensified intelligence program. 

Personnel Matters - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Complement of 2 
Agents and 2 clerk-stenographers, same as last inspection. Present complement 
adequate, not excessive ~ Legat agrees. Agent and clerical overtime exceptionally 
high, but essential, productive and equitably shared. Clerical employees refuse 
to request compensatory leave or overtime pay although overtime necessary and 
essential to fulfill assigned duties. Training procedures effective. No Agents 
overweight, unavailable or on limited duty. Morale outstanding. 

Contacts - Excellent (Last Inspection - Excellent). Quality high-level contacts 
maintained in strategic branches of police and security agencies in.all countries 
} covered, Program very effective. 71 contacts developed since last inspection. 
t 9 National Academy (NA) graduates occupy responsible positions; 3 additional 
candidates in current NA session. All persons contacted during inspection spoke 
highly of Director, FBI and Tokyo personnel. 

RECOMME NDATIONS 

1. Harold L. Child, Jr., GS-17 at $36,000, aged 51, nonveteran, not on 
probation. Legat Tokyo 11/ 14/ 54 to 12/4/67 and since 6/26/69. Makes excellent 
personal appearance and has excellent personality. Conscientious, aggressive, 
highly intelligent and capable administrator. Excellent command of Japanese 
language. Extremely well qualified to continue in present assignment or for further 
advancement. If approved, attached letter will advise him of inspection findings. 

Og 
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson 

Re: Inspection - Office of Legal Attache SECRET 
Tokyo, Japan 

2. Roderick V. Prechitl, Jr. GSs- 15 at $26,675, aged 45, veteran, not on 
probation. Assistant Legat, Tokyo, 6/12/66 to 11/7/67: Legat 11/7/67 to 5/28/69; - 
and Assistant Legat since 5 /28/69. Makes excellent personal appearance. Has 
mature, intelligent, and businesslike approach to all assignments and reSponsi- 
bilities. He is most personable, very enthusiastic, and loyal. Has capably 
demonstrated ability to handle Legat position in past and well qualified for admin- 
istrative advancement. Retention in present position justified. CD 

yV\ 

3. During current inspection all pending investigative matters and overall. 
operation of Legat, Tokyo, subjected to penetrative and in-depth analysis. All 
phases of Legat operation being afforded vigorous attention with particular emphasis 
,on obtaining HILEV data. Presence of Legat has resulted in obtaining HILEV data 
disseminated to President and other Government agencies, which information would 
not be ‘available without Bureau representative on scene. To fulfill our obligations 
concerning internal security of U. S. and particularly to the President, it is OQ 
( essential that Legat, Tokyo, be retained. 

V Ws 
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SECTION 8 OF MOI 

RETAIN 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Crrumitiee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel wetiout the express approval of the FBI. 
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SECTION 3. SCTENTIFIC AIDS IN CRIMINAL “or 8A ~- B 

> * > 

A, INTRODUCTION 10 FBI LABORATORY 
1, Functions ; 

a. Make examinations of physical evidence found at SSeS of crimes 
b. Aid field in technical problems 
c. Gonduct research \ 

2. Organization \ 

a. Cryptanalysis and Translation Section 
be. Document Section 
ec. Physics and Chemistry Section 
d. .Radio Engineering Section 

B. FACILITIES OF FBI LABORATORY " 
1. Availability 
: ae In all FBI investigations, regardless of whether an examination made 

previously by another expert 
b. To all other Federal agencies, USAs, military tribunals, etc., in 

both civil and criminal matters. Requests from USAs for laboratory 
examinations and testimony of FBI Laboratory experts should be made 
through FBI field offices. 

ec. To all duly constituted state, county, and municipal law enforcement 
agencies in U. S. and territorial possessions in connection with 
their official investigations, but in criminal matters only 

ad. All laboratory services, including expert witnesses, rendered free of 
all cost to contributing agency 

e. In offering these services, experience has dictated following limitations 
; in interest of economy, as well as for proper administration of justice: 

1) No examination will be made if any evidence in an individual case 
has been subjected previously to a technioal examination in same 
technical field. 

(2) No testimony will be furnished if testimony on same technical 
subject and in same ease given Fan nracaontinan hy anathear aryrnart, 

(3) No request for examination will be accepted from a none cena 
law enforcement agency in connection with criminal cases if 
te} It is indicated that a civil case will grow out of it aa if 
b) The evidence will necessarily be destroyed during the course 

of the examination or evidence is to be examined for the 
presence of some foreign material 

f. A search through the national fraudulent check file will be made even 
though the check was previously searched through a check file main- 
tained by a state or local aeoaey or technically examined by such 
other agency. 

g. Field should notify Bureau of any local controversy eavoine case in 
which evidence is submitted to FBI Laboratory. 

h. A Federal court may order the Government to permit the defendant, prior 
to trial, to inspect and copy or photograph the results or reports of 

| physical and mental examinations, and of scientific tests or experiments 
| made in connection with the particular case. However, upon a sufficient 
| showing, the court may at any time order that the discovery or inspection 

be denied, restricted, or deferred,or make such eee order as is 
appropriate. (Rule 16. ) 

2. How to request an FBI Laboratory examination 
[ ae All requests should be made by letter to Director, “in{triplicate, Jmarked 

"Attention FBI Laboratory." 
b. Forward evidence by registered (air) mail, railway express, air express, 

or airfreight. Do not send by parcel post or regular mail. 
c. Furnish name of subject or suspect and victim, if known. 
a. Set out nature of violation. 
e. Make a list of evidence. 
ff. State generally what types of examinations are desired, 

- g. Set out basic facts concerning crime insofar as they pertain to 
| laboratory examination. 
| h. Make reference to previous correspondence, if any. 

i.e All outside agencies should include a statement as to whether evidence 
was examined previously by another expert in same technical field. 

| j. State what disposition should be made.of evidence. 

| 
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8B SECTION 8. oc AIDS IN CRIMINAL TIVES TG *10Ns 
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3. How to prepare bulky evidence for shipment 
2. Take every precaution to protect latent fingerprints. 
be. Choose 2 box suitable for size and durability. 
c. Do not place evidence from more than one case in same package. 
ad. Wrap each item separately to avoid contamination. 
e. Pack securely to avoid damage while in transit. 
f. Seal box with gummed tape and label "EVIDENCE." 
g&. Place copy of letter of transmittal in an envelope and mark "INVOICE." 

Stick this invoice to outside of box you have just sealed. 
h. Enclose this box with an additional wrapper and seal with gummed 

tape. 
a. If box is made of wood, invoice envelope may be attached to top under : 

- a clear plastic cover. 
j. All evidence must be shipped by registered (air) mail, railway express, 

air express, or air freight. Do not use regular mail or parcel post. j 
k. Letters and packages requiring a laboratory examination only should 

be addressed to "Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, 
D. C. 20535, Attention FBI Laboratory." 

1. Letters and packages containing evidence requiring a fingerprint 
examination only should be forwarded to Bureau, marked "Attention 

; Tdentification Division, Latent Pingerprint Section." 
m. Letters and packages containing material for photographic process- 

ing only should be forwarded to Bureau, marked "Attention Mechanical 
Section." If package contains exposed film, word "Film" should 
appear on outside of package. 

n. Letters and packages containing evidence requiring both photographic 
processing and a laboratory examination of any kind should be for- 
warded to Bureau, marked "Attention FBI Laboratory." 

Oo. jJetters and packages containing evidence requiring both a finger- 
Pots print examination and a laboratory examination of any kind should be 

forwarded to Bureau, marked "Attention FBI Laboratory." 
p.- betters and packages containing material requiring both photographic 

processing and a fingerprint examination should be forwarded to 
Bureau, marked “Attention Identification Division, Latent Finger- 
print Section." 

4. Grand juries and preliminary hearings 
a. laboratory experts available to testify at such hearings, but requests 

for appearance should not be made unless absolutely necessary. 
b. In most cases laboratory report, an affidavit, or testimony of 

, Agent handling case will suffice., 
ec. After all attempts to, obviate appearance of expert have been exhausted, 

Bureau should be advised in detail of unusual circumstances which make 
presence of expert absolutely necessary. 

5. Outside experts 
a. Bureau needs information on ability, qualifications, and reliability.: 
b. Gather information from various sources, including newspapers. 

6. Copies of laboratory reports 
ae To contributing office 
b. To other offices for which copies are requested by contributing office 
c. To still other offices which may have an interest in the case on 

basis of Laboratory's findings r 
7. The collection and preservation of physical evidence 

ae Must be legally obtained 
be. Must be properly described with detailed notes 
ce Must be labeled, initialed, and dated for proper identification 
d. Must be properly handled, wrapped, and prepared for shipment 
e. Legal chain of custody must be maintained. 
f., For details, see chart. 

a 
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: SECTION 8. s@ric AIDS IN Crete invest @ezons 8B 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 44. 
m UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE em 

Proper Sealing of Evidence 
The method shown below permits access to the invoice letter-without breaking the inner seal. 
This allows the person entitled to receive the evidence to receive it in a sealed condition just 

as it was packed by the sender. 

i. Pack bulk evidence securely in box. 
-2. Seal box and mark as evidence. 

Mark “‘Latent’’ if necessary. ° 
‘ 3. Place copy of transmittal letter in envelope 

and mark “‘Invoice.’’ 

4. Stick envelope to outside of sealed box. 
5. Wrap sealed box in outside wrapper and 

seal with gummed paper. 
Director 

6. Address to Federal Bureau of Investigation and mark 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

“Attention FBI Laboratory.” 
7. If packing box is wooden -- tack invoice 

envelope to top under a clear plastic cover. 

AW 55123) DocId:32989630 Page 334 
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8B SECTION *8. =_ AIDS IN SRIMINAL —— ONS 

*CHART TO BE USED IN SUBMITTING \ , 

AMOUNT DESIRED 
SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION STANDARD —_ EVIDENCE 

Abrasives, in- On outside of container. Not less than "ALL 
cluding carborun-— 
dum, emery, sand, 
etc. 

Acids 

Adhesive tape 

Alkalies -- caustic 
soda, potash, 
ammonia, etc. 

Ammunition 

Anonymous letters, 
extortion letters, 
bank robbery notes 

Blasting, caps 

Blood: 
l., Liquid 

Known samples 

2. Drowning cases 

3. Small quantities: 
a. Liquid 

Questioned 
samples 

b. Dry stains 
Not on 
fabrics 

Date 

Name or initials. 

Type of material. 
obtained. 

one ounce 

Same as above One pint All to one pint 

= arto * 
« 

Same as above Recovered roll All : - 

Same as above One pint liquid 
One pound solid 

All to one pint 2 
All to one pound 

Same as above Two . 

Initial and date each document All 
unless legal aspects or good 
judgment dictates otherwise, 

On outside of container. All 
Type of material, date ¢ 
obtained, and name or initials. 

Use adhesive tape on outside of 1/6 ounce (Scc) All 
test tube. Name of donor, date collected in 
taken, doctor's name, name or sterile test tube 
initials of submitting Agent or 
officer, 

Same as above Two specimens: one 
from each side of 
heart ° 

Same as above as applicable All to 1/6 
ounce (Sec) 

On outside of pillbox or As much as possible 

plastic vial. Type of specimen, 
date secured, name or initials. 

ed Oe tet Cah ED OE 

ey Ce cree Gee CD ee Gee ee re Oe Oey Oe ee ee ed ee ee ee ee Gere et oe ee ee es Go SE CUD let PD Oe CD Ew Ee Cy ey eure cee Viet? Oe OUD are i ee Eee Oe eee ate ED TE Gee STS ED Gah CE eh Gh AFR SP eaey aes Ses Coed Geeep See GD See Ce ee 

*This chart is not intended to be all-inclusive. > u 

herein, consult the specimen list for an item most Similar in nature and submit accordingly. 

- 
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SECTION 8, SCIENTIFIC AIDS ty CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

EVIDENCE TO THE FBI LABORATORY 

PRESERVATION WRAPPING AND PACKING TRAN SMITTAI 

None Use containers, such as Registered mail or 
ice-cream box, pillbox, RR or air 
or plastic vial. Seal express 
to prevent any loss. 

None Plastic or all-glass bottle. RR express only 
Tape in stopper. Pack 

: in sawdust, glass, or 
rock wool, Use bakelite— 
or paraffin-lined bottle 
for hydrofluoric acid. 

None Place on waxed paper or Registered mail 
cellophane. 

None Plastic or glass bottle with RR express only 
: rubber stopper held with 

adhesive tape 

None Pack in cotton, soft paper, RR express only 
or cloth in small container. 
Place in wooden box. 

Do not handle Place in proper enclosure Registered mail 
With bare hands. envelope and seal with 

"Evidence" tape or trans-— 
[ parent tape. Flap side 

of envelope shovld show 
(1) wording "Enclosure (s) 
to Bureau from (name of 

) submitting Pare (2) 
title of case, (3) brief 
description of contents, and 
(4) file number, if known. 
Staple to original letter of 
transmittal, ¢ 

| Should not be forwarded until advised to do so by the Laboratory. 
Packing instructions will be given at that time. 

| 

Sterile tube only, Wrap in cotton, soft paper. Airmail, special 
[ NO REFRIGERANT, Place in mailing tube or delivery, 
{[ {Small amount of pre- suitably strong mailing registered 

| of servative and anti- carton. 
[ coagulant recom— 
[ mended, ] ° 

Same as above Same as above. Airmail, special 
delivery, 
registered 

Allow to ary Same as above Airmail, special 
thoroughly on delivery, 
nonporous surface. registered 

a 

Keep dry. Seal to prevent Registered mail 
leakage. 

+ 
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8B 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Avoid use of 
envelopes, 

Label acids, glass, 
corrosive. 

Do not cut, wad, 
or distort. 

Label alkali, 
glass, corrosive. 

If standard make, 
usually not 
necessary to 
send. Explosive 
label. 

Advise if evidence 

should be treated 
for latent 

fingerprints. 

Submit immediately. 
Dontt hold awaiting 
additional items 
for comparison. 

same as above 

Collect by using 
eyedropper or 
clean spoon, trans— 
fer to nonporcus 
surface. Allow to 
dry and submit in 
pillbox. 



8B SECTION 8 @ 
& 

SPECIMEN 

4. Stained 
clothing, 
fabric, etc. 

Bullets (not 
cartridges ) 

Cartridges 

Cartridge cases 
(shells) 

Charred or burned 

paper 

Checks (fraudulent): 

Check protector, 

rubber stamp and 
dater stamp sets, 
known standards 
Note: Send actual 

device when 

possible. 

Clothing 

Codes, ciphers,and 
foreign language 
material 

~ > 

CHART TO BE USED IN SUBMITTING 

IDENTIFICATION 

Use tag or mark directly 
on clothes. Type of 
specimens, date secured, 
name or initials. 

Initials on base 

Tnitials on outside of 

case near bullet end 

Initials preferably on inside 
near open end or on outside 
near open end. 

On outside of container 
indicate fragile nature of 
evidence, date obtained, 
name or initials. 

See anonymous letters. 

Place name or initials, 
date, name of make and 
model, etc., on sample 
impressions. 

Mark directly on garment 
or use string tag. Typeft 
of evidence, name or initials, 
date, 

As anonymous letters 

CIENTIFIC AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVEST 

\ 
i 

@ 

AMOUNT DESIRED 
STANDARD EVIDENCE 

\ As found 

All found 

= = ee ee — 2. oe +t 

Two 

Alas 

All 5 

All 

Obtain several copies 
in full word-for- 
word order of each 
questioned check- 
writer impression. 
If unable to forward 
rubber stamps, pre- 
pare numerous samples 
with different 
degrees of pressure. 

All 

All 

| + 
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“= SECTION 8. . AIDS IN CRAXMINAL sieeicaaiaee . 8B 

EVIDENCE TO THE FBI LABORATORY 

t 

PRESERVATION WRAPPING AND PACKING TRANSMITTAL MISCELLANEOUS 

If wet when found, Bach article wrapped sepa-— Registered mail or 
dry by hanging. rately and identified on air or RR express 
USE NO HEAT TO DRY. outside of package. Place 
No preservative. in strong tox packed to pre~- 

vent shifting of contents. 

ae | 
None Place in cotton or soft Registered mail ' 

paper. Place in pill, match, 

* or powder box. Pack to pre- 
vent shifting during transit. 

None Same as above RR express only 

None Samé as above Registered mail 

None Pack in rigid container Registered mail Added moisture, 
between layers of cotton. with atomizer or 

otherwise, not 
recommended 

None See anonymous letters. Registered mail Advise what parts 
questioned or 
known. Furnish 
physical descrip- 
tion of subject. 

None See anonymous letters or Registered mail Do not disturb 
bulky evidence wrapping inking mechanisms 
instructions. on printing devices. 

‘ 
*y 

None ‘ Each article individually ¢ Registered mail Leave clothing 
wrapped with identifica- or RR or air whole. Do not cut 
tion written on outside of express out stains. If 
package. Place in strong wet, hang in 
container. room to dry before 

packing. 

None As anonymous letters As anonymous Furnish all back— 
letters ground and tech- 

nical information 

pertinent to 
examination. 
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8B « 

SPECIMEN 

Drugs: 
1. Liquids 

2. Powders, pills, 
and. solids 

Dynamite and other 
explosives 

Fibers 
* 
. 

Firearms 

Flash paper 

Fuse, safety 

Gasoline 

Glass fragments 

Glass particles 

Gunpowder tests: 
1. Paraffin 

2. On cloth 

Hair 

! 

SECTION © SCIENTIFIC AIDS ,IN CRIMINAL ee eee 

CHART TO BE USED IN SUBMITTING 

IDENTIFICATION 

AfPix label to bottle 
in which found including 
hame or initials and 
date. 

On outside of pillbox. 
Name or initials and 

date. 

AMOUNT DESIRED 
STANDARD ~ EVIDENCE 

All to one pint 

All to = pound 

Consult the FBI Laboratory and follow their telephonic 
or telegraphic instructions. 

On outside of sealed 
container or on object 
to which fibers are 
adhering 

Attach string tag. 
ons, caliber, 
date found, 
Serial number in notes. 

serial number, 

Initials and date 

Attach string tag or 
gummed paper label, 
name or initials, and date. 

On outside of all-metal 
container, label with type 
of material, mame or initials, 
and date, 

Adhesive tape on each piece. 
Name or initials and date on 
tape. Separate questioned 
and known. 

Name or initials, date on 
outside of sealed container 

On outside of container. 

Type of material, date, and 

mame or initials. 

a 

Attach string tag or mark 
directly. Type of material, 
date, and name or initials. 

On outside of container. 
Type of material, date, and 

HW 55123 Docld:329899630 Page Fyg-nitials. 

name or initials. 

Entire garment 
or other cloth 

item 

Name of weap~ 

One sheet 

One foot 

One quart 

3" piece of broken 
item 

Dozen or more 
full length hairs 
from different 
parts of head 

All 

All 

All 

ALL 

All to one 
gallon 

ALL 

All 

Al1 

ALL 

All 



SECTION 8. oo: ATDS IN CRIMINAL INVE a: 8B 

I! 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Mark "Fragile." 
Determine alleged 
normal use of drug 
and if prescrip— 
tion, check with 
druggist to 
determine supposed 
ingredients. 

Do not place 

~ ? 

EVIDENCE TO THE FBI LABORATORY | 

\ 

PRESERVATION WRAPPING AND PACKING TRANSMITTAL 

None If bottle has no stopper, Registered mail or: 
transfer to glass-— RR or air express 
stoppered bottle and seal 
with adhesive tape. 

i 

: 
None - seal to prevent any loss Registered mail-or 

by use of tape. RR or air express 

None Folded paper or pillbox. Registered mail 
Seal edges and openings 

Keep from rusting. 

Fireproof, vented 
location away 
from any other 
combustible 
materials. 
feasible, 
immerse in 
water. 

if 

None 

Fireproof container 
s 

Avoid chipping. 

None 

Containers must be 
free of any nitrate— 
containing substance. 
Keep cool. 

None 

None 

HW 551235 

with tape. 

Wrap in paper and identify 
contents of package. Place 
in cardboard box or wooden box. 

Individual polyethylene 
envelopes double wrapped 
in manila envelopes. 
Inner wrapper sealed 
with paper tape. 

Place in manila envelope, 
box, or suitable container. 

Metal container packed in 
wooden box ¢ 

Wrap each piece separately 
in cotton. Pack in strong 
box to prevent shifting and 
breakage. Identify contents. 

Place in pillbox, 
or glass vial; 
protect against 
breakage. 

plastic 
seal and 

@¢ 

Wrap in waxed paper or place 
in sandwich bags. Lay on 
cotton in 2 substantial box. 
Place ina larger box packed 
With absorbent material, 

Place fabric flat between 
layers of paper and then 
wrap, so that no residue 
Will be transferred or lost. 

a 

Folded paper or pillbox. 
edges and openings with 
tape. 
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Seal 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

Five sheets 

(8 x 103) 
surface mail 
parcel nost 
Over 5 sheets 
telephonically 
consult FBL 
Laboratory. 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

RR express only 

Registered mail or 
RR or air 
express 

Registered mail 

Registered mail 

Registered mail 

Registered mail 

loose in 
envelope. 

Unload all 
weapons before 
shipping. 

Mark inner 
wrapper 
"Flash Paper 
Flammeahie " 

Mark "Fragile." 

Do not use 
envelopes. 

Use "Fragile" 
label. Keep 
cool. 

Avoid shaking. 

Do not place 
loose in 
envelope. 



8B a SECTION 8, Overs ATDS IN RIMENAL jaan 

CHART TO BE USED IN SUBMITTING 

AMOUNT DESIRED 
SPECIMEN TDENTIFICATION STANDARD EVIDENCE 

Handwriting and hand Name or initials, date, See footnote. 
printing, known from whom obtained, and 
standards voluntary statement should 

be included in appropriate 
place. 

[Magnetic tape Initials and date on tape Submit original ALI 
recordings reel and dull side of recording. 

loose end of tape 

[ 

L 
[ 
{ 
{ 
{ 
[ 
{ 
[ 
[ 
C 

l 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
{ 
[ 

[ 
[ 

Matches On outside of container. One to two books ALL 

Type of material, date, of paper. One 
and name or initials. full box of wood. 

\ 

Medicines ; 

* 

{See drugs. ) \ 

. \ 

\ 

*Duplicate the original writing conditions as to text, speed, slant, size of paper, size of 
writing, type of writing instruments, etc. Do not allow suspect to see questioned writing. 
Give no instructions as to spelling, punctuation, etc. Remove each sample from sight as soon 
as completed. Suspect should fill out blank forms in check cases (FD-352). In hand 
printing cases, both uppercase (capital) and lowercase (small) samples should be obtained. 
In forgery cases, obtain sample signatures of the person whose name is forged. Have writer 
prepare some specimens with hand not normally used. Obtain undictated handwriting when 
feasible. 
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: ‘ SECTION —— AIDS IN CRIMINAL ~ oe 8B 

™ . 

3 EVIDENCE T0 THE FBI LABORATORY \ 

PRESERVATION WRAPPING AND PACKING TRANSMITTAL MISCELLANEOUS 

None See anonymous letters. Registered mail 
1 
‘ 

Avoid placing near Use special evidence Registered mail Do not bend or 
electrical or mag- containers available or air express stretch tape. 
netic fields, and in each field office, ' Identify speed 
temperature extremes Special evidence con- of recording 
(heat or cold) tainers are reusable and track 

and adhesive materials | configuration. 
should not be applied ; Submit tran- 
to fiberboard exterior. | script of re- 
Containers should be cording if 
wrapped separately and applicable, J 
adhesive materials ap- 
plied to outer wrapping. ‘ 
If magnetis tapes are 
too large for special 
evidence containers, they i 
shouid be packed in sturdy 
cartons with 2 minimum of 
four inches of packing ma- 
terial surrounding 211 
Sides of tape. All special 
evidence containers in 
excess of needs should be 

‘ returned to FBI Laboratory. 

Keen away from Metal container and packed RR express ar "Kean away fram 
fire. in larger package to prevent registered mail fire" label 

shifting. Matches in box or 
metal container packed to 
prevent friction between 
matches, 
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8B SECTION 8. o AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS. 

« ~ CHART TO BE USED IN SUBMITTING ! 

: : AMOUNT DESIRED 
SPECIMEN TDENTIPICATION STANDARD EVIDENCE .) 

Metal Same as above One pound All to one pound 

Oil Same as above One quart together All to one quart 
with specifi- 
cations 

Obliterated, See anonymous letters, All 
eradicated, or 
indented writing 

Organs of body On outside of container. All to one pound . 
Victim's name, date of 
death, date of autopsy, name 
of doctor, name or initials. 

Paint: 
1, Liquid On outside of container. Original unopened All to + pint 

Type of material, origin container up to 
if known, date, name or 1 galion if 
initials. possible 

2. solid Same as above At least # sq. AlL. If on small 
(paint chips or inch of solid, object send object, 
scrapings ) with all lavers 

represented 

‘. 

\ 

& \ ? 

° * 

a 

+ 
; lia 
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SECTION 8. 

& 

PRESERVATION 

Keep from 
rusting. 

Keep away from 
fire, 

None 

None to evidence, 
Dry ice in package 
not touching glass 
jars. 

None 

Wrap so as to 
protect smear, 

nS 

) 
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SCIENTIFIC AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 

. EVIDENCE TO THE FBI? LABORATORY 

WRAPPING AND PACKING 

Use paper boxes or containers. 
Seal and use strong paper 
or wooden box. 

Metal container with tight 
screw top. Pack in strong 
box using excelsior or simi- 
lar material 

See anonymous letters. 

Plastic or all-glass 
containers (glass jar 
with glass top) 

Friction-top paint can or 
large-mouth, screw-top jars. 
If glass, pack to prevent 
breakage. Use heavy corru- 
gated paper or wooden box. 

If small amount, round pill- 
box or small glass vial with 
screw top. Seal to prevent 
leakage. Envelopes not 
satisfactory. 

Lib 

TRANSMITTAL 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

RR express only 

Registered mail 

RR or air express 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

8B 

4 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Melt number, heat 
treatment, and other 
specifications of 
foundry if available 

DO NOT USE DIRT OR 
SAND FOR PACKING 
MATERTAL. 

Advise whether bleach- 
ing or staining 
methods may be used. 
Avoid folding. 

"Pragile" label. 
Keep cool. Metal 
top containers must 
not be used. Send 
autopsy report. 

Do not pack in 
cotton. Avoid con- 
tact with adhesive 
materials, 



a ________________ 

4 

PRESERVATION 

Allow casts to cure 
(dry) before 
wrapping. 

None. 

o + 4 
Guvea oS bearing 

toolmarks with 

soft paper and 
wrap with strong 

Clean bottle with 

rc paper to protect 
, . ends, 

| None 

- 

| 

! 

None. Use any 

| 

| 
| 
| 

leakproof stopper. 

HW 6551253 Docid: 32989630 
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P 
EVIDENCE TO THE FBI LABORATORY 

WRAPPING AND PACKING 

Wrap in paper and cover 
with suitable packing 
material to prevent 
breakage. Do not wrap 
in unventilated plastic 
bags. 

Wrap securely. 

é 

Use containers, such as ice- 
cream box, pillbox, 
vial. 

Prints in dust are easily 
damaged. Fasten print or 
lift to bottom of a box so 
that nothing will rub 
against it. 

Wrap each tool in paper. Use 
strong cardboard or wooden 
box with tools packed to 
prevent shifting. 

After marks hare been 
tected, wrap in strong wrap- 
ping paper, place in strong 
box, and pack to prevent 
shifting. 

pro- 

* 
1 

See anonymous letters. 

\ | 
\ 

Bottle surrounded with 
absorbent material to pre- 
vent breakage. Strong card-— 
board or wooden box. 

Wrap securely. 

Wrap securely. 

aS 
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or plastic 
Seal to prevent any loss. 

SECTION “Co AIDS IN CRIMINAL “oe 

" 
i 

TRANSMITTAL 
Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

Registered mail 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

Registered mail 

Registered mail or 
RR or air express 

mail or 

express 
Registered 
RR or air 

Registered mail 

Registered mail 

* 

Registered mail 

Registered mail 

8B 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Use "Fragile" 
label. Mix 
approximately four 
pounds of plaster 
to quart of water. 

Avoid use of glass 
containers and 
envelopes. 

Always rope off crime 
scene area until 
shoe prints or tire 
treads are located 
and preserved. 

Bxamine ribbon for 
evidence of ques- 
tioned message 
thereon. For car- 
bon paper samples 
either remove rib- 
bon or place in 
stencil position. 

Do not kink wire. 



I 

SB 
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SECTION 8. S@t1F10 AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVEST Tons 
> i 

| 
Fingerprint examinations , 
ae All latent fingerprint examinations made by Latent Fingerprint 

Section in Identification Division 
be Latent fingerprint examinations not made unless Peco 

requested by field 
Co Field should be alert to advise of situations where permanent 

staining is inadvisable. Iodine fuming only nonstaining method 
available. Silver nitrate leaves permanent stains. 

d. JIodine fuming and silver nitrate methods usually unpvecess* tt if 
fingerprints more than a few months old 

- [Polygraph Or lie detector ; 
ae General information 

(1) The polygraph is an instrument designed to record psycho- 
physiological responses during a carefully controlled inter- 
rogation which may indicate deception when properly evaluated by 
the examiner. (Relative changes in blood pressure, heart rate, 
respiration, and psychogalvanic skin responses.) 

(2) Special Agents trained as polygraph examiners are strategically 
located throughout the field. 

(3) Opinions from interpretations of polygraph examinations are 
generally not admissible in court. 

(4) Statements made while polygraph used and admissions obtained 
are admissible as evidence. 

be Policy 
(1) The FBI does not consider the polygraph technique sufficiently 

precise to permit absolute judgment of guilt or nonguilt (lie 
or truth) without qualifications. 
Tne polygraph is used selectively a8 au iuveStigativée aid and 
the results are considered within the context of a complete 
investigation. The polygraph can be helpful to implement an 
interrogation and provide investigative direction, but the FBI 
does not rely on it solely or use it as a substitute for logical 
investigation. 

(3) FBIHQ must authorize use in every instance. 
(4) FD-328 "Consent to Interview With Polygraph" must be signed by 

each person prior to examination. The consent forms and poly- 
graph charts should be retained as exhibits in case file. 

(5) FBIHQ will not authorize outside agency polygraph use in Bureau 
case and generally will not make available polygraph examinations 
for outside agency in non-Bureau matters. Exceptions will be 
considered on individual basis. 

wn > 7 ed POD Wy ae APTN NG 
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SECTION 8. @vcietc AIDS IN CRIMINAL inves earrons 8B 
~ > 

Procedural requirements 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Request for polygraph should state facts which recommend its 
usee Ordinarily made to Bureau by letter; by airtel, teletype, 
or telephone if situation requires. (To insure that‘all facets 
can be carefully considered by the Bureau in granting or denying 
authority to use the polygraph, field-communications should con- 
tain the following data: 
(a) Concise resume of case 
(b) Identity of persons to be afforded polygraph examination. 

Show age if it is to be a factor in decision. If a minor, 
indicate whether waiver can be obtained from parents or 
guardian. Specify if persons are controversial or prominent 
figures. Specify if persons have any known physical or 
mental disabilities. 

(c) Indicate how individuals to be afforded polygraph examina- 
tion fit into case and indicate what is expected to be 
gained through use of this technique. 

(d) If persons to be afforded examination are in custody, so 
indicate and advise whether full security and control can 
be assured for use of this technique. 

Ce) Specifically consider whether use of the polygraph technique 
might jeoparadize any other prosecutive action, local or 
Federal. If so, furnish details. 

(f£) Requests for Bureau authority should be approved by the SAC 
or the official acting in his absence. Communications to 
the Bureau should clearly indicate if expedite handling is 
requir rad end whoathar thea sub 3 ject has. had prier bolLyerann 

examination in the case and, “if so, the results. 
If Bureau authority issued by telephone, a memorandum identifying 
Bureau official authorizing use of polygraph shall be prepared 
for field office case file. 
Copy all correspondence with Bureau regarding soietaon 
designated for Bureau file 80-5. This copy marked for FBI 
Laboratory; eeg., 1 ~ FBI Laboratory (80-5). (Offices assigned 
polygraphs and examiners designate copies to appropriate 
Bureau subfile.) ¢ 

Reporting procedures 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Docld:32989630 Page 34’ l4a 

Polygraph interviews are reported to Bureau in summary form - 
by letter. Airtel, teletype, or telephone communications used 
if situation requires. 
No direct reference to polygraph made in a reports. 
Should be referred to only on cover page. 
When necessary, USA advised of polygraph test in eesacate 
letter. ] 
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8C SECTION 8. scr @iF1c AIDS IN CRIMINAL invest @\ons | 
ee de > ‘ : 

[C. CRYPTANALYSIS ,[GAMBLING, JAND TRANSLATION | 
1. Cryptanalysis , | 

ae Cryptosystems  ” 
(1) Substitution : 

(a) Identity of plaintext letters is changed but relative 
position remains the.same. 

(b) Code is special form of substitution in which groups of 
random characters represent plaintext letters, words, 
phrases, sentences.e- 

[(c) Telephone and house number encipherment wherein numbers 
are changed to letters or symbols according to specific 
keyse Sometimes also involves transposition. 

(2) Transposition 
Plaintext letters retain their identity but change position in 
relation to one another. F 

(3) Combination 
Involves both substitution and transposition 

(4) Concealment Copen code) 
(a) Secret message concealed within text of innocuous-appearing 

communication or verbal transmission 
(b) Characterized by overabundance of errors, unusual marks, : 

awkward wording, peculiar subject matter 
[(5) Authorship Identification 

(a) Characteristics of style which tend to identify, as identi- 
cal or not, the writers or speakers of textual or oral 
material 

(b) Identification of ethnic, educational, and residence 
background primarily from oral material 

(c) These examinations are for investigative purposes and not 
for testimony. 

be. Cryptomaterialis 
(1) Used, among others, by intelligence Organizations, political 

agents , criminals 
(2) Purpose is secrecy and economy 
(3) Be alert for code books; cipher machines, pads, tables, and 

tapes; grilles (irregularly spaced holes in card or paper form); 
work sheets, particularly those on coordinate paper; alphabet disks, 
strips and wheels; literal slide rules; records with cryptic entries; 
innocuous~appearing books, magazines, and other periodicals which 
contain unusual penciled notations. 

Ce Submissions 
(1) Furnish code and cipher messages pertinent to investigations. 
(2) Suggested probable plaintext or substance thereof 
(3) All work notes and associated materials shown above 
(4) Subject's nationality, languages known, and any special back- 

ground or training in this field 
(5) Additional data or information for reference fitles on code books, 

key books, cryptosystems, double-meaning expressions, cable 
addresses, radio procedure signals, unusual abbreviations, texts 
on cryptanalysis and cryptography, and foreign language dictionaries 
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SECTION 8. Qexr1ric AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVES Ar toNs 86 
> 1 : 

: | 

h 

2o Translation 

Qe 
be 
Co 

ds 
Ce 

Le 

Designate correspondence "Attention FBI Laboratory." 
Handle material as evidence where applicable, 
Request summary unless full translation essential, If summary re— 
quested, provide description of information sought to assist trans— 
lator, 
Two copies of translation usually furnished contributor 
In connection with translations disseminated by letter, whether 
dissemination is restricted to other interested divisions or includes 
outside agencies, translator's name must appear on yellow file copy 
only. If such translation is set forth from rough draft in investiga-— 
tive report, indicate identity of translator in cover page(s) accom 
panying report, 

Parenthetical comments made by translators for your information and 
guidance should not be incorporated in investivative reports, 
Review of foreign language material shall not be restricted to in- 
dividual needs, generally speaking, but directed toward securing in- 
formation pertinent to service as a whole, 

Office initiating request for translation has responsibility of taking 
whatever investigative action is necessary as a result and dissemina-— 
ting pertinent details contained therein to other interested divisions 
and[FBIHQ. | 
All translation work handled in field must be performed within office 
Space, unless Bureau has approved contrary procedure, and if possible 
by fully qualified personnel who have passed appropriate translation 
tests, 

Those offices with translation facilities of any sort should notify 
Bureau of appreciable change in volume of such assignments and submit 
to reach Bureau no later than tenth of every month a report as of the 
first of total work on hand expressed in terms of man-davs and hroken 
down by languages, oral and written, with oldest date of receipt for 
each and estimate of personnel time per day assigned thereto, Fully 
describe work pending one month or more from date of letter and 
provide detailed explanation for delinquency. 
When material is sent directly from one office to another for trans— 
lation, furnish copy of cover letter to Bureau, attention FBI Lab-— 
oratory, and follow same procedure upon its return, 
Secure Bureau authorization before initiating review of any foreign- 
language magazine, newspaper, or periodical on recurring basis and 
thereafter notify Bureau when rewiew discontinued. When such material 
is submitted to Bureau or another office for translation, forward 
issues as they are published or in case of dailies at least once a 
week and furnish letters of justification March 1, June 1, September 
1, and December 1 showing necessity for review and setting forth all 
pertinent instructions for guidance of translator. 
As informants or other sources who have linguistic skills are developed, 
advise Bureau, attention FBI Laboratory, of their specific qualifi- 
cations and reliability for handling occasional translation assignments, 

3. Gambling . 
Following are types of specialized assistance and examipations available: 
Ae 

de 

y 
paper.) 
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Bookmaki ng 

Analysis and interpretation of individual handwritten and printed 
systems of recorded wagering, policy, and numbers betting based on 
sports, horse and dog racing, bond, stock, and drawn numbers, etc. 
Gaming equipment of clubs, casinos, and carnivals 
Determining whether playing cards, dice, slot machines, roulette 

wheels, and a wide variety of carnival games, etc., and related 
devices, including electrical, are deceptively marked and/or altered 
to permit cheating and increased percentages. 
Lottery, etcs 
Determining source and items related to other similar items, such as 
lottery tickets, sports parlay cards, sweepstakes, tip tickets and 
boards, punchboards, machine tickets, etc. 
Loan sharking (shylocking) records 
Water-soluble and flash papers 
Determining nature of specialized papers encountered in gambling opera- 
tions (Note: See above chart for instructions on submission of flash 



8D a SECTION 8, oc AIDS IN CRIMINAL INVE SH t20Ns 

« 3 } 

D. DOCUMENT EXAMINATION 
1. Introduction 

a. Definition: Consists for most part of side—by~side comparison of 
handwriting, typewriting, and other written or printed matter 

b. Testimony accepted by courts for many years 
c. Conclusions positive and reliable when examinations conducted by com— 

petent experts 
d. Age, sex, character, etc., cannot be determined from handwriting. 

1 

f | 
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Ze Identification and submission of questioned documents 
ae 
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4 

Initial and date each document unless legal aspects or good judgment 
dictates otherwise. If for some reason questioned documents should 
not be initialed, use either of following procedures: 
(1) Place in individual clear plastic envelopes, along with a slip 

of paper bearing Agent's initials, date, and other, pertinent 
information; or 

(2) Place in other suitable individual envelopes, on the outside of 
which show Agent's initials, date, and other pertinent informa- 
tion. 

Place in standard 84- by ll-inch clasped enclosure envelope (larger, 
if necessary) and seal with "Evidence" tape or transparent tape. 
Bncelosure envelope should bear following information on flap side: 
(1) The wording "Enclosure(s) to Bureau from (name of submitting 

field office)" 
5) Title and character of case 
3 Brief description of evidence enclosed 
4 Bureau and field office file numbers, if known 

Staple to original letter of transmittal. Bulky evidence being sub- 
mitted under separate cover should be enclosed in both an inner and 
an outer wrapper, with a copy of the letter of transmittal serving 
2S an invoice attached to the outside of the inner wrapper. 

3. Obtaining known handwriting samples 
ae 

be 

C. 
d. 

gE. 

ak © 
5 2 

ke 
i. 

HW 551235 

Obtain samples from dictation until believed normal writing has been 
produced. Number of samples necessary cannot be determined in 
advance. Sometimes two or more interviews necessary. 
Do not allow suspect to see either original document in question or 
photograph thereof. 
Remove each sample from sight of writer as soon as completed. 
Do not give instructions on spelling, punctuation, arrangement, etc. 
If suggestions necessary to obtain type samples desired, Laboratory 
must be advised in detail. 
Use same kind writing media, such as type and size of paper, writing 
instruments, printed forms (check forms, notes, etc.). If printed 
forms not available, cut ordinary paper to suitable size. Form 
FD-352 may be used for obtaining known specimens in check cases. 
Obtain full text of questioned writing in word-for-word order at 
least once, if possible. Signatures and less extensive writing 
should be prepared several times, each time on different piece of 
paper. Obscene passages, proper nouns, etc., may be omitted from 
dictation. 

“* 

. In forgery cases, Laboratory should also be furnished with genuine 
signatures of person whose name is forged. 
Obtain samples with both right and left hand. 
Obtain samples written rapidly, slowly, and at different slants. 
Obtain samples of supplementary writings, such as sketches, drawings, 
manner of addressing an envelope, etc. 
Include a statement that samples being given voluntarily. 
Witness each sample on back, never on front. Include name of the 
person from whom obtained, date, and name or initials of Agent. 
If readily available, samples of undictated writing should also be 
obtained, such as applications for employment, social or business 
correspondence, school papers, etc. 
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4. Obtaining known typewriting samples 
ae Use paper of about same size as questioned material. 
be. Prepare an exact word-for-word copy of typewriting in question using 

as nearly as possible same degree of touch. : 
c. Also prepare at least a partial copy of typewriting in question 

using different degrees of touch, including heavy, medium, and light. 
dad. Pertinent information relative to make and model of typewriter, 

serial number, room in which located, date, Agent's name or initials, 
ete., should be typed at bottom of samples. 

e. Examine the ribbon. If it is being used for the first time it should 
be forwarded to Laboratory for a determination of message thereon. 

f£. Obtain carbon samples of every character on keyboard, particularly 
3 if typewriter is in good mechanical condition. To do this, place 

ribbon mechanism in "stencil" position, insert a sheet of carbon 
paper over a sheet of ordinary paper, and allow keys to strike carbon 
paper directly. 

{ 5. Examinations from photographs, photostats,[or other photocopies] 
ae Many types of examinations can be made only on original evidence, 

such as 
1 Most types of forgeries 
2 Many typewriting cases 
3 Checkwriter impressions, notary seals, etc. 

be. Originals are needed for making court exhibits. 
[ ¢C. Photographs are usually preferable to photostatslor other photocopies, ] 
[ d. Routine check file searches can be made from[ photocopies. ] 

e. If original evidence is not available, Laboratory should be furnished 
with best possible photographs. In no case should inability to 
forward originals constitute valid reason for not requesting Labora- 
tory éxamination. , 

6. Conditions affecting results of document examinations 
ae Disguise mo ay 

BS Ability varies with individual 
2) Definite conclusion often impossible = 

be Limited questioned material 
(1) Signature of average length usually sufficient questioned ‘cud 

‘material 
ce. Borderline cases : 

(1) Definite conclusion impossible even though ample quantities of 
both questioned and known material available 

, (2) Conclusions based on relative strength of handwriting peculiari- 
ties rather than numerical basis 

d. Inadequate known material 
(1) Known handwriting, regardless of amount, often unsatisfactory 

unless similar letters or combinations of letters available 
for side-by-side comparison 

(2) Hand printing not comparable with handwriting; upper-case 
hand printing not comparable with lower-case hand printing 

e. Lack of contemporaneous standards (where long interval of time exists) 
7. Handwriting testimony standing alone 

ae Handwriting identifications should be but a part of total evidence 
developed. ‘ 

be. Additional evidence of usual type desirable to supplement handwriting 
identification 

c. Final decision on legal aspects this matter rests with USA 
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8, Files of questioned and known material 
a. National fraudulent check file 

(1) Major subdivisions 
(a) Signature section, alphabetical 

I. Contains photographs of all handwritten names in all 
cases 

IT. All checks searched 
(b) Master section 

I. Contains representative photographs of entire checks 
and photographs of check passers, such as "Regiscope," 
"Dubl~chek," or similar photographs from selected, 
outstanding cases, including master check cases 

Ile Searches made on all checks suitable for search 
(c) [Deleted] 

(2) Comparison of checks with signatures on fingerprint cards 
(a) Need best possible description of subject to avoid handling 

needless numbers of fingerprint cards 
(3) Checks not treated for latent fingerprints unless specifically 

requested by field 
(4) Photocopies adequate for routine searches 

be Deleted 
c. Anonymous letter file 

(1) Consists of photographic copies of kidnap notes, extortion and 
threatening letters 

(2) Letters of abusive or "crank" nature neither searched nor added 
unless unusual situation 

d. National security file (This file is confidential.) 
(1) Both known and questioned handwriting and typewriting in espionage 

and other security—type cases, including known writing of 
communist key figures 

e. Deleted 
f. Obscene matter file 

(1) Consists of cartoons, booklets, photographs, phonograph records, 

motion—-picture film, etc., of an obscene nature 

gé. Bank robbery note file 
(1) Consists of photographic copies of writings of known robbers, 

of holdup notes found in the possession of known criminals, 

and of notes used in actual holdups or attempted holdups of 

banks and other establishments 
(2) Notes and other writings found on counters or in wastebaskets 

in banks which are obviously the work of mischievous juveniles 

will be searched but will not be added unless unusual situation. 
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9. Reference files of known standards 
a. Typewriter standards file 

| (1) Consists of original samples of typewriting from every available 
style of type made in this country and some foreign countries 

(2) Permits classification of questioned typewriting on basis of make 
and model 

be. Paper watermark records 
2} An index of watermarks and brands used by paper manufacturers 
2 Aids in tracing source or origin of paper 

c. Checkwriter standards | 
3 Collection of original checkwriter impressions 
2 Permits classification of questioned checkwriter impressions on 

basis of make and model 
. d. Safety paper collection 

es Original samples of safety paper used for checks, etc. 
2) Aids in tracing manufacturer 

e. Rubdber stamp and printing collection 
(1) Consists of facsimile impressions of different styles of type 

and rubber stamps 
( f,. [Deleted] 
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g. Ink standards collection | 
(1) A collection of commercial inks used for preparing test samples 

at regular intervals \ 
10. Summary of types of document examinations \ 

a. Handwriting \ 
be. Hand printing or hand lettering \ 
c. Forgeries 

(1) Traced 
a, fry to locate pattern or master signature from which traced, 
b Unable to determine who did tracing 

+2) Copied 
3) Freehand i . - 

(a) Forger has no knowledge how genuine signature looks. 
: (4) Known handwriting samples should include 

2 Handwriting of suspect 
b Signatures of person whose name allegedly forged, prepared 7 

at about same time as questioned 
dad. Typewriting 

New machines difficult to identify 
€. Paper 

(2) Definite identification seldom possible 
2 Give consideration to watermark, tool or knife marks along edges, 

whether torn in manner to leave stub in tablet, 
f. Inks 

[ (1) [Ordinary writing fluids and ball-point pen inks oan be examined 
[ for dye composition, 
f (2) Printing inks and stamp pad inks usually cannot be identified 
f definitely. ] 

g. Pencils, pens, etc. 
(1) Pencils can be classified as to degree of hardness but cannot be 

Sdentified, 
(2) Pens cannot be identified. 

h. The true age of a document 
(1) May be based on watermark, letterhead or other printing, typewriting, “™ 

and ink | 
[ (2) [Deleted] | 

i. Printing, lithographing, and other duplicating processes 
j. Obliterated or eradicated writing 

(1) Nonstaining methods 
a Photography, including itraviolet and infrared 
b Microscopic 

(2) Staining 
(2) Advise whether methods producing minor stains may be applied. 

k. Indented writing 
(1) Do not fold or crease, 

1. Used carbon paper 
(1) Do: not fold or crease. 

m. Burned or charred paper 
(1) Ship between layers of cotton. 

n. Portrait parle examinations . 

(1) fo determine whether two or more photographs were made of same 
person 

E. BLOOD AND OTHER BODY FLUIDS 
1. Blood as a clue 

a. Bloodstains often constitute initial and only indication of crime. 
b., Stains help locate crime scene. 
c. Analysis of stains disproves or corroborates suspect's claim as to 

animal source, 
-d. Grouping of stains on clothing may eliminate suspect. 

2. Analysis of blood 
a. Appearance of blood quite variable. Visual identification unreliable. 

i Several procedures necessary to positively identify and classify: 
+3} Preliminary chemical test to differentiate from other stains 
2 Confirmatory test for positive identification 

+ 
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f [acetic acid, ]normal saline, cotton swabs, and 3% hydrogen peroxide 
f (2) Mixing benzidine solution — About 1/16 teaspoon of benzidine[powder] 
[ in 2 ounces of alcoholfand add several drops of glacial acetic acid] 

(3) Mixing normal saline -— Abcut one tablespoon salt per quart of 
water 

(4) Procedure for making test — Rub cotton swab soaked in saline over 
: edge of suspect stain until slight amount dissolves on swab. Add 

drop or two of benzidine solution to swab followed by drop or two 
of hydrogen peroxide, Immediate blue color indicates possibility 
of blood. Substance not blood if no immediate blue color appears, 

(5) Precautions necessary to conclusive testing — Always use fresh 
benzidine solution, Always add solution to swabs, never to stain ° 
itself, 

[ b. Confirmatory test for blood{ (microchemical )] 
(1) Hemochromogen crystal test - Characteristic pyridine hemo- 

chromogen crystals are formed when a small quantity of blood is 
treated with Takayama reagent. 

(2) Deleted . 
{ Cc. Precipitin test for origin of blood [(Serological)] 

1) Based on interaction of blood proteins with immune antibodies in 
testing antiserum 

(2) Positive test manifested by appearance of gray ring at junction 
of two liquids when saline extract of suspect blood is underlaid 

[ with[ corresponding lantiserum in small test tube 
ue Blood grouping 

(1 Dried blood classifiable into four major groups — 0, A, B; 
and AB (international nomenclature ) : 

(2) Fresh liquid blood classifiable into thousands of types based on 
combinations of subfactors 

(3) Minimum size of groupable bloodstain - fairly heavy stain measuring 
=" by $" in size 

4.° How to submit bloodstained items 
ao Necessary to dry stains before wrapping to avoid putrefaction 
b. Dry by exposure to atmosphere in well-ventilated room. 
co In drying, avoid exposure to direct sunlight, artificial heat,or air-— 

blast of a fan, : 
do Wrap each item separately. 
e. Smalilparticiles, such as fingernail scrapings, should be placed in 

[ [round]pill boxes sealed with tape, 
f. In removing stained portions of objects for submission, include some 

adjacent unstained material for control test purposes, 
go Heavy specimens submitted in wooden boxes should be held in place 

securely by worden cleats or heavy nails and wires, 
5e Submission of liquid blood 

ae Samples from victims and suspects are recommended wh®tn available, 
be Precautions to be considered 

(1 Submit to Laboratory as soon as possible after withdrawal of 
sample. 

(2) Send separately, never in large box with other specimens coming 
by mail or express, 

(3) Send registered airmail, special delivery. 
[ (4) Use no refrigerants{but small amount of preservative and anti- 
[ coagulant recommended, J 

(5) Wrap tube or vial in cotton and place in cylindrical mailing 
tube or appropriate-—sized rigid box, 

(6) Place tape over stopper tp prevent slippage of stopper due to air 
_ pressure difference in transit, 

+ 
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(3 Precipitin test to determine animal or human origin 
4 Grouping tests of human blood 

3. Brief description of tests 
ao Benzidine test —- A preliminary test. Does not identify. Only indicates 

possible presence, 
(1) Materials needed — Chemically pure benzidine, ethyl alcohol, 
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6, «Other body fluids 
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a. About 85% of people are secretors — people who mave in their other body 
fluids, such as semen and saliva, same group factors as in blood. Py 

be Occasionally possible to group saliva on cigarette stubs or semen on ed 
fabrics . : 

ce Conclusive groupings infrequent due to dirty cigarette stubs or to con- 
tamination of seminal stains by body fiuids of victim | 

ad, Saliva on cigar butts not groupable due to soluble interfering sub- 
stances in tobacco leaf 

FP. EXPLOSIVES 
1. Principal types 

ae Bliack powder 
1) 

. 2) 

(3) 

Actuated by flame or heat 
Transport and store in metal can or tight box. Keep away from fire 
or heat. 
Destroyed by immersion inveter 

be Smokeless powder 
(1) 

(2) 

Transport and store in metal can or tight box, Keep away from fire : 
or heat. " 
Destroy by spreading out in long thin trail upon ground and ignite. 
Cannot be destroyed by immersion in water... 

co Dynamite and nitroglycerin 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

| (4) 

Destroyed by burning in open and igniting with a piece of safety 
fuse or by a train of kerosene-soaked newspaper. Piece of fuse 
or newspaper soaked with kerosene should be sufficiently long to 
enable person igniting explosive to retire to safe distance or 
behind a barricade before flame reaches explosive. 
Transport from scene by wrapping ins everal thicknesses of news- 
paper in order that any nitroglycerin from cartridges may be 
absorbed, Destroy newspaper wrapping with dynamite. 
Avoid transporting nitroglycerin in liquid state. If necessary 
to transport, pour ultrogiyceriu oi Sawdust av point of recovery. 
This forms type of dynamite which may be more safely transported OA, 
than liquid nitroglycerin, Destroy in same manner as suggested 
for dynamite, 

eos 

Dynamite and nitroglycerin will usually burn, however, there is 
always danger of explosions Accordingly, all precautions (method 
of lighting and retiring to safe distance behind barricade) should 
be taken, 

ad, Blasting caps — Two types, those exploded by ignition with safety fuse 
; and those exploded by electric current 

(1) 
+2} 
(3 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Extremely sensitive to bidws and friction — HANDLE CAREFULLY. 
Fuse caps ~ Fragments of exploded cap rarely found at scene 
Electric blasting caps — Appreciable amount of case remains after 
explosion, May be submitted to Laboratory to determine 
manufacturer. 
Exploded fragments of blasting caps may be forwarded to Laboratory by 
registered mail. 
Blasting caps, when recovered, should be placed on cloth or similar 
cushioning material preventing them from coming in contact with 
one another and should be kept away from flame or heat when trans-— 
ported, * 

Do not place electric blasting caps near radio transmitter since 
wires of cap may pick up sufficient electrical energy to detonate 
ite 
Destroy 
(a Bury in ground several inches below surface with closed end 

of tube down, 

(pb) Detonate with safety fuse or electric current as battery. 

(c}) Retire behind barricade at safe distance, 

(a) Destroy caps individually. 
2. Transmission of unexploded blasting caps and other explosive material to 

Laboratory ; 

db, Bureau will advise proper method of packaging and shipping, 

.* « » e e 

ao Specific Bureau authorization must first be obtained in each instance. D 

20 - 
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3. Bombs and -infernal machines 
Note — In view of almost infinite possible varieties of bombs, no set 
-procedure can be established for handling all of them. However, certain 
steps, taking safety and property protection into due Consideration, should 
be taken in practically all instances. Where bomb found and Bureau not 
primarily responsible in any way for such bomb, handling should be left 
entirely to lecal authorities. Neither’ by statements nor instructions should 
any responsibility be assumed, and though local authorities may request 
consultation of a Bureau representative as to safe method of handling 
situation, any suggesticn shculd be generak and should not direct action 
in particular situaticn. 
a. Discovery of bomb or susvected bomb 

Clear danger area of all cccupants. 
oder an organized guard outside the danger area. 
Shut off pewer, gas, and fuel lines leading into the danger area. 
Remove in? ammable materials frem the surrounding aTe a. é 
Notify local fire department and rescue squad. 
Obtain services of a competent explosives expert. 
Obtain mattresses and sandbags to be used for protection. 
Check and have available fire~extinguishing equipment. 
Arrange for use of portable X-ray equipment if deemed advisable 
by technical man. 

(10) Avoid moving any article which may be connected with bomb or 
act as a trigger mechanism, 

(11) Let expert dispose of bomb. 

ng, 

OONOUAPWNH 
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G. FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION 
1. Transmittal of specimens 

&. Identification of specimens 
1) Bullets — Mark on base or nose. 

(2) Cartridge cases — Mark inside mouth or on outside near mouth of 
case. 

(3) Guns 
“| Serial number 
b Tag attached to trigger guard 

(4) Articles of clothing, etc., submitted in connection with firearms 
evidence should be suitably tagged. 

b. Wrapping and shipping 

(1) Bach item should be wrapped separately and appropriately identified. 
Fach bullet and cartridge ease should be wrapped separately in 
cotton and placed in pillbox or other appropriate container to 
prevent mutilation of markings. 

(2) Unloaded firearms, bullets, and cartridge cases (not unfired 

ammunition) may be forwarded by registered mail provided package 
does not exceed maximum weight requirements and bears notation 
"Firearms, For Official Law Enforcement Agency, Official 

[ Shipment." (Word "Firearms" should be in letters one inch high. ] 
(3) Live rounds of ammunition must be forwarded railway express or 

| air express. 
(4) If necessary to submit a loaded firearm, package must be identified 

as containing a loaded firearm and shipment made by railway ex- 
press or air express only. 

2. Examinations 
a. Bullet identificaticn 

(1) Based on individual microscopic imperfections in gun barrels 
produced at time barrels manufactureds,;as well as those produced 
by corrcsion, use, and wear 

(2) Bullets fired through gun barrel have such markings impressed on 
surface. 

(3) By comparing these markings on bullet surfaces, possible to deter— 
mine whether two cr more bullets fired from same weapon 

(4) Markings on bullets fall into two general classifications: 
(a) General rifling characteristics 

I. Number of lands and grooves 
Tt. Direction of twist 

TIT. Caliber 
TV. Other associated specifications 
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(b) Individual characteristics - those markings on a bullet which 
permit its identification as having been fired from a particular 
weapon 

be Cartridge cases 
1) Same basic principles apply to mechanism of guns 
34 Firing pin, breech face, extractor and ejector leave markings on 

cartridge cases which permit their identification as having been 
\fired from a particular weapon, 

Ce Conclusions 
(1) Identification. Bullet or cartridge case identified as fired 

from particular weapon. 
: (2) Nonidentification, Bullet or cartridge case not fired from a 

particular weapon. 
(3) No conclusion. Not possible to determine whether a particular 

bullet or cartridge case fired from a particular weapone A 
3. Related examinations 

a. Powder pattern tests 
(1) Powder pattern, observed microscopically and developed chemically, 

around bullet entrance hole may indicate distance at which shot 
fired. ‘ 

(2) Because particles may be adhering loosely to garment, extreme 
: care must be taken in handling and wrapping clothing, 
! (3) Examination of hole in skin for powder residue best made by 

medical examiner in field 
(4) Generally speaking, powder patterns may be developed when a 

weapon is fired at a distance of 3 feet or less, 
be Shot pattern 

(1) Indication of distance may be determined by spread or size of 
pattern shot, 

(2) In firing tests for comparison, desirable to use suspect weapon 
! and same type of ammunition 

c. Paraffin test 
| (1) Hand of suspect coated with warm paraffin 
| (2) Paraffin removed from hand and treated for presence of nitrates 

present in gunpowder to indicate whether subject recently fired 
gun " 

+3} Test not specific for gunpowder 
4 Not recommended for other than investigative procedure 

ad. Numbers restoration Z 
(1 Restoration of obliterated serial numbers and other obliterated 

markings on guns when specifically requested 
ee Examination for mechanical operation 

1) Is weapon functioning properly 
2 Determine weight of trigger pull 
3 Other related examinations 
4 Requests for such examinations should be specific. 

f. Fingerprint examinations 
(1) Place firearms in cellophane envelope and mark envelope "latent," 

4, Reference collections 
ae Reference collection of firearms ° 

A For study, test and comparison purposes 
2 Includes both American and foreign weapons 

be Standard ammunition file 
5 Contains American and foreign ammunition 
2) Used to identify evidence as to caliber, type and manufacturer 

ce Rifling specifications file 
(1) Raifling specifications and other important measurements utilized 

in manufacture of modern weapons 

L ad. [Open case ammunition file (OCAF) 
(1) Contains bullets and cartridge cases recovered at scenes of various 

unsolved crimes throughout country 
(2) Addition of specimens to this file limited to cases of major 

[ importancelinvestigated by FBI 
(3) Upon specific request, bullets fired from weapons submitted to 

Laboratory will be compared with file. 

+ 
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[ 5. [Deleted] 

, H, GLASS FRACTURES 
1. Examination of holes in glass made by blunt instruments and bullets 
2. Bullet holes in glass 

2e Cone~shaped holes, exit side larger in diameter than entrance side 
be May be possible by firing tests to determine type of ammunition used 

3. Holes caused by blunt instruments 
a. Determine direction of blow through examination of radial cracks 

(cracks emanating from point of impact) and concentric cracks (cracks 
that extend from radial to radial crack) 

4. Headlight lenses 
: ae Determine type of lens from fragments of glass found at scene of hit-— 

and=-run accident 
be Possibility of determining make of car from lens fragments remote due 

to exclusive use and interchangeability of sealed beam headlamp units - 

I. HAIRS, FIBERS, AND FABRICS 
1. Hair 

ae Human 
+2 Caucasoid (white) 
2 Negroid 

(3) Mongoloid (including Eskimo and Indian) 
be Animal 

(1) Kind of animal, such as a dog, cat, hog, deer, cow, ete, 
c. Limitations 

(1) Positive identifications cannot be made, 
(2) If two samples are fonnd to be similar, they could have come from 

Same source, 
(3) If two samples are found to be dissimilar, they could not have 

come from the same source. 
2. Fibers and fabrics 

ae Classifications cf fibers 
‘ 1 Plant 

. 2 Animal 
| 3 Synthetic 

be Fabrics 
Woven 

2 Knitted 
3) Felted ; 
4) Type of fiber, manner of weave, pattern,and dye enter into 

examination of fabrics 
3e Invisible laundry marks 

ae Laboratory has file of invisible insignia assigned to many laundries, 
be Invisible laundry mark usually consists of insigne followed by numbers 

and/or letters. 
ce Mark is visible only under ultraviolet light. 
d. Laboratory does not have file of visible laundry marks. For these, 

inquiry at local laundries may be helpful. 

Je METALLURGICAL EXAMINATIONS . 
1. Metal identification 

a2. Examinations possible 
1) Determine positively if two pieces of metal were at one time a 

single piece 
2) Identify kind and composition 
3 Determine use 
4 Determine if both pieces could have come from one piece 

+ 
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Restoration of numbers on metal 
ae Stamping of number in metal causes deformation in metal structure deeper 

than actual number. 
be. Agents should not attempt restoration on evidence for other agencies, 
Ce For methods available to Agents in field, see section P, 

K, PAINTS, DYES AND STAINS 
i 

Zo 

39 

Automobile paints 
ae National automobile paint file contains paint panels representing paints 

used on all makes of American cars. 
be Possible to establish year and make of automobile from which a chip came 
ec. Very careful search of accident scene should be made to locate small 

chips. 
ad. Paint fragments often found in clothing of hit-and-run victim. 
é€é. Paints may be transferred from one car to another or from car to 

object or object to car during accident. 
Paints other than automobile paints 
ae On safes, vaults, window sills, door frames, etc., may be transferred 

to tools used to open them 
Dyes and stains 
ae Dyes in questioned and known samples of cloth 
be. Grass stains 
co Coffee stains 
d. Lipstick 
e. Shoe polish 

L. PHARMACEUTICALS 
oe 

Ze 
34. 
4 

De 

Oe 

Analysis difficult. Submit entire sample. 
Ascertain from subject or witness what he knows about sample. 
Submit sample in original contuliuer, if possibics. 
If prescription number available, contact pharmacist (if local) and obtain 
his comments. 
Possession of certain materials may be illegal. 
a2e Heroin 
be Marijuana 
c. Morphine and other drugs without prescription 
Possession of pharmaceuticals for illegal purposes 
ae As stimulants to avoid military service 
.be. As secret writing materials 
co AS "knock-out drops" . 
d. AS poisons 

M. SOILS AND OTHER MINERAL SUBSTANCES 
“4. 

20 

3e 

Soils 
a. Assist in placing subject at crime scene 
be Representative samples from crime scene must be submitted. Ideal con- 

tainer is cylindrical ice cream carton, 
Safe insulations _ 
a. Safes from different manufacturers often contain different fire in- 

sulation materials, s 

be May be found on subject's clothing, shoes, tools 
c. Submit known sample; when available, 
Other mineral substances 
a. Abrasives 
be Plaster 
c,. Glass fragments 
d. Ceramics 
e. Occupational dust 
£. Ores 
& Brick 
he Concrete, others 

¥ 

N. TOOLMARKS 
i. 
Ze 
3e 
4 

Similar to firearms examination 

Hammer, chisel, punch, sorewdriver, prybar marks on safe parts 

Jimmy marks in wood or metal 
Pliers and wrench marks 
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| 
TOXICOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS ‘ 
1. Purpose \ 

Assist in determining cause of death in suspected poisoning oases 
2. fypes of poison : 

ae Gases, such aS carbon monoxide ‘ 
be Metals, such as arsenic, antimony, etc. 
ce ,. Volatile, such as alcohols, cyanides, etc, 
d. Barbiturates (sleeping pills} 
es; Alkaloids, including strychnine, morphine,and other plant poisons 
f. Many other poisons not included in above classifications 

3, Information necessary to conduct complete toxicological examination 
ao Copy of autopsy report 

‘ b. Treatment and drugs administered to victim 
Co Symptoms exhibited prior to death 
d, <Any information developed during investigation indicating type of 

poison involved 
4. Organs and body fluids necessary to make complete examination 

a2. Brain (one-half ) 
bo Kidney 
c. Liver oe section) 
d. Urine (all available) 
€. Blood (one pint) 
£. Stomach and contents 
fo Portion of intestine 
he Heart 
i.e Samples embalming fluids used if body enisined 

5. Preparation for shipment to Laboratory 
a. Place all organs and fluids in separate containers. 
be. Identify each container properly. 
Ce Place dry ice around containers (hut not teuck 

quickest practical method, 
d. Mark package "keep cool," 

4 \ / 
~ 

adieaed —) 

FIELD AIDS 
lL. Recording crime scenes 

ao Record evidence which shows disarrangement of objects at scene of crime 
by action which took place for later re-enactment. If disarrangement 
caused by action no longer exists, depend upon others for details of 

3 disturbance and for assistance in reproducing effects, 
be Notes ? 

3) Prepare complete notes. 
(2 Meticulously record everything which may later be of importance, 

a Dimensions of furniture 
(b) Distances from objects to entrances and exits 

c Dimensions of entrances and exits 
d Distances between objects 

e Measurements showing exact location of stains and other 
evidence 

+3} Record condition in which objects are found, 
(4 Record contrast between normal appearance or cendition of objects 

and condition after crime. 
(5) If more than one-investigator used for recording crime scene, divide 

work so each confines himself to his particular assignment, 
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c. Drawings 

(1) 

(2) 

Make drawings to further show location of various SEES eS Graph 
paper may be used. 
Prepare rough sketch(es) drawn to scale and pat atae necessary 
detailed measurements that could be forwarded to the Exhibits 
Section of the Administrative Division to be reproduced in a 
manner suitable for admittance in evidence by your testimony 
if necessary. Bear in mind that, in the event of need, your 
sketch(es) can be reproduced in finished form by the Exhibits 
Section and returned to you, along with your original sketch, 
for use as investigative aids or for pretrial and courtroom 
use. By allowing the Exhibits Section ample time to prepare 
chart work and return it to you, it is possible for you to 
check the finished material and request revisions made necessary 
by development of new information. Always allow as much time 
as possible for completion of requested work. In major cases 
in which such aids are absolutely necessary, three-dimensional 
models can be developed by the Exhibits Section for trial use. 
However, the field shall[not, Junder[any]circumstances, [make 
any commitments regarding]model preparation[to]the USA's office 
without first obtaining Bureau approval. [This restriction is 
necessaryl|since model work requires that an exhibits specialist 
make on-the-spot observations, measurements, photographs, etc., 
so that he can authenticate the model by his testimony for the 
purpose of having it admitted in evidence. 
Drawings must be accurate but need not follow rules of drawing. 
Accurate measuring devices must be available and used. 
Some cases require special drawings and charts for depicting 
particular phases or other especially significant data. 

2 Semetimes advantagesus to have charts suumuriziug entries 
in record books and ledgers over a given period of time so 
course of certain transactions made at one time may be com- 
pared with those made at another time 

+ 
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(bd) Diagrams illustrating path of a projectile from one building 
to another Aectn 

(c) The line of vision from one point to another past obstructions C3 
de Shoe and tire tread evidence 

(1) Shoe print and tire tread evidence found at scene of crime provides 
important evidence for investigation and eventual prosecution of 
Cases, 

(2) Preserving the evidence, Original impression is-most valuable ‘ 
and in some instances can be retained, such as a dust print on a 
piece of paper. 

(3) Photographing 
Z (a All shoe and tire impressions should be photographed before 

other steps are taken to preserve original impressions. 
Photograph, however, limited to reproducing evidence in 
two dimensions, “ 

(b) Camera should be placed directly above and parallel with 
impression. 

(c) Each photograph should be properly identified and should in- 
clude in photographed area a measuring rule to facilitate 2 
Subsequent enlargement to exact size of original. 

(d) Direct light from one side to cast shadows and produce 
photograph with 3-dimensional effect. Exposure usually made 
by open flash method with flash gun held to one side. 

(e) Several photographs of each impression may be made, varying 
direction of light with each exposure, 

(4) Impressions on firm surfaces. Floors, broken glass, desk tops, 
chairs, window sills, paper, etc., often bear dust impressions 
which are not visible except on close search with a portable 
light directed almost parallel with surface. Imperative crime 
scene be kept clear until such a search can be made, Impressions 
found on material which can be removed from crime scene should 
be properly identified and forwarded to Laboratory. Such original 
evidence should be fastened by tying, nailing or stapling to Cre. 
bottom of box, allowing nothing to come in direct contact with eo 
impressions. Impressions on floors and other hard surfaces which 
cannot be transmitted should first be photographed and then re- 
moved by use of fingerprint-lifting tape or similar technique, 

(5) Plaster casting 
(a) Three-dimensional impressjons, such as shoe and tire impres~ 

sions, should be reproduced by casting. To avoid errors, 
practice casts should be made before attempting to cast actual 
evidence. 

(b) Preparation of impression 
Ie Loose materials, such as leaves or twigs, should be re- 

moved carefully. 
It, Form a retaining wall around impression to retain casting 

material by using metal strips or similar materials. 
IIt. Tire impressions should be reproduced in sections, 

obtaining full circumference of tires, if possible. 

‘ PREPARATION OF 
(c) IMPRESSION MEDIUMS IMPRESSION BEFORE CASTING 

Snow Spray with plastic spray or sift with 
talcum powder to insulate snow from heat 
of setting plaster, 

Sand and light Use very thin mixture of plaster, and, 
soil if necessary, spray impression before 

casting with plastic spray or a similar 
" fixative to strengthen surface, Caution; 

Do not allow force of spray to disturb 
ampression, 

Mud and water Drain water from impression if possible. 
If a small amount of water remains, sift 
a Shin layer of dry plaster directly in- 
to=impression before pouring plaster 
mixture. 
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Solid earth A fine oil spray may assist in the 
: removal of dirt from finished cast. 

(a4) Materials for casting 
T. Plaster of paris, Hydrocal, Setstone, Castone, or 

similar casting material 
. TI. Containers for mixing 7 
LIT. Paddle or spoon for stirring 
IV. Sufficient water 
V. Reinforcement materials 

(e) Mixing and pouring 
I. Sift plaster into water, approximately four pounds of 

plaster to one quart of water or two to one by volume, 
stirring continuously until mixture reaches consistency 
of thick cream or pancake batter. Another method of 
mixing is to sift dry plaster into water without stirring 
until water will no Longer absorb any plaster and dry 
plaster accumulates on surface. Mixture is then stirred 
just prior to pouring. 
A) Watery mixtures of plaster set slowly and some- 

- times damage impression by dissolving the soil. 
(B) Thick mixtures harden rapidly and generally do 

not produce a good cast. 
(C) fo speed up hardening process a eanieepesn of 

salt can be added to mixture. 
(D) A small amount of citric acid, acetic acid, or 

sugar will retard hardening. 
II. When desired consistency attained, pour plaster quickly, 

making certain to cover entire surface of impression 
with first application, 

Itt. Thickness of cast will depend upon overall size, but 
ews ' pegardiLess of*size, Cast ep eate pe reinforced to prevent 

‘breaking. After approximately 44-inch plaster has been 
poured, place sticks, wire eek. or similar substance 
gently on plaster and then pour remaining plaster over 
these reinforcements. 

IV. Before cast has completely hardened, Agent's initials, 
date, and any other data necessary for identification 
purposes should be scratched on back surface of cast. 

V. Cast will harden sufficiently to remove in approximately 
: 20 to 30 minutes. If cast feels warm it is still in 

process of setting and should not be removed from ground. 
(f) Cleaning the cast 

IT. Do not attempt to clean cast until plaster is fully 
cured and dry. 

II; Remove loose dirt carefully. 
IIT. Cast can be washed with low pressure stream of water, . 

but do- not wash unless absolutely necessary. 
IV. Usually desirable to give Laboratory the responsibility 

of final cleaning 
(g) Shipping casts. Should be shipped in a firm box cushoined 

inside with large amounts of excelsior,”*crumpled newspapers, 
or similar packing material. 

(6) Laboratory examinations 
a) The cast, photograph, lift, or original impression should be 

transmitted to the Laboratory for investigative leads or 
comparison with suspected shoes and tires. 

(b) Shoe print and tire tread files. Evidence will be compared 
with shoe print and tire tread files to determine manufacturer, 
design, size, etc., of original shoe or tire. 

- ohoe print file consists of photographs and related 
information of allfavailablelcurrent rubber and composi- 
tion heel and,asole designs manufactured in U. S. 

TI. Tire tread file contains blueprints and photographs of 
new and retread tire designs. 

+ 
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TIT. Comparisons with known evidence. Characteristic marks 
will in many cases enable Laboratory to identify 
positively a shoe or tire with questioned impression. 

(7) Moulage materials commonly used in law enforcement to make 
death masks, molds of wounds, perishable foods, exhibits, etc. 
Moulage reproductions of 3—dimensional impressions, such as 7 
tooth marks, etc., are normally made in Laboratory. 

e. Photography 
(1) Recording crime scenes and related assignments 

Crime scene will not long remain undisturbed and should be 
photographed as soon as possible, preferably before anyone is 
allowed to go into area. 
(a) Distant photographs should be made to show location of 

scene within the area. Include permanent landmarks for 
recording locality. ; _* 

(b) Make several photographs showing relative positions and 
conditions of objects within the area, such as shoe prints, 
cartridge cases, fingerprints, etc. Use proper camera 
angles to record relative distances and positions accurately. 
Such photographs valuable as evidence in court, for re- 
freshing witness's memory, and interrogating suspects and 
witnesses, 

(c) Close-up photographs of evidence that cannot be removed 
from scene should be made, such as impressions of tires, 
shoes, fingerprints, etc., so such photographs can be used 
for laboratory examinations. Photographs must show 
impressions ormarkings in detail and include a scale, 
Agent's initials, and date. 

-[(a) Interior crime scenes should be carefully and accurately 
recorded in photographs, <A wide angle lens will be par- 
ticularly helpful in much of this photography. In sit~ 
uations involving interior crime scenes, the exterior 
surroundings should also be photographed. } : 

2) [Deleted] & ; 
3) [Deleted] : 
4) [Deleted] | 

x 

\ 
\ 
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Solid earth A fine oi1 spray may assist in the 
removal of dirt from finished cast. 

(a4) . Materials for casting 
i. 

, II. 
Tits 
IV. 
Vv. 

Plaster of paris, Hydrocal, Setstone, Castone, or 
Similar casting material 
Containers for mixing 
Paddle or spoon for stirring 
Sufficient water 
Reinforcement materials 

(e) Mixing and pouring 
i. 

Ii. 

Tit. 

IV. 

Ve 

sift plaster into water, approximately four pounds of 
plaster to one quart of water or two to one by volume, 
stirring continuously until mixture reaches consistency 
of thick cream or pancake batter. Another method of 
mixing is to sift dry plaster into water without stirring 
until water will no longer absorb any plaster and dry 
plaster accumulates on surface. Mixture is then stirred 
just prior to pouring. 
(A) Watery mixtures of plaster set. slowly and some- 

times damage impression by dissolving the soil. 
(B) Thick mixtures harden rapidly and generally do 

not produce a good cast. 
(C) To speed up hardening process a tablespoon of 

salt can be added to mixture. 
(D) A small amount of citric acid, acetic acid, or 

sugar will retard hardening. 
When desired consistency attained, pour plaster quickly, 
making certain to cover entire surface of impression 
with first application. 
Thickness of cast will depend upon overall size, put 
regardless of size, cast should be reinforced to prevent 
‘breaking. After approximately #-inch plaster has been 
poured, place sticks, wire mesh, or similar substance 
gently on plaster and then pour remaining plaster over 
these reinforcements. 
Before cast has completely hardened, Agent's initials, 
date, and any other data necessary for identification 
purposes should be scratched on back surface of cast. 
Cast will harden, sufficiently to remove in approximately 
2QO to 30 minutes. If cast feels warm it is still in 
process of setting and should not be removed from ground. 

(f) Cleaning the cast ; 

its 
Lit. 

IV. 

Do not attempt to clean cast until plaster is fully 
cured and dry. 
Remove loose dirt carefully. 
Cast can be washed with low pressure stream of water, 
but do not wash unless absolutely necessary. 
Usually desirable to give Laboratory the responsibility 
of final cleaning 

(gs) Shipping casts. Should be shipped in a*firm box cushoined 
inside with large amounts of excelsior, crumpled newspapers, 
or similar packing material. 

(6) Laboratory examinations 
(a) The cast, photograph, lift, or original impression should be 

transmitted to the Laboratory for investigative leads or 
comparison with suspected shoes and tires. 

(bd) Shoe print and tire tread files. Evidence will be compared 
with shoe print and tire tread files to determine manufacturer, 
design, size, etc., of original shoe or tire. 
Te 

il. 

Shoe print file consists of photographs and related 
information of allfavailablelcurrent rubber and composi- 
tion heel and sole designs manufactured in U. S. 
Tire tread file contains blueprints and photographs of 
new and retread tire designs. 
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26 [Photography 

Name of 

equipment 

Speed 
Graphic 
camera 

Finger— 
print 

camera 

Leica 
camera 

Bell & 
Howell 

Model 
7ODA 
camera 

. 

e* 

> 

~ 

Ye 
" 

| 
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Description 

Press-type 4" by 5" 
camera with range 
finder and ground 
glass focusing. Units 
include carrying case, 
flash attachment, and 
tripod. 

“4 

Fixed focus camera 
With self-contained 
lights. Uses 24" by 
34" film packs. 

A 35 mm. camera. Uses 
36 exposure loads, 
Accessories with some 
units include flash, 
copy stand, and tele- 
Photo lens — 127 mn, 
or 135 mm. 

A 16 mm. motion= 
picture camera. Takes 
100 ft. rolls pro- 
viding 4 minutes run- 
ning time at normal 
speed of 16 frames per 
second. Unists include 
normal 1" lens, 3", and 
6" telephoto lenses, 
exposure meter, and 
carrying case. 

29 
7—~13-—6] | oe secehaee 

- Gommission of crime, 

ee“ SCIENTIFIC ATDS IN oo 8P 

a. Equipment for general purpose photography available to all offices 

Use 

General crime scene, "mug," 
document, and related photog~ 
raphy. Bureaufs general pur- 
pose still camera. Before 
using range finder, check 
accuracy against ground glass 
and check shutter by deter- 
mining whether consistent at 
a set speed. Test flash gun 
pefore use — replace batteries 
if shutter not synchronized 
with flash. 

Actual size photographs of 
fingerprints. Also small 
sections of documents — NOT 
to be used if more than one 
exposure required to cover 
section of document needed. 

A supplement to Speed Graphic 
camera for general use where 
large volume of exposures 
required. Should not be 
used for close-up exposures 
of impressions, fingerprinis, 
etc, 

Record action during sur- 
veillance, extortion, payoff, 

etc. 
Should NOT be used in lieu 
of still camera for sur- 
veillance photography since 
quality enlargements cannot 
ordinarily be made from 
individual movie frames. 



j 
1 
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b. Microfilming equipment 

\ 
{ a ee 

with film advance and Recordak #1633 film.] 
shutter cocking 
controlled auto~-. 

matically. 

Name of 
equipment Description Use \ 

\ 

Photo- Suitcase 27" by 21" Rapid photography of large 
record by 10" containing number of documents includ~ 

fixed focus Photo~ ing bound documents to 2" 
record camera, mounted thickness, Allow 3%! of 
lights, and shutter film (25-30 exposures) at 
release — film beginning and end of each 

. advance foot treadle roll for leader and trailer. 
which is ready to Remove black magazine slide 
operate when case is before exposure, Exposure > 

opened. Weighs 40 lbs. time for Microfile film with 

Uses 100! rolls Micro- two 100-watt bulbs is $ second 
file or comparable film at f.16. 
producing maximum of | ‘ 
750 exposures per 
load. Older units 
must be assembled and 
manually focused. 

Attache | Portable, completely Rapid photography of 
photocopy self-contained, small number of 
units collapsible document documents including 

copy equipment bound and large size 
carried in an attache documents 
case, 18" by 12" by 
4 3/4", vweighing 
16 lbs. BElectron 
photoflash lights 
powered by self- 
contained 90~volt 
battery. Camera is 
standard 36 exposure 
35 mm. Minolta SR-1 
with a 35 mm. f.4 
Rokkor lens. 

+ 

Recordak A Plow-—type micro~ Extremely rapid photography 
Portable filmer in case 21° of unbound documents. Use 
Microfilmer by 13" by 7". Has Recordak Fine Grain Panchro~ 
Model RP removable film unit matic 16 mm. film #1120 or 

into which two 100° film of comparable speed 
rolls 16 mm, film can without opaque backing. 
be loaded for duplicate 
record if desired. 

( [Koni-Omega A 26-pound 35 mm. Rapid photography 
f HK35 portable planetary of bound or large 
[ Microfilmer camera which size single page 
{ operates on 110 volts. documents. Use 
( Self-contained lights, 100-foot roll of 
( easily focused either nonperforated, 

by tape or eyesight, antihalation 

f 
[ 
( 
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c. Document copying equipment 

) Name of 

; equipment 

Speed 
Graphic 
units 

Xerox 

Kalvar 
Multimode 
Reproducer 
microfilm 
copying 
machine 
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Description 

Speed Graphic camera 
in carrying case with 
light bracket. Camera 
and bracket are mounted 
to case. Camera can 
also be used on tripod 
With two gooseneck 
lamps each 15" from 
document for this 

purpose, 

Stationary document 
copy equipment 
employing a dr 
(elects crtstic) process 
and providing for the 
reproduction of 
multiple copies 

A 

\ , 
Use \ 

Document photography and 
accurate record shots of 
items of evidence, including 
impressions, fingerprints, 
etc. This is equipment to 
use for accurate detailed 
Photographs of documents 
and other evidence. 
Exposure for copying documents 
With Eastman Tri~X film is ; 
1/10 second at f.16. - 

To provide single or 
multiple copies of 
documents. Of 
particular value where 
large quantities of 
documents are involved. 
Excellent quality copies 
can be made of practi- 
cally all kinds of 
documents. 

For volume reproduction of documentary material 
from 16 or 35 mm. negatives, forward film 
to the Mechanical Section which has a Xerox 
Copyflo printer. This printer can reproduce 
about 20 prints per minute, up to 11 inches wide. 

This piece of equipment, available in the 
Mechanical Section, 
negative, 16 and 35 mm. 

copies either positive or 
roll film. No 

darkroom or chemicals required. Unit weighs 
about 150 pounds and utilizes regular 110 
voltage for powen. Ideal for reproducing large 
volume of 16 or 35 mm. roll film to negative or 
positive film. 
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a. Surveillance photography 
The objective of surveillance photography is to make recognizable 

photographs of individuals or activities under investigation with- 
out the knowledge of the participants. Still photographs should 
be made if the purpose is to obtain identifiable photographs of 
individuals and motion pictures should be.made if the purpose is to 
record the activity. Motion pictures cannot be substituted for 
stills since it is not possible to make high quality enlargements 

-of good definition from the individual frames of movie film. 
(1) Long range photography with telephoto equipment 

Lens used depends upon the distance from the cover avail- 

able to the subject. 
: (a) Telephoto lenses are available for still photography 

at distances up to LOOO't: 

4 

Distance range Lens focal length 

50! — 150! 6%, 150 mm.; 7%, 180 mm.; and 8", 
200 mm. 

150 — 300! 10", 254 mm.; 103", 270 mm.; 12", 
300 mm.3; 16", 400 mm.3; 20", 500 mm. 

300 — 600! 40", 1000 mm, 

600t — 10008 80", 2000 mm. 

(b) Fast telephoto lenses are available for photography in 
situations in which the intensity of the light available 
is low. These are limited to the shorter 6" or 7" 
telephoto Lenses, but S*, i2", aud 16" Lenses, which 
are comparatively fast, are also available. 

(coc) Telephoto 3% and 6" Lenses are available in every field 
office for the motion—picture camera. Longer lenses 
including some fast lenses for motion-picture photography 
at low light Levels are available on request from the 
FBI Laboratory. 

(2) Close range photography with concealed cameras 
(a) Motor—operated cameras, such as the Robot 35 mm. cameras 

with self-contained spring motors, are available. Con- 
cealments available for these cameras include brief case, 
shaving kit, lunch pail, tie clasp, and others, 

(bd) Motion—picture cameras inclyding some electric-eye or 
automatic shutter control cameras can be adapted for 
operation from concealments. 

(c) Camera equipment is available which is readily adaptable 
for use from cover in mobile equipment — automobiles, 
panel trucks, etc. Reflex (through the lens) focusing 
cameras are particularly useful for this application. 

(3) Special problems 
a Remote control camera equipment, still and motion—picture, 

is available for unmanned surveillances and camera traps. 
Such equipment can be operated by direct wire connection 
or by radio signal from a distance, The cameras available 
for these installations are motor driven either with self- 
contained or accessory mechanical or electric motors. 
A variety of lenses can be used with the remote control 
camera equipment to provide coverage at a variety of 
distances. 
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(b) [Ultrahigh-speed films for surveillance photography in low 
light level situations, such as a dimly lighted street or 
entry way at night, are available. The use of such films 
With available fast lenses extend surveillance photography 
to many nighttime and other situations where the available 
Light is extremely low. Film, equipment, and assistance 
for these applications can be obtained from the FBI 
Laboratory. ] 

(c) Infrared flash or flood photography can be used to obtain 
photographs in total darkness. High speed infrared film, 
infrared flashbulbs, and infrared filters for flood 
sources are available for such installations. 

Miscellaneous 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Personal identification (mug) photographs should include head 
and shoulders in full face view and profile. If not otherwise 
equipped, use Speed Graphic camera with flash equipment or 
flood lamps and, if available, a white background. Include 
identifying data in picture. 
Polaroid cameras and 4" by 5% (Speed Graphic) Polaroid film 
holders are available in many offices. Bureau policy is to 
limit use of Polaroid to situations in which immediate photo- 
graphic print will definitely further investigation. In other 
Situations conventional photography should be used. 
Color photography 
The use of color photography should be considered during the 
course of all investigations where a record of the color or 
color contrast may be a factor in the evaluation of the evidence, 
Color photographs may be particularly helpful and important 
in. recording the blood stains in a crime scene, the bruises on 
a human being, etc. When color photographs are to be made, 
Ektacolor Type S$ 4" x 5" sheet film should be used. Closely — 
follow the instructions provided with the film as to lighting 
and exposure data. Good quality color prints or projection 
slides can be made from a color negative. If only projection 
slides are desired, color reversal (positive) film, such as 
Kodachrome, Ektachrome, or Anscochrome, can be used. [Whenever 
possible, Ektachrome film should be utilized for this is the 
one transparency film the Bureau can process. The others must 
be done commercially. ] 

Photographic problems : 
Bureau assistance should be requested with any unusual photographic 
problem or any photographic matter that cannot be resolved locally. 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Standard photographic equipment, repairs, and routine film 
processing are the responsibility of the Mechanical Section of 
the Administrative Division. Correspondence relating to any 
problems with standard equipment, repairs, or processing should 
be marked for the attention of the Mechanical Section. 
Surveillance photographic equipment, nonroutine photographic 
matters, and unusual processing problems in photography are the 
responsibility of the FBI Laboratory. Correspondence relating 
to such matters should be marked for the attention of the FBI 
Laboratory. : 
Requests for examinations of photographic evidence recovered in 
investigations should be marked for the attention of the FBI 
Laboratory. 
The field should be continuously alert to bring to the Bureauts 
attention new photographic techniques, equipment, and procedures 
developed by Agents or brought to their attention. 
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3, The benzidine test for blood as a preliminary examination. See section 
SE. 

4. Number restoration , 
a. Etching method _— 

1) Applicable to steel only 
2) Solution contains 48 cc concentrated hydroobloric acid, 48 cc 

water and 4 grams cupric ammonium chloride 
3) Polish surface smooth and shiny. 
4 Make dam around area with paraffin or other wax. 
5 Constantly rub area with cotton swab wet with etching solution, 
. Observe constantly. Process may require many hours. 
7) For metals other than Steel, communicate with Laboratory. 

: be. Heat method 
1) Used only on cast iron 
2} Considerable experience usually required 
3 Polished surface and adjacent areas are slowly heated with 

acetylene torch, 
(4) Discontinue heating after mintaining serial number area at faint 

red color for 1 or 2 minutes, 
2 Slowly cool. 

Lightly sand over serial number area to make restoration visible. 
(7) Heat may crack or damage evidence. 

Cc, Magnetic particle method 
(2 Used in Laboratory. Not applicable in field, 

-€d, Electrolytic method : 
(1) Used in Laboratory, Not applicable in field, 

5S, Dyestuffs, fluorescent powders and other materials 
a, On decoy. packages , cash boxes, money, etc. 

(2 Purpose is to prepare object in order that a detectable trace will 
be left on person or vproverty of person who handled same 

(2) Choice of dye, powder or chemical depends on factors inherent 
with each situation. 

(3) Material used can be dry powder, grease or liquid, and can be 
supplied in many visible and fluorescent colors, 

4 Dyes and chemicals require no supplemental equipment, 
(5 Fluorescent powders require source of ultraviolet light to examine 

subject's hands or clothing. 
be Dyestuffs — malachite green and methylene blue 

(1) Dyes have disadvantage of becoming visible to subject after con- 
: tact with normal perspiration, 

(2) Can be easily procured from drugstores, chemical supply houses 
or commercial and school laboratories 

+3} Must be finely ground or powdered 
Ee Are water soluble and can be washed off 
5) Do not use dye, such as methyl violet, since it finds common usage 

in carbon papers, indelible pencils, etc., which objects may pro- 
vide an alibi. 

c. Chemical dusting powder — silver nitrate 
2 Has disadvantage of becoming visible to subject 
2) Has disadvantage of not being immediately visible to Agent until 

exposed to light for several minutes 
(3) Can be procured from drugstores, chemical supply houses or com— 

mercial and school laboratories 
4 Must be finely divided or powdered 
5 Produces a brown stain on tissue in presence of ordinary light 
6 Brown stains cannot be washed off, 

G@. Dyestuffs and silver nitrate 
(1) Frequently advisable to use a mixture, such as a 50-50 mixture 

of powdered malachite green and silver nitrate, Malachite green 

will be immediately visible but can be subsequently washed off. 
Silver nitrate which may. not be immediately visible cannot be 
washed off. 

e, Fluorescent materials = 

, (1) Have advantage of not being visible to subject 

| 
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Have advantage of being subsequently identified as same unique 
powder used, by analysis of deposits on clothing, etc. 
Have disadvantage of not being readily available 
Have disadvantage of requiring 2 source of ultraviolet light 
Phosphorescent materials are different from fluorescent powders 
and must not be used since these may be detected by subject even 

: without an ultraviolet source, 
iS Musitt be applied in a finely divided or powdered form 
7) Choice of form depends on object to be marked, for example: 

(a) Contact areas of tools can be coated with a grease, such as 
vaseline, mixed with a fluorescent powder without creating 
suspicion, Richer deposits are transferred when a grease 
film is used, 

(bd) Normally dry surfaces, such as gloves, money, doorknobs, 
steering wheels, etc,, would arouse suspicion if coated with 
a grease, After coating an appropriate surface with grease 
the remainder of object and/or container may be dusted with 
dry powder, 

(c) Time, amount of light,and other factors may limit application 
to dusting Since dusting procedure is rapid and does not 
require meticulous attention, 

(a) Liquid fluorescent materials normally used as a writing 
medium, Care must be taken to prevent liquid marks or dis= 
colorations on paper or surface treated. 

(8) Suppliers of ultraviolet fluorescent chemicals 
(a) Switzer Brothers, Inc. 

4732 St. Clair Avenue 
L Cleveland, Ohio [44103] 

CE ne — 
UAW N 
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(b) New Jersey Zine Co. of Pennsylvania 
Technical Department 

[ Paimerton, Pennsylvania [18071] 

(c) Lawter Chemicals, Inc. 
[ 3550[West]Touhy Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois [60645] 

(4) Burton Manufacturing Company 
{Northridge, California * 91324] 

(oe) (Ultra~Violet Products, Inc. 
5114 Walnut Grove 
San Gabriel, California 91776] 

{f) The National Marking Machine Company 
[4026 Cherry Street] 

f Cincinnati, Ohio [45223] 
(9) Procedures for application , 

(a) In applying grease use bare fingers and rub over surfaces. 
of items to be marked so as to leave a thin film. Avoid 
large "Slobs" of grease. 

(b) In applying powder form, numerous methods are commonly 
used, such as shaking powder over items, dusting with a 
powder puff or pad of cheesecloth, or brushing over 
surfaces in a manner similar to that used to dust with 
fingerprint powder. 

(c) Liquids can be applied with a clean pen or small paint 
' brush, 
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Qe RADIO ENGINEERING SECTION 
le Field FM radio matters ; 

ae Facilities ; 
) An FM radio station is installed in each field division headquarters 

city to provide voice communication between the field division office 
and Agents operating two-way radio _cars in the|division.] FM radio 
stations are also provided in|most]resident agency cities. FM two- 
way radio cars are provided each field division for car=to-car and 
car=to-station voice communication. Portable FM radio equipment is 
furnished each field division to provide voice communication from 
the person or from temporary fixed locations to the EM radio stations 
and/or FM two-way radio carSe 

be Utilization 
The field office FM radio stations are used each working day for rou- 
tine communications matters, as well as for any special investigative 
Situations which arise. The resident agency FM radio stations are 
used whenever required by investigative operations and are to be 
turned "on't whenever an Agent is in the office. Agents are required 

[ to have automobile two-way radios "ton" whenever they arelin the vehicle. ] 
They should make full use of two-way radio cars and radio station 
facilities to obtain increased investigative efficiency, as well as 
reduced communications costs. Portable equipment should be utilized 
as necessary in individual investigative situations. 

Ce Identification 
(1) Listed below are official field office FM radio station call 

signs and car prefixes for each field division, Call signs 
used by cars are composed of either (2) the appropriate prefix 

followed by a number arbitrarily assigned to the car by the 
‘field office or (b) the permanent number assigned the cam bv 
the Bureau without any prefix. The car prefixes are identical 
to office teletype designations. They are used to avoid con- 
fusion with the arbitrarily numbered cars of other field offices. 

> OFFICE CALL CAR PREFIX 

ALBANY KEC255 AL 
ALBUQUERQUE KKF900 AQ 
ALEXANDRIA. KFQ240 AX 
ANCHORAGE ’ WWA291 . AN 
ATLANTA : KIE300 AT 
BALTIMORE KGB750 BA 
BIRMINGHAM KEV200 BH 
BOSTON KCB800 BS 
BUFFALO KEX590 BU 
BUTTE KOD200 Br 
CHARLOTTE KEV220 CE 
CHICAGO KSC210 * “6G 
CINCINNATI KAC390 CL 
CLEVELAND KEX740 ‘> CV 6 
COLUMBIA KEX820 CO 
DALLAS . KFP950 DL 
DENVER KAC905 DN 
DETROIT KEX760: DE 
EL PASO KKF920 EP 
HONOLULU KUA270 HN 
HOUSTON KKF925 HO 
TNDIANAPOLIS KEX780 IP 
JACKSON KKF962 IN 
JACKSONVILLE KEV280 JK 
KANSAS CITY KEX570 KC 
KNOXVILLE * KEV240 KX 
LAS VEGAS KOD245 LV 
LITTLE ROCK KFQA200 LR 
LOS ANGELES KMC250 LA 

3 KMC265 TA 
KMC275 LA 

LOUISVILLE KIE320 % LS 
MEMPHIS KEV260 - ME 
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OFFICE (contd. ) CALL (contd. ) | CAR PREFIX (conta.) 
eal 

MIAMI KEV300 | MM 
MILWAUKEE KSC220 MI 
MINNEAPOLIS KAC920 MP 
MOBILE KIE340 MO 
NEWARK KEX620 NK 
NEW HAVEN KEX600 NH 
NEW ORLEANS KKF940 No 
NEW YORK KEC270 > ae 

KEC271 j NY 
. NORFOLK KEV340 | NP 

OKLAHOMA CITY KFQ220 ! OC 
OMAHA KEX560 | OM 
PHILADELPHIA ~ KEX640 | PH 
PHOENIX KEX700 PX 
PITTSBURGH KE X660 PG 
PORTLAND KEX720 PD 
QUANTICO KQC410 — 
RICHMOND KEV360 RH 
SACRAMENTO KFP900 SC 
ST. LOUIS KEX860 SL 
SALT LAKE CITY KOD235 su 
SAN ANTONIO KEX840 SA 
SAN DIEGO KEX690 SD 
SAN FRANCISCO KFP970 SF 
SAN JUAN WWA290 SJ 
SAVANNAH KEV380 SV 
SEATTLE KOD220 SE 
SPRINGFIELD KEX800 SI 
TAMPA | KEV 320. - TP 
WASHINGTON KGB770 WF 

All radio stations operated from the offices of resident 
agencies shall use call signs similar to the calls used by 
field offices. Resident agency call letters are assigned 
only by the Bureau. Prior Bureau authority is required for 
any resident agency radio station installation involving remote 
control or permanent antenna installation. 

(3) Portable radio station units shall use the call sign assigned 
to the office plus a letter assigned by the office; e.g., 
KEV300A (Miami). 

(4) Any temporary coded call or designation may be applied to 
equipment used on surveillance work. The call signs listed 
above apply only to routine operations, 

(5) All Agents shall be identified on the air by use of their 
credential card numbers. Names or initials shall not be used 
although coded names may be used for disguise purposes in 
surveillance work. 

d. Administration . 
The SAC is directly responsible for the continued proper and efficient 
operation of the field office FM radio equipment. A radio 
maintenance technician or sound—trained Agent should be assigned 
the responsibility for overall operation and maintenance in order 
that detailed supervision may be maintained. 

e. Field office station operation 
(1) Stations shall be operated during office hours of each working 

[ day and additional time as investigative situations require. 
(2) Stations having a separate dispatching position shail transmit 

the station call sign on the hour, quarter~-hour, and half—hour 
during periods when the station is open for business. Stations 
not having a separate dispatching position shall transmit the 
station call sign at least once during the course of each series 
of transmissions, preferably at the end of the series. 

34 ° 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

A: separate FM radio dispatching position shall be utilized 
wherever radio traffic is of sufficient volume to require 
continued attention. Where a separate dispatching position is 
utilized, and radio dispatching personnel are assigned, no 
duties shall be assigned the radio dispatcher which will inter- 
fere with efficient radio dispatch operations. The prime func 
tion of the FM radio station and equipment is to render com 
munications service, and personnel handling radio dispatching 
duties should be impressed with this fact. Radio dispatcher 
personnel should be chosen with care and a sufficient number 
of trained dispatchers should be available so that efficient 
Station operation will be maintained at all times. 
Prior to closing field office stations for the day, the radio 
dispatcher shall ascertain from all two-way radio cars in 
service whether or not the services of the station will be 
required after that time. In the event the station is needed, ri 
this fact should be communicated to the appropriate supervisor, 
A numerically sequenced list of Agents! credential card numbers 
Shall be maintained at the dispatching position for the ready 
information of the dispatcher. 
Personnel using radio cars within radio range of the field 
office headquarters station shall turn the radio on and advise 
the radio dispatcher that the car is “in service" at the 
beginning of a period of car occupancy, advising the radio 
dispatcher that the car is "out of service" when the car is to 
be unoccupied. Where a separate dispatching position is 
utilized, logs will be maintained and the’ dispatcher will note 
the service status of two-way radio cars. This status will 
also be shown on an "in-service" panel where such panel is 
eroy: Ana 

Logs (FD~283) maintained by the dispatcher at those stations 
utilizing separate dispatching positions will show only the 
a2otivity of the station and radio cars in direct contact with the 
Station. The log entries shall be made at the time the activity 
ocours and Shall be in sufficient detail for ready reference by 
dispatohing personnel, The dispatcher on duty shall be identified 
on the log by an entry showing the dispatcher's name and the 
beginning time of the duty status. Log entries showing 
station activity handled by personnel other than the duty dis- 
patoher shall be identifie& by the initials of the personnel 
handling such activity. Dispatching logs will be reviewed and 
initialed by the[senior Radio Maintenance Technician and] 
retained in bound form[to be destroyedlafter field office 
inspection by FBIHQ. [Logs are]not required where no separate 
dispatching position is utilized, although one may be kept on 
a continuing or intermittent basis, at the discretion of the SAC. 
If logs are maintained on a continuing basis, they should be 
handled as noted above. 

* 
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f. Security : 
(1) [Unauthorized ]persons may be equipped with FM receivers which 

will tune to Bureau frequenciese irneestoses lait radio trans- 
missions must be discreet. Names of Bureau Agents, subjects, 
or specific locations involved in Bureau investigative activities 
shall not be_disclosed over FM radio. 

[ (2) [Unauthorized ]persons may possibly have equipment which will 
transmit on Bureau frequenciese Information should not be 
exchanged with radio units which cannot be properly identified. 

(3) Agents must use care in handling the mobile microphone to pre- 
vent accidental continuous keying of the transmitter. 

. §- Operational and procedural instructions 
L Instructions relating to mechanics and procedures of operation 

of various radio equipment will be found in other reference 
material, such as CW Radio Operations Manual, IM Radio 
Station Operational and Maintenance Guide, and instructional 
manuals furnished with the various equipment obtained : 
commercially. 

(2) Multichannel station and mobile FM radio equipment, each 
channel being a separate frequency, has been furnished the field. 
Normally, the channel one frequency will be used as the primary 
operating frequency with auxiliary operations being handled on 
other channels as necessary. 

(3) With the exception of the channel four frequency which is 
common to all offices, no office will have a frequency used by 
a neighboring office. All office FM stations normally monitor 
their own channel one and channel four during regular working 
hours. Thus, when an Agent in a two-way car enters the 
territory of another office, he must change to channel four 
to GCOMMUNICS+6 With the cars and station of that ofrice. ‘the 
visiting two-way radio car should always use the full name of 
its office before the number of the car. For example: "Chicago 64" N 
instead of "CG64," F 

(4) An FM Radio Station Operational and Maintenance Guide shall be 
maintained by each office. It shall set forth the make and 
model of FM radio station equipment in use, location and direc- 
tions to remote equipment sites, equipment operating procedures, 
schematic diagrams, preventive maintenance requirements, 
etc. In those offices having more than one remote station 
equipment site, this guide shall be maintained under a separate 
cover and be readily available to both the radio maintenance 
technician and radio dispatching personnel. In those offices 
having only one remote station equipment site, this guide may be 
maintained under the same cover as the maintenance logs (see below), 
but all personnel who might have occasion to use the radio 
station facilities should have knowledge as to its contents and 
location. 
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(5). In view of extensive radio equipment used on commercial 
airlines for navigational and communications purposes, no 
Bureau transmitting or receiving radio equipment of any kind 
shall be operated on any commercial airline without prior 
Bureau authority. 

In connection with operation of Bureau radio equipment on 
noncommercial, military, or personally owned aircraft where 
the pilot is aware of the Bureau operation, prior authority 
is not required. It should be predetermined by tests, how-— 
ever, whether interference is being caused to the aircraft 
equipment and, if so, the extent of the interference, 

3 he. Maintenance 
(1) All FM radio station and associated equipment, including mobile 

units, shall be maintained by radio maintenance technicians. 
In those instances in which there are repairs or maintenance 
problems beyond the ability of the radio maintenance technician, 
such repairs or maintenance may be referred to a local commercial 
radio repair company under a radio repair contract. If the total 
of such costs does not exceed $2,500 in a fiscal year, such re- 
pairs and maintenance may be handled on an emergency purchase 
basis and no contract is necessary. The facilities of the FBI 
Laboratory are also available for assistance to the field in 
difficult or unusual repair and maintenance problems. 

(2): Picklers should be set up for periodic performance of preventive 
[ maintenance procedures. In addition to local preventive 

Maintenance and repair, periodic maintenance overhauls will 
be performed by radio installation and maintenance super-— 
visors of the FBI Laboratory. 

(3) Portable equipment should never be put away after use until all 
necessary repairs are made. Equipment utilizing batteries should 
have the batteries removed prior to storage, storage being 
defined in this instance as any condition in which the equipment 
will be retained for a period of seven days or longer without the 
batteries being checked. 

(4) No equipment may be altered without specific authorization from 
the Bureau. 

(5) Maintenance and repair records for all standard FM and CW radio 
equipment must be kept on a radio equipment maintenance log, form ; PD-341. Maintain form FD-386 (comsec and related equipment 
maintenance log) on each communications security device (AFSAM-7, 
KW-7, KY~3, KY-8, NY-1, KWX-11), or related device (modified 
FM radio), and each Bureau-owned teletypewriter. <A separate log, 
either FD-341 or FD-386, as appropriate, must be maintained 
for each unit of equipment and information concerning any 
maintenance or repair action taken must be recorded under the 
appropriate heading. Forms FD-341 and FD-386 should be kept 
in appropriately identified looseleaf notebooks or in a card 
file arrangement, all forms pertaining to particular groups of 
equipment being maintained together. Logs maintained on 
Classified comsec equipment must be given the same classifi-~ 
cation as the equipments; i.e. secret, confidential, etc. 
Classified logs must be maintained in a separate notebook or 
card file in a secure place. 

When new equipment is received on which no maintenance log has 
been prepared and shipped with the equipment, a log sheet 
must be prepared. Make entries on occasion of any repairs or 
parts replacement noting time spent and initials of technician 
doing the work. These logs are to serve as a continuing record through the life of the equipment and are to be transferred with _ the equipment, includ'ing its return to the Bureau or other 
maintenance facility where a record of previous repairs or 
malfunctions would be of assistance. Responsibility for main- 
tenance of the logs must be fixed on a specific employee, 
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[(6) To enable the Bureau to have information as to the relative 

maintenance requirement rating of each field office, it will 
be required that summary data be supplied periodically to 
the Bureau, attention FBI Laboratory, as to the amount of 
radio equipment assigned. Summary data should be supplied 
each time it is recommended Radio Maintenance personnel 
be increased in number or reallocated in grade, or when it is 
determined that the amount of equipment has changed to the 
extent that it would result in a change of approximately 25 
Or more maintenance rating points since submission of the 
most recent summary. Information should be set forth as 
to the number of the following items only, with the maintenance 
rating points (average maintenance hours per. month required) 
as indicated below: 

® 

Mobile FM Radio Station, 2 or less channels 1 point 
Mobile FM Radio Station, 3 to 5 channels 1.75 points 
Mobile FM Radio Station, 6 or more channels 3 points 
Portable or Personal FM Radio Unit 05 points 
Remote FM Radio Receiver (landline connected) 2 points 
Locally Controlled Fixed FM Radio Station 3 points 
Remotely Controlled Fixed FM Radio Station 

(landline) 7 points 
Intra-System Repeater FM Radio Station 6 points 
Resident Agency Burglar Alarm System (RABAS) 3 points 
Secure Teletype Terminal 13 points 
Microwave Terminal (Main or Hot Standby) 15 points 

This list does not contain all items of fauLo aud associated 
equipment but does constitute the bulk of the equipment for 
which the Radio Maintenance Technicians are responsible in 
most offices. Special consideration will be given by the 
Bureau to those offices having other than normal responsi- 
bilities in connection with the Bureau's emergency radio 
network, or specialized facilities. 

6b 
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ie Fire and safety 
(1) A carbon dioxide fire extinguisher shall be readily available 

> [ in radio dispatching rooms in which several items of remote 
control equipment are usede | 

(2) Where transmitter or antenna repair.or maintenance work is being 
performed under any unusual situation, such as adverse weather 
conditions, hazardous equipment, or antenna locations, etc., 
or where high voltage is exposed, one other person shall be on 
hand to provide emergency assistance. 

(3) A first-aid kit should be readily available whenever radio 
repair work is being performed. 

. (4) Any reasonable requests for fire and safety precautions from 
persons leasing space for radio equipment to the Bureau should 
be granted unless it is contrarv to local regulations. 

(5) Gasoline motor generator installations must comply with local 
fire and safety regulations. In addition, if not in conflict 
with Local regulations, "No Smoking" signs shall be posted and 
a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher must be readily available 
where gasoline is stored. 

(6) Common sense and good judgment should be used to determine the 
necessity for other or additional fire and safety precautions. 

2. Radio matters handled by FBI Laboratory 
a. Engineering, installation, and major maintenance of CW (Morse code}, 

radioteletype, and FM (voice) radio stations 
be. Special engineering summaries and surveys regarding field investiga- 

tive equipment, from which recommendations can be made toward estab- 
lishment of Bureau policies on a field-wide basis 

c. Technical examination and evaluation of new developments in radio 
communications. Agent should be alert to furnish information con- 
cerning new developments which might be applicable to Bureau's work. 

d. Preparation of detailed specifications for radio equipment to be 
purchased for communications use 

@. Special construction of radio equipment not normally manufactured 
) commercially 

££. Development and research in the field of radio communications. 
Agents should submit any information regarding current investigative 
problems, such as those encountered in surveillance work, where a 
possible solution lies in utilization or development of special 

i radio equipment. ‘ 
-€. Assistance in installation of equipment for radio monitoring, physical 

surveillances involving special radio techniques, and other nonroutine 
radio utilization 

L 
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Repair and maintenance of field radio equipment 
(1) Where unusual problem exists, such as need for special test 

equipment not available locally : 
(2) Miniature and subminiature radio equipment which due to its 

confidential nature is to be serviced only by Bureau personnel 
(3) Equipment submitted to Bureau for repair should be marked for 

the attention of the FBI Laboratory. 
Physical examinations of evidence, such as determination of possible 
sabotage or identification of a particular piece of radio equipment 
Field requests for radio and related specialized equipment 
(1) Requests from field to be made by letter marked for the atten~ 

tion of the FBI Laboratory. 
(2) Mobile two-way radio units will be supplied the field, as avail- 

able, on receipt of request for units to be used as follows: 
a In field office headquarters city area 
b Where two or more two-way radios will be used in a resident 

agency 

{c) Where a cooperative police agency is willing to allow 
Bureau radio cars to operate on its frequency to communicate 
with that agency 
I. When appropriate, consideration should be directed 

toward the law enforcement system covering the greatest 
area; @€.8., a state or county. 

IIT. The initial request for two-way radio for use with a 
police system should set forth the specific operating 
frequencies of the system and the number of Bureau cars 
involved. There should be a statement that the head of 
the law enforcement agency, identified by name and 
position, e.g., director of public safety, chief of 
poiice, or sheriff, having control over the polics 
radio transmitter, has indicated a willingness or 
desire that the Bureau operate radio equipment on the 
police frequency used in that area. 

ITI. Before completion of installation of a two-way mobile 
radio on a police frequency in a Bureau car, the head wT 
of the law enforcement agency (see item II above) 
should advise SAC of that field office, in writing, 
that he desires or is willing to have Bureau radio 
equipment operating on the police frequency. A 
signed copy of lettdér,[which should include number and 
expiration date of Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) license for each frequency, Jshould be forwarded 
to Bureau. Bureau is required to advise FCC, in 
writing, that a cooperative plan is in effect between 
Bureau and police agency. The law enforcement agency 
should not send the communication concerning this 
directly to FCC, 

IV. Use of police frequencies is restricted to communica-~ 
tions between Agents and police agency involved, or 
to the relay of important messages from Bureau office 
to Agents on road trips where police agency has agreed 
to perform this service. Police frequencies should 
not be used for Bureau-car-to~Bureau-car radio opera~ 
tions in which the police agency is not directly 
involved. 

(3) Routine radio and related supplies, such as radio tubes, mobile 
antennas, mobile feed lines, etc., are handled by the Administra- 
tive Division and should be requested by regular requisition. 

Radio frequencies used by the Bureau are authorized by the President | 
in accordance with section 305 of the Communications Act of 1934, as : 
amended. Bureau frequencies are authorized and protected through 
Bureau representation on the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee 
in Washington, D. C. 
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1. Interference 
| The Bureau is authorized exclusively on the radio frequencies it usese 
) Consequently, there should be no transmissions except those of Bureau 

personnel. Any other transmission of voice or other signal is 
interferencee Each instance of interference should be reported to 

[ [the dispatcher. ] 
3. Sound matters handled by the field 

ae Operation and use of technical equipment in investigative situations 
1) Installation of equipment 

(2) Establishment of monitoring plants F 
be Technical equipment maintenance i 

: : Maintain equipment in excellent working order at all times. 
2 No part or function of any equipment may be altered without 

specific Bureau authorization. 
(3) Equipment should never be placed in storage or standby : 

condition until necessary servicing has been accomplished, 
(4) Servicing, maintenance, and operational checks will be performed 

by a sound-trained Agent. Sufficient time must be allotted this 
Agent to adequately fulfill these requirements. The sound Agent 
will be assisted in repairs to sound equipment by the | 
radio maintenance technician provided that such activity 
does not interfere with his primary responsibilities to radio 

| communication equipment, 
| +8 Perform servicing and maintenance procedures on equipment, 

6 Once every thirty days, set up and check equipment for continued 
proper operation. 

(7) Keep equipment maintenance log in a 6=— by 9=—inch loose-leaf 
binder entitled "Sound Equipment," said binder to contain a log 

| Sheet for each particular piece of sound equipment. This sheet 
| should be captioned with the description and serial number of 
| the unit and show the service history of the unit. The dates 

of any defects, corrective action taken, preventive maintenance 

performed, operational checks, and by whom accomplished must be 
Shown. When equipment is transferred to another division, the 
log must accompany the equipment. eset. 

(8) Radio and sound safety equipment, such as pole climbing equipment, 
safety belts, etc., is to be checked each six months. 

(9) Field requests for specialized technical equipment should be 
directed to the Bureau, attention FBI Laboratory. When 
specialized technical equipment is requested on an expedite 
basis, 2 statement as to the proposed usage of the equipment 
is to be included. The statement is to include sufficient 
details for the Bureau to properly evaluate the needs of the 
Pield office and to determine the most economical means of 
shipping the necessary equipment. Other equipment requests 
should be referred to the Administrative Division. 

(10) Repairs to sound equipment beyond the scope of the field may be 
referred to the Laboratory, and equipment so transferred should 
be marked for the attention of the FBI Laboratory and be 

accompanied with a brief statement of the trouble. 

- 
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4, Speaker identification 
ae All speaker identification examinations are made by the Radio Engineering 

Section, FBI Laboratory. ‘ 
b. Definition 

, Speaker identification is a technique of comparing questioned 
voice recordings with known voice recordings for the purpose of 
providing investigative guidance in selected Bureau cases. 

GC. Policy 
Speaker identification is not sufficiently authenticated to serve 
as @ unique means of identification with subsequent court testimony 
to that effect. The comparison of voices for speaker identification 
and the examination of tape recordings are not services which will 

. be provided to local law enforcement agencies. 
d. Procedure for obtaining and transmitting specimens 

(1) It is desirable to obtain as many of the same words and word 
combinations used in the questioned recording as possible 
when making known recordings. 

(2) The vocal transition from one word to another influences the 
voice picture; therefore, best comparisons are achieved when 
words are used in the same sequence, 

(3) Recordings should be as good technically as possible. 
(4) Recordings should be at any standard tape recording speed; 

i.e., 7.5 inches per second, 3.75 inches per second, etc. 
(5) Best results will be obtained if recordings are made with a 

full-track recorder at 7.5 inches per second. 
(6) Use standard recording tape. If possible, do not use "extended 

play," “long play, tor tapes with a base less than 1.5 mils. 
(7) Verbatim transcriptions of known and questioned material 

must accompany each recording. 
(8) For packaging, wrenping, ama mailing magnetic tape recordings, 

see section 8B, volume I, of this manual. 
(9) Deleted 

5.’ Technical correspondence 
All correspondence concerning technical matters is to be reviewed by the 
senior sound-trained Agent or technical supervisor prior to being approved 
by the SAC or other official acting for him. The purpose of this instruc— 
tion is to insure that requests for technical equipment and other corre- 
spondence relating to technical matters are cleared through the individual 
in the office having the most current knowledge of equipment availability, 
equipment capability, technical procedures, and technical policies. 

6. Approval for use of technical equipment 
Bureau approval is required prior to the utilization of any technical 
equipment for covert gathering of intelligence without the knowledge of 
the subject, such as two-way mirrors, night viewing devices, concealed 
cameras, portable concealed recorders, etc. The examples set forth are 
not meant to be all-inclusive but are merely examples of the type of 
activity this instruction is intended to cover. The special surveillance 
truck may be used on the SAC's authority when, in his opinion, its 
utilization is essential for the success of the surveillance in question. 
SACs have been advised of certain situations in which concealed cameras 
may be used on the SAC'ts authority. The SAC will be held accountable for 
exercising sound judgment in each instance. 

fER- DATA PROCESSING SECTION, COMPUTER SYSTEMS DIVISION | 
1. Automatic Data Processing (ADP) assistance is provided by the Data 

Processing Section (see MRR, part II, section 3, pages 28 & 29). 
2e Computers and other Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) are 

involved in every facet of business and Government. Therefore, it 
is very likely that computers or other ADPE may be directly involved 
in a criminal violation or a security matter of FBI jurisdiction. 
The Data Processing Section should*be immediately contacted. Expert 
ADP personnel are available to provide assistance. 
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an se Calan ete Memora: ndum te ee 
4 . 1 Ts * Mr. Conrad —_._ 

at Mr. Gebhardt Sib nes 

TO THE ACTING DIRECTOR “~-~ . DATE: June1, 1973 ok eae ee 

= e a Mr. Miller, E.S. 

n> | ‘ if ” Se ? 2 f Bee : a oe 
FROM W, M, PELT_7 C27. — -# - #6  g & po OR | ’ che a ton 

= Dp ft Tele. Room 

: : Mr. Baise 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF a oe 
DIVISION PREVIOUSLY ABOLISHED BY . : Mr. Herington 
FORMER ACTING DIRECTOR GRAY = ae 

Mr, Eardley 
Mrs. Hogan 

In December, 1972, former Acting Director L. Patrick Gray, 
Wi, dissolved what was then known as the Crime Research Division. Prior 
to Mr. Gray's arrival, this was for many years known as the Crime Records 
Division; however, Mr. Gray changed the name to Crime Research Division. 
Quite frankly, at the time Mr. Gray made his decision to dissolve the 
division I was opposed to such action as were several Assistant Directors. 
Nevertheless, Mr. Gray went ahead on the basis of a study that had been made; 
however, the origin of this study is not known to me nor have the results ever 
been located to my Knowledge. Upon the dissolving of the division; the various 
segments that previously constituted the division have been spread out-in several 
divisions and the result has been overlapping of responsibilities, lack of 

_ coordination and a situation which simply does not lend itself to efficient 
operations as we have known them to be for many years at FBIHQ. | 

To give an idea as to how fragmented this division has become, the 
. Press Services Office and Congressional Liaison are now handled out of your 

Lfr i 
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office; tours are handled out of the Administrative Division; correspondence 
and research matters out of the Files and Communications Division; fugitive 
publicity out of the Special Investigative Division; and special memoranda out of 
the General Investigative Division. An indication of how chactic the situation 
has been is evidenced by the fact that the Correspondence Section, after 
abolishment of the division, was assigned to my office and subsequently we 
prevailed upon Mr. Gray to assign it to Files and Communications Division. 

It is true that this former division did handle public relations-type 
functions; however, in doing so they were in effect promoting cur investigative 
interests which is the very reason for the FBI's existence. On the other hand, 
a great portion of the work in this former division was one of service, not only 
to the other divisions but to our field office operations. For example, the 
division handled aimost all of the correspgndenc emanating 
which ran into,thousands of communicati mrsl sae yr 
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Memorandum for the Acting Director 
Re: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF 

DIVISION PREVIOUSLY ABOLISHED BY 
FORMER ACTING DIRECTOR GRAY 

speech matters, publication of the Law Enforcement Bulletin and the 
Investigator; they prepared byline articles; statements by the Director; 
speeches for the Director; press releases; and publicity concerning appre- 
hension of fugitives and the Top Ten program. When the division was intact, 
it was kept informed of matters of pertinence to the Bureau so that they could 
effectively discharge their responsibilities at one central location. As itis 
now, there is a lack of coordination and in time I strongly feel that it will. 
work to the severe detriment of the FBI. 

This situation was discussed in detail at an Executives' Conference 
meeting held in my office on 5/24/73. Those in attendance were Messrs. 
Baker, Callahan, Gebhardt, Marshall, Soyars, Thompson, Walters, Inspector 
White for Mr. Conrad, Section Chief Brownfield for Mr. Jenkins, Inspector 

' Moore for Mr. Miller, and Inspectors Campbell and Bassett from my office. 
It was the unanimous recommendation of those present that the division be 

. re-established. 

I have enclosed a proposed organizational chart which shows the 
organizational breakdown of the suggested division. As you will note under the 
proposal, the Press Services Office and Congressional Liaison office, now 
assigned to your office, would be placed back into this division as these euneEone 
were previously handled in the old Crime Research Division, 

There was also discussed at the above Executives' Conference meeting 
a proposed name, should you agree to establish a new division. Its prior name 
of Crime Records is really a misnomer, since our crime records are actually 
kept and published by our Computer Systems Division. Crime Research does 

_ not adequately describe the division; however, ido believe that the name of 
Correspondence and Services Division would adequately describe the basic 
functions of this division. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Submitted for your consideration and approval. 
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\ TO: MR, KELLEY 

RE: CRIME RECORDS DIVISION 

I am attaching a memorandum dated 6-1-73 
which proposed the re-establishment of our old 
Crime Records Division. I recognize fully that 
there are a million and one things to do, but I 
thought you might like to look this over at your 
convenience since it might give you some thoughts 
as to re-establishing that division. As indicated 
in the memorandum, it was the unanimcus recom- 
mendation of theYPxecutives' ~onterence; however, 
-Mr. Ruckelshaus took’no action since he did not 
want to make any major changes during his short 
tenure. 
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? Mr. Callahan —_ Memorandum .. | — ie. Calan —— 
: - : . ™ Mr. Conrad 

" : 3 Mr. Gebhardt —___ 

TO "THE DIRECTOR - DAT TAs Ne Maree 
~~ Mei 

\ Mr. Miller, E.5. —_ w & Lyf . ipo r ; ; as . et » Lhompson _—_ 
FROM -N, P, CALLAH N ; : oF raf be ¢ x ie ante t 2 Mr. aie 

Z ; Tele. Room 

. ~~ Mr. Baise 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF Mr. Banos 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION : ee 
Mr. Conmy 

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend 2 Bain 
consideration of the re-establishment of our old Crime Records Mrs. Hogan 
Division. 

As a matter of background, in December, 1972, former Acting 
Director L. Patrick Gray, HI, dissolved what was then known as the Crime 
Research Division (Mr. Gray had changed it to this name from Crime Records 
Division). It is my understanding that Mr. Gray took this action based on a study 
that had been made; however, nothing is known as to the origin of thisstudy nor 
have the results ever been located to my knowledge. I might add that former 
Acting Associate Director W. Mark Felt likewise knew nothing as to the origin 
or the results of thisdudy. Itis known that Mr. Gray's decisicn to dissolve the 
division was not shared by several Assistant Directors and while there is nothing 
in writing it is my understanding that perhaps the main reason for Mr. Gray 

' taking this action was his belief that that division was responsible for several 
leaks that had appeared in the newspaper which were detrimental to Mr. Gray's: 
administration of the FBI. Iam not aware, however, of the validity of this 
observation but itis merely set forth so that you may have a complete picture 
as to the circumstances ae the dissolvement of the Crime Research 
Division. : 

~_ 

In any.event, upon dissolving of the division various segments that 
previously constituted the division were spread out throughout the Bureau and , 
while we have been able to put_part of it back together there is a lack of coordina- | 
tion which amounts to a decentralization of responsibilities which definitely does 
not lend itself to the efficient operations of oe Bureau. 

To give an idea as to how hiadeued this division has become, the 
Press Services Office and Congressional Liaison are now handled out of the 
Director's Office, Tours out of the Administrative Division, Correspondence and 
Research matters out of the Files and Communications Division, Fugitive Publi- 

, city out of the Special Investigative Division. At one time the Correspondence 
; Section was attached to the Associate Director's Office and the Research Section 
a Was attached to the Training Division. These of course were two ry sections 
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_ involved in any major Bureau changes. 
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Memorandum to the Director from N. P. Callahan 
Re: Proposed Re-Establishment of Crime Records Division 

under the old division setup and we were finally able to prevail upon Mr. Gray 
to consolidate the 2 into 1 section and assign it to the Files and Communications —: 
Division, This step has assisted to some extent, but the continuity and coordina-_ | 
tion as we knew it under the overall division setup is still lacking. 

You have indicated a desire to establish an amiable working relation- - 
ship with the press. I could not agree more; however, to do so, itis firmly 
believed that one division should be basically responsible for this function. It 
would mean that the Assistant Director of this division would have to re-establish 
press contacts as well as the whole gambit of the news media, including radio, 
television, feature writers, and the like. Centralizing this responsibility to one 
division as was handled in our old Crime Records Division would coincide with 
the long-standing Bureau policy that has been so effective; namely, centralization 
of responsibilities. For example, as indicated previously, the Press Services 
Office and Congressional Liaison Office now work directly under you. This in 

. effect makes your office operational and adds certain burdens to you which are 
unnecessary. Itis true that some people might argue that re-establishing this 
‘division would. be. the first step in a Bureau public relations program. -I do not 
agree with this concept because in effect this action would be promoting our 

_. Investigative interes&Swhich is the very reason for the FBI's existence and prob- 
ably never before have we so needed a shot in the arm to promote our investigative . 
interests. 

. Also, as a matter of background this current proposal has been 
considered very carefully since Mr. Gray's departure and it was the unanimous 
feeling of the Executives Conference held-as recently as May of 1973, thatthe | 
division should be re-established. Mr. Ruckelshaus had orally indicated his 
agreement but also felt in view of his anticipated short tenture he should not be 

Enclosed is a proposed organizational chart which shows the organi- | 
zational breakdown of the suggested division. The breakdown is also a suggested |: 
one; however, as you will note, the Press Services Office and Congressional . 
Liaison Office would be placed back into this division. As to a name for this 
division, Crime Records is really a misnomer since our crime records are | 
actually kept and published by our Computer Systems Division. Crime Research 
Division does not adequately describe the division and other names which would 
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Memorandum to the Director from N. P. Callahan 

Re: Proposed Re-Establishment of Crime Records Division 

include say the word "publication" run into problems from an appropriations 
standpoint. Perhaps Correspondence and Services Division would adequately 
describe the basic functions of the division. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

The above is submitted for your consideration and perhaps 
in the event you would like to discuss this matter in detail it might be placed 
in line for an ee discussion aye an Executives ones 
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Research Section | 
Section Chief 

Oe eee 
| #1 Man | : 

Research Unit 

(Unit Chief & 4 Agents) 
Special Productions Unit. | 
(Unit Chief & 2 Agents) | 

»>adio _ | Articles . Press Releases 
«elevision a Statements | ' Top Ten Publicity — 
Motion Picturés . - * Speeches "Fugitive'' Articles in 

' Official Photographs — Research — : Trade Journals 
Recordings . _ Annual Report Public Law 670 
National Academy | Reference Library Newspaper Clippings 
Publicity  . Out -of-town | Traveling Exhibits 

Photographs in Director's ' Telephone Directories 
Office ' Parole, Probation, Juvenile 

Delinquency and Pornographic | 
Research | 

Young: American Medals © 
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| | Fugitive Publicity Unit Tours Unit: 
(Unit Chief & 2 Agents) | 1( Unit Chief ) 

‘Tours 

Complaints — 
Interviews of Citizens 
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special Correspondence Unit 
_ (Unit Chief & 2 A 

Congressional Mail 
Special Mail 

, Speech Programs 

Autographed Photographs 
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SAC Contacts 

Correspondence and Publications section 
section Chief 

#1 Man . 

_Nonspecial Correspondence Unit ' 
gents) (Unit Chief) 

Routine Mail 
Mailing List 
Chronic Letter Writers 
Form Mail 
Editorial Records 
Supplies 
Inventory 
Distribution of Caw Enforcement 
Bulletin, Uniform Crime Reports, 
Investigator, and other publications 

ral 

' Correspondence Review Unit 
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Publications Unit _ 
(Unit Chief & 1 Agent) 

| Law Enforcement Bulletin 
Investigator - 
Revision of Publications © 
Interesting Case Program 
Liaison with Government Printing 
Office 

Reprints 
Posters | 
Booklets . 
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Memorandum 
TO: : MR. CALLAHAN : pate: 7/30/73 

. ). 1 ~-Mr. Callahan 

. 1 - Mr. Walsh 
From : R. J. BAKER) 1 - Mr. Cleveland 

| ‘ 1 -Mr. Gebhardt 

suBJECT: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF i -Mr. Miller 
CRIME RECORDS DIVISION “ i - Mr.. Marshall 

a 1 - Mr. Baker 

x7 nied Lies = a7 we 1 - Mr. Sheets 

Memorandum Callahan to the Dipesice dated 7/12 "3. 

Assoc. Dir. 

Asst. Die.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. —_ 

Files & Com. —_ 

Gen, Inv. 

. Ident, 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laborotory __. 

Plan. & Eval. 

Spee. Inv. 

Training 

Legal Coun, 

Cong. Serv. 
Corr. & Cem. 

Research 

Press Off. 

Telephone Rm. — _ 

Director Sec’y —__ 

captioned as above, forwarded to the Director a proposed reorganization 
chart (Memorandum and chart, Tab A). Pursuant to instructions of the 
Director, the Office of Planning and Evaluation (OPE) has analyzed the 
chart and offers the following observations in support of a revised or- 
ganization chart (Tab B). 

An analysis of the proposed chart, Tab A, discloses it 
was envisioned that the Congressional Services Office and the #1 Man 
would be one and the same with a Congressional Liaison Agent and the 
Research Section reporting to him. He in turn would.report to the 
Assistant Director. Press relations and inquiries (Press Services 
Office) would be handled directly out of the Assistant Director's Office. 
The Correspondence and Publications Section would report to the #2 Man, 
who would report to the Assistant Director. 

It is the opinion of OPE that the #1 Man cannot effectively 
function as the head of the Congressional Services Office and at the same 
time afford direction and supervision to the Research Section, and in 
addition substitute for the Assistant Director in his absence. Further, 
with the formation of the Congressional Cversight Committee increased 
demand will be made on the Congressional Services Office. The 
Congressional attention being afforded the Bureau and the importance of 
the Bureau's relations with Congress require that the Congressional 
Services Office report directly to the Assistant Director. The role of 
the Research Section in projecting the Bureau's image is of sufficient 
import as to mitigate against undue dilution of the #1 Man's supervision 
of that section. Press relations and Congressional relations should be 
of highest priority for the Assistant Director of the reconstituted division 
and it is for these reasons that OPE recommends thai the aig deere, 
Services Office as presently constituted report directly to the Assistan 
Director as would the Press Services Office 
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Memo R. J. Baker to Mr. Callahan | 
Re: Proposed Re-establishment of : . | 

Crime Records Division | 

| A review of the proposed chart, Tab A, disclosés that. - 
the Correspondence and Publications Section has under it the Publications , 
Unit and the Research Section has under it the Tour Unit. The Publications Es 
Unit should more properly be assigned to the Research Section as the 
work it performs is related functionally to the other work of the Research , 

section. The Publications Unit draws heavily upon the resources of the | 
Research Section in performing its functions, more particularly the 4 
preparation of the Law Enforcement Bulletin and the Investigator. ! 

The Tour Unit could be assigned to either section; however, 
for balance of supervision it is suggested the Tour Unit be assigned to the © 
Correspondence Section as it was before the division was dissolved. 

During this analysis, the question of consolidating the 
liaison functions of all divisions into one section was considered. It was 
determined that the liaison functions of the divisions, other than | 
Congressional liaison, are operational functions peculiar to those divisions. 
For example, liaison operations within the Intelligence Division are 
oriented toward the intelligence community, whereas relations with the 
Federal Aviation Administration are more properly tied to the General a 
Investigative Division, which handles aircraft crimes. This arrangement 
is presently in operation and functions efficiently. To alter it purely for 
consolidation purposes would be counterproductive. 

RE COMMENDATION 

That the revised organization chart proposed by OPE, 
Tab B, be adopted. | 
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TO Mr. N. P. Callahan ? DATE: pueuee 6, 1973 oe 

ae aN intel. EM 1 Fiera Dv Bae FROM E. S, Miller y. bel) 4 Ti nee pve ee 

Training 

Legal Coun. 

SUBJECT: | PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF ai ‘Gang. Serv. 
CRIME RECORDS DIVISION | Somat 

Telephone Rin: — 

At the ecutives Conference, July 25, 1973, apie Mets 
Mr. Kelley designated Messrs. Marshall, Jenkins, Gebhardt, 

Baker, Cleveland, and Miller to form a Committee to recommend 
a candidate to be the new Assistant Director of the proposed 
new division which will handle responsibilities formerly assigned 
to the Crime Records Division. Mr. Kelley indicated that. he 
wanted the Committee's recommendations by 8/10/73 in order that 
he could make an announcement regarding-the new division by 
8/15/73. Mr. Kelley also wanted the Committee's recommendations 
concerning the name of the proposed divisicn. 

Subsequently, Mr. Walsh was added to the Committee ween 
Director Kelley's concurrence. 

On 8/1/73 the Committee met to discuss logical candidates 
‘to head up the new division. Alli of the Committee members present 
presented the names of the same three candidates for the position; 
that is, SAC Rex I. Shroder, San Diego Office; SAC John J. 
McDermott, Washington Field Office; and SAC Robert Russ Franck, 
Organized Crime Division-New York Office. 

Considerable discussion followed ‘regarding the qualifica- 
tions of each man to fill this position and it was agreed that 
each could handle the position although because of personality 
differences, et cetera, each would approach the responsibilities 
in the position from a different standpoint, that is, each had 
his own strengths as compared with the other men. For example, 
it was acknowledged by all Committee members that SAC Franck 
would be the strongest candidate from the liaison standpoint but 
that the other two SACs were probably stronger from an administra- 
tive standpoint. 

The consensus of the group was that these three men were 
So near comparable for this position tha » phe SYST, 
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Memorandum to Mr. N. P, Callahan - 
Re: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION 

with a dime." However, the Committee rated them in the 
following order: (1) SAC Rex I. Shroder, (2) SAC John J... 
McDermott, and (3) SAC Robert Russ Franck. 

As regards SAC Shroder, Committee members recalled that 
he was also a candidate for the position of Assistant Director 
of the Computer Systems Division; however, at that time recoliec- 
tions were that Mr. Shroder preferred for personal reasons to 
withhold his name. from consideration due to the fact that he 
was in some way involved with the support or care of an aged 
mother. The recollections are not entirely clear on this issue 
but it is being mentioned Since it may have some pearing on 
the Director's action in this appointment. 

Due to the fact that the Committee feeis that each 
candidate mentioned is qualified to handie the responsibilities 
of Assistant Director of the new division and Since this new | 
position is critically important to the Bureau, the ‘Committee 
concluded that it would be well for Mr. Kelley to personally 
interview each of the candidates prior to making his selection. 

~ IIn this regard, members of the Committee are available to - 
discuss in detail what the Committee felt were the spécial 
qualifications of each candidate for the job. . 

Name of Division 

Various names for the new division were discussed 
“ineluding “Public Information and Research Division” and . 
"Correspondence and Research Division," which had been previously 
suggested. It was pointed out that there is a prohibition 
against the use of the "Public Information™ concept since this 
is already in use py the Department and since each Department 
can have only one such service. 

It was also felt that the use of the word "Correspondence" 
in the title might convey to a critical public that we are 
devoting an entire division merely to handle correspondence 
matters although the Committee was sure that there would be 
some understanding that this problem represented quite a large 
volume of work in the Bureau. , The Committee concluded that a 
more appropriate name for the new division would be "Research 
and Services Division" since all functions logically feli under 
these descriptive terms. The Committee, therefore, unanimously 
agreed that this would be an appropriate name. 
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Memorandum to Mr. N,. P., Callahan 
Re: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

(1) That the Director consider personally inter- 
viewing SACs Shroder, McDermott, and Franck for the. purpose 
ef selecting the AsSistant Director of the new division. 
Prior to this, he may wish to meet with members of the 
Committee to briefly discuss the qualifications of each of 
the men. Following Mr. Kelley's selection of the new Assistant 
Director, a press: release will be prepared along the lines 
Mr. Kelley instructed -in the Executives Conference. 
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(2) That the name of the new division be "Research 
and Services Division." 
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TO: Mr. N. P. — pate: September 5, 1973 \dent i 
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nf asi, 

afl . Laboratory 

FROM : E ° S. Miller ; : Plan. & Eval. 

Director Sec’y __ 
‘attached) recommended consideration be given to naming proposed 
new division “Research and Services Division." You felt that 

. we might be able to choose a more appropriate name and, therefore, 
additional: effort has been expended in this direction. 

. ©. fe ue | 2 
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Gita if Abin At ESR | 

Miller to Callahan memorandum dated 8/6/73 (copy Telephone Ri. — 

‘Hr. Baker and Mr. Marshall have submitted the following 
names for consideration: 

Public Affairs Division 
Public Affairs and: Resources Division 
Public Affairs and Information Division 
Reference and Services Division 
Special Services Division 
Productions and Services Division 
Liaison and Services Division 
Public Services Division. . . 
Congressional Affairs and Services Division 
Media Affairs and Services Division 
Technicai Services Division 
Technical and Services Division 

i iB : z ‘ Mee hte de era a peed 

. General Services Division KODE [FILE 
Services Division . A eee : 
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- Resources and Services Division ,..° °°" 5 

Support Services Division SEP 27 1973 2 

2 Special Activities Division new nit 
% 

s 

While these have some appeal, it is not felt for the 
reasons set out in the attached memorandum that these names are 
appropriate. In my discussion with you, it was pointed out that 
"External Affairs Division” seems to do the job fairly well since 
it is nonspecific and Since on the other hand it explains fairly 
precisely what the functions of the new division will he, that-is, 
handling Bureau affairs external to the Bureau itseif including 
liaison with Congress, correspondence, and liaison with media 
personnel. For this reason I feel that this Aas ha 
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Memorandum to Mr. N, P, Callahan 
Re: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION 

considered further. Zz have contacted most of the other 
Assistant Directors on the Committee and they agree this 

- Suggestion has merit. 3 - an: 

RECOMMENDATION : 

- That consideration be given to naming the new 
Division "External Affairs Division", r-sone.vardiation 
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Mr. N. P. Callahan — J" ‘August 6, 1973 
. ee a , ue ae oh of ares wert 

“os 8B. 8S, Miller ee a eee 

foe PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF a ae 
aes : CRIME RECORDS DIVISION | 

. . » . 
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te At the Executives Conference, July 25, 1973, 
| Myr. Kelley designated Messrs. Marshall, Jenkins, Gebhardt, 

- Baker, Cleveland, and Miller to form &@ Committee to recommend 
&@ candidate to be ‘the new Assistant Director of the proposed 

'. new division which will handle responsibilities formerly assigned 
‘to the Crime Records Division. Wr. Kelley indicated that he - 

- ..,wanted the Committee's recommendations by 8/10/73 in order that 
. he couid make an announcement regarding the new division by 
8/15/73. Mr. Kelley also wanted the Committee's recommendations 

_s eoncerning the name of the proposed division. 
fe 

Subsequently, Mr » . Walsh was added to. the Committee with 
vs Ty Director Kelley's concurrence. 

ee On 8/1/73 the Committee met to headed ieaieal candidates 
6 head up the new division. All ef the Committee members present 

-: presented the names of the same three candidates for the position; 
' that is, SAC Rex I. Shroder, San Diego Office; SAC John J. 
McDermott, Washington Field Office; and SAC Rebert Russ Franck, 

ta ere Crime Division-New York Office. 

Eo, Considerable discussion followed regarding the ninth 
- tions of each man to fill this position and it was agreed that 
‘--@ach could handle the position although because of personality 

- . @ifferences, et cetera, each would approach the responsibilities 
in the position from a different standpoint, that is, each had 
his own strengths as compared with the other men. For example, 

. it was acknowledged by alli Committee members that SAC Franck 
would be the strongest candidate from the liaison standpoint but 
that the other two SACS were probably stronger from an administra= 
tive ‘standpoint. : 

The consensus of the group was that these three men were 
so nearly comparabie for this position that you could “cover them 
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Memorandum to Mr. N. P. Callahan : te eh ao eee es 
Re: PROPOSED RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF i, ORE, ee a © 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION | i Le ee ae 

with a dime.“ However, the Committee rated them in the. 
following order: (12) SAC Rex I. Shroder, (2) nee John Je 

_ KeDernott, and (3} SAC Robert Russ Franck. 

‘As regards SAC Shroder, Committee members necatied that 
he was also a candidate for the position of Assistant: Director 
of the Computer Systems Division; however, at that time recolliec- 

- tions were that Mr. Shroder preferred for personal reasons to 
‘withhold his name from consideration due to the fact that: he . 

 . was in some way involved with the support or care of an aged 
ve mother. The recollections are not entirely clear on this issue 
+, but it-is being mentioned since it may have some bearing on 

ae the Director's ones in this apres nimeute 

A Due to ‘the fact that the Committee feeis that sich 

a candidate mentioned is qualified to handle the responsibilities 

>, ‘coef Assistant Director of the new division and since this new 
“yosition is critically important to the Bureau, the Committee 

ot concluded that it would be well for Mr. Kelley to personally 
‘wit. interview each of the candidates prior to making his selection. 

“"- ?° on this regard, members of the Committee are available to 
hs discuss in detail what the Committee felt were the special 

~ ueteescnenere of each Cand oats for the Je0% 

. 
¥ 

. Name of Division =, & € ae ge Ri ee OD 

es Various names for the new division were discussed 
dncluding "Public Information and Resezrch Division" and 

.. “Correspondence and Research Division," which had been previously 

ay suggested. It was pointed out that there is a prohibition 

(| gpainst the use of the "Public Information" concept since this 
ig already in use by the Department and since eacn, SDePat een’ 

. can neve only one such service. , 

eS "+ gt was also felt that the use of the word "Correspondence" 
'. $n the title might convey to a critical public that we are 

_ devoting an entire division merely to handle correspondence 

matters although the Committee was sure that there would be 

Some understanding that this problem represented quite a large. 

volume of work in the Bureau. The Committee concluded that a 

more appropriate name for the new division would be “Research 

and Services Division" since all functions logically fell under 

these descriptive terms. The Committee, therefore, unanimously 

agreed that this would be an appropriate name. 
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5 ! (1) That the Director consider personally inter= 
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., .,. Whewing SACs Shroder, McDermott, and Franck for the purpose 
_.' of selecting the Assistant Director of the new division. 

“ 

oe Prior to this, he may wish to meet with members of the 
Committee to briefly discuss the qualifications of each of 

‘ “th Follows Mr. Keliey' Llecti f th i e men, ollowing - Keliey‘s selection of the new Assistant 
Director, a press release will be prepared along the lines 
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September 6, 1973 

MEMORANDUM FOR MM. CALLAHAN 
: MR, WALSH 

MR, HERINGTON 

RE: SAC ROBSRT RUSS FRANCK, New York 
BATEONAL AYPAIRA DIVISION ° 
AYSISTANT DINECTOR 

Od th tes eh tle ee ey ih rl te 0 te a ee A eS aS ee ne tA tebe 

{mn Sentember 6, 1973, I phoned FAC Pranck in New York. I informed 
him I had decided to re-establish the old Crime Records Division ag the Externai 
Atfairs Division and informed him { would like to have him head this Division as 
Assistant Director and, iar this purpose, wanted him to get in touch with 
Associate Tirector Callahan to make arrangements, hopefully, te report here 
in Washington on Eeptember 10, 1973, to make a study of the new Division's 
structure using previously supplied plans and to generally sssist.in setting up 
the Division. | 

ete hae 

dare « 

SAC Franck indieated his appreciation.and said he would do the best 
jod of which he is capable. 

r 

Beat ce OR AE lt deni, antinnetn tin toate aden Stat etatebee th Si hey eh 

- ‘Pursuant to this, when he reports, he should be given all available 
material on the new Division. A press release should be made after SAC Franck | 
arrives announcing his designation and at the same time, an announcement oi the _ : 
creation of the new Division. _ 1 should be kept informed as to progress in this oa 
regard and before any structure is deyveloned, I would ar to eon WHR LAC, | , Pa 
Franck and give him the benefit of my ideas as to yar tinny idh 
am interested. 

in 
Pea wish owe 7. es : 

Very truly janes. fra? Gr 18 97 a 

C 
Assoc. Dir. 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. 

Files & Com. __ 

Gen. Inv. 

Ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory ___. 

Pion. & Eval. F « Porgonnel File of Rebert Russ Franck 

/3/ CZ ™ Fidei, 
Clarence M, Kelley ¢ 

Director 

SENT FEQM D. a 

wee wT ee bet tt oe et ete dee beeen Oe ei ens nd ee 

NAL 

Spec. inv. TIME - aa a; =, 

eae un CRE EDR DATE = : 
egcl oun, ee “a 

“ong. Serv. es, BY % 
tr, & Cem, 
— Bey NN PY ME NP / i} 9 Lee { 

e 

~ nat i 

cea MAIL ROOM (71 | TELETYPE UNIT [__] 
_ HW 55123 DocId:32989630 Page 409 
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PLAINTEXT TELETYPE 
° . x | 

ue / 
TO ALL SACS | | i | 

Ap 

t . : , 
f 7 

OM DIRECTOR FBI a. 4 : 
WIGS Te oa), av f 

ie a EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION | 
areata ire ROC IS ee, 

» Renin hash eet s Beret i Oi et elit ci I in 2 et Pt nnn sai if Marie — tain tithe we iow B Bianste. + feted nee OF 

I HAVE ESTABLISHED A NEW DIVISION AT HEAD. 
or bas eh 

| QUARTERS NAMED EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION WHICH WILL | 

GASICALLY HANDLE RESPONSIBILITIES ASSIGNED TO THE FORM, ER 

CRIME RECORDS DIVISION. FINAL ORGANIZATION HAS NOT BEEN 

COMPLETED BUT ROBERT RUSS FRANCK HAS BEEN DESIGNATED _ . 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IN CHARGE OF THIS DIVISION. YOu WILL BE 
. 

» 

' 

' 

aoneace ssh aegeny te gremete geet eine ce tre sie sonenlatmarmt atarelichs eons Sh nab darter Sane ag A arent eb ed bed ant a nied hee yeas, 

ADVISED OF ADDITIONAL DETAILS IN THE NEAR FUTURE. COPTES 

MAILED TO ALL LEGAL ATTACHES, . 

BY al 

\ 7 é 48 

MAIL ROOM Mi 4 TELETYPE UNIT 
; - : ; 

DoclId:32989630 Page 410 bb 7 / § SG - é. es rene 

%7, Washington Field - : ae | POND | 

a = All Legal Attaches 4 {fA 3 _ 

{| - Foreign Liaison Desk (route as for review) 
1 - Mr. eee a + 

rd : ; 
y  Jzu:asg fi. 4 tn 2 

ape (26) | 
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at FOAM WN Kt t0 3010~106 
“s pron epstice® 

et et ee Baer 

OREN, RIO, ND, 27 mS 

UNITED STATES «. ti ) ® Assoc: Diy, 
Asst. Div: 

Memora naum 7 ae | , Files & Com. — 
. : : Gen. Inv, ; 

»  ,MR, KELLEY pare: - 9/11/78 | ent | 

ns Ve : yp + ee 
FROM : N, Py . CALLAHAN f . << ee 3 

, : : ; ; Treining i 

t - ; : if ee al inte 

SUBJECT ERNAL AE PAIRS DIVISION. 7 Suber. 
/ “SUPERVISORY STRUCTURE a¢ fp  Reteereh | 

NO, ONE MAN POSITION - . “Telephone Pete ese 

(7 Director Sec’y 

The purpose of this memorandum is to ths that Insp ector 
George TC < Quinn, Inspection Division, be assigned to the newly established 
External Afiairs Division.as No. One Man to Assistant Director MORerE Russ 
Franck. s 

ewe’ ot Be dete ge 

Inspector Quinn is 45, married and has six children, He hasa BA 
degree from Fordham College, New York, and served as an officer in the 
Army. during 1950-1953 with extensive combat duty in Korea. Inspector 
Quinn entered on duty as a Special Agent 1/3/55, and served in the Chicago 
and Baltimore Offices, having been designated Relief Supervisor in the latter 
office 4/26/61. He was assigned to FBIHQ 8/19/63 as a supervisory Speciat 
Agent in the Special Productions-Unit of the former Crime Records Division, 

_ He was designated Unit Chief of that Unit 5/2/67. Mr. Hoover designated 
Quinn as an Inspector 9/13/71 and he was promoted to GS-16 12/31/71. He 
has been assigned to the Inspection Division since 1/15/73, 

’ 

dat ae ate ities eds oF eee 

ee ee 

Inspector Quinn's file is replete with commendations and awards 
based on his outstanding abilities and performance. He is uniquely qualified 
for the No. One Man position in the External Affairs Division based on his 
personality, experience, background, ability and merit. While assigned to 
the former Crime Records Division, Inspector Quinn demonstrated an ability 
to meet and favorably impress individuals in all walks of life. He has given 
numerous speeches and represented the Bureau most favorably. He served 
in an admirable manner while Chief of the Special Productions Unit, during 
which period he was responsible for and maintained liaison with management 
and theater dignitaries in.connection with the national TV program ''The FBI." 
He has developed an outstanding rapport in this field. He has presented 
prominent visitors to Director Hoover and participated in meetings of this 
nature. Since being assigned to the Inspection Staff, Inspector Quinn has 
participated in 10 field inspections. He has adjusted to these duties rapidly, 
displaying excellent insight. He has approached his responsibilities with 
diligence, enthusiasm and dedication. He has evidenced an nO approach 

Cee (2) - | * °O3/70 b= 162 

eee me er ge a er ele mee iin ee Ree Se ne th vii 
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N. P. CALLAHAN TO MR, KELLEY 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 

to problems, gets to the heart of the matter with dispatch, resolving same 
constructively. Assistant Director Jacobson rates him as outstanding in 
the performance of his inspection assignments. This matter has been dis- 
cussed with Assistant Director Franck, who feels that this is an excéllent 
selection to be his No. One Man. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That Inspector George T. Quinn be designated No. One Man, External 
Affairs Division, .to be effective immediately, at no change in grade or salary. 

PERMANENT BRIEF ATTACHED a fhe ( oT Y 

Kee 

2. 

> 
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Cong. Services Press Services 

_ Inspector » {| . Inspector 
-*, 2 Agents. | 2 Agents 

-” 

Correspondence and 
Tours Section 

Research Section 

ie FL Man | : * hief #1T Man 

Special 
Prdtns 

“Ciief . "Chief. Chief 
2 Agts | , 2 Agts 
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Radio 
Télevision 
Motion Pictures 
‘Official Photographs 

' Recordings 
| National Academy 

Publicity 

~ Office 

| Special Productions Unit™ 

Photographs in Director's 
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Research Section 

Section Chief _ 

Fugitive Publicity Unit_ 7 pace ote a ‘Research Unit _ 

Articles Press Releases: Law sutcxeoweul Bulletin 
statements Top Ten Publicity Investigator 
Speeches "Fugitive Articles in - Revision of Publications 
Research Trade Journals Interesting Case Program 
Annual Report 
Reference Library 

Public Law 670 Liaison with. Goverment 
Newspaper Clippings Printing Office 

Out-of-town — . Traveling Exhibits ‘ Reprints © - 
Telephone Directories © Posters | 

Parole, Probation, Juvenile Bookkts — 
Delinquency and poner na 
Research 

_ Young American Medals 



Correspondence and Tours section 
Section Chief ° 

Spec “Gorzespondence “Nonspecial Freedom. of Information Tours 
Corresp ndetice Unit Review Unit | Correspondence Unit ‘3 Act Unit Unit 
Congressional Mail Reads and reviews Routine Mail _ Review files for citizen 7 | 

Special Mail . Signature Mail Mailing List requests for information OE? 
Speech Programs i | Chronic Letter Writers ° under of Freedom of ° 
SAC Contacts a Form Mail -  - | Information Act — 
Autographed Photoraphs | | : - Editorial Records : | | 

: = | - Supplies 
: . oe | ‘Inventory | ; 

Distribution of Law Enforcement | @ | 
Bulletin,. Uniform Crime Reports, _ 

'. Investigator, and other publications 

' m4 . : | 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Comp. Syst Memorandum 
‘ Filos & Com. —. 

Gen. Inv. 

- : Ident. 
To °: WVhe Director DATE: opakeue ee nccvien 

Intell. a 

| ’ " Laboratory a 

c\ Pla ol. we” ' 
FROM :- R.R. Franck ey a PF Ce LE bres S 

" ; ire. ay y% : . : i tA Training a 

- : i : : Legal Coun. 

suBJECT: ORGANIZATION OF THE A oe 
ate TERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION “ese a wn) “feseerch 

Telephone Km. __ 

Director Sec’y —_ 

Persuant to my discussion a you yesterday, my 
eeeaee with Mr. Callahan, and a conference with various © 
nspectors and supervisors of the new External Affairs Division, 
: suggest the attached organizational chart, depicting the 
setup of the Division's Front Office and the two Sections and 
Units, be approved. In addition to the discussions mentioned, 
my conclusion is based on a review of the material and memoranda 
previously prepared and- submitted in connection with re-establishing 
the old Crime Records Division. These include the memorandum of 
12/14/72 from Mr. Walters to Mr. Felt; a memorandum of 5/30/73 
from Mr. Marshall to Mr. Felt; the memorandum of 9/5/73 from 

“Mr, Miller to Mr. Callahan; and your memorandum of 9/6/73 to Mr. 
Callahan, Mr. Walsh. and Mr. Herington. 

ae -In reaching this decision, careful consideration has 
been given to the responsibilities of the various sections and 
units, as well as that of the Front Office. In connection with 
the Front Office, one prime objective was to establish sufficient 
flexibility while at the same time maintaining direct control over 
all Division responsibilities. I believe the suggested organiza- 

‘tional chart will accomplish this. William D. Ellingsworth, when 
| he reports around 10/1/73, will be attached to Press Services in’ 

the Division Front Office. As in the past when the old Crime . 
Records Division was in operation, all requests, telephonic and 
written, to meet with the Director will be handled by this Daveeson 
and if received elsewhere should be referred, Nees, me 

i = v a i : 

If this memorandum meets with your appre ar batt TH} 7: J if 
and I will begin organizing the Division imnediately. 7 f. 

: 19373 

{ 

! 
we * . —" 

er 
RECOMMENDATION: J¢> HEGRE 

That the suggested organizational chart — the new 
External Affairs Division as depicted in the attachment be approved. 

” 

; ~ 
‘Enclosure de See ee aS “ ee 

/ ¥« Eee : jt~ ; ge? xc t | f go Zz ade Se" 

= e ei el js i 

1 - Each Assistant Director 9 & on \ 
1 ~ Mr. Callahan \' art 4 4 

e 
wth Po 

1 we Mr. e ington worn 3 ows 

L . Mr. Xe ers : . ‘ { 

a + 
c ™ 
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Be ed LZ : ie ‘ : - 

a 3 ®@ 6 : a 

ADDENDUM OF FICE OF PLANNING AND EVALUATION EES/imt 9/27/73 

| Representatives of OPE conferred with Mr. Franck . 
prior to the formal drafting of the suggested organizational chart. OPE . 
concurs with Mr. Franck's observations and ECconE acne oe as con- 
tained in this memorandum. 

af 4 
" 

t 
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"~ ‘tnspector | 
. 2 Agents. 

Research Section 

hie fi Man 

{Special 
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2 Agts 2 Agts 
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Press Services |! 

Spector 
2 Agents 

‘Correspondence and 
Tours Section . 

Chief #1 Man 

Special dom | 

Corres of | 
Unit Foret a 

Chief Chief. Chief Chief 
| .2 Agts 2 Agts 



Radio 

Office 
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| Special Productions Unit 

Television 
Motion Pictures 
‘Official Photographs 
Recordings 
National Academy 
Publicity 

Photographs. in Director's 
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Research Section 
Section Chief _ 

[Research Unit | | Fugitive Publicity Unit_ 

Articles : | Press Releases: 
Statements Top Ten Publicity 
speeches . "Fugitive" Articles in . 
Research | ' Trade Journals | 
Annual Report Public Law 670 
Reference Library ' | Newspaper Clippings 
Out-of-town ° Traveling Exhibits 
Telephone Directories 

Parole, Probation, Juvenile 
Delinquency and mcr nOetebue 
Research 

Young American Medals 

| Publications Unit 

Law Enforcement Bulletin 

Investigator 
Revision of Publications 
Interesting’ Case Program 
Liaison with Goverment 

“Printing Office @ 
‘ Reprints 
Posters 

Bookks | 



Correspondence . 
~— Review Unit _ 
Reads and reviews 
Signature Mail . 

pesca ond. Unit 

Congressional Mail 
pecial Mail 
peech Programs 
SAC Contacts 
utographed Photographs 
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Correspondence and Tours Section 

Nonspecial | | 
iCorrespondence Unit “jf 

', Investigator, and other publications. 

[ ad a | 

1 

Section Chief 

oe War os 

‘Freedom of Information ; Vy Tours 
Act Unit | Unit . 

Routine Mail Review files for citizen ° 

Mailing List requests for information - Tours 
Chronic Letter Writers under of Freedom of : 
Form Mail Information Act | 
Editorial Records | 
supplies | ae: | 
Inventory ; oe : i 
Distribution of Law Enforcement a @. 
Bulletin,. Uniform Crime Reports , 7 - 
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FROM 

SUBJECT: 

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION - 

. MR. CALLAHAN 

| R. R. FRANCK RY UY 

-, division in terms of rapport with the field due to his first-hand knowledge of 

AW 351253 DoctId: Saige 

JFUONAL [ORM NO, 10 $010—-106 
maY 1942 EOitibs . : 

Le. Dir 3 

ae set, Dlr ; 

We 
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O34 GEN, AEG. NO, 27 

UNITED STATES < e. SRNMENT. 

M emorandum ae 

. fi a 
. : ‘eo ‘4 fn. 

I re s 
4 

4 rg 
e Ve 4 

ip 1 

i" : 
a } 

. a) ee pee Iinspectian enns om] 

«3 % 

DATE: 

t Intell, 

Laboratory gictese 

Plan. & Eval. 4 

Spee. fav. 

a = 

es 
Trolaing 

SUPERVISORY STRUCTURE 
NUMBER TWO MAN POSITION 

Legal Coun, 

Tainphona Rm. 

Divector Sec’y . +3 

The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend that 
ASAC James M./Mur¥phy of the Tampa Office be assigned to the External 
Affairs Division as my #2 Man. 

. ASAC Murphy is 47 years old, married with three children 
and has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Tufts College, Medford, 
Massachusetts. He served inthe U.S. Army during World War II and 
entered on duty as a Special Agent on 1-22-51. He served inthe Cincinnati 
and Newark Offices, having been designated a relief supervisor in the latter 
office, prior to his assignment to FBI Headquarters on 5-15-60. During 
his assignment at FBI Headquarters, he served in the former Crime Records | 
Division where he served as a Unit Chief from 8/66 until 6/70 when he was... | 
transferred to the Inspection Division as a Permanent Inspector's Aide. | 
On 4-27-71 following his tour of duty on the Inspection Staff, he was. reassigned | 
to the Special Investigative Division where -he served as Supervisor in Charge 2 
of the Unlawful Flight Unit in the Fugitive Section. He was designated | 

j 
j 
j 

| 
j 

i 

| 

- ASAC of the Tampa Office on 1-3-72 and has been assigned to that office 
j 

since that date. . ; se 2 a te - YW, / | 

_ASAC Murphy's file is replete with aie and inee ative ! 
awards based on his outstanding abilities and performance. ‘It is noted that 
based on the high caliber of his performance as reflected in his last annual 
performance rating he was granted an incentive award.’ I feel he is uniquely 
qualified for the #2 Man position in the External Affairs Division based on 
his personality, experience, background and appearance, as well as his 
ability. While formerly assigned to FBI Headquarters and during his current 
assignment as ASAC in Tampa he has demonstrated an. outstanding ability 
to meet and impress people in all walks of life, has given numerous speeches 
and has always represented the Bureau most favorably. Based on his present 
field experience he is capable of bringing a dimension to the operation of my 

4 

ee eer eerie es oe Bee weeks whee oe = st 

our needs regarding public relations and the ability to generate and implement 
naeee - these lines. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan 
Re: Supervisory Structure 

‘External Affairs Division - | | | ; 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That ASAC James M. Murphy, Tampa Office, effective 
immediately, be transferred to FBI Headquarters and designated #2 Man | 
in the External Affairs Division, at no change in grade or salary. 

PERMANENT BRiKF OF PERSONNEL FILE OF ASAC MURPHY 
ATTACHED. . | 
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fp? Comp, Syte 

Ext. Aftos # 
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Gen. {nv. 
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Loboratory 

Plan. & Evol. —| 
Inv. 

Training 

Inapection __-: 
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3 
re 

: 

Lego Coun. ___.! 
a _ SUBJECT:SUPERVISORY STRUCTURE Iyer 

ESEARCH SECTION CHIEF POSITION ot i 

ERTERNAL AFFAIRS [ 
a ee 

The ‘puppose of this memorandum is to necommend that 
SA Lawrence JH elm, who acted as #1 Man in the Correspondence and 
Research Se this section was attached to the Files and Communi- 
cations Division, be designated Chief of the Research Section which has 

' been established in the External. Affairs Division. 

Telephone Rm. — ; 

Director Sec’y _.! 

i 

Mr. Heim is 53 years of age, married, snd has three childrea. 
He has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism from Xavier University, 
Cincinnati, Ohio, and served as an officer in the U.S. Army from 1941 to 
1946 being released from active duty with the rank of Captain. He entered ! 
on duty as a Special Agent on 3-3-47 and served in the El Paso and Seattle : 
Offices. He was assigned to FBI Headquarters on 2-26-52 and has handled 
a wide variety of responsibilities in what was formerly the Crime Research 
Section of the Crime Records Division including supervision of the prepara- 
tion of the Law Enforcement Bulletin and The Investigator and technical 

_ assistance in the preparation of various books by authors who wished to 
highlight the work of the FBI. Mr. Heim was designated #1 Man to the Chief 
of the Crime Research Section on 3-15-60 and served in that capacity until 
dissolution of the Crime Records Division last December. He has continued 
to operate as the #1 Man supervising the activities of this section which was 
incorporated into the Correspondence and Crime Research Section assigned 
first to the Training Division on 12-14-72, to the Files and Communications 
Division on 5-2-73 and to my division ¢ on 1 10- 2— ie. 7 Y Be 1 Grade GS 1: 

ea ee ee ee eee ye res ee, 

. 

a 

ei ek hee tee he 

wee 

Me ts, a : 

“Mr. Heim's file reflects numerous coms fevd henge and: a foe 
his outstanding services over the years. Because of his background inthe 
Research Section, his knowledge and his outstanding ability, he is fully’ 
qualified and is the logical choice for the position of Chief of the — ch 
Section and I Peco mente stim for this position. 

ptf? aoe iB 

That SA Lawrence J. Heim be jediiedead Chief of the Research 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Oe a Ae ee oe eh eee wet ee elie tele ee ee See ea De © Aa er eteeh mt ve o, 

Section of the External Affairs Division, Pia immediately. PA 
: 

& @ Enc, . | vid OY : 
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: as ; ; garnet -Dir.: 

Memorandum . « tr ae | 
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: ‘ - Com. : 

TO. : MR. CALLAHAN pare: . 1Q-L0273- St 

FROM . R. R, FRANCK YY‘ Pe gr Rabirotory | - \\ : sof) Plan. & Eval. 
. ig ; 4 ; : ! sy Spee. Inv. eee ; ‘ : ° pe AD . Troiniag 

 SuBJECT:, REASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL - - | Lh : _ Legal Coun, 
_EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION pes se os eee 

ee yee 
By memorandum dated 9-11-73 the Director -  pboved the. f hed 

organizational set-up of the External. Affairs Division. - The purpose of ¥ ef 
this memorandum is to set forth the reassignment of personnel in orde ate 
that adjustments may be made in appropriate records. Attached is ay A yrs td 
list of the names of all employees in this Division — their positiongy" 
grades, and former division of SeSle neon: 

That recipients of this memorandum make any sdacunGnts.. 
necessary in records maintained“ind that the Administrative Division ~ 

| provide Personnel Records Section a short memorandum on each employee . 
for inclusion in his personnel file. , : . a og ne. © 

4 Pe Eh pn nln Yip ce a ee ed 
Pi cia Bat varie te ae = a cs =e LA, | a ee hg os as a i es LO 
aoe ‘ndlddure ~ Ceti! oo GI . oe %, = < ee 

as, Yat: L i shee - = - 
GTQ: ort! | HEBER, bp a, OF a 

ain. 7 | a > (= © 
‘1. Mr. Marshall Ap a oe 
1-Mr: Walsh = © Aho ae 
1-Mr. McMichael ans - , 
1 - Mr. ‘Gregory : 
1 - Movement Unit 
1 - Mr. Row | eg 4 - 
i - Miss Tibbetts — : “= . ea 
1 - Mrs. Crookston . Ae 
1 - Miss Rochat 
1 - Mrs. Stoll 
1 - Mr. Rolander e 
1 - Mr. Jackson © oe ee ea a 
1 - Mr. Cahill OR Ss Sh ee ee oe 
1- Mr. Cleveland . here ow 2 Ce eee ere eto - 

1 - Mrs. Metcalf - / oc = ie. eB 

RECOMMENDATION: — : 2 * 2 7 ae | 

” 

~ 

ivy 

x 

1 - Mr. Gebhardt 

na 
rn 

" me ir eo ; : oh . 
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| EXTERNAL | AFFAIRS DIVISION - -. 

(A) ‘The following employees have been BeAsesenee to ne Front Office of the External : 
Affairs Division: 

FORMER DIV ISION 

“NAME | TITLE OF ASSIGNMENT - GRADE: - 

Robert Russ Franck Assistant Director ~~ .-New York Office — Gs 17 
George T. Quinn Inspector - #1 Man _— | Inspection - - GSié6 | 

_.dack E. Herington Inspector. . ‘Director's Office °- GS 16. 
T. J. Harrington, Jr. © Special Agent Director's Office - GS 14 
W. D. Ellingsworth Administrative Assistant - New Employee * .GSib°- 

7 Hie Ss News Media Officer .. = oa 
Carol R. Tschudy ; Administrative Assistant Administrative - .-.GSil1 . 
Joyce A. Osborne Administrative Assistant Director's Office - . GS 11 
Arlys S. Grage Secretary (Stenography) Director's Office: GS9g 
Joan M. Broderick Secretary (Stenography) Director's Office | GS 6 

(B) . The following employees have been reassigned to the Congressional Services Unit: - 

| David W, Bowers - Inspector Director's Office . GS17 
| C, Benjamin Fulton _ Inspector ' Director's Office, «© GS15° ; 

Virginia C. Salpini Clerk Director's Office - GS8 
Elaine C. Haddock Clerk Director's Office . GS 6 

‘Judy K. Largent _ Clerk (Stenography) Director's Office . GS 5°. 
Karen J. Scott _ Secretary (Stenography) Director's Office GS 6 

(C) The following employees have been reassigned to the Research Section: ~ 

John H. Campbell ' Special Agent Files &Comm. ~—SCGGS L5 
Thomas B. Coll Special Agent Special investigative GS 14. 
Robert B. Davenport Special Agent. © Files & Comm. -. ~ GS14 

. David L. Divan . Special. Agent files & Comm. Gs 14 
Robert C. Fay | Special Agent Wiles &Comm.. _. GS1i3_ 
Edward H. Gooderham special Agent . Files & Comm. _ GS 14 

. George William Gunn Special Agent . Files & Comm.” . ° 'GS15 
‘Lawrence J. Heim . Special Agent ' Files & Comm. GS 15 - 

' Dillard W. Howell I Special Agent Files & Comm. GS il 
Anthony E. Schiappa Special Agent - _ Files & Comm. - °GS 14 

' Fern C. Stukenbroeker _ Special Agent : Files & Comm. -  GS16_ 
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(C) (Continued) 

NAME. 

Joyce V. Anenson 
U. Louise Gardner 
Lois I, Reichert 

Barbara H. Mohr 
Claudia J. Rauch 

Genell Whitson 

Jane Hall Williams 

. Juris Bergs — 
Iona G. Swann 

Debra Sue Sheffield 
- Diana K. Goselin 
. Donna J, Midkiff 
V. Ann Gordon ~ 
Laurie Ann Demko 
Judy Ann Martin 
Linda R. Barrow 
Sherry L. Gemberling 
Sheryl A. Snee 
Sherry A. Gerth - 
Marjorie Mae Holland 
James R. Kramarsic 
George J. Crane 
Richard K. Macko 

. Rita H. Manning 
Donna M. Gruntorad | 
Kathryn E. Sulewski | 

. Adolph M. Kizas 
‘Thomas H. Kunz 
James HE. Meinke 
George J. Mink 
Gail E. Rasch 
Larry D. Rodgers 

* In GS 6 Supervisory position with salary retention for: two years in GS 9. - 
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TITLE 

Writer (Printed Media) 
Writer (Printed Media) 
Writer (Printed Media)” 
Editorial Assistant | 

'Writer~Editor (Printed. 
Media) 

Writer~Editor (Printed 
Media) oe 

Writer-Editor (Printed 
Media) ~ 

_ Editor (Printed Media) 
Supervisory Clerk-~ 
-Stenographer — 

-Secretary (Stenography) 
Secretary (Stenography) 

' Secretary (Stenography) 
_ Clerk-Stenographer 

Clerk-Stenographer 
Clerk-Stenographer 
Clerk. 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 

' Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk . 
Clerk | 
Clerk -° 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk = 
Clerk 
Secretary (Stenography) 
Clerk 

_ Files & Comm.. 

® 
- 

« 

' 

6 ' 

4 

. 

FORMER DIVISION ~~ 
OF ASSIGNMENT 

Files & Camm: 

Files & Comni. 
..Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm.’ 

| Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm. - 

Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm. - 
Files'& Comm. ._ 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
lviles & Comm. . 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. - 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Special Investigativ 
Special Investigative Q2NQQ99N999RaRaD 

—.RADNNANNNMN 

GS 3 

TA) TW 
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(D) The following employees have been reassigned to the Correspondence and Tours.: .- 
section: — - 

' FORMER DIVISION 
NAME TITLE _ OF ASSIGNMENT: : GRADE 

Gordon E. Malmfeldt Special Agent | Files & Comm.  - GS16 
John C. Wagner Special Agent '  —«- Files & Comm. GS15-.. 
Paul L. Andrews Special Agent Ss & Files & Comm. .- _GS14-_ 
Robert C. Dean _ Special Agent -  °Files & Comm. GS 13 . 
Ralph W. Engelmeier special Agent Files & Comm. -*- GS 15 
James C. Farrington Special Agent .. - ° Director's Office * -GS15 - 
Richard C. Dennis, Jr.- Special Agent . «+ Office of Legal ' GS 12 

oe ~ Counsel  . > « . -. 
Allen H. McCreight Special Agent Files & Comm. “ - GS 13_ 
Nancy Bronstein . Secretary (Stenography) Files & Comm. - . GS 
Jerald W. Benningfield Clerk ‘ _ Files &Comm. ..- GS4 
Barbara J. Coyle - Clerk Files & Comm. - GS4 
Rita M. Lindauer . Clerk | Files & Comm. . GS3 

’ Carolyn Ann Minnick Clerk — Files & Comm. _ GS 5- 
Kathryn-L. Scheve ' Clerk | Files & Comm. . GS 4 
Mary Helen Ballard . Research Assistant Files & Comm.-- GS10° - 
Marjory L. Near Research Assistant Files & Comm. % HGS OS = 
Anne West Tunney Research Assistant Files & Comm. GS 10 
Suzan J. Derk . Research Clerk Files & Comm... GS 5 
Elizabeth S. Hudson Research Clerk ' | Files & Comm.” © GS 6 
Joseph T. lazzetta . . Research Clerk . Files & Comm. © . GS 5 
Eliza Ann Parson ' Research Clerk Files & Comm. .~° GS5 
William W. Phipps, Jr... Research Clerk Files & Comm... GS 5- 
Theresa R. Snyder _ Research Clerk Files & Comm. | GS5 
Vasilika V. Wallace . Research Clerk a Files & Comm. - GS6 . 
Linda L. Kloss Stenographic -Unit Files & Comm. = ~AGS 7 

Supervisor | es oo 
Jean Kathryn McRae . Supervisory Clerk- _ ‘Files & Comm.- .- GS6- 

. Stenographer ea — . 
- Celeste M. Cavalli Clerk-Stenographer = Files &.Comm. - °GS4. ~ 

Beth Ann Finucan Clerk-Stenographer - Files & Comm. G84 
Nency Marie lazzetta Clerk-Stenographer Files & Comm. © GS 5 - 

_ Roxy Lee Monroe Clerk~Stenographer Files & Comm. - -GS4 
Wilma Lee Ross - Clerk-Stenographer — Files & Comm.  GSo. 
Melinda K. Shayuth Clerk~Stenographer Files & Comm. - GS 4 
Valarie G. Wilson Clerk-Stenographer _ Files & Comm. ~~. GS 4 
Simone L. Robicheau Clerk-Typist ' Files & Comm. .. .GS3_ 
‘Barbara Lynn Elsea Clerk-Typist -New Employee  . GS3. 
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(D) c ontinued) 

NAME —. 

Nancy L. Adams 

Roberta L. ZAimmers 

N. Cathryn Ross 
- Louise BE. Beals 

Jean K. Bowen 
Ruth K, Klischer -. 
Carolyn A. Morse 
Kurt E. Kirschman 

. Karen Louise Mickens 

Gracie A. Randhahn 
Daniel C. Thomas 

_ Steven BE. Nixon 
. Jeffrey L. Summers — 

William Howe Dewan 
John W. Cordon Ul 

. Bunny Sue Morris 
Charles T. Bradley 
Mildred M. Foster 

Katherine M. Mairs 

Blanche F, Anderson 

Mildred A. Babish 

Hazel R. Cross 

. Nell Kennedy 
Jeannette HE. Replogle 
Francis P, Frauson 

. David R. Whitling 
Carmela F. Jackson 

' Barbara Ann Pearson 

Nancy J. Shield 
Lee Ann Woleslagie 
Patricia R. Harding 
Mary Sue Cole 

- Ester Boyd Daniello 
* Marion S. Ramey | 
*Marie L. Strittmatter 

kk James A. Haisten 

_ Clerk 

AN 

EITLE 

| Clerk Dictating Machine 

Transcriber - 
Clerk Dictating Machine 

Transcriber 
Secretary. (Stenography) 
Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk. 
Correspondence Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Cierk 
Clerk 
Publications and a 

supervisor 

Clerk 

Clerk 

_ Clerk 
Correspondence Unit - 

Supervisor = 
Correspondence Unit 

supervisor 
' Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk 
Correspondence Clerk 
Tour Léader (Supervisor) 
Tour Leader (Supervisor) 
Clerk-Stenographer 
Information Receptionist 
Information Receptionist 
Clerk-Stenographer - 
Clerk 
Reviewer Analyst 
Reviewer Analyst: 
special Agent 

_., Secretary (Stenography) 
' Publications and Supply 

Supervisor 

FORMER DIVISION ~ 
| OF ASSIGNMENT 

Files & Comm. 

_.Files & Comm. 

- Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm: 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. — 

Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm... 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 

‘Files & Comm: 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 

| Files & Comm. - 

Files & Comm. 

Files & Comm. | 
Files & Comm.: 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 
Administrative 

Administrative © - 
Administrative 

Administrative 

Administrative 
Files & Comm. 
General Investigative 
Special Investigative 
General Investigative 
Files & Comm. 

. Files & Comm. 
Files & Comm. 

* Currently aeeione to House Appropriations Committee 

ti Qn, milibary, sac Spo B29 ade «pie 
ene 

: 

. * 

“ - 

“GRADE 

GS 4 

GS 4 - 

G84 
- GS 7: 

- Gs7:: 
GS 7 

GS 7. 
'. GS 4 

GS 95 
GS 9 
.GS 4 
GS 4 
GS 5. 

GS 3 

Gas 4 
 GS6 
-GS'9 
GS 9 

_ GS.15. 
GS 5 
GS 5 
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TO * Mr. Franck ov sod DATE: 49-11-7387 fA ‘ied a 
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FROM mf dln US ee a 
| ° > . fe Ae Space, Inv. 5 
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soos agai Coun, _ . 

SUBJECT: | YORIENTATION PROGRAM * Visieaneea. 
FOR NEWLY APPOINTED : | Dincter S07 

SACS AND ASACS _ 

{ BY ERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 

In 1958, the former Crime Records Division initiated 
| an Orientation Program in the Division of one-day duration for 

all newly appointed SACs and ASACs. The purpose was to give 
the new officials indoctrination and instruction in various 
phases of public relations matters handled by the Division. 
There was a need for this program due to the fact that it.is 
difficult to set out specifics about public relations matters 
and the handling thereof in instructional manuals, due to the 8 
variety of things that come up and changing policies and proce- _. 
dures. The one-day program covered’ various functions of the 
‘former Crime Records Division, including correspondence matters, 
speeches, radio and television programs, fugitive publicity, 
FBI publications, news release techniques. 

i 

act j Pele 

teat meaner ed eas ee 4b 26s +o nberk ol aD etek 0 anton & me 

REC-36 ps ae i -fage 
ae The program proved to be most mutually beneficial 
to the new Bureau officials and to the Division, and it 
continued with genuine interest and enthusiasm until the 
dissolution of the Crime Records Division in December, 1972. 

‘During the one-day program, the new SACs and ASACs visited 
supervisors in the Division, discussed pdrticular phases 
of the operations, and received réference’ and research 
material concerning the Division's activities. Most frequently, 
the one-day program engendered questions which the new Of Sbciadsere swt 

relayed to us subsequently. The biggest dividend from the 
program was the outstanding liaison which these new Bureayw OCT £3 i0. 
officials in their Field Offices maintained with the former 
Crime Records Division and their increased ,personal PAL CL GAA meres omen 

tion in public relations matters. The personal relation 

established by the new SACS and ASACs with the individual 

supervisors in the Division was an important factor in proj cting , | 

the FBI: image rogers to the public. RESEAR CI 4 Lerten 
with the. establishment of the Extertial Affairs aoa 

and with the important objective to restore the FBI to its 
' yightful position with our citizens, we propose to reinstitute 

the highly successful 6ne-d Orientation Program in nis yatSernet | 

Affairs Division for ne appointed SACs and ASAR S| C | 

f 

| Enclosure \ TEs \ 

1 - Mr. Callahan’ - Enc Losuré 
1 ~ Mr. Jenkins ~ Enclosure 

\ 
( 

1 - Mr. Walsh - Enclosure 

CONTINUED - OVER PERS, REC. UNIT 7. 
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- . Mr. Heim to Mr. Franck Memo | | | 4 
: RE: ORIENTATION PROGRAM 

Attached is a Sample schedule, similar to, that 
previously used, for this instruction program. If approved, 
the scheduling and handling of this Orientation Program will 
be coordinated with the Administrative Division and the newly 

i appointed Bureau officials,’ consistent. with their departure 
dates and other commitments. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the one-day Oriéntation Program for newly 
appointed SACs and ASACs, formerly conducted by the Crime 
Records Division, RE Ber eeee eae in the ae Affairs 

ae Pip 

2 ~ , {P i te 

Po : = e 

» . < « . a . 

a ’ . 7 tc . 
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9:30 - 10:00 

10:55 - 11:25 

bis 3o. = -L2eL0 

1:30 - 2:00 

2:30 

s 
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10:10 - 10:45 

SCHEDULE FOR ORIENTATION 
PROGRAM FOR NEW SAC's and ASAC's : 

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION 

Mr Coll 
Room 4258, Ext. 2545. | 

Mr. Gunn - 

-Room 4266, Ext. 3645 
‘Mr. Divan 
Room 4268, Ext. 3339 

Mr. Heim . 
Room 4264, Ext. 3645 

Mr. Malmfeldt 
Room 4718, Ext. 2153 

Mr. J. H. Campbell | 
Room 622,0P0 
Ext. 2715 

Mr. Franck 
Mr. Quinn 
Room 5634, Ext. 3691. 

bG-/CSS- 
5 a w ort - ay 

Fugitive Publicity Unit - 
“"fop. Ten" Program; 

; . aoa 

Bee ge ee hee — 

Fugitive Publicity outlets;.: 
‘exhibits;-Young American 
Medals Program; PL 670; 
news clipping service. 

Special Productions Unit:= ° 
Special Projects; feature 
articles; radio and TV .- 
matters, "The. FBI" TV 
series;. training films; 
official photographs. 

General Liaison: Field 
and External Affairs 
Division; reference data - ' 
speeches, articles. 

Correspondence and Tours 
Section - Correspondence 
matters;. preparation’ of 
letters; Speech Program; 
Freedom of Information Act; 
SAC Contacts; Tours. 

Publications Unit -~- Human 
‘Interest Items; Investi- 

gator; LEB: I.C. Memos; 

reprints for police 
instructors and for public. 

Meet.’ On-the-spot news 
release matters, public 
relations and oe. 
points. 

L£~ }037 
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